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Abstract

This report presents a strategy for sealing exploratory boreholes associated with the Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization Project. Over 500existing and proposed boreholes have been considered in the development of this
strategy, ranging from shallow (penetrating into alluvium only) to deep (penetrating into the groundwater table).
Among the comprehensive list of recommendations are the following: Those boreholes within the potential
repository boundary and penetrating through the potential repository horizon are the most significant boreholes from
a perfonnance standpoint and should be sealed. Shallow boreholes are comparatively insignificant ,andrequire only
nominal sealing. The primary areas in which to place seals are away from high-temperature zones at a distance from
the potential repository horizon in the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff and the upper portion of the Topopah Spring
Member and in the tuffaceous beds of the Calico Hills Unit. Seals should be placed prior to waste emplacement.

Performance goals for borehole seals both above and below the potential repository are proposed. Detailed
construction information on the boreholes that could be used for future design specifications is provided along with
a description of the environmental setting, i.e., the geology, hydrology, and the in situ and thermal stress states. A
borehole classification scheme based on the condition of the borehole wall in different tuffaceous units is also

proposed. In addition, calculations are presented to assess the significance of the boreholes acting ,aspreferential
pathways for the release of radionuclides.

Design calculations are presented to answer the concerns of when, where, and how to seal. As part of the strategy
development, available technologies to seal exploratory boreholes (including casing removal, borehole wall
reconditioning, and seal emplacement) are reviewed. It is recommended that the surface-based site characterization
program maintain exploration boreholes with casing so that seals can be placed at selected sealing locations, that
grout not be introduced at sealing locations, and that work plans for drilling additional boreholes be developed that
address sealing issues. Borehole-specific sealing plans should also be developed.
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Executive Summary

This report presents a strategy for sealing boreholes to satisfy seal performance requirements for
the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project. Inherent in this strategy are answers to the
following concerns: where to seal, relative to the potential repository and geologic setting; ho..._W.
to seal, relative to selection of seal materials, geometry, and placement methods; and whe...._.n.nto seal

during the stages of potential repository operation. The strategy for sealing boreholes addresses
performance requirements given in 10 CFR 60 (1986) and presented in Issue 1.12 and the

availability of technologies to place borehole seals as discussed in Issue 4.4 (DOE, 1988). This
strategy also includes an _valuation of the performance of the sealing system. Because
performance reliability is critical to the strategy, reducing the likelihood of degradation and
selecting measures to avoid deleterious events are both addressed through performance and design
calculations.

The strategy is intended to provide guidance for those acquiring site information from the

surface-based program (Figure ES-1). This report is consistent with iterative performance
assessment and ties sealing design concepts with site-specific features. The borehole sealing
concepts are flexible in that they may be modified if the assumptions made about the roc::

properties change as a result of site characterization efforts, if additional scenarios for seal
degradation are defined, or if changes in potential repository or waste package design occur. The
strategy also provides recommendations to the surface-based testing program in maintaining

access to boreholes, grouting in seal zones, preparing borehole sealing plans, and evaluating the
risks of abandoning boreholes.

Borehole Performance Goals and Performance. In previous studies (Fernandez et al.,

1987_, the regulations for borehole-seal performance (10 CFR 60.134) require that "boreholes
shall be designed so that following closure they do not become pathways that compromise the
geologic potential repository's ability to meet the performance objectives." The position adopted
was that the restriction of vertical flow through the boreholes to only 1 percent of the potential

for vertical flow through the rock mass satisfies this requirement. For both boreholes and rock
mass, the effective hydraulic gradient was assumed to be 1 for the condition of vertical

infiltration under atmospheric pressure. Considering the area within the potential repository
perimeter, the potential vertical flux through the rock mass was the effective hydraulic
conductivity of the rock units between the potential repository and the water table times the floor

area of the potential repository drifts, or more conservatively, the total area within the potential
repository. The potential flow through boreholes was the sum of the cross-sectional areas of the
boreholes within the potential repository area times the effective hydraulic conductivity of the

seal material (including the effect of the seal host-rock interface). Considering a range of rock-
mass hydraulic conductivities, selecting a low value of rock-mass conductivity results in a low

required hydraulic conductivity for the seal material.
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The current strategy recognizes that groundwater flow to the accessible environment below the

potential repository is the main concern in sealing boreholes. Several scenarios exist for water
flow towards or away from the potential repository that allows boreholes to become preferential
pathways, potentially compromising the ability of the geologic disposal system to meet

performance requirements. These water-flow scenarios could affect the significance of the
boreholes within and near the boundary of the potential repesitory. These scenarios include:

• Inundation of a potential repository drift under unanticipated conditions, resulting
in lateral spreading from the edge of the drift (Figure 2-2)

• Flooding events near alluvial recharge areas, resulting in a saturation front moving
downward, potential perching of water, and potential enhancement of flooding at
the Tiva Canyon contact (Figure 2-3).

For a drift inundated with water, a saturated flow plume would develop downward to the

groundwater table. A deep borehole (e.g., UE-25a #7) intersecting such a plume represents a
preferential pathway for the flow of water to the accessible environment. While several
low-angled fracture sets exist, the fracture systems in the welded tuff are dominantly vertical, and

there is only a small tendency for lateral flow from the potential repository horizon.

Surface flooding and the development of perched water could compromise the ability of the

geologic potential repository to meet performance objectives following closure. The alluvium
could become saturated and recharge the borehole, resulting in perched water. The potential for
flooding at boreho!e locations depends on the size of the drainage basin, topographic features of

the drainage basin, stream characteristics, and the presence of alluvium that could recharge the
borehole. Existing and proposed boreholes within or near the potential repository periphery could
be subject to flooding. With several exceptions, the proposed boreholes are to be located outside

of flood-prone areas and are less subject to flooding.

Additional concerns have evolved regarding the potential for preferential flow of gaseous

radionuclides, due to convective airflow out of the potential repository to the ground surface.
Seals might degrade due to adverse loading and therefore not meet the basic hydrologic and
airflow performance objectives. These concerns have evolved from a literature review of

previous performance tests of potential repository seals, which is a basic objective of the current
design investigations; from technical issues raised by the NRC; and from the need to provide
additional seal-design requirements for backfill to augment the basic isolation characteristics of

the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. These concerns address sealing boreholes from the

potential repository horizon to the ground surface, within the potential repository, or immediately
outside the potential repository area. The performance goal adopted restricts airflow through the
borehole seals to 1 percent of the total flow through the rock.

After radioactive waste is emplaced in the repository, convective air transport will develop

through shafts, ramps, and boreholes accessing the potential repository. Convective airflow will
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also develop through the rock and other geologic features. As flow is drawn upwards from
cooler regions surrounding the potential repository, lateral spreading can occur (Figure 2-5).

Lateral spreading depends upon advection or airflow and dispersion that, in turn, depend on
molecular diffusion and dispersivity. For boreholes near the edge of the potential repository,
flow upward to the atmosphere could occur (depending upon the depth of the borehole) through
rock and then through the borehole.

Airflow may also be affected by contrast in permeabilities, which could force air to migrate

laterally. The Paintbrush nonwelded tuff formation possesses relatively fewer fractures and lower
conductivity than the underlying Topopah Spring Formation. Flow could exit in Solitario
Canyon, and boreholes to the west of the potential repository could be affected. To the east of

the potential repository, the convective cell formation would be contained in the welded unit until
a cooler region is reached and air is drawn back towards the potential repository.

The consideration of the regulatory criteria for preferred pathways and the air and water and flow
scenarios suggest that boreholes could be categorized according to temperature (inside versus
outside the potential repository), borehole depth, and the potential for flooding. The established
criteria are as follows:

• Plan Location--Air Flow--The borehole is located within or immediately outside
the potential repository periphery. Boreholes within the extended boundary of the
potential repository 1 are subject to convective airflow.

• Depth--Air Flow and Water Flow--The depth of the borehole determines whether
airflow above the potential repository occurs predominantly through rock and then
through the borehole or through just the borehole and associated backfill and seals.
For deep boreholes, a preferential pathway could exist for water flow from the
potential repository horizon to the groundwater table.

• Plan Location--Water Flow--The location of the borehole with respect to flood-
prone areas.

Chapter 2.0 presents a categorization of the exploratory boreholes based upon the above criteria
for properties of boreholes. The following observations are made:

• The water-flow enhancement for deep boreholes under perched water conditions is
a far more significant condition than for shallow boreholes, since flow is
proportional to standing water columns within the borehole. 2

lThe extendedboundaryof the potentialrepositoryincludesboreholesimmediatelyoutsideof the potential
repositorythat mightbe subjectto advection/dispersion.

2Theevaluationassumesa worst-casescenariothat a standingwater columndevelopswithinthe borehole. The
developmentof a standingwatercolumndependson the amountof waterrechargedto the boreholeand the
amountdissipatedto surroundingformations.
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• The airflow through deep boreholes penetr_ ring the potential repository is far more
significant than for shallow boreholes, since airflow through a hole is resisted
principally by flow through the web of rock below the borehole. Shallow boreholes
not penetrating the Tiva Canyon Memb,_r are inconsequential and need not be
sealed.

° Stratigraphic contacts may direct perched water to travel laterally primarily to the
east of the potential repository. A seal placed at the stratigraphic contact reduces
the potential for the borehole becoming a preferential pathway.

For deep boreholes outside the potential repository perimeter, sealing is not necessary in the
upper zone, while sealing could be required in the lower zone extending to the east of the

potential repository. Away from the potential repository, the upper seal zone is not necessary
to prevent surface inundation, and reduce contaminated airflow. This is because the surface

plume does not intersect the potential repository, and air would be drawn into the ground in
cooler regions. Yet the lower seal may be required, if perched water occurs on contact zones that

tend to move laterally to the east. This water could become a preferential pathway through deep
boreholes.

The above evaluations establish the need for sealing above and below the potential repository.
The following discusses borehole wall conditions for selecting sealing locations within a
borehole.

In selecting seating locations above and below the potential repository, it was found that the
condition of the borehole wall depends on the degree of welding, the lithophysae content, the

extent of clay and zeolitic mineral development, and the degree of fracturing in response to
borehole drilling. A classification scheme was developed, and borehole video logs were reviewed

as a direct means of assessing borehole wall condition. The categories included Category C 1 for
an excellent hole with no or few lithophysae; Category C2 for a good hole with a slight degree
of hole enlargement and lithophysae present and frequent fractures; Category C3 with a rough

surface, and hole enlargement; and Category C4 with nonsymmetrical hole enlargement, large
lithophysae, and pronounced fractures.

° A high percentage of Categories C3 and C4 occur in the densely welded, devitrified
tuff in the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring Units.

° Category C1 occurs in the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff.

• Categories C1 and C2 occur in the upper portion of Topopah Spring Unit.

° Categories C1 and C2 occur in the nonwelded vitric and zeolitic portions of the
Calico Hills Unit.
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This evaluation suggests placement of key seals in the Paintbrush nonwelded tufts, in the upper

portion of the Topopah Spring Unit, and in the nonwelded vitric and zeolitic portions of the
Calico Hills Unit. While borehole classifications show more favorable conditions in the

nonwelded tufts that are relatively free of fractures, the assessed rock-mass strength for
nonwelded tuff is somewhat lower, due to the contrast in unconfined compressive strength
between the welded and nonwelded tufts (150 versus 15 MPa). The rock-mass strength is

important, because higher strength gives greater confidence in the mechanical stability of the
boreholes. Nevertheless, the varying conditions suggest that sealing locations with higher rock-

mass quality in welded and nonwelded units that are not intensely fractured can be selected.

Following development of the strategy, the performance scenarios are evaluated in detail in

Chapter 4.0 for the following:

• Air dispersion of radionuclides through fractured rock above the potential repository
and into a borehole

• Convective air transport of radionuclides through rock above the potential repository
and into a borehole

• Water transport of radionuclides from a flooded perimeter drift at the potential
repository horizon through fractured rock beneath the potential repository into a
borehole above the groundwater table

• Transport of water from a flooded borehole, within a potentially flooded area, to the
potential rep_,sitory horizon.

The results reached from the detailed evaluation of these scenarios are summarized below:

• Significant lateral dispersion of air above the potential repository, assuming the
more conservative case of isotropic rock conditions, is limited to approximately
600 m from the edge of the potential repository (see Figure 4-7).

• Significant lateral dispersion of air above the potential repository, assuming the
orientation and strike of the fracture system, is probably more restricted on the east
and west sides of the potential repository than on the north and south (see
Figure 4-7).

• Considering convective air transport, Lu et al. (1991) showed that where the
permeability of the nonwelded Paintbrush tuff was low relative to the welded tuff,
lateral dispersion under the nonwelded unit was greater. It was also shown that
radionuclides could also be released to the west of where the bedded tufts outcrop
on the west side of Yucca Mountain.
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• If the perimeter drift were fully saturated, water transport from the perimeter drift
to the groundwater table is estimated at a maximum vector of 30 degrees from
vertical.

• From calculations estimating the fZoo;i heights for the PMF, about 30 shallow and
deep boreholes may be subject to flooding Most of these boreholes are collared
in alluvium. Of the boreholes subject to flooding, about 14 deep boreholes
penetrate to below the Tiva Canyon member. Three boreholes penetrate through
the Ti,,a Canyon and the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff into the Topopah Spring
Member. The remaining deeper holes (for example, USW WT-2, USW G.4, USW
H-4, and USW G-l) penetrate through the potential repository horizon. If these
holes are not sealed, the deep boreholes are far more significant in enhancing flow
to the underground by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude.

Summary conclusicns of "where," "when," and "how" to seal are presented below.

Where to Seal. The two most significant issues addressed are the characteristics of the host

formation and the anticipated in situ and thermal stress environment at these prospective sealing
locations as discussed above. The recommendations for where to seal are as follows:

• Place seals in competent zones to eliminate the effects of surficial erosion.

• Place seals in zones that are free of fractures or in zones having few fractures
(i.e., above and below the potential repository horizon). The results of the
current borehole wall classification show that the bedded, nonwelded tufts above

the potential repository horizon and the Calico Hills Unit below the potential
repository horizon represent the best sealing locations. In welded tuff, the less
densely welded upper portion of the Topopah Spring Unit presents an optimum
sealing location. The stiffer units are more desirable from the standpoint of
developing interface stress.

• For boreholes upgradient of the potential repository or within the elevated
temperature zone outside the potential repository perimeter that penetrate to the
potential repository horizon, place seals in the upper contact zones in the
Paintbrush or alternatively in the Topopah Spring Formation to restrict airflow
to 1 percent of the total that would occur through the rock. It is conservatively
assumed that the potential exists for perched water conditions at these bore.hole
locations and that the seals at these upper contact zones would prevent saturation
of seals below the potential repository horizon.

• Temperature effects are far more significant near the potential repository horizon
and suggest seal emplacement away from the potential repository horizon.

° Place seals in the upper portion of the Topopah Spring Unit to the west of the
potential repository, as the potential exists for convective airflow to break out at
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the ground surface in Solitario Canyon. In other directions from the potential
repository, the results of the air-dispersion calculations suggest boreholes within
a distarce of 600 m may represent preferential pathways for the release of
gaseous radionuclides.

i

When to Seal. Prior to sealing, the borehole casing wouldbe removed and an open borehole

wall would be exposed at the sealing location. Elevated temperature in the potential repository
could collapse the casing, resulting in no access to the seal location as a result of borehole
decrepitation. The "when" to seal issue is addressed by a corrosion assessment and stress

analysis of an open borehole, which will evaluate potential corrosion effects on borehole casing
and the stability of open boreholes prior to sealing. This evaluation will consider the effects of
elevated temperature on casing and area borehole wall stability if sealing occurred 60 years aft,_r

waste emplacement. As of now, no site-specific data are available for the corrosion of carbor_-
steel casing at the Yucca Mountain site.

Considering casing configurations, deep casings, such as those used in the grouting of UE-25a #1,
occurred over short distances, and the casings were freestanding over much of their length.
Shallow casings grouted to a depth of 100 to 200 ft, such as those used in UE-25a #5, could be

subject to long-cell action. In deeper zones, the state of in situ stress is higher, and rock mass
strength is lower (e.g., the Calico Hills). In other areas, rock mass quality is lower in more
highly fractured tuff. The possibility then exists for collapse of the borehole against the casing,

exposing steel to the host formation. Here, the range of saturation is 46 to 84 percent for welded
tuff and 46 to 76 percent for nonwelded tuff (DOE, 1992), suggesting long-cell action. The low
conductivity of both welded and nonwelded tuff suggests that local-cell action would be

insignificant. Corrosion might be higher in these areas, because of the synergistic effects of
contact with the host rock and stresses within the casing; however, these zones are expected to

be isolated, reducing the potential for long-cell action, and the actual corrosion rates will
probably be the same as those for carbon steel exposed to air and (possibly) a humid
environment.

The Kirsch solution (Goodman, 1980) was used to evaluate stress concentration effects for open
boreholes and boreholes penetrating near the roof, sidewall, and floor of a drift at the potential

repository excavation. The proximity of these locations, combined with stress-concentration
effects, suggest that the development of shear stress of 10 to 20 MPa under some confinement
may occur and that the potential exists for localized rock-mass failure. Also, elevated

temperatures at the lower seal location would occur due to the proximity of the potential
repository horizon to this location. The upper seal location would be affected much less

significantly.

In conclusion, seals should be emplaced prior to waste emplacement within the potential
repository boundary for the following reasons:
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• To avoid the potential development of high boundary stresses during potential
repository heating in an open borehole

• To prevent collapse of the casing, which would limit access to selected sealing
locations

• To prevent accelerated corrosion of casing, due to collapse of the formation around
the casing (which would result in higher corrosion rates than those for atmospheric
corrosion) and due to potential synergistic effects between stress and corrosion.

A separation distance of at least 15 m (Fernandez et al., 1987) from the potential repository drifts
should be maintained to eliminate stress concentration effects.

How to Seal. Two basic areas are considered: (1) recommended design requirements for
borehole seals for air and water flow and (2) identification of sealing strategies that can be used

to mitigate seal degradation. Both are discussed below.

Seals should be emplaced at key locations to reduce the potential for airflow out of the potential

repository, to reduce the potential for water flow out of or into the potential repository, to resist
loads, and to proviide strength. The analyses done for this report suggest that the best and most
effective seals should couple structural performance with hydrologic performance. For seals
below the potential repository, it is recommended that cementitious seals be selected with
conductivities of 10-3 cm/s, with an effective interface aperture of 100 microns; for seals above

the potential repository, cementitious materials should be selected with conductivities of
10"1 cm/s, with an effective interface aperture of 500 microns.

To resist load and provide strength, these seals should be placed as follows:

• Seal ]tocations, material properties, and placement methods should be selected that
provide adequate strength and deformational serviceability for sealing components
to resist various combinations of dead, seismic, and thermal loads. These include:

- Dead loads from overlying seal materials

- Thermal loads, due to the hydration of the cement and radioactive waste
generation

- Differential volumetric expansion, due to placement methods, cement hydration,
and differences in selected material properties

- Liquefaction and consolidation of backfill, due to seismic events.

• In Appendix I, the parametric studies using availab]te data suggest that cementitious
seals be placed under a slight pressure and with a low placement temperature.
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Saturation of the backfill could load the seal and reduce effective stress. A

cementitious seal with a tensile strength of 1 MPa and a compressive strength of
21 to 34 MPa (3,000 to 5,000 psi) is adequate for combined loads.

• A backfill that has a specified porosity and grain-size distribution s.hould be placed
between the rigid seals, which will provide tt capillary barrier to unsaturated flow
occurring d_wnward or laterally at stratigraphic contacts.

Summary of Available Technologies to Seal Boreholes. One objective of this report was
to review the technologies available for borehole seal emplacement. Chapter 6.0 includes a

review of tasks needed to place seals. These tasks are as follows:

• Removal of freestanding casing and borehole materials, if present
• Reconditioning of the borehole wall
• Selection of seal materials

• Emplacement of seals.

As discussed in Chapter 6.0, technologies are available to accomplish casing removal, borehole
reconditioning, and seal emplacement. However, some difficulty in removing materials from
selected boreholes may occur. As a consequence of the available technologies for sealing

boreholes, sealing concerns should be taken into account before new boreholes are drilled. The
following conclusions are included as part of the borehole sealing strategy:

• Maintain detailed construction documentation

• Select drilling methods, if possible, that will reduce wall-cake build-up

• Select drilling methods, if possible, that will result in better wall condition

• Minimize risk of losing drilling tools and "junk" in the borehole, i.e., develop a
protocol for tool inspection; make routine field inspections intermittent with
downhole operations

• Utilize materials that are relatively easy to remove through fishing or milling

• Limit the number of exploratory boreholes.

Risk Involved in Abandoning a Single Borehole. Chapter 4.0 and Appendix H present

calculations for the abandonment of a single borehole. For purposes of evaluation, the existing
USW UZ-6 borehole has the largest diameter at the potential repository horizon. Also, it should
be considered that the effective hydraulic conductivity of the abandoned borehole equals 10 crn/s

(equivalent to an air conductivity of 0.4 meters per minute). The conductance can be compared
to the cumulative conductance for the three models. The relative significance of a single
abandoned borehole depends on the model employed. For the low-conductivity model, where
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the conductivity of the rock matrix is low (Model I), a single abandoned borehole provides a
greater conductance than 100 boreholes combined together (or 30 boreholes penetrating through

the potential repository horizon). For Model 2, where the rock matrix conductivity is increased
over Model 1, the conductance of a single abandoned borehole represents about 10 percent of the
total flow. For the most conductive model (Model 3), where the rock matrix conductivity is high,
the flow through a single abandoned borehole is not significant, in that the design requirement

expressed as a hydraulic conductivity for seals is of the order of 100 cm/s.

The above analysis does not include fault zones that may have a higher conductivity. If fault
zones are persistently higher in conductivity, they might tend to dominate convective airflow, and

a single abandoned hole would have less significance. On the other hand, if the low-conductivity
model is appropriate with a flow resistance dominantly occurring in low-conductivity formations,

the abandoned borehole has added significance. Further, while no specific calculations are
presented of the potential impacts on water flow, the abandonment of a single borehole would
be expected to have a similar impact. The project should recognize that the current

understanding of the hydrologic source is not complete at this time and will be updated as site
characterization information becomes available.

Based upon the preliminary calculat!vns presented in the report, the project proceeds at risk in
abandoning boreholes where access to sealing location cannot be assured or where performance
cannot be evaluated.

Recommendations for the Surface-Based Program. The evaluations and conclusions
presented in this report provide guidance for the surfaced-based program. This guidance is

provided for addressing sealing plans and answering questions regarding grouting, borehole
access, borehole abandonment, and at which point these issues should be addressed. These issues
are discussed in more detail below.

.. Maintain Casing. Borehole casing will be maintained for most of the planned boreholes,
although several boreholes have been proposed that require grouting of fractures and other

material in sealing zones where casing has been removed. Where casing has been removed, it
will be very difficult to reenter boreholes for purposes of seal emplacement, and current
confidence is low that such an operation would be successful. Because of the potential risks

involved, it is recommended that casing be maintained in deep boreholes within the extended
boundaries of the potential repository to provide continued access to borehole sealing locations.

Fracture Grouting. Fracture grouting at the upper and lower sealing locations may be
necessary during site characlerization to achieve borehole stability. These grouted fractures are

then potentially susceptible trastress relief during drilling or alteration during potential repository
heating. The high temperat,_re regime may result in microcracking, a tendency for grout filled
fractures to open up, resulting in degradation of overall seal performance. For these reasons, it

is recommended that no grout should be introduced at the upper and lower sealing locations
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during site characterization, since it could affect performance at the time of potential repository
decommissioning and well abandonment. It is therefore recommended that a general sealing

plan, as outlined in detail by this report, be developed for all exploratory boreholes and that a
detailed sealing plan be developed for each borehole.

The seal plans developed by the project would exist as controlled documents with design
specifications and construction drawings and would consider general and specific problems
encountered at the sealing locations after detailed borehole inspection and in situ testing. Each
borehole would be surveyed for accurate well trajectories. The emphasis in the plan would be

to use a combination of mechanical calipers and video-logging during inspection to search for
obstructions. Injection pressures may be determined by controlled hydrofracturing in zones near
seal locations,

Borehole Sealing Plans. The borehole sealing plans would be developed through
consideration of general and specific problems encountered at the specific sealing locations after
inspection. The borehole sealing plans would specify the quantifies of seal materials, material

specificatioos for cementitious seals and earthen materials, and QC methods to be followed
during placement. In areas where pregrouting is necessary, grout design would be tailored to
provide materials performance at specified grout-injection pressures, viscosity, and strength. An
important issue to be addressed in the surface-based program is at what point sealing plans

should be in place. Calculations presented in this report state that, near the potential repository,
the potential exists for future deep boreholes to be affected by air dispersion or flooding. These
boreholes should be evaluated prior to drilling to define specific seal design requirements. It is

recommended that sealing plans be prepared for all proposed deep boreholes within the extended
boundary of the potential repository prior to borehole drilling and that work plans address issues
with respect to well abandonment and casing removal. Further, no grouting should be introduced

into sealing zones as part of the current surface-based program without addressing the risks in
not complying with federal regulations. In this manner, work-plan preparation will reflect an
evaluation of the trade-offs in proceeding with the surface-based program relative to the risks of

well abandonment prior to drilling and well completion.
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1.0 Introduction
,, , i

The Yucca Mountain Project (YMP), managed by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), is

examining the suitability of the disposal of high-level radioactive waste in a mined geologic
potential repository at Yucca Mountain. Yucca Mountain is situated both on and adjacent to the
Nevada Test Site (NTS) in Nye County, Nevada. The potential repository would be located in
an unsaturated tuff formation within Yucca Mountain.

In December 1988, DOE (1988) issued a comprehensive site characterization plan (SCP) for
evaluating the suitability of Yucca Mountain as a potential site for a high-level nuclear waste

repository. This plan defined a broad range of activities, such as exploratory borings, surface
excavations, excavations of exploratory ramps, and limited subsurface lateral excavations needed

to characterize the site. This report develops a strategy to seal existing boreholes and proposed
exploratory boreholes associated with the site characterization effort. In developing this strategy,
the report also considers the regulations pertinent to borehole sealing. The two primary
requirements that address the performance of the borehole seals, defined in 10 CFR 60, are as
follows:

• §60.112, "Overall system performance objective for the geologic potential repository
after permanent closure":

"The geologic setting shaU be selected and the engineered barrier system and the
shafts, boreholes, and their seals shall be designed to assure that releases of
radioactive materials to the accessible environment following permanent closure
conform to such generally applicable environmental standards for radioactivity as
may have been established by the Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] with
respect to both anticipated processes and events and unanticipated processes and
events."

° §60.134, "Design of seals for shafts and boreholes":

(a) "General design criterion: Seals for shafts and boreholes shall be designed so
that following permanent closure they do not become pathways that
compromise the geologic potential repository's ability to meet the performance
objectives over the period following permanent closure."

(b) "Selection of materials and placement methods: Materials and placement
methods for seals shall be selected to reduce, to the extent practicable, (1) the
potential for creating a preferential pathway for groundwater to contact the
waste packages or (2) radionuclide migration through existing pathways."

The SCP presents a process for responding to all regulations, including those given above. This
process includes defining issues and associated information needs that must be resolved in order
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to respond to these regulations. The specific issues and information needs pertinent to this area
of borehole sealing are given below:

• Issue 1.12:

"Have the characteristics and configurations of the shaft and borehole seals been
adequately established to (a) show compliance with the postclosure design criteria
of 10 CFR 60.134 and (b) provide information to support resolution of the
performance issues?"

Information Needs

1.12.1 Not applicable
1.12.2 Materials and characteristics of seals for shafts, drifts, and boreholes
1.12.3 Placement method of seals for shafts, drifts, and boreholes
1.12.4 Reference design of seals for shafts, drifts, and boreholes

• Issue 4.4:

"Are the technologies of potential repository construction, operation, closure, and
decommissioning adequately established to support resolution of the performance
issues?"

Information Needs

4.4.10 Determination that the seals for shafts, drifts, and boreholes can be
emplaced with reasonably available technology.

The primary areas of interest in the issues and information needs that must be considered are the
performance and design of the borehole seals and the technologies available to seal exploratory
boreholes.

This report presents a sealing strategy and provides information to address the design of
exploratory boreholes, materials and characteristics of the design, and available technologies for

seal emplacement. This report is organized to present a sealing strategy in Chapter 2.0 based
upon fundamental considerations, such as location, with respect to the potential repository
boundary and flooded areas and depth. Subsequent chapters provide more detailed evaluation

to answer specific questions regarding the sealing strategy.

The issues and uncertainties addressed in this report are presented in Table 1-1. This table

presents the type of information, the issue or uncertainty addressed, seal performance goals, and

the parameters of concern. The information type identifies what information is needed. The
property, issue, or uncertainty identifies why the information is needed. In answering these
questions, the parameter(s) of concern identify information developed. The table identifies the
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current and needed confidence level and identifies which section of the report and supporting
appendices address each issue. Each supporting section states how the information is

subsequently used in performing analysis or formulating strategies.
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Table 1-1

Issues and Uncertainties in Sealing Exploratory
Boreholes Addressed in this Report

Ii aam tors,o,Information Type Uncertainty Goal Concern Confidence Confidence Section Appendix

BoreholeSealing What is the water-flow Restrictwater Requiredseal High Low 2.1 -
Strategy performance flow to lessthan performance

requirementfor the 1 percentof expressedas an
potentialrepository? flow throughthe effective

potential permeability
repository.

What is the airflow Restrict a.irflow Requiredseal High Low 2.1 -
performance to less than performance
requirementfor the 1 percentof expressed as an
potentialrepository? flow throughthe effective

potential permeability
,-" repository.
.i:=

What is the proximityof NA Categorize High Medium 2.2, 2.3 -
boreholesto the boreholesas to
potentialrepositoryand significance
floodedareas?

What seal locations NA Borehole High High 2.4, 3.4 D
withincriticalboreholes classificationfor
are availablefor wallcondition
sealing?

What is the in situ NA Stress state Medium Medium 2.4, 3.3 -
stressat seal locations?

What is the temperature NA Temperatureand Medium Medium 2.4, 3.3 -
and inducedthermal thermalstress
stressat seal locations?

What is the rockmass NA Rockmassstrength Medium Medium 2.4, 3.3 -
strengthat seal
locations?

Referto footnotesat endof table.



Table 1-1 (Continued)
Issues and Uncertainties in Sealing Exploratory

Boreholes Addressed in this Report

Issueor Performance Parameter(s)of Needed [ Current Report SupportingInformationType PropertY,uncertainty Goal Concern Confidence , Confidence Section Appendix

BoreholeSealing What isthe basicdesign NA None NA NA 2.5 -
Strategy configurationfor shallow
(Continued) boreholes?

What seal materialsare Stable seals Seal hydrological High Medium to 2.5 -
availablefor selection? withhigh and mechanical High

longevity properties

What is the basicdesign Air- and water- Seal locationsand High Medium 2.5 -
configurationfor deep flow effective lengths
boreholes? permeahilities

General Site What is the basic NA Location,size, . Medium High 3.1 A & B
Informationand descriptionof the depth, and casing
Surface-Based exploratoryborehole configurationof

T" Borehole system? exploratory
u_ System boreholes

Geologyand hydrology NA Stratigraphy Medium High 3.2 C
of Yucca Mountain

Rockhydrologic High Medium 3.2
Properties

Sourcesof water High Low 3.2

Where to Seal Where are deep NA Lateraldistance High Low 4.1 E
boreholesaffectedby fromthe potential
inundationat the repositoryboundary
potentialrepository
horizon?

Where are boreholes NA Depthof floodingat High Medium 4.1 F
inundatedby surface boreholelocations
water flow?

Referto footnotesat end of table.



Table 1-1 (Continued)
Issues and Uncertainties in Sealing Exploratory

Boreholes Addressed in this Report

I Ii.... Property,Issueor Performance Parameter(s)of Needed I Current Report Supporting iiInformationType Uncertainty Goal Concern Confidence Confidence Section Appendix

Where to Seal For a potentialperched NA The relative High Medium 4.1 H
(Continued) water scenario,which significanceof

boreholesare water flowbetween
significant? shallowand deep

boreholes

Where does air lateral NA Distancefrom the Medium Low 4.2 G
dispersionoccurfrom potentialrepository
the potentialrepository? affected by air

dispersion.

How is lateralair NA Distanceair Medium Low 4.2 -
dispersioninfluencedby migratesinto

_-, contrastsin air SolitarioCanyon
o_ conductivity?

Where are the Seal Productof the High Medium 4.2 H
boreholessignificantto conductivity effective
airflowlocated? permeabilityand

cross-sectional
area

Howto seal for air- What is the hydrologic Water-flow Seal matdxand High Medium 5.1 -
and water-flow designrequirementto effective interface-zone
performance restrictflow? permeabilities conductivity

What is the airflow Airfloweffective Seal matrixand High Medium 5.1 -
designrequirementto permeabilities interface-zone
restrictflow? conductivity

When to Seal How stableare open Stable Stressto strength High Low to 5.3 -
and cased boreholesfor boreholesprior comparisons Medium
heated and unheated to sealing
conditions? Corrosion Low Low 5.3

allowance

Refer to footnotesat endof table.



Table 1-1 (Continued)
Issues and Uncertainties in Sealing Exploratory

Boreholes Addressed in this.Report

"" " I! Propertyp Issue or Performance Pa_meter(s) of Neede_d Current Report Sup_)rting
InformationType Uncertainty Goal Concern Confidence Confidence Section Appendix

,,

How to seal for Can seals be designed.... Stable borehole Triaxial Medium Mediumto 514 I, J
structural to resistseal, backfill, sealed after compressive High
performance thermal, and seismic potential strengthto resist

_=loading? repository combinedIoadings
decommissioning

Howto seal using Can instrumentation NA NA High High 6.2 -
available and other materialbe
emplacement removedfrom cased
technologies boreholesusing

availablemethods?

Can instrumentation NA NA High Low 6.2 -
and other materialbe

,7" removed fromuncased
--a boreholesusing

available methods?

Can casingbe NA NA High High 6.2 -
removedat seal
locations?

.... ,,,

Are methodsavailable NA NA High High 6.2 K
for seal emplacement?

Are qualitycontrol NA NA Medium Medium 6.2 -
methodsavailable for
seal emplacement?

Are seal testing NA NA High Low 6.2 -
methodsto verify
performanceavailable?

Referto footnotesat end of table.



Table 1-1 (Continued)

Issues and Uncertainties in Sealing Exploratory
Boreholes Addressed in this Report

I II Property,issueor Performance Parameter(s)of Needed, Current Report Supporting1InformationType Uncertainty Goal Concern Confidence Confidence Section

Programmatic Can accessbe gair_ed NA NA High I Low= 7.3-7.4 -
Constraintsforthe to seal locationsafter
Surface-Based completionof the
Program program?

Shouldgroutingbe NA NA High Lowb 7.3-7.4 -
allowedin sealing
zones?

Could individual NA NA High Low 7.4 -
boreholesbe
abandonedwithout

T" riskingdegradationin
oo potentialrepository

performanceafter
completionof the
program?

Shouldsealingand NA NA High Low= 7.5 -
abandonmentissuesbe
addressedduringwork
plan preparation?

=Theconfidenceis high for cased boreholesand lowfor uncasedborehotes. Sincesomeboreholesare uncasedwithgroutedinstrumentation,the overall
confidenceis low.
_l'hesurface-basedprogramcurrentlyidentifiesno restrictionon grouting.
¢Thereis currentlynoprojectrequirementfor addressingsealingand abandonmentduringthe preparationof workplans.
NA = Notapplicable.
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2.0 Exploratory Borehole Seal Strategy

This chapter presents a strategy for sealing boreholes to satisfy seal performance requirements.
Inherent in this strategy are answers to the following concerns: _ to seal, relative to the

potential repository andgeologic setting; ho_ to seal, relative to selection of seal materials,
geometry, and placement methods; and when to seal during the stages of potential repository

operation. As discussed in Chapter 1.0, the strategy for sealing boreholes addresses performance
requirements given in 10 CFR 60 and presented in Issue 1.12 and the availability of technologies
to place borehole seals as discussed in Issue 4.4. Therefore, this strategy includes an evaluation
of the performance of the sealing system. Because performance reliability is critical to the

strategy, reducing the likelihood of degradation and selecting measures to avoid deleterious events
are both addressed through performance evaluations and design calculations presented in
Chapters 4.0 and 5.0.

The strategy is intended to provide guidance for those acquiring site information from the

surface-based program. This report is consistent with iterative performance assessment and ties
sealing design concepts with site-specific features. The borehole sealing concepts are flexible
in that they may be modified if the assumptions made about the rock properties change as a
result of site characterization efforts or as requirements for borehole seal performance and
additional scenarios for seal degradation are defined. In the sections that follow, results from

performance and design evaluations are presented. Collectively, the conclusions reached from

these results form the borehole sealing strategy.

2.1 Borehole Performance Goals

In previous studies (Femandez et al., 1987), the regulations for borehole-seal performance
(10 CFR 60.134) require that "boreholes shall be designed so that following closure they do not

become pathways that compromise the geologic potential repository's ability to meet the
performance objectives." The position adopted was that the restriction of vertical flow through
the boreholes to only 1 percent of the potential for vertical flow through the rock mass satisfies
this requirement. For both boreholes and rock mass, the effective hydraulic gradient was
assumed to be 1 for the condition of vertical infiltration under atmospheric pressure. Considering

the area within the potential repository perimeter, the potential vertical flux through the rock

mass was the effective hydraulic conductivity of rock units between the potential repository and
the water table times the floor area of the potential repository drifts, or more conservatively, the

total area within the potential repository. The potential flow through boreholes was the sum of
the cross-sectional areas of the boreholes within the potential repository area times the effective
hydraulic conductivity of the seal material (including the effect of the seal/host rock interface).

Considering a range of rock mass hydraulic conductivities, selecting a low value of rock mass
conductivity results in a low required hydraulic conductivity for the seal material.

The current strategy recognizes that groundwater flow to the accessible environment below the
potential repository is the main concern in sealing boreholes. But, additional concerns have
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evolved regarding the potential for preferential flow of gaseous radionuclides due to convective
airflow out of the potential repository to the ground surface. The performance of seals might
degrade due to adverse loading and therefore not meet the basic hydrologic and airflow
performance objectives. These concerns have evolved from a literature review of previous

performance testing of potential repository seals, which is a basic objective of the current design
investigations; from technical issues raised by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC);

and from the need to provide additional seal design requirements for backfill to augment the
basic isolation characteristics of the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain. These concerns require

sealing from the potential repository horizon to the ground surface, within the potential

repository, or immediately outside the potential repository area. The performance goal adopted
restricts airflow through the borehole seals to 1 percent of the total flow through the rock.

2.2 Performance Scenarios

In this section, performance scenarios for borehole seals are developed for conditions where the

performance of the potential repository could be affected. This list is considered comprehensive.
The performance scenarios consider flow mechanisms for air and water and how such flow would

be affected by (1) geologic and stratigraphic considerations and (2) the surface-based exploratory
borehole system.

Volcanic rocks are the predominant rock type at Yucca Mountain. They are typically ash flow
in origin, but ash fall, bedded, and reworked tuffs are also present. Most tufts are high-silica
rhyolites, but the large-volume ash-flow cooling units are compositionally zoned, grading upward

from rhyolite to quartz latite'in the upper part of the sequence (Broxton et al., 1987). Also, the
units are quite variable in degree of welding, alteration, and zeolitization. Tuff units above the
water table are commonly devitrified or are still vitric, with the exception of the Pah Canyon
Member as observed in borehole USW G-2 (Bish et al., 1982).

The sequence of tuff units at Yucca Mountain include the Paintbrush tuff, the tuffaceous beds
of the Calico Hills, and other sequences of ash-flow tuffs and intercalated lavas (Figure 2-1).
These tuffs are quite variable in the degree of welding and their alteration. The fractured welded
tuffs exhibit higher permeability than the less fractured nonwelded tuffs. Permeability contrasts

(high permeability in welded tuffs to low permeability in nonwelded tuffs) exist at contact zones.
The tuffs of primary interest from a sealing perspective are the Paintbrush tuff and the tuffaceous

beds of the Calico Hills. The Paintbrush tuff is comprised of the Tiva Canyon Member, the
Paintbrush nonwelded tuff (i.e., the Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon Members), and the
Topopah Spring Member. Most of the bedrock outcropping at the surface consists of welded ash-

flow tufts of the Tiva Canyon Member. Along the western slope of Yucca Crest, the nonwelded
and bedded tuffs of the Paintbrush tuff and the portions of the Topopah Spring Member are

exposed in Solitario Canyon.

A wide variety of boreholes have been developed and drilled as part of the surface-based
program. The exploratory borehole system, in terms of spatial location, borehole configuration,
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and purpose, is described in detail in Chapter 3.0. Also Chapter 3.0 describes the in situ state
of stress, borehole conditions, and drilling methods. The important aspects for developing a seal
strategy include the location within or away from the potential repository perimeter and the depth
to which boreholes penetrate, as illustrated in Figure 2-1. There are approximately 191 existing

and 322 proposed boreholes within the restricted area _ varying in depth from 5 to 6,000 ft.

2.2.1 Water Flow

Two scenarios exist for water flow to occur towards or away from the potential repository.
These water-flow scenarios could affect the significance of boreholes within and near the

potential repository boundary and include the following:

• Inundation of a potential repository drift under unanticipated conditions, resulting
in lateral spreading from the edge of the potential repository (Figure 2-2)

• Flooding events near alluvial recharge areas resulting in a saturation front moving
downward, potential perching of water, and potential enhancement of flooding at
the Tiva Canyon contact (Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-4 shows several existing and proposed boreholes within and near the edge of the
potential repository that could be affected by water flow.

For a drift inundated with water, a saturated flow plume would develop downward to the
groundwater table. A deep borehole (i.e., UE-25a #7) intersected by such a plume represents a

preferential pathway for the flow of water to the accessible environment. While several
low-angled fracture sets exist, the fracture systems in the welded tuff are dominantly vertical, and
only a small tendency (MacDougall et al., 1987) for lateral flow from the potential repository
horizon exists.

Surface flooding and the development of perched water could compromise the ability of the

geologic potential repository to meet performance objectives following closure. The alluvium
could become saturated and recharge the borehole, resulting in perched water. The potential for
flooding at borehole locations depends on the size of the drainage basin, topographic features of

the draining basin, stream characteristics, and the presence of alluvium that could recharge the

borehole. Existing and proposed boreholes within or near the potential repository periphery could
be subject to flooding. With several exceptions, the proposed boreholes are to be located outside
of flood-prone areas and are less subject to flooding.

110CFR 60.2 definesthe restrictedareaas "any areasaccessto whichis controlledby the licenseefor the
purposeof protectionof groundwater."
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2.2.2 Airflow

After radioactive waste is emplaced in the potential repository, convective air transport develops
through shafts, ramps, and boreholes accessing the potential repository. Convective airflow also

develops through the rock and other geologic features. As flow is drawn upwards from cooler
regions surrounding the potential repository, lateral spreading can occur (Figure 2-5). The lateral

spreading depends upon advection or airflow and dispersion that in turn depends on molecular
diffusion and dispersivity. For boreholes near the edge of the potential repository, flow upward
to the atmosphere could occur (depending upon the depth of the borehole) through rock and then
through backfill.

Airflow may also be affected by contrast in permeabilities that could force air to migrate
laterally. The Paintbrush nonwelded tuff formation possesses fewer fractures and lower
conductivity than welded, fractured tuff below. Air could flow laterally along this contact and

exit in Solitario Canyon. Boreholes to the west of the potential repository could be affected by
this lateral migration. To the east of the potential repository, the convective cell formation would
be contained in the welded unit until a cooler region is reached and air is drawn back towards

the potential repository.

2.3 Spatial Classification of Boreholes
The consideration of regulatory criteria for preferred pathways and the water and flow scenarios
suggest that boreholes could be categorized according to the potential for convective airflow

(inside versus outside the potential repository), potential for flooding, and borehole depth. These
established criteria are as follows:

• Plan LocationmAirflow--The borehole is located within or immediately outside the
potential repository periphery. Boreholes within the extended boundary of the
potential repository 2 are subject to convective airflow. A value of 1 is assigned for
boreholes outside the extended boundary of the potential repository, while a value
of 2 is assigned for holes within the extended boundary of the potential repository.

• Plan Location--Water Flow--The location of the borehole with respect to alluvial
areas (Figure 2-4). A value of 1 is assigned for boreholes subject to flooding, while
a value of 0 is assigned for unflooded holes.

° Depth3--Airflow and Water Flow--The depth of the borehole determines whether
airflow occurs predominantly through rock and then through the borehole or through
just the borehole and associated backfill and seals. For deep boreholes, such as

_l'heextendedboundaryof the potentialrepositoryincludesboreholesjust outsidethe potentialrepositorythat
mightbe subjectto advection/dispersion.

3Depthaffectstemperaturefor sealinglocationsnearthe potentialrepositoryhorizon. The temperaturefactor
presentedaboveconsiderstemperaturerelativeto the potentialrepositoryin plan while the depth factorconsiders
temperaturein elevation.
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USW H-5, a preferential pathway could exist from the potential repository horizon
to the groundwater table. A value of 1 is assigned for shallow boreholes
terminating in the Tiva Canyon member. A value of 2 is assigned for boreholes
terminating in the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff. A value of 3 is assigned for holes

terminating above the potential repository. For holes penetrating the potential
repository, a value of 4 is assigned.

Tables 2-1 and 2-2 present a categorization based upon the above criteria for properties of
boreholes. A lower rank (2) suggests little significance regarding the criteria, while a higher

ranking (4 through 7) suggests potentially greater significance. Figure 2-6 presents a schematic
of borehole categories. In determining sealing requirements, the folh,wing observations are
made:

• The water-flow enhancement for deep boreholes under perched water conditions is
a far more significant condition than for shallow boreholes, since flow is
proportional to the standing water columns 4 within the borehole.

• The airflow through deep boreholes penetrating the potential repository is far more
significant than for shallow boreholes, since airflow through a hole is resisted
principally by flow through the web of rock below the borehole. Shallow boreholes
not penetrating the Tiva Canyon Member are inconsequential and need not be
sealed.

• Stratigraphic contacts may direct perched water to travel laterally primarily to the
east of the potential repository. A seal placed at the stratigraphic contact reduces
the potential for the borehole becoming a preferential pathway.

For deep boreholes outside the potential repository perimeter, sealing is not necessary in the
upper zone, while sealing could be required in the lower zone extending to the east of the

potential repository. Away from the potential repository, the upper seal zone is not necessary
to prevent surface inundation and r_duce contaminated airflow. This is because the water plume
from perched water does not intersect the potential repository, and air would be drawn into the

ground in cooler regions. Yet the lower seal may be required if perched water occurs on contact
zones and moves laterally to the east. This water could become a preferential pathway through

deep boreholes.

The above evaluations establish the need for sealing above and below the potential repository.

The upper and lower seal locations discussed require further detailed characterization (borehole
wall condition, in situ state of stress, and temperature). The following section discusses borehole

4Theevaluationassumesa worst-casescenariothat a standingwater columndevelopswithinthe borehole. The
developmentof a standingwatercolumndependson the amountof water rechargedto the boreholeand the
amountdissipatedto surroundingformations.
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Table 2-1

Categorization of Existing Boreholes Within the Extended Boundary

, r, ; ''T f ,i " ......................... '' ..........

Plan
Borehole Plan Location-- Borehole
Length Location--- Water Classification

BoreholeID (m) Airflow" Flow= Depth= (Summation) Notes
I ;-- I Illl i II ,1 IIlll II rl I I i, i I r i i i i ii Ill , i i I Ul III I i[ J i i i; iiii I 111 J : I I i

USW UZ-N33 22,9 1 1 2 Shallowboreholes
UE-25 UZN #97 18.3 1 1 2 outsidepotential
US-25 SEISMIC #1 16,2 1 1 2 repositoryboundary
USW UZ-N34 25.6 1 1 2
USW UZ-N65 15.2 1 1 2
USW UZ-N70 10.7 1 1 2
UE-25 UZN #30 10.7 1 1 2
UE-25 UZN #28 7.9, 1 1 2
UE-25 UZN #29 10,7 1 1 2

, ,, .... , ..... ,, t ,,.,

USW UZ-N94 9,1 2 1 3 Shallow boreholes
USW UZ-N93 12.2 2 1 3 withinpotential
USW UZ-N96 10.7 2 1 3 repository
USW UZ-N72 9.1 2 1 3
USW UZ-N52 7.6 2 1 3
USW UZ-N50 6,1 2 1 3
USW UZ-N73 9.1 2 1 3
USW UZ-N49 11.0 2 1 3
USW UZ-N74 11,3 2 1 3
USW UZ-N75 11.3 2 1 3
USW UZ-N71 15.8 2 1 3
USW UZ-N40 10.7 2 1 3
USW UZ-08 17.4 2 1 3
USW UZ-N24 22.9 2 1 3
USW UZ-N76 12,2 2 1 3
USW UZ-N95 6.1 2 1 3
USW UZ-N38 28.7 2 1 3
UE-25 UZN #20 12,5 2 1 3
UE-25 UZN #23 10.7 2 1 3

,,, ,.

USW UZ-N54 74.6 1 2 3 Intermediatedepth
USW UZ-N55 77.8 1 2 3 boreholesoutside
USW UZ-N66 15.2 1 2 3 potentialrepository
UE-25 UZN #18 18.6 1 1 1 3 boundary
USW UZ-N53 71.5 1 2 3

USW UZ-N45 13,7 2 1 1 4 Shallowboreholes
UE-25 UZN #21 12,8 2 1 1 4 within potential
USW UZ-N64 18,3 2 1 1 4 repository
USW UZ-N98 22,9 2 1 1 4 subjectto flooding
UE-25 UZN #22 29.0 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-07 63.1 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-6s 158,2 2 2 4
USW UZ-N25 18,0 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-N43 13.7 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-N26 10.7 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-N48 10,7 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-N51 6,1 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-N44 11,0 2 1 1 4
UE.25 UZN #19 12.2 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-N42 12.2 2 1 1 4
USW UZ-N41 11.3 2 1 1 4

Refer to footnotesat end of table.
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Table 2.1 (Continued)

Categorization of Existing Boreholes Within the Extended Boundary

/,, ,,, ,, , , i, , , , , , r,,, , ,,_: , f, r, ",,:I'T ,, ,,,, i,,,,,

Plan
Plan Location-- Borehole

Borehole Location-- Water Classification
BoreholeID Length(m) Airflow" Flowb Depth° (Summation) Notes

II l Ill l l II l II l l : ] l l l L _ l _ II l l l [ llllIlllllll l l Ill] ...... "l_ l "_

UE-25a #4 152,4 I I 3 5 Deep boreholeswithin
UE-25a #5 148.4 ! I 3 5 or outsidepotential
USW H-3 1219.I I 4 5 repositorythat may or
USW H-I 1828.7 I 4 5 may not be sebjectto
USW UZ-N37 82.7 2 3 5 flooding;deep
UE-25a #6 152.4 2 3 5 boreholesoutsld_'_
UE-25a #7 305.4 1 1 3 5 potentialrepositol¥and

subjectto flooding
, , , , ,, , , ,,,,,, ,,,,,,, ,,

USW G-1 1828.7 1 1 4 6 Deep horizon
USW UZ-16 506.9 1 1 4 6 boreholesthat may or
USW H-5 1219.1 2 4 6 may not be subjectto
USW UZ-6 575.1 2 4 6 flooding

,,,, ,,

USW H-4 1219,1 2 1 4 7 Deep horizonborehole
USW G-4 915.3 2 1 4 7 withinpotential
USW WT-2 627,9 2 1 4 7 repositoryand subject

to flooding
,,,,,, , ,,, ,, ,,,,

"l--Borehole outside of potential repositoryboundarybut within extended boundary;2--Borehole inside of potential repository
boundary.
bl--Borehole potentiallylocatedin probablemaximumflood(PMF) zone.
°l--Borehole terminatesinTiva CanyonMember;2--Borehole terminatesin thePaintbrushnonweldedtuff;3--Borehole terminates
• inTopopahSpringMember above thepotentialrepository;4--Borehole penetratesthe potentialrepositoryhorizon.

wall conditions. Characterization of these properties at the potential repository horizon illustrates

the potential difficulties that might be encountered in the high-temperature environment and how
sealing away from this zone reduces undesirable temperature effects.

2.4 Borehole Wall Conditions and Preferred Sealing Locations
Because of the variations in structural geology (see Section 3.2.2 and Appendix C), it wasi
anticipated that the condition of the borehole wall would vary, depending on the degree of

welding, the lithophysae content, the extent of clay and zeolitic mineral development, and the
degree of fracturing in response to borehole drilling. This section summarizes the condition of

the borehole wall to answer the following question: Are there unique features that would indicate
preferred sealing locations above and below the potential repository?

Selected borehole video logs were reviewed as a direct means of assessing the wall condition.
Boreholes were selected based on their location and the availability of video-logging. Nine

locations (see Figure 2-7) were selected over a broad area to capture a range of subsurface
geologic conditions. Following a preliminary review of all video logs, a classification scheme
was developed based on smoothness of the borehole wall, the presence of lithophysae, the degree
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Table 2-2

Categorization of Proposed Boreholes Within the Extended Boundary

Plan
Borehole Plan Looation-- Borehole
Length Lo_tlon-- Water Classification

BoreholeID (m) Airflow" Flow*' Depth_ (Summation) Notes
,,,, , ,. J..... i ............. ,.,,i i, . : ,1, ,, i _ L_ " ,:,," _'_'.'" " : L ..... : ........ :: rj, _:: . ,L.I _ ,,-, _': ....... : r,

SPRS-09 1.5 I I 2 Shallowboreholes
SPRS-22 1.5 I I 2 outsidepotential
SPRS-23 1.5 1 1 2 repositoryboundary
SPRS-10 1.5 1 1 2
SPRS-11 1.5 1 1 2
SPRS-05 1.5 1 1 2
LPRS 11 10,7 1 1 2
LPRS 3 10.7 1 1 2
LPRS 6 10.7 1 1 2
LPRS 13 10.7 1 1 2
LPRS 12 10.7 1 1 2

....... ,,,,,,, , , ,,,,,,,, , ,__

SRG-5 45.7 2 1 3 Intermediatedepth
USW UZ-N35 30.5 2 1 3 boreholasoutside

SPRS- 19 1.5 1 2 3 potentialrepositoryor
SPRS-04 1.5 2 I 3 shallowerboreholes

SPRS-03 1.5 2 I 3 withinpotential
SPRS-02 1,5 2 1 3 repository
SPRS-08 1,5 2 1 3
SPRS-12 1.5 2 1 3
SPRS-13 1.5 2 1 3
SPRS-07 1.5 2 1 3
SPRS-16 1.5 1 1 1 3
LPRS 2 10.7 2 1 3
LPRS 10 10.7 1 2 3
LPRS 4 10,7 2 1 3
LPRS 5 10.7 2 1 3
LPRS 9 10.7 1 2 3
LPRS 8 10.7 1 1 1 3

,,,,, , , q ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, , ,, , ,

NRG-5 304.8 1 3 4 Shallowboreholes
USW UZ-N31 54.9 2 2 4 within potential
USW UZ-N32 54.9 2 2 4 repositorysubjectto
SPRS-14 1.5 2 1 1 4 floodingor

intermediate indepth
,,,, , ,,,, ,,,,

USW SD-11 609.6 1 4 5 Deeper boreholes
USW SD-i2 600.4 1 4 5 withinor outside
USW SD-7 710. I I 4 5 potentialrepository
USW SD-I 640.0 I 4 5 not subjectto flooding

- ,,,..... ,,,,,,

UE-25 SD#9 606.5 1 1 4 6 Deep boreholes
UE-25 UZ#9A 585.2 1 1 4 6 outsidepotential
USW SD-10 624.8 1 1 4 6 repositoryboundary
USW SD-8 609.6 1 1 4 6 and subjectto
UE-25 uZ#gB 582.1 1 1 4 6 flooding
UE.25 UZ#9 585.2 1 1 4 6

..........

Refer to footnotesat end of table.
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Table 2-2 (Continued)

Categorization of Proposed Boreholea Within the Extended Boundary

::T :: ' ::_1 ' .Tr 'fir; '" _l,llllmj n rrT nil I ....... J...... L; i .......... . 7 ir I!IlItlLlU• I ]L_J L J JH

Plan
Bomhole Plan Location-- Borehole
Length Location--- Water Olustflcation

BoreholeID (m) Airflow_ Flowb Depth (Summation) Notes
r-: :' I _ IJ' I I _ _ _:. _-.-:--.- =._._,_1 a ...... JL I :1 ] _.. J III ,1, J L I .... I l_!l_ I ]ILIJ ---:7 :]] r

USWUZ-7A 480.0 2 4 1 7 Deepborehoieswithin
potenMIreposltory
boundaryandsubject
to flooding

'l--Borehole outsideof potentialrepositoryboundarybutwithinextendedboundary;2--Boreholeinsideof potentialrepository
boundary,
t'l--Boreholepotentiallylocatedinthe probablemaximumflood(PMF)zone.
*l--BoreholeterminatesinTivaCanyonMember;2--BoreholeterminatesinthePaintbrushnonweldedtuff;3-.Boreholeterminates
inTopopahSpdngMemberabovethepotentialrepository;4--Boreholepenetratesthepotentialrepositoryhorizon.

of fracturing,and hole enlargement. The qualitative criteria for the classification scheme are
presented in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3

Criteria for Categorizing Borehole Wall Condition'

if ,, r1 .... ,:, ........ : ,, , r, J , i,, ,,,, j, ,, ,, ,[ ,,,,, ,, lil 'T, I , ,_ =1 JL _ '"' ii ! '

Category Criteria
, ,, ,,, , , , ,,,

C1 Excellent, typically symmetrical hole with a smoothsurface;nohole enlargement;noto few
lithophysae;no pronouncedfractures;minor"pluckouts."

,,,, ,,,, , , ,,

C2 Good, typically symmetrical hole with a smoothsurface;hole enlargementsmallor
intermediateb butinfrequent;noto few fractures;uniformlithophysaecan be present./, ,,.... ,,,

C3 Poor--typically a roughsurface;hole enlargementis intermediateand frequent,but it is
possiblefor hole to be symmetrical;lithophysaecan be prevalent,large,and nonunlformly
distributed;fracturesare frequent.

C4 Extremelypoor,typicallya nonsymmetricalhole havingan extremely irregularsurface; hole
enlargementis large;large lithophysaecan be present;fracturesare frequentand
pronounced.

'It is not necessaryfor the boreholewall to have all the features listed. For example, it is possiblefor numerous
lithophysaeto be presentwith no evidentfractures.

blntermediatehole enlargementis equivalentto up to one-half of the hole diameter. Large hole enlargementis
equivalentto one-halfor greater thanthe hole diameter. This logicalso appliesto the size of the lithophysae.

Following this initial step, each of the borehole video logs werereviewed in detail, and sections
of the borehole were placed in the C1, C2, C3, or C4 categories. Additionally, these categories
were correlated with a simplified stratigraphic log. More detailed information on the results of
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video-logging is presentedin Chapter3.0 and in the correlationsin FiguresD-1 throughD-10
._.in AppendixD. Additionally,Tables D-I throughD-10 in AppendixD contain a summaryof

the percentageof each category for each stratigraphicunit for which video was available. Based
upon these categor_"_,the generalizedhole conditionswere found to be as follows:

• A highpercentageof CategoriesC3 andC4 occurin thedensely welded,devitrified
tuff in the Tiva Canyonand TopopahSpringUnits.

• CategoryC1 occurs in the Paintbrushnonwelded tuff.

• CategoriesC1 and C2 occur in the upperportion of Topopah SpringUnit.

• CategoriesCI and C2 occur in the nonwelded vitric and zeolitic portionsof the
Calico HiUsUnit.

This evaluation suggests placement of key ,sealsin the Paintbrushnonwelded tufts, in the upper
portion of the Topopah Spring Unit, and in the nonwelded vitric and zeolitic portions of the
Calico Hills Unit. While borehole classifications show more favorable conditions in the

nonwelded tuffs that are relatively free of fractures, the assessed rock-mass strength for
nonwelded tuff is somewhat lower, due to the contrast in unconfined compressive strength
between the welded and nonwelded tufts (150 versus 15 MPa). The rock-mass strength is
important, because higher strength gives greater confidence to the mechanical stability of the
boreholes. Nevertheless, the varying conditions suggest that sealing locations with higher rock-
mass quality in welded and nonwelded units that are not intensely fracturedcan be selected.

Chapter 3.0 presents anticipated in situ and thermal stress conditions at depth. The in situ
stresses range from 1 to 2 MPa at the upper seal location above the potential repositoryto 10 to
11 MPa at the lower sealing location below the potential repository. At the potential repository
horizon, the results show horizontal compression due to radioactive heat generation of
approximately4 to 16 MPa and slight vertical decompressionafter about 100 years. Radioactive
waste heat generation sustains the horizontal compression for several hundred years. After this
time, temperaturesdecline over time (500 to 10,000 years). At the upper seal zone, the rock
mass experiences a laorizontaldecompression of approximately 1 to 2 MPa and slight vertical
compression. At this zone, the results show a reversal in thermally induced stress from tension
to compression from 300 to 1,000 years. After this time, temperatures decline gradually over
time (2,000 to 10,0_3 years). Borehole seals should be placed in regions with limited thermal
suess changes.

Otherdeep boreholes within the potential repositoryor near to the potential repository boundary
show similar trends in the development of far-field thermal stress. The thermal stress analysis
predicts a smaller rise in temperatureand thermallyinduced stresses at the potential repository
boundary or just outside the potential repository boundary. At the potential repository horizon,
the thermally induced stresses for USW H-5 shows a slightly lower horizontal compression after
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about 100 years than that shown for USW SD-4, as this borehole locates at the western edge of
the potential repository. A slight vertical decompression occurs during this period. At the upper
contact zone, the analysis shows similar trends as shown for USW SD-4. For boreholes at some

distance (UE-25 WT-15, USW G-2, and USW WT-1), the analysis predicts almost no thermally
induced effects.

These seal-placement considerations for boreholes within or near the potential repository
boundary, in Solitario Canyon, and east of the potential repository are reflected in Figure 2-8.
This figure is a typical borehole and casing configuration. These borehole cementitious seal
locations reflect.the conclusion that high-quality seals should be located away from the high-

temperatureenvironments and in zones with a favorable borehole classification. In zones where
placement occurs in fractures, a grout bulb could be provided as a redundant design feature.

A current borehole sealing strategy places a porous backfill below denser cementitious seals in

which the contrast in matrix potential is at least equivalent or greater than the contrast in matrix
potential between the welded and nonwelded host rocks. Further the porous backfill would be
engineered to provide a capillary barrier with the host formation to restrict potential flow into the
borehole. While no specific analyses are presented, it is likely that a porous backfill with

specified porosity, grain-size distribution, and hydrologic properties can be selected to satisfy
these dual objectives.

2.5 HOW to Seal

Four areas to be considered in addressing the question of how to seal are: interface and
structural considerations, seal material selection, grout bulb effectiveness, and available
technologies to seal exploratory boreholes. These are discussed individually below.

2.5.1 Interface and Structural Considerations

Bench-scale tests done by Terra Tek showed the importance of interface-zone permeability (DOE,
1988). For sealed boreholes, flow occurs either through the seal matrix or through the interface
zone. These tests showed that the "effective plug permeability" for flow through the interface

zone to be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude greater than the permeability of the plug material. This
result supports the theory that the interface zone behaves like a fracture, in that at low effective

stress levels, the interface opens and exhibits high conductivity. At higher stress levels, the
interface closes and exhibits a much lower conductivity that is independent of effective stress
level (Figure 2-9).

Daemen et al. (1983) reported on an experiment on a borehole seal in welded tuff. A rock

specimen 31 cm long by 15 cm in diameter was installed in a permeameter and loaded axially
and laterally with confining stresses ranging from 7 to 20 MPa and with axial stresses ranging
from 8 to 23 MPa. A coaxial hole (2.5 cm in diameter) was then drilled from each end of the

specimen, leaving a rock bridge in the center. A differential pressure was applied, and flow

measurements were performed. Following these initial flow measurements, the rock bridge was
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drilledoutand replacedwitha cementplug.The plugwas testedundera similarsetoftotal

stressandporepressureconditions.Daemen etal.expressedtheconductivityoftheplugasan

equivalentconductivityforflowthroughtheplugandinterfacezone.Thereportedvaluesranged

from I0_3 to 10"_°cm/s. Assuming flow occursthrougha smoothwallcrackattheplug

perimeter,anequivalentsmoothwallfractureof0.5to5 _rniscalculated,whichissimilartothe
calculatedvaluefromtheTerra-Tektestinbasalt.

While scale effects may exist in the application of these results to the emplacement of
larger-scale seals in tuff, they prove the significance of the interface zone in airflow and
hydrologic performance. As discussed subsequently in Chapter 5,0, the airflow and hydrologic

design requirements can be expressed in terms of an equivalent smooth-wall aperture and the
seal-matrix conductivity.

The interpretations made of the Terra-Tek test suggest a coupling between structural interface
performance and flow performance. There exists a need to reduce or eliminate seal degradation
that might occur due to rock/seal structural interaction effects. In selecting seal materials,

consideration is given in Chapter 5.0 to structural loading occurring prior to sealing, during
sealing, and after decommissioning of the potential repository.

The scenarios considered for the seal design concerns are as follows:

• Open borehole at ambient temperature prior to sealing
• Sealed borehole with backfill

• Initial static, thermal, and dynamic (dry backfill) loading
• Postclosure static, thermal, and dynamic loading.

Seal locations, material properties, and placement methods should be selected that provide
adequate strength and deformation serviceability for sealing components to resist various
combinations of loads, including:

• Dead loads from overlying seal materials

• Thermal loads, due the hydration of the cement and radioactive waste generation

• Differential volumetric.expansion, due to placement methods, cement hydration,
temperature changes, and differences in selected material properties

• Liquefaction and consolidation of backfill, due to seismic events.

• A backfill that has a specified porosity and grain-size distribution, which will
provide a capillary barrier to unsaturated flow occurring downward or laterally at
stratigraphic contacts
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In Chapter 5.0, Appendices I and J, a series of structural design calculations are presented for
various combinations of leads. These calculations suggest that seals should be comprised of a

low hydration cement placed under a slight pressure at a low placement temperature and that they
should be at least 10 m long to resist backfill loads.

2.5.2 Seal Material Evaluations

The YMP potential repository sealing program at SNL concentrates on selected cementitious and
earthen-based materials for sealing applications (Fernandez et al., 1987; Hinkebein and
Fernandez, 1989). Cementitious materials are the primary materials that have been considered

for fracture grouting and borehole seal emplacement. The use of smectite clays (bentonite) is
also being considered, because it is a ubiquitous alteration product at Yucca Mountain, although
it occurs in small quantities (Bish, 1988). There are two zones of abundant smectite: one is at

the top of the vitric, nonwelded base of the Tiva Canyon and contains 7 to 35 percent smectite,
and the other is at the top of the basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring Member and contains

5 to 45 percent smectite (Bish and Vaniman, 1985). The discussion below summarizes the logic
that was used to select specific, cementitious-based grouts. Geochemical, thermomechanical, and
fracture aperture considerations are also discussed.

Unlike the smectite clay, the cementitious material, including the grouts, are not indigenous to

the volcanic tufts. The SNL YMP potential repository sealing program developed cementitious
material that are similar in bulk chemistry to the tufts and contain enough reactive silica present
in the mixture to react with the calcium hydroxk'e to form a more stable calcium-silica-hydrate

(C-S-H) (Licastro et al., 1990). Laboratory analyses conducted under the SNL YMP potential
repository sealing program show the instability of ettringite, an expansive agent, above

approximately 100°C, but that tobermorite, a C-S-H, is present up to as high as 300°C (Scheetz
and Roy, 1989). Based on these results, the strategy is to minimize the presence of ettringite and
reduce the presence of calcium hydroxide by including enough silica to form a C-S-H such as
tobermorite.

To gain a greater understanding of the chemical alteration of cementitious material, the computer
code EQ3NR/EQ6 (Wolery, 1983) was used to simulate the geochemical alterations of three

cementitious materials in the presence of water and tuff (Hinkebein and Gardiner, 1991) at
temperatures ranging from 25 to 76°C. Two of these materials were variations of an ordinary
portland cement (OPC)-based concrete, and one was a variation of an ettringite-rich concrete.

Chemically the three concretes were described as an OPC-B concrete with a balance of silica and
calcium, an OPC-C concrete that is calcium-rich, and an expansive portland cement (EPC)-S

concrete that contains silica and ettringite. Hinkebein and Gardiner (1991) concluded that
ettringite or excess portlandite decomposes to open the concrete structure and that excess silica
reacts with hydrogamet to tighten the concrete structure. Also, the analysis shows that OPC-B

containing a balance of calcium and silica produces the least volume change. The analysis
suggests the least modification to the overall structure and the resulting permeability for the

OPC-B grout.
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In these calculations, the C-S-H gel was modeled as 14-A tobermorite, considered a reasonable
substitute for the C-S-H gel, because the thermodynamic differences between the behavior of C-

S-H gel and tobermorite may be less than 1 percent (Atkinson et al., 1987). It was further
assumed by Hinkebein and Gardiner (1991) in their model that thermodyanamic equilibrium
between the cement and pore water was maintained. With this assumption, the degree of
dissolution or precipitation predicted by the model is dependent upon the volume of water

equilibrated with a given volume of cement, and is independent of reaction rates or surface areas.
The equilibrium assumption is conservative in the sense that it will maximize the amount of
dissolution predicted to occur in cements that contain ettringite or excess portlandite for water
that contacts the cement. The information from Hinkebein and Gardiner (1991) can be applied
as follows:

° The development of a C-S-H gel was preferred to development of a more
thermodynamically stable (i.e., less reactive) cementitious material.

• Tobermorite could be used to approximate the behavior of a C-S-H gel.

° Geochemical analyses showed that balancing of the calcium and the silica
composition of a cementitious sample results in a material undergoing the least
volumetric change.

° Material containing excess ettringite and calcium resulted in the most volumetric
change.

° Tobermorite was observed at temperatures as high as 300°C.

Geochemical criteria for the formation of cementitious material were developed for use in the
sealing program. These criteria are presented below:

° Minimize the development of ettringite by selecting a cement that has a low sulfate
content. (Ettringite is a sulfate-bearing cement phase in concrete.)

° Achieve a Ca/Si molar ratio of 0.83 or a CaO/SiOz mass ratio of 0.77, consistent
with the composition of tobermorite, CasSi6O17,10.5H20, by adding reactive silica.

The second consideration was based on a degradation model, developed by Hinkebein (I 991).
In his evaluation he considered thermal-mechanical, mechanical, and shrinkage concerns. The
objective of the model development was to assess factors that would have a tending to "open up"

the seal structure, i.e., increase the porosity, thereby increasing the permeability. General
conclusions reached from his study were that high-quality cementitious sealing materials may be

achievable by controlling the sealing material composition. Further, it was concluded that the
amounts of gypsum, portlandite, and unreacted cement phases must be also controlled. If

ductility is required in a seal, higher water-to-cement ratios and lower aggregate fractions are
preferred. In this case, sa'ength would also be reduced.
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In the following sections, preliminary grout/concrete formulations are proposed. Because scoping
laboratory analyses have not been performed to verify required flow characteristics, the reader

is cautioned on using these formulations as final mixtures.

2.5.2.1 Borehole Seal Formulation and Placement Considerations

In this section, two cementitious formulations are presented: (1) a standard grout formulation
for sealing fractures with apertures greater than 1 cm and borehole seals and (2) a standard
concrete formulation for placement in the larger cross-sections of the boreholes. Formulation 84-

12 (Licastro et al., 1990) was used as a starting point for the cementitious formulations. Changes
were then made to the formulations to achieve the geochemical goals defined in the previous
section.

Class H cement has a lower sulfate content than Type K cement and therefore will reduce the
amount of ettringite formed during hydration. Class H cement is a coarser grind and thus reduces
water demand for the same flow characteristics. This allows a lower cement content to achieve

the same strength. The coarse grind also results in a slower rate of hydration during the first few
days and therefore a lower rate of heat generation. This is particularly important in large mass

pours.

Reactive silica products (silica fume, silica flour, and slag) are included to maximize the amount

of C-S-H produced and reduce the free Ca(OH)2 in the hardened state. The reactive silica and
lower water demand of the cement results in the reduced porosity of the grout and concrete. The
higher silica content is also likely to be more compatible with the high silica content of the
Yucca Mountain tuffs. The compositions of recommended grout and concrete (84-12R2 and
84-12CR1) are listed in Table 2-4.

Changes in the Ca/Si ratio were made by increasing the silica flour and reducing the slag (while
holding the cement and silica fume constant between 84-12 and 84-12R2). Silica fume was kept
constant because of its extreme fineness. In the concrete with a lower cement content, the

relative amounts of cement and reactive silica were kept constant to maintain the Ca/Si ratio at
0.77. For the Ca/Si ratio calculations, the following chemical compositions for the cement and
reactive silica were used:

Material CaO(%) SiO2(%)

ClassH cement 64.1 22.27

Silicafume 0.1 96.0

Silicaflour 100.0

Slag 44.64 32.68
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Table 2.4

Composition of Grout and Concrete Formulations

i Component 84-12R2 84-12CR1

beof total mixture

Class H cement 18.1 12.3

Water 17.9 10.9

Silicafume 4.1 2.8

Silica flour 12.6 8.5

21.0 14.2

Silicasand (20-40 mesh) 26.0

Concretesand 16.4

Aggregate(3/4" MSA) 34.5
D-65 0.3 0.4

Defoamer 0.1 0.02

100.1 100.02

Weight in Ib/_

Class H cement 23.5 17.6

Water 23.2 15.5

Silica fume 5.3 4.0

Silica flour 16.3 12.1

Slag 27.2 20.3

Silicasand 33.7

Concretesand 23.4

Aggregate(3/4" MSA) 49.2

DispersantD-65 0.4 0.6
Defoamer 0.1 0.02

Total 129.7 142.72

Water/cement 0.99 0.88

Water/reactivesolids 0.32 0.29

Ca/Si 0.764 0.77
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In future use of these formulations, the same Ca/Si ratio can be achieved (when the actual

chemical compositions of cement and reactive silica products are determined) using this
technique.

The dispersant (DI9, D65, or CFR-2) is in the mixture to enhance the "wetting" ability of the
water in lubricating the surfaces of the soil particles. Dispersants are modified naphthalene

sulphonate formaldehyde condensate, solubilized in a special carrier and containing no calcium
chloride. The defoamer is in the mixture to reduce foaming of the coarse cement during the

mixing process. It is a blend of proprietary ingredients and is used in very small amounts.

The grout 84-12R2 should have a flow through the standard U.S. Corps of Engineers (COE) flow
cone of 12 to 15 seconds. This would enable it to be pumped into place through the standard

moyno or centrifugal pumps. Minor adjustment of the water and/or dispersant in the mixture can
be made to reach the required flow characteristics. The rheology of concrete is measured by the
slump cone. Concrete should have a slump of 4 to 5 in. for pumping and be placed in seals
where consolidation can be achieved by concrete vibrators. For inaccessible parts of a seal, the

slump should be increased to about 9 to 11 in. of "flowing concrete," which can also be achieved
by the addition of water and/or dispersant.

Working time for both grouts and concretes in most field applications should be about 3 hours
from the start of mixing. The temperature of the mixture affects the rate of stiffening. For most

applications, a mixture temperature of 65 to 75°F will reduce the problem. The addition of
Plastiment at a rate of 3 oz per sack of cement will also reduce early stiffening, because of its
retarding effect on hydration of cement particles during the first few hours. The grout 84-12R2
is a suitable sanded grout for filling all boreholes, both vertical and horizontal, because it can be

pumped into place.

The physical properties of grout 84-12R2 should be within 10 percent of those listed in Table 26
of SAND 86-0558 (Licastro et al., 1990). For the concrete 84-12CR1, the unconfined

compressive strength should be about the same (110 to 140 MPa). Static Young's Modulus for

84-12CR1 should be about 10 to 20 percent higher than the groutmabout 10 to 11 GPa. The
bulk density for the concrete should be about 2.18 g/cc, and the porosity should be about 6 to
8 percent.

Standard concrete mixers are suitable for mixing the 84-12CR1 concrete. The inside of the mixer
should be clean, and the mixing vanes or blades should not be worn down. Because of the

relatively large amount of cementitious fines in the formulation, the cement, reactive solids, and
dispersant should be weighed and then blended together before introduction into the mixer. The
mixer is then loaded with water, the blended cementitious material is blown into the mixer while

the mixer is being rotated at maximum speed, and the sand and aggregate are loaded in the
normal matter.
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Mixers for the grout 84-12R2 should have a high shearing action. The size of the plug will

dictate the size of the mixer. Sizes range from the small 6-ft3 grout mixer to the large capacity
MX and "L;ghtning" mixers. For large volume batches, the cementitious material, dispersant,
and silica sand are weighed and blended together and transported to the mixing site as described

above. For small-volume plugs, each material can be weighed separately and then loaded into
the grout mixer.

Surfaces should be moistened just prior to the beginning of a placement. The first load dumped
or pumped into a plug should be several cubic yards of a grout slurry mixture of cementitious
material, dispersant, and water. This will help coat the rock surface and improve the bonding.

For borehole plugs, the hole should be washed to remove any drilling mud. The grout can then
be placed as described.

2.5.2.2 Pressure Grout Formulations and Placement Considerations

An additional consideration in selecting grouting material is the aperture of fractures that need
to be sealed. Cementitious grouts contain cement particles that could clog the fractures, resulting
in limited or no penetration into the fracture.

Sealing of fissures in rock involves the use of grouts that can be pumped into injection holes
under pressures high enough to move the grout but not so high as to cause additional cracks in

the rock. Recent development of microfine cements has provided a material that has 50 percent
of its particles less than 4 lam, with the largest approximately 13 lam for MC-500. Microfine

cement grouts have been used in sealing fine fractures at NTS, in commercial field applications,
in research studies at McNary Dam, and in research studies at the COE Waterways Experiment
Station. The Ca/Si mass ratio is 1.53 for MC-500 microfine cement. Studies at the Waterways

Experiment Station have shown that addition of high silica fines (which would lower the ratio)
cuts the strength significantly. Adjusting the Ca/Si ratio for the microfine cement pressure grouts

is not recommended. Table 2-5 lists the formulations for two pressure grout formulations using
the microfine cement MC-500 PG-1 and PG-2. The major difference between PG-1 and PG-2
is the water/cement ratio (higher for PG-1 to increase the fluidity). PG-1 should be used for fine
fissures having apertures of about 10 to 100 _m. PG-2 should be used for fissures having

apertures of 100 lam to about 1 mm.
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Table 2-5

Mloroflne Cement Grouts
Ill ill i i I |, i ,i i i1_ i

PG-1 PG-2
,,,;,,, I I _ J, ' I II I [IjIll II . I ]llll ' I '1 ' I_ II '1 . Ir ,, ,,,,,,,,,,_ _

MlcroflneCementMC-500,kg 80 80
......... LI J_ , i r t , , i , r_

NS 200 (Dlspersant),liters 0.7 0.7
i , r ,, , , ,,, ,, . , , , , :,

Water,liters 160 80
i r11,, ,, ,.,,. , ,,, , , , ,, ,,, | ,,.,,=.,...,,,.,,,., , , ,,, ,, , ,, , , ,,, ,i,,,..,,

Yield,liters 187 107

For fissure apertures greater than a_out 1 mm, the use of Class A portland cement grout is

recommended for pressure-grouting. Pressure grout formulation 1)(3-3 is a neat Class A cement
grout for use in pressure-grouting fissure apertures of 1 mm to 1 cm. Pressure grout formulation
PG-4 includes the addition of silica sand and is suitable for pressure-grouting fissure apertures

greater than 1 cm. Aqua gel (a fine bentonite clay) is included in the formulations to reduce
settling of the cement grains and sand particles (bleeding) (see Table 2-6).

Table 2-6

Portland Cement Grouts

PG-3 I PG-4L' ", 'I r r ", ,, ,,, Tr' F ,.,F ,mr " i,,,,,,,, T irlr" ' ,,,,, ,,,,,,,, ":,L11,,, ,., ,,,,, ,,,,. H', 1,,. " ...... "".,r] ' 'L'!' ' - .__

Cement,ClassA, lb. 46.9 40,0

Gel, lb. 0.9 2.0
, , ,.=, , , , ,, ,,,

Sand(20-40 mesh), lb. -- 22,9
., , ,

Dtspersant,D-65,Ib. 0.14 0.2
,, ,, , , , ,, ,=,

Plastiment,fl. oz. 1.5 1.6
,,, ,,, ,, m,,, ,, , , , ,,,,,

Water,lb. 46.9 40.0

Density 94.4 Ib/ft3 105.1Ib/fP
,,,, , ,=,,, ,,, L

Water/cement 1.00 1.00
, ,

Ca/SI 3.0 3.0
• , , L

If desired, the Ca/Si ratio can be adjusted by adding silica fume and silica flour to the
formulations. Pressure grout formulation PG-5 is comparable to PG-3 for field use, and
formulation PG-6 is comparable to PG-4 (see Table 2-7).
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TaMe2-7

AdjustedPortlandCementGrout
i i i, i,

PG-5 PG-6
' I ' '!'"'H""_HI_ I I'I I ' III [ I' I lit I IIIII1' IHIBI

Cement,ClassA, lb. 30.7 25.3
, _L , , ,, ,,i i i,,, i; ,,, ,,, ,iJrl,

SilicaFume,lb. 6.1 5.1
,i, i 1 r,l , .I,!,L,, r , , Hrr,R,rrnll,,,,,, "., ,, 1 ,,I ,,,,,,,, ,, ,

Silica Flour,lb. 12.8 10.5
..... ,i,,, , , ,,,,,!l,, i

Gel, lb. 0.6 1.6
_ , , , , L i, ,,,,, ,H, ,, , , i ,,, i .....

Sand(20-40 mesh),lb. -- 27.9

DIq)ersant,D-65,lb. 0.1 0.1
: I lJJ :Ill,. [IlllI_.llll l l II l l L l l l

Plastlment,fl. oz. 1.3 1,6
, , , , i, ,,,, i ,, ,,,J , , , , , ,, ,,,

Water,lb. 44.7 36.4
n j,[ ,_!,, , ,,, _ ,,, ,, , , ,.,,, ,!,,,IL: ''" '"' 1 " , , , n, , ,,,,.

95.0 Ib/_ 107.3Ib/IP
II l II l II , l l II llll l l l II l II lT] IIl[llllI IIl l Ill [l l Ill l

Water/Cement 1.46 1._
, , [ ,, ,,,, ,, , , , f , ,, ,

Water/reactivesolids 0.90 0.90
......... , , , ,, i , , , ,,, ,,, J ,,, , ,, , ,, ..... , , ,, ,, ,,,

Ca/SI 0.776 0.776
, i i H ,, , , i i,,

2.5.3 Grout.Bulb Effectlveneu
Consideration is being given to placement of a grout bulb around a primary seal, with an
objective of reducing the likelihood that water could dissolve the seal. The following discussion

provides a qualitative discussion of factors potentially affecting the durability of grout bulbs.

Several grout formulations have been specified for sealing boreholes that extend into the
proposed potential repository horizon at Yucca Mountain. The longevity of the planned grout-
bulb seals will depend on many site-specific factors, including the following:

• Condition of groundwater saturation (i.e., unsaturated or sa_,urated)at the horizon of
seal emplacement

• Chemical composition of groundwater that may contact the grout-bulb seals

• Permeability of the grout-bulb seals

° Kinetic rates for dissolution of grout minerals, precipitation of secondary phases, and
exchange reactions

• Temperature of the groundwater/grout/gas system

• Fugacity (partial pressure) of carbon dioxide in gas contacting the seals.
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Although data are available on groundwatercomposition and expected seal temperature,a
quantitativeanalysisof seal longevityrequiresdata ongroundwaterinfiltrationrates,permeability
of grout bulbs, kinetic rates for dissolution, precipitation,exchange reactions,and fugacity of
carbon dioxide after the potential repositoryis sealed. These data are currentlyunavailable.
Therefore, a qualitative discussion of seal longevity is presentedhereto provide contrastfor a
variety of conditions that may develop at the proposedrepository. This qualitativeassessment
establishes a numberof seal-degradationscenariosand identifies the type of dataneeded for a
quantitativeassessment of the scenarios.

The principal factor affecting grout-seal longevity will be the absence or presence of
groundwater. If currentunsaturatedconditionsprevail into the distantfuture,therewill be little
impetusforchemicaldegradationof the groutseal in the absenceof water. However,unsaturated
conditionsdo not ruleout intermittentperiodsof saturationthat may occur if infrequentsurface
flooding sends an infiltratinggroundwaterpulse to the seal and potentialrepository horizon.

If future site characterization predicts that saturatedconditions can prevail at the seal and
potential repository horizon for an extended period of time, assessment of the chemical
degradation requiresdata on groundwatercomposition, kineticratesfor dissolution, precipitation,
exchange reactions, permeabilityof the grout, temperature of the groundwater/grout/gassystem,
and fugacity of carbondioxide. (As notedabove, kinetic rates, permeability, and fugacity data
are unavailable.)

Assuming instantaneous kinetic rates for dissolution, precipitation, and exchange reactions,
thermodynamic data and computer models can calculate the dissolved grout minerals and
precipitatedsecondaryphases. Thesecalculations can be applied to a range of temperatures and
fugacities to bracket the expected grout-degradationconditions. Using these calculations and
varying the permeabilityof the grout, it can be shown that the surface area of groutexposed to
groundwaterdeterminesthe longevity of the seals. If groundwatercontacts only the leading edge
of the grout (i.e., the grout is impermeable), the seal longevity will be greater than that of one
composed of permeablegrout. Because the grout is designed to providean effective seal against
fluid migration, it is less permeable than surroundingrock and can be considered impermeable
for assessment purposes. Therefore, grout-degradation conditions are most realistic for
groundwatercontacting the leading edge of the grout,and temperature and fugacity variation is
assessed for this condition.

Temperaturein the vicinity of the seals has been estimated as high as 87°C. All other factors
being equal, an increase in the temperatureof the groundwater/seal/gassystem will probably
degradethe grout morerapidly by increasingthe kinetic rates of dissolution, precipitation,and
exchangereactions along the leading edge of the grout. In general, these temperature-enhanced
reactionsdegradethe grout by increasingthe porosity and permeability along the leading edge,
resulting in greater grout-surface area exposed to groundwater. Conversely, increasing
temperaturein the absence of groundwaterwill enhancekinetic ratesfor formation of calcium-
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aluminum-silicate phases in the grout, resulting in shorter curing time and better short-term

durability.

The fugacity of carbon dioxide is an important factor in saturated and unsaturated scenarios. For
unsaturated conditionl_ where gas containing carbon dioxide contacts the grout, the following

reaction between portlLanditeand carbon dioxide is thermodynamically favored:

Ca(OH)z + CO2 --* CaCO3 + H20.

Although this reaction results in a solid volume increase of about 4 cubic centimeters per mole
(i.e., grout porosity is ,decreased), water is an undesirable product that can act as a leachant for
future degradation reactions. This reaction can be controlled by minimizing portlandite formation

in grout through the addition of silica fume, silica flour, or slag. These silica additives react with
portlandite to form too:re stable calcium-silicate phases (e.g., tobermorite), and all are included
in proposed seal grouts to minimize the formation of free portlandite. Therefore, minimizing

portlandite formation ,will be effective in controlling grout degradation when unsaturated
conditions prevail.

If saturated conditions exist at the seal horizon, the following reaction between carbon dioxide

and groundwater is important:

CO2 + HzO -_ HCO3"+ H+.

This reaction produces bicarbonate and hydrogen ion, which results in a lower pH for

groundwater and increased chemical degradation of grout in contact with the groundwater. The
hydrogen ion reacts readily with hydroxide-bearing grout phases to form water and free metal
ions. Therefore, decreasing the pH of the groundwater enhances its capability to serve as a

leachant for grouted seals. If saturated conditions are a probable scenario for the seal horizon,
the fugacity of carbon dioxide should be minimized by eliminating sources in the waste. There
is no significant source for carbon dioxide in the volcanic rock that surrounds the proposed

repository site.

This brief qualitative analysis suggests that grout seals placed in an unsaturatedzone will perform
well when silica additive_ are combined with the grout to minimize the formation of free

portlandite. If saturated conditions are shown to have a reasonable probability of occurring, the
grout seals will perform well when the grout permeability is lower than the surrounding rock,
temperatures in the vicinity of the grout seals are minimized, and waste sources for carbon
dioxide are eliminated or minimized.
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2.$.4 Available Technologies to Seal BoreholH
One of the objectives of this report is to review the technologies available to place seals in
boreholes. Chapter6.0 includes a review of tasks needed to place seals. These tasks are as
follows:

• Removal of freestandingcasing and boreholematerials, if present
• Reconditioningof the boreholewall
• Selection of seal materials
• Emplacementof seals.

As di_ussed in Chapter6.0, technologiesare availableto accomplish all of the tasks identified
above. However, somedifficulty mayoccurin removingmaterialsin selected boreholes. In this
regard,sealing concerns should be takeninto accountbefore drillingproposedboreholes. The
following conclusions are included as partof the boreholesealing strategy:

• Maintaindetailed construction documentation

• Select drilling methods, if possible, that will reduce wall-cake build-up

• Select drilling methods, if possible, that will result in betterwell condition

• Minmze risk of losing drilling tools and "junk" in t,e borehole,e.g., develop a
protocol for tool inspection; make routine field inspections intermittent with
downhole operations

• Utilize materialsthat are relatively easy to remove throughfishing or milling

• Limit numberof exploratoryboreholes.

Other conclusions,which arean outcome of this review, involve the testing and quality control
of cementitious plugs. These recommendationsinclude performing the following:

• Adherenceto APl-publishedspecifications
• Laboratorytesting of "bonding"to host rock
• Sample testing programduring field application
• Verification of seal placement and curing
• Performancetesting in a selected test hole.

The currentstate of the art in seals testing, as discussed in Chapter6.0, assumes a structurally
stable seal capable of supporting weight satisfactorily tests a seal. While there exists a
relationshipbetween structuraland hydrologic/airflowperformance, this aspect of available
technologytestingforseal quality is consideredinadequate.Therefore,performanceconfh,mation
testing of boreholeseals would be necessary.
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Preliminary concepts have been presented by Fernandez et al. (1993) for remote borehole seal

testing. As discussed by them, the testing would be performed using transient or steady-state
methods to satisfy a test performance objective, such as the following:

__Qc
AH r

where

Q = Totalflowratethrougha sealsystemparalleltothesealaxis(MPZ, interface
zone,and seal)duringthetest

AH = Changeinpotentialorheadlossthroughthesealsystemduringthetests

Cr = Requiredconductanceasdeterminedfrom potentialrepositoryor sealdesign
studies.Therequiredconductanceisproportionaltotheproductofthehydraulic
conductivityand sealareaand inverselyproportionaltoseallength.

2.6 When to Seal

At the time of seal emplacement, access needs to be maintained at preferred sealing locations to

prevent the following:

• Collapse of the casing

• Accelerated corrosion of casing, due to collapse of the formation around the casing
(which would result in higher corrosion rates than those for atmospheric corrosion)
and due to potential synergistic effects between stress and corrosion

• Collapse of the open borehole at sealing locations after casing removal.

The high-temperature environment at the potential repository horizon could result in casing
failure prior to sealing or failure of the open borehole during sealing that would limit access to

the lower sealing locations. Even for cased boreholes, the higher-temperature environment might
increase formation stress and result in formation collapse against the casing and accelerate

corrosion. These considerations suggest casing removal and seal placement prior to waste
emplacement to assure the placement of high-quality seals.

2.7 Summary
In the preceding discussion, borehole performance goals were stated and scenarios were
developed for evaluation. Conceptual designs were developed based upon the sealing

considerations--where boreholes should be sealed, where preferred sealing locations exist, whe.._..._n
seals should be emplaced, and ho...._wseals should be emplaced. These issues and conclusions are
summarized in Table 2-8.
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Table 2-8

Summary of Conclusions

Significance Significant boreholes are within and close to the edge of the potential repository.

Deep boreholesare potentiallymore importantthanshallowboreholes..... ,,

When to Seal Seal deep and significant boreholes within the potentialrepositoryboundary before
waste emplacement.

where to Place seals away fromhigh-temperaturezones nearthe potential repository.
Seal

Placeprimary seals(cementitiousseals) where holeconditionsare good or
excellent:

• Paintbrushtuff nonweldedto partiallyweldedzones
° Upperpartof TopopahSpringMember
• Calico Hillsvitricandzeolitic zones.

Place earthen materialsin selectedfractureareas, in partiallysaturatedzones not
in primary seal area (to dissipateporewaterpressure),and in high-temperature
areas

Howto Seal use low-pressureSqueezingto developcompressivestressat the interfacezone.

Increase lengthof plugup to 10 m to resiststatic, dynamic,andthermal loads(see
AppendixJ).

Lowerthe temperatureof groutby reducingthe heat of hydrationandprechUling
materials(see AppendixI).

Remove allfreestandingcasing.

Seal Use a rigid cementitiousseal where structuralperformanceis desired.
Materials
Selection Avoidplacementof cementitiousseals in high-temperatureenvironments.

Enhancestabilityof cementitiousseals:

• Minimizeleachablephases,portlanditeCa(OH)2 and reactivealkalis,NaOH,
and KOH by addingexcess reactivesilica(silicaflourand slag)

• Reduce ettringiteformationby selectinga cementwith a low sulfatecontent.

Use earthen materials(clayand crushedrock) as a seal in highlyfractured areas.

Avoidplacingcementitiousand clay seals together,if possible.

Where both are necessary, use a calcicform of clay and/or use a groutformulation
that will not release calcium.
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3.0 Description of the Exploratory Borehole System

This chapter contains a more complete description of the exploratory boreholes, emplacement
locations, and environmental conditions at Yucca Mountain. There are approximately 191
existing and 322 proposed boreholes, varying in depth from very shallow (5 ft) to very deep
(6,000 ft). The borehole diameters vary from 3 to 48 in. This chapter and Appendices A, B, and
C contain the following information:

• A description and location of the exploratory boreholes (Section 3.1)

• A construction summary of the existing boreholes (Appendices A and B)

° General and specific problems (debris in borehole) encountered in boreholes
(Section 3.1 and Appendix A)

° Geology and hydrology (Section 3.2 and Appendix C)

• The environmental conditions encountered within and in the vicinity of the
boreholes, including in situ stress (Section 3.3.1), temperature states (Section 3.3.2),
and properties of the rock mass (Section 3.3.3)

• Borehole wall conditions (Section 3.4)

° Air conductivity models and variability of welded and nonwelded units
(Section 3.5).

This information provides the basis for performance and design calculations and the validation
of the borehole sealing strategy.

3.1 Description of the Exploratory Borehole System
Existing and proposed exploratory borehole locations are shown on Figures 3-1 through 3-7.

Their locations are displayed according to their depths. For existing boreholes, the different
categories for depth are less than 100, 100 to 499, 500 to 999, and 1,000 ft and greater. For
proposed boreholes, the depth categories are less than 100, 100 to 499, and 500 ft and greater.
All figures display the potential repository boundary and the outline for the restricted zone, which

is defined in 10 CFR 60.2 as "any areas access to which is controlled by the licensee for the
purpose of protection of individuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive materials."

The restricted area is placed on figures for reference only to show the location of the borehole

relative to the restricted area. Table 3-1 lists the number of proposed and existing boreholes by
type and location, within and outside the potential repository boundary. A summary description
of the existing exploratory boreholes is given below.
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Existing Boreholes Less Than 100 Feet Deep (SAN0092)
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Existing Boreholes 100 to 499 Feet Deep (SAN0093)
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Existing Boreholes 500 to 999 Feet Deep (SAN0099)
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Existing Boreholes Greater, Than1,000 Feet Deep (SAN0098)
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Proposed Boreholes Less Than 100 Feet Deep (SAN0094)
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Proposed Boreholes 100 to 499 Feet Deep (SAN0095)
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Proposed Boreholes Greater Than 500 Feet Deep ($;AN0096)
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Table 3-1

Number of Existing and Proposed Boreholes by Category and Location

Em_ng Proposed
Wilhin Potential Outside Po_ndal WflhinP_ OutsidoPomnlial

of _ _. Ins_ OutsideRes_ic_ _ Reposing.Ir,s_ Ou,;_
eo.nd_ Resa_odArea Area _xJx_.y Romc__ ,Voa To_by

UZ 4 5 - 6 10 - 25

UZN 33 52 2 3 6 1 97

UZNC - 2 .... 2

WT 1 10 5 - 5 3 24

A 1 4 .... 5

C - 3 .... 3

, H 2 3 - - 1 - 6

G 1 5 - - - 4 10

p - 1 .... 1

B - 1 .... 1,,

RF - 12 .... 12

SEISMIC - 38 5 - - - 43

SD .... 5 7 - 12

FMNb .... 2 11 13

LPRS¢ _ - - 30 110 - 140 ,,

SPRS_ _ _ - 32 60 - 92

NRG" - 1 - - 5 - 6

STCf .... 4 - 4

RefertoIoomolesatend oftable.



Table 3-1 (Continued)

Number of Existing and Proposed Boreholes by Category _ Localion

i i i i

_0 Pmpos_

V_llin Potential OutsidePotential WC_z Potenliai _ Pom,Jal

_of _ _,tns_ oozs__ _ _,_s_d_ OmideRm,kmd.
Bounday ReslfiCedArea Area Boundary _A_a _ Total bf _

_ -- , , .__,.-

I s
SRG• _ _ - 1 4 -

_ - 5 5

_ - 6 - 6
pHh - _

_ _ - 1 I!-___ - -

Totalby L_nc_ion 42 137 12 77 220 25 513i i ii i

, "SD = Sysm _ programboreholes.
%-MN= ForZy-maeWashre,_age_.
q.PRS=_ r_dnfans__ bomhokB.
._RS = SmaJ-plotrairdai simuialionbomtcles.
"NRG/SRG = Surfacefacilitydrill,_des.
_TC = Soue,_ tracercomplexmdm.
W = V_anic drill holes.

= _.Jlca slud_s borehol_.
*ISS= In silu s_'essddllhole.
01herbomhole iden*df_rsare _ _ inh'_ _xt.



Ungstumt_ Zone I'k_lll (UZ). The UZ objectiveis to obtaininformationon the hydrologic
properties,moisturecontenll,andmoisturepotentialin the unsaturatedzone. Nine existing holes
fall in thiscategory. They irangein depth from shallow (57 ft) to deep (1,887 ft), with diameters
rangingfrom 30 to 48 in. at the surfaceto 3.94 in. at depth. Thedeeperholes havecasings that
arefully grouteddown to about40 ft, and in only one case, a separate casing is spot-pouted at
324 ft. For the deeper holes, the casing is generally spot-groutedat the base of the casing.
Typical drillingtechniquesincludereverse airvacuum, ODEX 115, or ODEX 165systems. The
circulatingmedium is air.

Unsaturated Zone Neutron Holu (UZN). TheUZN objectiveis to characterizethepresent
infiltrationprocesses and rates within the surficial materials of Yucca Mountain. The UZN
category includes87 existing boreholes,rangingin depthfrom 20 to 150 ft, typicallywith a hole
diameter of 6 in. Typical casing is not grouted in place. Typical drilling techniquesinclude the
ODEX 115 system. The circulating medium is air.

Water Table Holes OW'), The WT objectivesare to determine the potentiometricsurface at
Yucca Mountain and to characterize the chemistry of the groundwater. The WT category
includes 16 existing boreholes,ranging from 1,100 to 2,100 ft deep, that, as the name implies,
penetrateto the groundwatertable. The casing is grouted near the surface,usually less than 220
ft from the surface; however, one existing hole has a casing grouted up to 250 ft from the
surface. In all cases except one, 2.875-in.-OD tubingwith a 12-in.screenis landedon flU at the
bottom of the hole. Usually the hole varies in diameter_om 15 in. at the surface to 8.75 in. at
depth. Typically the holes aredrilled using conventionalrotary techniques with airfoam.

Hydrologlo Holes (H). TheH objectiveis to characterizethehydrologicpropertiesof rock,
including fractureand ma_ix properties. Five existing boreholes fall into the H category, which
are either 4,000 or 6,000 ft in depth. The holes are typically 48 or 36 in. in diameter at the
surface andare 8.75 in. at the bottom. The fully groutedcasing usuallyextends over a distance
of less than 330 ft. Typically, the deepest casing will be set with grout at the bottom of the
casing, which can occur as shallow as 1,840 ft and up to 2,585 ft. The holes aredrilled using
conventionalrotarytechniquesand airfoam.

Exploratory Geologic Holes (G). The G objectiveis to determinethe verticaland lateral
variabilityandemplacementhistoryof stratigraphicunitswithinthe YuccaMountainarea. Six
existing holes fall in the G category, the majorityof which range in depth from 2,644 to 6,006
it; however, one hole is only 551 ft in depth. Casing extendsto depthsof about 2,600 ft. The
surface casing is generally grouted to a depth of less than 40 ft, with two deeper holes with
casing grouted to 280 ft. The deeper casing is not grouted over the entire depth; it is spot-
grouted at the bottom of the casing. Hole sizes range from 23 in. in diameterat the surfaceto
2.98 in. at depth. Typical drillingtechniques include conventionalrotaryusing bentonitemud,
polymermud, and air foam.
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Potential Reposltorg Fsclll_ Holes (RF), The RE objective is to obtainbasic engineering
propertiesof the soil and rock in the vicinity of the surface facilities. Thereare 12 existing
potential repositoryfacility holes, typi:ally shallow in depth, ranging from 60 to 30_ ft. The
diameterof the holes is typically 9.875 in. at the surfaceto about3.94 in. at the bottomof the
hole. The casing extends over most of the hole depth;however, in three holes, PVC pipe was
groutedin place. TypicaldrillingtechniqueswereconventionalrotaryandODEXusing airfoam,
polymermud, gel, and polymerand water.

_lsmlc Holes. The objectiveof the seismic holes is to characterizethe geologic structureof
the Yucca Mountainareas. There are 43 holes in the seismic category. Twenty-oneboreholes
have diametersof 8.75 in. over the entiredepthwith 6-in. flexible plastic tubingplaced overthe
entire length. The other holes aretypically 200 ft in depth, 6.25 in. in diameterover the entire
depth, andcased withPVC pipe overthe entiredepth. No groutwas used in eithercategory, and
all, because of the natureof the hole, were backfilled and shot. Typical drilling techniques
include conventionalrotaryusing airfoam.

A Holes (A). The objectives of A holes are to examine the subsurface stratigraphyand
lithologic variations,determinethedistributionandnatureof structuraldiscontinuities,andobtain
limited hydrologic information. Thereare five existing boreholes in this category,rangingfrom
500 to 2,500 ft in depth. Hole size depends on the depth of the hole and ranges from 17.5 in.
at the surface to 2.98 in. at depth. Maximum depth at which the casing is grouted is 138 ft.
HydrilTM tubing,2.375 in. outsidediameter(OD), and NQ rods extend to depth in some of the
holes. Many holes are 10 to 12 years old. Typical drilling techniques include conventional
rotaryusing bentonite mud, revertmud, and/orair foam as the circulatingmedia.

B Hole (B). The objective of the B hole is to determine the geologic and hydrologic
characteristicsof the tuff sequence penetrated. There is only one B-hole, which is 4,002 ft in
depth. The hole diameteris 36 in. at the surfaceand reducesto 8.5 in. at the bottomof the hole.
The casing extends to 1,705 ft and is fully grouted 35 ft from the surface. The two casing
segments extending below 35 ft are spot-groutedat the base. This hole was drilled using
conventionalrotaryand air foam.

C Hole (C). The objective of the C holes is to determinethe hydrologic characteristicsof the
tuff unit penetrated. Only three holes of this type exist, and they extend to 3,000 ft. Casing
extendsto approximately1,365 ft; however, surfacecasing is fully grouted to less than 368 ft.
The secondcasing, which extends below the groutedcasing at the surface, is only spot-grouted
at the bottom. The holes are large at the surface,36 or 48 in., and reduce in size to 9.875 in.
These holes were drilled using conventionalrotarytechniques and airfoam.

P Hole (P). The primaryobjective of the one P hole is to obtaininformationaboutrocks of
Palcozoic age assumed to underlie the volcanic, tertiaryrocks. The secondaryobjective is to
obtain geohydrologic informationon these. There is only one paleozoic hole, which is 5,923 ft
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in depth. The hole diameter is 30 in. at the surface and reduces to 6.125 in. at the bottom. The
casing extends tO4,256 ft, and the surface casing is fully grouted down to 34i ft. The second
casing is spot-grouted at 1,564 ft, and the final segment of casing extends from 1,487 to 4,256

ft and is grouted in multiple places. The hole was drilled using conventional rotary techniques
with air foam, water, and polymer mud.

The proposed boreholes include additional UZ, UZN, WT, H, and G holes. New, major

categories included as proposed boreholes are:

• Systematic Drilling Program Holes (SO). The SD objective is to developa
t.hree-dimensional characterization of the rock iri the unsaturated zone.

• Forty Mile Wash Recharge Holes (FMN). The FMN objective is to monitor
aquifer recharge in Forty Mile Wash during precipitation events.

• Surface Facilities Holes (NRG and SRG). The NRG and SRG objective is to
determine soil and rock properties along the alignment of the north and south
ramps.

• Large- and Small-Plot Rainfall Simulation Holes (LPRS and SPRS). The
objective in drilling these holes is to monitor infiltration under artificial
precipitation rates.

• Tracer Complex Studies (STC). The STC objective is to perform tracerpump
tests to characterize geohydrologic units and groundwater flow.

° Volcanic Drill Holes (V). The objective in drilling these holes is to investigate
the origin of four aeromagnetic anomalies in Crater Flat and Amargosa Valley.

° Calcite-Silica Studies (pH), The objective of these holes is to determine the
ages, distribution, origin, and paleohydrologic significance of calcite, and opaline
deposits along faults and fractures.

• In Situ Stress Studies (ISS). The ISS objective is to perform in situ stress
hydrofracture studies at several locations.

Historically, exploratory boreholes were developed using conventional rotary, ODEX, and

reverse-air vacuum drilling techniques. Depending on the type of hole, drilling fluids, such as
air foam, bentonite mud, ar'd polymer mud, were used. Typically, air is the circulating medium
when the ODEX and reverse-air vacuum techniques are used. The primary functions of the

drilling fluids are to remove cuttings, stabilize the borehole, cool and lubricate the drill bit,
control fluid loss, drop cuttings into a settling pit, acquire information about the boring, and
suspend cuttings in the borehole when drilling fluid is not being circulated. Because the drilling

fluid in the conventional rotary technique runs down the outside of the drill pipe, "the drilling
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fluids contact the rock along the entire length of the borehole. Therefore, residual drilling fluids
typically can build up on the wall of the borehole when drilling muds are used.

When using the ODEX system, the hole is drilled, and the casing is emplaced simultaneously.
The ODEX system is an eccentric (off-centered) bit attached to a down-the-hole hammer.
Because the circulating medium is air, no drilling fluids are introduced into the borehole. In
using reverse-air vacuum, air is introduced into the outside of the drill pipe and returns up

through the drill pipe. This is accomplished by creating a vacuum internal to the drill pipe.
Again, no drilling fluids are introduced into the hole.

Drilling of propose_ boreholes will be accomplished through the use of the ODEX system,
conventional rotary, and a technique currently under development by the DOE. This technique,
termed the dual wall drilling/coting system, is similar to the dual-wall reverse circulation rotary

method. The circulating medium is air, with the cuttings being lifted up through the center of
the dual-wall pipe. The primary objective of this technology is to acquire samples that are
representative of the in situ conditions, while minimizing contamination and maximizing the

quality of the borehole.

3.2 Geology and Hydrology
Because exploratory boreholes will be emplaced over a wide variety of stratigraphic units, a
description of the geology and hydrology that is relevant at Yucca Mountain is presented in this
section. The section is divided into three subsections: general geology, subsurface geology, and
rock hydraulic and physical properties.

3.2.1 General Geology
In Chapter 2.0, important features relative to sealing were described. This section describes these
features and their evaluation in detail. Yucca Mountain is broken into elongated blocks by five

west-dipping, north-striking normal faults. Within these blocks, however, the rock is highly
fractured and cut by minor faults. The potential repository is within a block between the

Solitmio Canyon fault to the west and Bow Ridge to the east (Fox et al., 1990). The thickness
of the unsaturated zone is about 500 to 700 m (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). The fault block

within the potential repository area has a eastward dip of 5 to 10 degrees. A predominant
northwest-trending strike-slip system also exists. Unconsolidated alluvium found at the surface

exists within the washes that dissect Yucca Mountain. Surface runoff is infrequent and of short
duration, o_curring only as a direct result of intense precipitation or rapid snow melt. Further,

the thickness, lithology sorting, and permeability of the alluvium are quite variable. Figure 3-8
illustrates the features mentioned above. Discrimination is made between alluvium and bedrock.

Tectonic features, including mapped, inferred, and concealed faults and tectonic breccia are also

indicated. All of these features are shown relative to the perimeter drift boundary (Wittwer et

al., 1992). The surface is divided for modeling purposes into three infiltration zones--alluvium
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(24 percent), sideslopes (62 percent), and ridgetops (14 percent). The greatest potential
infiltration can occur in the alluvium and lowest along the ridgetops.

3.2.2 Subsurface Geology
The origin of the rocks at Yucca Mountain is predominantly ash flow, although there are also
ash-fall, reworked, and bedded tufts. The various origins of the volcanic tuff result in the rock

having distinctive physical properties, the differences between which form the basis for the
thermal/mechanical stratigraphy (Figure 3-9). Figure 3-9 also shows a subdivision of the formal

stratigraphic unit. Detailed geologic cross sections are provided in Appendix C.

The brief discussion below has been condensed from Scott et al. (1983). Above the potential

repository, the two major ash-flow units of the Paintbrush tuff are the Tiva Canyon and the
Topopah Spring Members. Both are comprised of multiple ash flows. Because of the thickness
of the ash flows, the degree of welding and physical properties vary within the unit. Both consist

predominantly of moderately to densely welded tuff, and they are compositionally zoned from
high-silica rhyolites at their basal and central portions to quartz latites at the top of the unit to
densely welded caprocks. Following the subsequent cooling of the ash flow, other effects are

superimposed on the units. These include devitrification, vertical extension of the joints during
cooling, alteration to secondary phases by the reactions with pore waters to form zeolites and
clays that are concentrated in the less welded portions of the cooling units, and faults and joints
related to tectonic events. The Pah Canyon and Yucca Mountain Members are present at the
north end of Yucca Mountain as distal edges of nonwelded to moderately welded sheets that

pinch out to the south and the east. Where these two members are too thin, they are lumped
together with unnamed bedded tuffs. These units and the modifications to the geology, together

with the Calico Hills nonwelded unit below the potential repository, are described in more detail
in Appendix C.

3.2.3 Rock Hydrologic and Physical Properties
Due to cooling processes and different response to tectonic events, the brittle welded and porous
nonwelded tuffs have different physical and hydrologic properties. Important properties include

the degree of fracturing, porosity, and density of the tuff units. The abundance of fractures is
a function of both tectonic stresses and cooling stresses. There is positive correlation between
the degree of welding, which influences the mechanical response of the rock to stress, and the
number of fractures. The more elastic (lower Young's modulus or stiffness), zeolitized

nonwelded and partially welded tuffs have as few as 1 to 3 fractures per cubic meter, whereas
the more brittle densely welded turfs have 8 to 40 fractures per cubic meter (Scott et al., 1983;
Montazer and Wilson, 1984).

Porosity varies over a broad range--1 to 53 percent. Porosity declines as the degree of welding
increases (Nelson and Anderson, 1992). In general, the following categorization can be made:

• Devitrified tuff: low porosity, high-grain density
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I

. Vitric, welded tuff: low porosity, low-pain density

• Vitric, nonwelded tuff: high porosity, low-grain density

° Zcolitized tuff: high porosity, low-grain density (higher than the vitric) (Ortiz et al.,
1985).

Welded tufts, such as the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring Members, are characterized by
relatively low porosities (10 to 15 percent). Nonwelded and bedded tuffs, such as the Paintbrush

nonwelded unit, have higher matrix porosities (25 to 50 percent). Zeolitic alteration in the lower
part of the Topopah Spring Member and in portions of the Calico Hills Unit results in a decrease
in porosity. In the vitric zone, the porosity (25 to 40 percent) is slightly higher than that of the

zeolitic (15 to 35 percent). The porosity of two samples from the vitrophyre unit at the base of
the Topopah Spring Member is only 2.2 percent. A prominent feature is the marked increase in
porosity in the upper portions of both the Tiva Canyon (cul and cuc) and the Topopah Spring

Members (tul). The caprock units near the tops of the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring
Members have extremely low porosities (Rautman and Flint, 1992).

Densities in general increase as welding increases. Also, variations do occur within units having
similar degrees of welding; for example, there is a trend of increasing particle density in the

upper part of both the Tiva Canyon and the Topopah Spring Members (Rautman and Flint, 1992).

The most significant rock property for this report is the hydraulic conductivity _ of the rock unit
that is a function of the degree and nature of fracturing and the porosity of the rock. In general,

the hydraulic conductivity increases as the porosity increases, but the porosity is a poor predictor
of the hydraulic conductivity for a given sample, since the pore space may or may not be

interconnected (Nelson and Anderson, 1992). Because the porosity of the welded tuff is lower
than the porosity for the nonwelded tuff, the hydraulic conductivity is also lower. Typical matrix
and rock mass conductivity values for different rock types are given in Table 3-2.

As summarized by Nelson and Anderson (1992), where zeolites are present, the permeability is
greatly reduced from the permeability of unaltered samples at comparable porosities. This

reduction could be as great as 2 orders of magnitude, as illustrated abc,ve.

, i i,

1Thepropertyof hydraulicconductivityis specificforwaterandcorrespondsto an intrinsicpermeability.For
airflow,the "conductivity"used subsequentlyfor analysesis calculatedfrom the air-fluidproperties(densityand
viscosity)and theintrinsicpermeability.
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Table 3-2

Saturated, Matrix Hydraulic Conductivity of Selected Tufts

i i

. ,,,,,,, T .... ,, ,' ,' , r,, , - ,',,,.. ,,, ', , , _ --

RockType Matrix(cm/s) Rock Mass (cm/s)
,,,,, , , ,,,,, , ,, , ,,,,,,,,, , , ,, ,,, ___ ,,! _ ,,

Denselywelded Tiva Canyon 2.5 x 10.9a 1.2 x 10.3"

Paintbrushnonwelded,vitric 1 x 10.5b 1 x 10"3c

DenselyweldedTopopah 3.5 x 10.9b 1.2 x 10.3a
Spring 3 x 10.2to 10.5c

Zeolitic,nonweldand 4 x 10.9to 1.5 x 10.6"
beddedtuftsunderlyingthe
TopopahSpringMember

Calico Hills,vitric 4.6 x 10.8b 2.4 x 10.4_
1 xl0 "3_

Calico Hills,zeolitic 9.3 x 10.9b 2.4 x 10.4_

Vitricnonweldedtuff 1 x 10.4_

Denselywelded tuff 2-3 x 10.9b,d

Nonweldedbeddedtuff 1 x 10.5b
,,,,, -- ,,,,,

"Sinnocket al., 1984.
bMontazerand Wilson,1984.
CScottet al., 1983.
UWinogradand Thordarson,1975.
The presence of fractures can also influence the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the rock.

Highly fractured, densely welded tuffs have an effective hydraulic conductivity about 5 to
6 orders of magnitude higher than their matrix conductivity (Scott et al., 1983), or between 10.4
to 10.2cm/s (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). Thordarson (1983) measured the saturated bulk rock

hydraulic conductivity over a 120-m section of the Topopah Spring welded unit to be 1.3 by
10.3cm/s. Weeks (Montazer and Wilson, 1984) measured a range of hydraulic conductivities of

the upper 30 m of the Topopah Spring welded unit in borehole UE-25a #4 of 1.2 x 10'_ to
7.0 by 10.4 cm/s. The influence of fractures in the nonwelded tufts can be considerably less. For

example, the nonwelded vitric tufts have an effective hydraulic conductivity of only about 1 order
of magnitude higher than their matrix (Scott et al., 1983).

3.3 Environmental Conditions at Key Sealing Locations

This section presents specific information on environmental conditions at the key sealing
locations identified in Chapter 2.0, including the in situ state of stress, temperature, and rock-
mass strength. Environmental conditions are also identified at the potential repository horizon.
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3.3.1 In Situ Stresses

This section presents an evaluation of the state of in situ stress at the upper and lower seal

location and at the potential repository horizon as described in the previous chapter. As
discussed in Chapter 5.0 of this report, the state of in situ stress at various seal locations forms
the far-field stress boundary condition used to evaluate stress in the rock for open boreholes and,

subsequently, for cased boreholes. The state of stress in rock adjacent to boreholes is
subsequently combined with other stresses induced in the rock, such as stresses from seal
emplacement and backfilling and increased thermal stress.

Bauer and Holland (1987) developed a method for evaluating in situ stress at Yucca Mountain
for a nonhomogeneous media. The method utilized finite-element analysis that takes cross
sections of the mountain parallel to the measured direction of minimum horizontal stress. The

analysis included three types of models: (1) an isotropic and linear elastic model using average
values for a homogeneous rnedia; (2) a linear elastic model using a specified set of matrix

properties for each mechanical unit; and (3) a compliant-joint model using a specified set of
matrix and joint properties for each unit.

The models calculate vertical stress by allowing the model to deform and equilibrate to a solution

under gravity. The models include the effects of topography and thermal/mechanical stratigraphy.
In general, the vertical stress at a point at depth is determined by the product of the average bulk

density times the depth of overburden. The minimum horizontal stress depends on the vertical
stress, the material constitutive model, and the loading and boundary conditions. With great
depth, and away from free surfaces and topographic effects, the minimum horizontal stress equals

v/(1-v), where v equals Poisson's ratio of the rock. Below the groundwater table, pore-water
pressures develop and influence effective stress. Yet, all sealing locations considered in this
analysis are above the groundwater iable, and pore pressures do not affect lithostatic stress at
these locations. Further, the maximum horizontal stress equals twice the minimum horizontal
stress (DOE, 1992).

The results of the linear elastic calculations are presented in Figures 3-10 and 3-11 for two cross
sections. The results show that topographic effects result in spatial variations in the horizontal
stress field at the elevations of the proposed repository. Near the ground surface, the analysis

predicts regions of low stresses.

The calculated stresses compare well with in situ stress measurements and interpretations of

regional tectonics made at this site. The modeling technique provides a means to help understand
the potential variability in minimum horizontal stress that may be encountered in different sealing
locations.

Bauer and Holland (1987) report that calculations of the minimum horizontal stress using a

compliant joint model do not differ significantly from those using a linear elastic model for a
nonhomogeneous media. It appears that material anisotropy introduced by the presence of
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vertical fractures is not significant, except in the most fractured areas. As explained
subsequently, these areas are not likely to be sealing areas. As concluded by Bauer and Holland
(1987), both linear and nonlinear models can be used to approximate measured data for in situ
stress.

The minimum horizontal, maximum horizontal, and vertical stresses for (each sealing location

for several boreholes) (illustrated in Figure 3-12) are presented in Tables 3-3 through 3-5, based
upon the stress profile at the exploratory shaft used in previous design studies. The results show

that the most significant variation is with depth and that the current stress profiles for these
stresses at this location may be used to evaluate stress at individual seal locations.

In summary, the results show that at the sealing location near the Paintbrush/Topopah Spring
contact, the stresses range from 0.6 to 3.4 MPa. The results show that, for the Topopah Spring

Unit at the potential repository horizon, the stresses range from 2.4 to 9.2 MPa and that at the
Calico Hills/Topopah Spring location, the stresses range from 2.9 to 10.4 MPa.

3.3.2 Temperature
This section presents evaluations of the state of thermal stress at various sealing locations. As
discussed in Chapter 5.0 of this report, the state of thermal stress forms the far-field stress
boundary condition used to evaluate casing stability and increased rock or seal thermal stress in

subsequent design calculations. After waste emplacement, temperatures within the rock mass rise
due to heating from the radioactive waste and subsequent thermal conduction to the surrounding
rock mass. The magnitude of the temperature rise depends on the spatial location (both in the
vertical and horizontal directions) of the seals near the waste emplacement rooms. Also, it

depends on other factors, such as the type of waste (spent fuel versus high-level waste), the age
and power of the waste at the time of emplacement, and the schedule for waste emplacement.

The preliminary calculations (Hardy et al., 1.992) presented below were performed for a selected
series of boreholes (illustrated in Figure 3-13). These boreholes include those within the potential

repository boundary (USW SD-4, USW SD-6, USW H-5, USW MPBH-2, and USW UZ-6), and
near, but outside, the potential repository boundary (USW H-3, UE-25a #1, and USW H-I). For
each borehole, the calculations were performed at the upper and lower seal locations, the

potential repository horizon and at the water table, z These include the upper contact zone
between the Topopah Spring Unit and the Paintbrush Unit, the potential repository horizon, and
the contact zone between the Topopah Spring Unit and the Calico Hills Unit and the groundwater
table.

The STRES3D computer code calculates temperatures using multiple planar sources and the

principle of superposition, in that it calculates the rise in temperature at specific locations from
each source and then adds these contributions together. The code calculates thermally induced

2Thelocationsare approximatein thatthe modelusesa semi-infinitehalf spaceand doesnotaccountfor local
variationsin the elevationof the contact zonefor specificboreholes.
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Table3-3

Summaryof Stressesat the Palntbrush/TopopahSpringContaot

Minimum Maximum
Depth to Horizontal Horizontal
Contact Stress Stress VerticalStress

BoreholeID (ft) (aPa) (MPa) (MPa)
,,,,,, ,,, , ,,,, , ,,,, ......,,, , , r,,,,,, , , ,,,,,,,,,,,J - , ..............

USW H-1 332.4 0.72 1.44 2.09
,, __ , ,, i, ,, ,,,,, , ! , ,,

USW H-3 450.7 0.70 1.41 2.66
_ L' I ,,',', ' ' ''"'' '"l"' ' J ' ''' '"''

UE-25a #1 422.1 0.64 1.29 2.53
.

, ,r.,.. , , , , , , , ,,,,. """ ..........

USW H-5 569.6 0.91 1.82 3.29
--2 " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '"'' '"" ' ' ' + '""' ''''"" --

USW UZ-6 585.1 0.92 1.84 3.39
,, ,, , ,,=,,, .,,,, ,, ,,, , ,, , ,, ,,, ,, , , , --

USW MPBH-2 252.6 1.12 2.23 1.58

USW SD-4 246.8 1.15 2.29 1.55
, ,,, ,, ,, , , , ,,,, =,. , , , , --

USW SD-6 498.4 0.81 1.62 2.88

Maximum 1.15 2.29 3.39
Value

Minimum 0.64 1.29 1.55
Value

, , ,, , , + .J .....:+ ,, ,, , ,,, ,,, , ,, -,, , , ,,,,,, ,, , _ ......

stresses using elastic closed-form analytical solutions for a scmi-inf'mit¢ homogeneous, isotropic

half space. The analyses use the thermal and thermormchanical properties for the Topopah
Spring Unit from the Reference Information Base (DOE, 1992). The calculations considered
times of 10; 35; 50; 100; 300; 500; 1000; 2,000; 5,000; and 10,000 years for each of the borehole
locations.

In addition, the following modelingassumptionsare made:

• Heat transferoccursby heatconduction.

• The potential repository is situated in a homogeneous, isotropic, and time-
independent medium.

• The analysis assumes a constant surface temperature of 19°C.

• The analysis models the ground surface as a horizontal plane. The ground-surface
elevation for all boreholes was assumed at 4,500 ft.
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Table 3-4

Summary of Stresses at the Potential Repository Horizon

Minimum Maximum
Depthto Horizontal Horizontal
Contact Stress Stress VerticalStress

Borehole ID (ft) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

USW H-1 ....
........

USW H-3 ....
.......

UE-25a #1 ....
,,,

USW H-5 1473.2 3.10 6.20 9.21

USW UZ-6 1271.2 2.89 5.78 7.85

USW MPBH-2 1025.1 2.44 4.88 6.23
,,,

USW SD-4 1030.4 2.47 4.94 6.26
.....

USW SD-6 1242.6 2.86 5.71 7.66

Maximum 3.10 6.20 9.21
Value

...................

Minimum 2.44 4.88 6.23
Value

,,,

• The analysis evaluated five cases with different local area power densities (LAPD)
and correspondingly scaled LAPDs as presented in Table 3-6.

• The waste configuration assumes the waste canisters are placed in vertical boreholes
in the floor of the emplacement drift. The center of the waste canister is assumed
to be 30 ft below tile emplacement drift.

• For the higher heat loadings (87 and 100 kW/acre), the waste is emplaced in the
northern end of the potential repository.

'rabies 3-7 through 3-9 summarize the temperature calculations for several boreholes 60 years
after waste emplacement and at the time of peak temperature. For a heat loading of 57 kW/acre,

the highest peak temperature (80 to 90°C) occurs at the potential repository after 100 to
300 years. Slightly lower peak temperatures occur at the lower contact zone over a 500- to

1,000-year period. The upper contact zone experiences lower peak temperature (46°C) after
about 1,000 to 5,000 years.
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Table 3-5

Summary of Stresses at the Topopah Spring/Calico Hills Contact

Minimum Maximum
Depth to Horizontal Horizontal
Contact Stress Stress Vertical Stress

Borehole ID (ft) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

USW H-1 1411.9 3.05 6.10 8.78

USW H-3 1252.9 2.87 5.74 7.73

UE-25a #1 1461.1 3.09 6.18 9.13

USW H-5 1656.4 2.87 5.74 10.42

USW UZ-6 1458.3 3.09 6.18 9.11

USW MPBH-2 1372.0 3.00 6.01 8.52

USW SD-4 1302.5 2.93 5.85 8.06

USW SD-6 1467.5 3.10 6.20 9.17

Maximum 3.10 6.20 10.42
Value

,,,

Minimum 2.87 5.74 7.73
Value

......

Figures 3-14 through 3-19 present far-field thermally induced stresses for various heat loadings

for USW SD-4 and USW H-5 at the upper contact zone and at the potential repository horizon.
These boreholes were selected because USW SD-4 represented the most severe loading within

the potential repository boundary. USW H-5 was selected to evaluate the thermal effects near
the edge of the potential repository. At the potential repository horizon, the results show
horizontal compression of approximately 4 to 16 MPa and slight vertical decompression after
about 100 years. Radioactive waste heat generation sustains the horizontal compression for

several hundred years. After this time, temperatures decline (from 500 to 10,000 years). At the
upper contact zone, the rock mass experiences a horizontal decompression of approximately 1 to
2 MPa and slight vertical compression. At this zone, the results show a reversal in thermally

induced stress from tension to compression from 300 to 1,000 years. After this time,
temperatures decline gradually (from 2,000 to 10,000 years).

Other boreholes within the potential repository or near the potential repository boundary show
similar trends in the development of far-field thermal stress. The analysis predicts a smaller rise

in temperature and thermally induced stresses at the potential repository boundary or just outside
of the potential repository boundary. At the potential repository horizon, the thermally induced
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Table 3-6

Summary of LAPD Cases Evaluated for Selected Seals
!

Nominal Adjusted Waste Power
LAPD LAPD Age Output Canister Spacing

Case (kW/acre) (kW/acre) (years) (kW/canister) (ft) (m)

1 20 20 30 1.52 39.7 12.1
, ...........

2 20 20 60 0.96 25.2 7.68

3 57 51.6 30 1.52 15.39 4.69
....

4 80 72.5 30 1.52 10.96 3.34
.......... _ .....

5 100 90.6 30 1.52 8.77 2.67
............

Table 3-7

Summary of Temperatures at the Paintbrush/Topopah Spring Contact

Maximum Temperature
...........

Temperature at 60 Temperature Time
Borehole ID years (°C) (°C) (Years)

' ........ I ......

USW H-5 19.91 28.48 1000

USW UZ-6 19.58 20.06 5000
.......

UE-25a #1 24.05 26.53 5000
.......

USW H-1 21.73 23.89 5000
,,

USW H-3 19.18 19.18 5000
.....

USW MPBH-2 22.27 29.09 2000
......

USW SD-4 21.81 46.22 1000
....

USW SD-6 20.31 39.22 1000
...............

stresses for USW H-5 (as illustrated in Figure 3-18) show a slightly lower horizontal compression

after about 100 years than shown for USW SD-4, as this borehole is located at the western edge
of the potential repository. A slight vertical decompression occurs during this period. At the
upper contact zone, the analysis shows similar trends as those for USW SD-4. For boreholes at

some distance (UE-25a #1, USW WT-15, USW G-2, and USW WT-I), the analysis predicts
almost no thermally induced effects.
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Table 3-8

Summary of Temperatures at the Potential Repository Horizon

....... ,, ,,, , , , ,

Maximum Temperature
..........

Temperature at 60 Temperature Time
Borehole ID years (°C) (°C) (Years)

,,, ,,,,

USW H-5 77.07 79.78 100
, , ,........

USW UZ-6 23.05 25.15 5000
, ,,

UE-25a #1 -- ---
.....

USW H-1 ---- --- ---
............. ,,, , ,,........... -

USW H-3 -- m .._
.......

USW MPBH-2 25.44 35.64 5000
.........

USW SD-4 85.19 89.06 100
,,

USW SD-6 84.21 99.78 300
,, ,, ,, .....

3.3.3 Properties of the Rock Mass
Rock mass strength when combined with loading (ambient and thermal stresses) can be used as
an indication of borehole stability. The stability of the borehole is itself important as an

indication of where to place seals. Hoek and Brown (1980) proposed a criterion for the

strength of discontinuous rock masses. Laboratory and in situ strength data were compiled and
interpreted according to the following empirical relation:

0.1 0.3 [ 0'3

__. = __.. + _m --- + S0",, 0"u 0"u

where

0"u = Unconfined compressive strength of intact rock
m, s = Constants depending on rock quality

0"_,0"3 = Major and minor principal stress at failure (ambient and/or thermal)

or alternatively,

x = a(0", - 0.,,,)B
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Table 3-9

Summary of Temperatures at the Topopah Spring/Calico Hills Contact

Maximum Temperature
,,.

Temperature at 60 Temperature Time
Borehole ID years (°C) (°C) (Years)....

USW H-5 30.71 58.78 1000
....

USW UZ-6 24.29 26.79 5000
,,,

UE-25a #1 29.66 32.68 5000
.........................

USW H-1 27.56 31.72 5000
......,,,

USW H-3 23.51 23.56 5000
....

USW MPBH-2 28.31 39.06 5000
....

USW SD-4 28.06 62.83 2000

USW SD-6 28.47 71.1"1 1000
........

where

o, = Normalized normal stress (ambient and/or thermal)

_m = Tensile strength normalized to uniaxial compressive strength
A, B = Constants depending on rock quality
a_, _3 = Shear and normal stress on the failure plane normalized to uniaxial

compressive strength

x, = Normalized shear stress.

(_u = Unconfined compressive strength.

Hoek and Brown (1980) provide a detailed discussion of the factors that influence rock mass-
strength and propose a method for estimating rock-mass strength from laboratory testing and field
investigations of rock-mass quality. The laboratory testing involves triaxial compression testing

of intact rock over the range of confining pressures expected in the field. The test data are then
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USW SD-4 PTn/TSwl Contact
LAPD=20 Kw/acre and Waste Age=30 year
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Figure 3-14
Development of Temperature and Thermal Stress for USW SD-4

(Local Areal Power Density of 20 kW per Acre) for Seal Locations 1 and 2
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Figure 3-15
Development of Temperature and Thermal Stress for USW SD-4

(Local Areal Power Density of 57 kW per Acre) for Seal Locations I and 2
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USW SD-4 PTn/TSwl Contact
LAPD=100 Kw/acre and Waste Age=30 year
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Figure 3-16
Development of Temperature and Thermal Stress for USW SD-4

(Local Areal Power Density of 100 kW per Acre) for Seal Locations I and 2
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USW H-5 PTn/TSwl Contact
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Figure 3-17
Development of Temperature and Thermal Stress for USW H-5

(Local Areal Power Density of 20 kW per Acre) for Seal Locations I and 2
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USW H-5 PTn/TSwl Contact
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Figure 3-18
Developmentof TemperatureandThermalStressfor USWH-5

(Local Areal Power Density of 57 kW per Acre) for Seal Locations1 and 2
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Figure 3.19
Temperature and Thermal Stress for USW H-5Development of
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analyzed statistically to obtain the m constant for intact rock. The field investigations involve
rock mass classification, either by the Geomechanics Classification System Rock Mass Rating
(RMR) (Bieniawski, 1984) or the Q System (Barton et al., 1974). The results obtained are input

to empirical relationships to obtain m and s constants for the rock mass.

The method proposed by Hoek and Brown has been applied to the Topopah Spring lithophysal

and nonlithophysal welded units and the Calico Hills Unit, for which laboratory and field data
are available. The analysis presented below provides median, upper, and lower bound estimates
to the expected rock mass strength for welded and nonwelded tuff.

Case and Kelsall (1987) present methods for determining the m and s parameters in the empirical

strength criterion. This approach was adopted with updated unconfined (uniaxial) compressive
strength, as presented in the Yucca Mountain Reference Information Base (DOE, 1992).

The rock mass quality for the welded, nonlithophysal Topopah Spring Unit and the nonwelded
Calico Hills Unit was assessed by using the values for RMR and Q Systems provided by

Langkopf and Gnirk (1986). The following is a brief summary of the rock mass quality obtained
by means of the RMR method:

• Topopah Spring Unit

- Unconfined Compressive Strength--The unconfined compressive strength ranged
from 96 to 215 MPa; this results in an RMR strength ranging from 7 to 15.

- Rock Quality Designation (ROD)---The average RQD obtained from data for
several exploratory boreholes ranged from 35 to 80; this results in an RMR/RQD
that ranges from 8 to 17.

- Joint Frequency--The joint frequency values after accounting for bias from
sampling near vertical fractures in vertical holes ranged from 2 to 16 fractures
per meter; this results in a joint-spacing RMR that ranges from 10 to 20.

- Joint ConditionmA description of the rock mass condition upon which the lower
bound estimate is based, including slightly rough surfaces, separation(s) of less
than 1 mm, and hard-joint wall rock. The upper bound estimate rating of 12 is
based on very rough surfaces, noncontinuous, nonseparated, hard-joint wall rock.

Groundwater Condition--The excavation is above the groundwater table, is
considered dry, and is assigned the highest groundwater RMR of 10.
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• Calico Hills Unit

- Unconfined Compressive Strength--The unconfined compressive strength ranged
from 10 to 34 MPa; this results in an RMR strength that ranges from 2 to 4.

- R_.Q_D---Theaverage RQD obtained from data for several exploratory boreholes
ranged from 85 to 99; this results in an RMR_QD that ranges from 17 to 20.

- Joint Frequency--The joint frequency, after accounting for bias from sampling
in vertical boreholes, ranged from 0.5 to 1.2 fractures per meter; this results in
a joint-spacing RMR that ranges from 20 to 25.

- Joint ConditionmA description of the condition upon which the estimate is based
includes slightly rough surfaces, separation of less than l nun, and soft-joint wall
rock. This condition results in a joint-condit;on RMR of 12.

- Groundwater Condition The excavation is above the groundwater table, is
considered dry, and is assigned the highest groundwater RMR of 10.

In the analysis presented by Langkopf and Gnirk (1986), the RMR adjustment for joint
orientation ranged from zero, for a favorable orientation, to minus 12 for a very unfavorable
orientation. These limits were also adopted herein for boreholes excavated through welded and

nonwelded units; a favorable orientation was adopted for an upper-bound estimate, and
unfavorable orientation was adopted for a lower-bound estimate.

The RMR for the Topopah Spring Welded unit ranged from 35 to 74, with a corresponding rock
mass assessment of very good to fair rock conditions. The RMR for the Calico Hills nonwelded

unit ranged from 49 to 71, with a corresponding description of from good to fair rock conditions.
The Topopah Spring unit exhibits a greater degree of variability reflecting, principally, variations
in the RQD and joint spacing indices.

Priest and Brown (1983) present empirical relations that scale the intact properties for estimating
the range of rock-mass strength from the RMR presented above. The upper bound corresponds
to the unconfined compressive strength plus one standard deviation. The lower bound

corresponds to the unconfined compressive strength minus one standard deviation. After
identification of the triaxial failure criterion, the Mohr failure en_ elope is determined using the
procedure outlined by Hoek and Brown (1980).

Figures 3-20 through 3-23 present the results of the analysis and indicate a broad range of
conditions that could potentially be encountered. The lower bound for rock mass strength is
considered conservative. Hoek and Brown (1980) state that the envelopes be used for

preliminary analyses of underground excavation to establish the sensitivity of the design to
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changes in rock-mass behavior, and these results will be used in Chapter 4.0 for borehole scoping
analyses.

Although the approach adopted by Hoek and Brown (1980) provides a promising method for
assessing rock-mass strength of fractured rock, several assumptions and limitations should be

noted. Tht scaling relationship presented by Priest and Brown (1983) is based upon a
comprehensive set of strength data for Paguna andesite. Tests were performed on samples of
intact rock, on undisturbed core samples, and on samples with various degrees of weathering.

These samples were classified according to the RMR system, and except for the samples of intact
rock, the RMR values ranged from 8 to 46. The range of RMR values (40 to 90) for welded and
nonwelded tuff reflects unweathered joints encountered at depth and is somewhat higher than the

range for Paguna andesite, except for the samples of intact rock and undisturbed core
(RMR = 46). Thus, the scaling relationships developed by Priest and Brown (1983) in this
analysis may reflect a different range of conditions than those that will be encountered for
boreholes excavated in tuff.

The empirical strength criterion presented by Hoek and Brown (1980) is for the brittle failure of
rock. The authors established a limitation that rock specimens should be tested and strength data

evaluated under the test condition that the major principal stress, t_, should be at least twice as
great as the confining stress t_3. In conducting their own analysis, Hoek and Brown (1980)
evaluated test conditions in which the major principal stress was at least 3.4 times greater than

the confining stress; this value corresponds to the transition from the brittle to ductile behavior.
The condition of t_ = 2t_ 3 is easily satisfied for the higher-strength Topopah Spring tuff. In the
case of the lower-strength nonwelded Calico Hills tuff, the condition is again satisfied, but test
conditions were closer to the conditions in which ductile behavior would be in evidence.

The empirical strength criterion for fractured rock assumes that strength is isotropic or that no

single discontinuity orientation affects strength. As stated by Hoek and Brown, this condition
is satisfied for random jointing or where the discontinuities are grouped in four or more sets.
Langkopf and Gnirk (1986) have considered fracture orientation sets as mapped from surface
outcrops by Scott et al. (1983) at Yucca Mountain and as determined from oriented core and

mapped surface fractures in drifts in Grouse Canyon welded tuff within the G-Tunnel complex.
Analysis of these data indicated that the Topopah Spring Unit would have either two sets plus

random joints or three sets plus random joints. In contrast, the joint spacing in the nonwelded
tuff of the Calico Hills is such that the rock is characterized as massive with no or few joints.

Thus, the effects of shearing on isolated discontinuities may result in strength anisotropy in the
Calico Hills nonwelded tuff.

3.4 Boreilole I/tlall t2ondition

Because of the modification that could occur to the geology (see Appendix C), it was anticipated
that the condition of the borehole wall would vary depending on the degree of welding, the

lithophysae content, the degree of fracturing, and the extent of clay and zeolitic mineral
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Figure 3-20
Mohr Failure Envelope (TSwl Unit Uthophysae-Rich)



Figure 3-21
Mohr Failure Envelope (TSwl Unit Uthophysae-Poor)



Figure 3-22
Mohr Failure Envelope (TSw2 Unit)
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development in respohse to borehole drilling. This sf;ction assesses materials present in boreholes
and the condition of the borehole wall to answer the following question: Are there unique
features that would complicate the sealing of the borehole?

In the previous chapter selected boreholes were identified for logging, and a classification system
was developed. In this chapter, a more detailed description with photographs is presented, as
well as a more detailed description of borehole classification within individual units. In

summary, the following generalization of the borehole wall condition can be made:

• A high percentage of Categories C3 and C4 occur in the densely welded, devitrified
tuff in the Tiva Canyon and the Topopah Spring Members.

• The Paintbrush nonwelded tuff typically falls in Category C1.

• The upper portion of the Topopah Spring Member typically falls into Categories C1
and C2.

• The tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills nonwelded vitric and zeolitic tuff typically fall
into Categories C1 and C2.

° Hole enlargement can occur within the softer nonwelded zones, such as the Calico
.':?_J and the Pah Canyon, where alteration to smectites have occurred.

No special problems are likely to arise from placing seals in borehole locations categorized as
C1 or C2. However, special considerations may be necessary for those areas that fall into
Category C3 and may be most likely for Category C4 locations, due to their high degree of

fracturing, irregularity, and hole enlargement. Problems could include loosing seal materials to
the formation and difficulty in actual placement of the seal.

In all drilling operations, other materials have the potential for entering into the holes. These
include the following:

• Defoamer Organosilicon Fluid Emulsion. This emulsion is added to an air
foam mixture and subsequently introduced into the hole in limited quantities. After
the hole is "blown out," trace amounts are anticipated to be left in the hole.

• Lithium Grease and Other Lubricants. These lubricants are used in

assembling the drill stem and bit assembly. Only trace amounts are anticipated to
be located in exploratory holes.

• Rock Drill 011. This oil is used to lul_icate the air stream. Only trace amounts
are anticipated to be left in the hole.
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As indicated above, trace amounts to no amounts of the materials mentioned above are

anticipated to remain in the hole. As a result, their use should not impact the strategy to seal
boreholes. However, other materials introduced into holes and conditions encountered in the

holes need to be considered in developing a strategy to seal boreholes. These are summarized
in Table 3-10. Tables A-8 and A-9 in Appendix A specify potential problems that could be
encountered in the boreholes.

A brief discussion is presented below on the categorization within each major stratigraphic unit.
The categories for borehole wall classification were presented previously in Section 2.4.
Examples of borehole wall conditions are illustrated in Figures 3-24 to 3-35.

Tiva Canyon Member. The Tiva Canyon Member from its base can include a basal, air-fall,
nonwelded, and unaltered tuff; a densely welded, vitric tuff; a densely to moderately welded,

devitdfied tuff; and a caprock. Because of the nature of tuff, variations in the degree of welding

can be anticipated. As mentioned by Rautman and Flint (1992), the caprock unit of the Tiva
Canyon appears to be absent from much of the potential repository site.

Typically the thickness of the densely to moderately welded, devitrified tuff for all the wells
surveyed is large in comparison to the remainder of the member. With the exception of USW
UZ-1, the thicknesses vary from approximately 100 ft in USW G-4 to 380 ft in USW UZ-6.
Most often the borehole wall condition categorizes as C2 and C3. The worst wall conditions are
encountered in boreholes USW UZ-6, USW UZ-6s, and USW G-4, all of which are mostly C3
and C4.

Underlying this subunit is the occasional presence of a laterally extensive vitrophyre that occurs
within the columnar microstratigraphic unit (cc) (Rautman and Flint, 1992). This feature is
observed in boreholes USW GU-3, USW UZ-6 and USW UZ-6s, and USW WT-2, having

thicknesses of approximately 4, 24, and 21 ft, respectively. The conditions of the wall in this
zone are always either C1 or C2.

Beneath this vitrophyre, or the densely welded tuff, is a moderately to nonwelded vitric tuff.
This section of the Tiva Canyon usually categorizes a C1, if nonwelded, to C3, if moderately

welded. However, the majority of this zone is either C1 or C2. Only in boreholes USW G-4
and USW H-5 is a C3 designation given. Thicknesses can be as high as 125 ft.

The bedded/reworked tuff at the base of the Tiva Canyon is as much as 50 ft thick for the
boreholes evaluated. In almost all cases, a C1 categorization is given. Clearly, from the

discussion, the physical condition of the wall correlates to the degree of welding.
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Table 3-10

Problems Encountered/Anticipated in Exploratory Boreholes

. .' .._,, , ,J-" __ ,, -- _ __ , , , , . ,,

Removalof 2.875-in-OD tubing (or othersize) with 12-i, 3creen;freestanding.

Steel casinggroutedinat surface.

Erodedzones and sloughingholes.

Lostcirculation.

Uncementedsteelcasing indeeper holes.

Uncemented_teelcasing in shallowneutronholes,20 to 120 ft in depth.

Cementon wall, typicallyneat cementplus 2% CaCI2. Cementwas placedandthen drilledout.
i

Residual drilling fluids on borehole wall.

PVC pipe grouted at the surface.

Perforatedcasingcemented.

Perforatedcasinguncemented,

Steel casingspot-groutedatthe bottomor alongselectedareas over the lengthof the casing.

Water inflows.

Removalof "grouted-in"seismometers,

Instrumentsinthe UZ holes.

Deviationsinthe surface andat-depthcoordinates.
. _ .............. _ - _ ., ,,,, '-.

In several of the drillers' logs, hole enlargement and washout were noted. In USW UZ-6, for

example, hole enlargement was noted between 324 and 372 ft. Categories C3 or C4 were

assigned to this interval, where a number of high-angle fractures were observed.

In USW GU-3, washout occurred between 358 and 425 ft. Within this zone, pumice fragments

are common, and alteration of the groundmass to smectite varied from sparse to common. The

reason for the washout could be attributed not only to the poorly consolidated nature of the basal

tuff but also to the presence of the smectite. Both poor consolidation and the presence of clay

would make the tuff more susceptible to erosion. Even though some washout occurred at this

location, the wall was smooth and symmetrical and categorized as a C1 or C2.
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Figure 3-24
USW G-4; Tlva Canyon Member; DenselyWelded, Devitrifled;60 ft. (C4);

Borehole Diameter--12.25 in.

Figure3.25
USW UZ-6s;Tlva Canyon Member; DenselyWelded, Devitrifled; 150 ft. (C3);

Borehole Diameter--8.34 In.
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Figure 3-26
USW UZ.1; Yucca Mountain Member; PartlyWelded to Nonwelded,

Vitrlc; 80 ft. (C1); Borehole Diameter--36 in.

Figure 3-27
USW UZ-1;;Bedded Tuff (Vitric) Belowthe Yucca Mountain Member; 95 ft. (C1);

Borehole Diameter---36 Irl.
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Figure 3-28
USW UZ-6;Topopsh Spring Member Csprock; Densely Welded,

Devitrified; 520 ft. (C4); BorehorleDiameter--17.5 In.

Figure 3..29
USW UZ-6; Topopsh Spring Member; Densely Welded, Devitrifled;850 ft. (C4);

Borehole Dismeter--17.5 in.
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Figure 3-30
USW WT-2; Topopah Spring Member; Densely Welded, GlassyVitrophyre;

1,184ft. (C2); Borehole Diameter--8.75 in.

Figure 3-31
USW WT-2; Bedded/ReworkedTuff (Vitric) at Base of Topopah Spring Member;

1,299ft. (C1); Borehole Diameter--8.75 in.
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Figure 3-32
USW WT-2; Calico Hills Member; Nonwelded,Vitric;

1,460 ft. (C1); Borehole Diameter--8.75 in.

Figure3-33
USW G-4; Calico Hills Member; Nonwelded to PartlyWelded, Zeolitic;

1,416 ft. (C3); BoreholeDiameter--12.25 in.
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Figure3-34
UE.25 WT#18; Topopah Spring Member; Densely Welded, Devitrifled;

1,241 ft. (C2); BoreholeDiameter--12.25 in.

Figure3-35
UE-25 WT#18; Calico Hills Member; Lava, Devitrifled, PartlyZeolitic;

1,623ft. (C1); Borehole Diameter---12.25 in.
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Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon Members. Typically, the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff
thins from the northwest to the southeast. This can be seen in the cross sections given in

Appendix B, where the PTn thickens to the northern end of the potential repository. Further, the
Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon Members are only discriminated in boreholes of interest that

are located at the northern end of the potential repository, i.e., USW G-4, USW H-5, USW UZ- l,
and UE-25 WT#18. In these boreholes, both members are comprised of moderately to nonwelded
tuff, both vitric and devitrified. The bedded/reworked vitric tuff underlying both members is

usually poorly consolidated. With only one exception (USW G-4 with a 1-ft interval), the Yucca
Mountain Member categorizes as C1 or C2. In the Pah Canyon Member, portions of the
nonwelded vitric layers in boreholes UE-25 WT#18 and USW G-4 were categorized as C4. The
remainder was categorized as C l or C2. Of the boreholes evaluated, the maximum thicknesses

of the Yucca Mountain and the Pah Canyon Members are 119 and 217 ft, respectively.

In USW G-4, hole enlargement was noted in the driller's log between 180 and 199 ft in the Pah

Canyon nonwelded vitric to the underlying poorly consolidated basal tuff. A very large hole was

noticed between 180 and 187 ft that did not appear to be caused from fractures. A possible
explanation is that because the vitric zones of this member are pervasively altered to smectites,
their presence would make these zones more susceptible to erosion during borehole development.
Also, in USW H-5, washout occurred between 420 and 570 ft, with maximum washout between

486 and 545 ft. This corresponds to the Pah Canyon Member. In this instance, because the hole

maintained its smoothness and symmetry, it categorizes as a C I. Additionally, no major fractures
or cavities were observed. In UE-25 WT#18, eroded and lost circulation zones occur from 465

to 564 ft. This range corresponds to the lower portion of the Yucca Mountain Member and the

bedded vitric tuft through the nonwelded vitric zone of the Pah Canyon Member. It is in the Pah
Canyon Member that the hole is categorized alternately between C1 and C4. Numerous areas

have large, irregular voids and intense fracturing. Finally, lost circulation in USW UZ-1 occurs
at the interface between the alluvium and the Yucca Mountain Member.

Topopah Spring Member. The Topopah Spring Member contains a very thin upper

vitrophyre and a thicker vitrophyre closer to its base. Above the lower vitrophyre are moderately
to densely welded, devitrified tufts. Below this are moderately to partially welded vitric tufts
and nonwelded vitric tufts. Above the upper vitrophyre are moderately welded to nonwelded

tufts. In this upper portion where the tuffs are nonwelded to moderately welded and vitric, they
can be categorized as C l or C2. Within the caprock portion, the wall conditions were

categorized evenly between Cl and C4 in USW UZ-6. In UE-25c #2, the categories were Cl
and C2. The thickness above the upper vitrophyre, if present, is less than 50 ft for the boreholes
evaluated. The upper vitrophyre for the selected boreholes was on the order of several feet,
while the lower vitrophyre ranges from about 30 to 80 ft. In all cases, the borehole walls within

these zones were smooth and symmetrical and categorized as either C I or C2. Above the lower

vitrophyre, the densely welded, devitrified tuff was often categorized as C2 or C3, with some
occurrences of C4. The vitric and bedded tufts at the base of the unit were almost always
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categorized as C I or C2. The combined thicknesses of these tuffs ranged from about 50 to 150
ft for the boreholes evaluated.

As shown in Appendix D, Categories C3 and C4 occur frequently due to the presence of large
lithophysae, numerous fractures, and combinations of both. In USW GU-3, at about 500 to
575 ft (which is within the moderately to densely welded, devitrified portion), numerous hole

enlargements occur due to a combination of fractures and lithophysae. In UE-25 WT#18,
between 900 and 1,000 ft, a high percentage of lithophysae occurs throughout the entire zone.
In USW WT#2, between 641 and 657 ft, the borehole wall appears tO be notched, giving the

appearance of a slab of rock being removed from the borehole. This feature is most likely
fracture-controlled. In the same borehole, between 750 and 100 ft, in the densely welded,

devitrified lower lithophysal zone, considerable hole enlargement occurs, due predominantly to
the presence of large lithophysae.

The Tuffaceous Beds of Calico Hills and the Prow Pass Member. The Tuffaceous Beds

of the Calico Hills and the Prow Pass Member generally contain a combination of nonwelded
zeolitic and vitric tuffs and bedded and reworked tuffs. While there were limited borehole videos

for these units, it is clear that the majority of the borehole walls within these units can be
categorized as C1 or C2. In viewing the videos, fractures were detected in only a limited number

of cases. In USW H-4, at approximately 1,400 and 1,420 ft, several fractures and voids were
encountered. In USW UZ-6, the borehole was eroded over an interval from the partially to

nonwelded, vitric base of the Topopah Spring Member through the poorly consolidated vitric

portion of the Calico Hills into the nonwelded vitric portion of the Prow Pass Member. While
this zone was eroded, it was smooth and symmetrical and categorized as CI.

3.5 Air Conductivity Models and Variability of Welded and Nonwelded Units
After emplacing waste containers, heat gradually transfers by conduction from the waste

containers to the surrounding rock, achieving a maximum temperature in the rock adjacent to the
potential repository after several thousand years. Vertical temperature gradients will develop
from the potential repository horizon and potentially affect air and water-vapor density. If

sufficient energy, in the form of heat, is imparted to the air or water vapor, convective transport
is established. Also, barometric effects may induce flow from the potential repository to the
ground surface.

The resistance to airflow for incompressible fluid flow depends on the length and cross section
of the flow paths and air conductivities 3 of the flow-path materials. In previous analyses
(Fernandez et al., 1989), three combinations of bulk rock hydraulic conductivity were evaluated.

These combinations cover a range of conductivities for welded and nonwelded tuff and examine

3Airconductivitymay be derivedby calculatingan intrinsicpermeabilityfrom the hydraulicconductivity
relationshippresentedby FreezeandCherry (1979)andthen calculatingthe air conductivityusingthe fluid
propertiesof air.
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the influence of a thinner less permeable layer of nonwelded tuff oF',total airflow rates if the
conductivities of the welded tuff were high (10 .2 cm/s). Table 3-11 shows these combinations.

Table 3-11

Air Conductivity of Welded and Nonwelded Tuff

Nonwelded Air Conductivity Welded Air Conductivity
(m/min) (m/min)

Model 1 (Low) 4.1 x 10.7 4.1 x 10.7

Model 2 (Intermediate) 4.1 x 10.7 4.1 x 10"

Model 3 (High) 4.1 x 10.5 4.1 x 10.4

The variations in thickness of the various welded and nonwelded units are shown in Figures 3-36,
3-37, and 3-38 for the Tiva Canyon, the Paintbrush, and the Topopah Spring Units above the
potential repository, respectively. The variation in total thickness through the rock above the
potential repository is illustrated in Figure 3-39, which shows that the thickness ranges from

300 m in the southeastern portion and 220 m on the western edge of the potential repository to
440 along Yucca Crest, in the northwestern portion of the potential repository. These figures

illustrate less variability in unit thicknesses than in the range of conductivities presented above.

To understand the variations in resistance to airflow offered by the rock overlying the potential
repository, conductance models were prepared for three combinations (models) of rock
conductivities (given in Table 3-11). The conductance (C) is defined as:

1C=
3 Li

, K i

where

K; = Air conductance of the ith unit
L_ = Thickness of the ith unit.

The conductance as used here is inversely proportional to resistance, directly proportional to air
conductivity, and inversely proportional to the flow-path length. The conductance is calculated

considering the thicknesses over the entire area shown in Figures 3-36, 3-37, 3-38, and 3-39. The
spacing between discrete points is 76 m. The conductance is contoured in Figures 3-40, 3-41,
and 3-42 for Models 1, 2, and 3, respectively, as a percentage of the maximum value calculated

within the study area. For Model 2, the contour values vary over a broad range, and the
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Figure 3.36
Thicknessof the Tiva Canyon(TCw) Unit (REF0287)
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Figure 3-37
Thickness of the Paintbrush Nonwelded (PTn) Unit (REF0283)
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Figure 3-38
Thickness of the Topopah Spring Member Above the Repository Floor

(REF0284)
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Figure 3-39
Total Thickness of the Rock Above the Repository Floor

(REF0283, REF0284, REF0287)
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Figure 3-40
Conductance of Stratlgraphic Units Above Potential Repository In Percentage

of MaximumConductance EncounteredOver Entire Area, Model 1
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Flgure 3-41
Conductance of StratlgraphlcUnltaAbove PotentlalRepository

(Ln-value x 10O/mln),Model2
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Figure 3-42
Conducttmce of Stratigraphic Units Above Potential Repository in Percentage

of MaximumConductance EncounteredOver Entire Area, Model 3
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4.0 Detailed Performance Evaluation of Seals

This chapter presents detailed seal evaluations to help address the issue of where to seal.
Information developed in the previous chapter is used to perform confirmatory analysis for water
flow and airflow. This information is then used to perform various calculations of the extent of

lateral flooding from the potential repository, surface flooding at the ground surface, and air
diversion. These calculations identify the most significant boreholes to be sealed.

4.1 Water Flow

Two issues arise because of several surface and subsurface flooding events and the potential

interaction of boreholes with potential repository drifts at the potential repository horizon. These

issues result from potential flooding scenarios for boreholes and the need to provide a hydrologic
barrier zone around the boreholes within the potential repository perimeter. These issues are as
follows:

• Extent of lateral flooding at the potential repository horizon (flow from a potential
repository drift)

• Potential for surface inundation of boreholes at the ground surface (potential
flooding of surface boreholes).

In addition to these calculations, the hydrologic significance of boreholes within the potential

repository is also evaluated.

4.1.1 Flow From a Potential Repository Drift
For drifts subject to flooding under unanticipated conditions, the potential exists for inundation
of drifts in low areas and lateral spreading of water below the potential repository horizon. In
this evaluation, it is assumed that the fracture system becomes saturated, resulting in fracture flow

being the dominant flow mechanism downward toward boreholes penetrating below the potential

repository. Since the fracture patterns are dominantly vertical, the flow may be directed
downward. The orientation, spacing, and condition of the fractures govern lateral spreading

below the potential repository in an anisotropic media. For anisotropic flow, the direction of
flow is not orthogonal with horizontal potential lines. The analysis uses the following approach

to obtain a flow net to evaluate lateral spreading from a flooded drift:

• Select the principal permeabilities for the fracture set at orientation 0.

• Transform the principal permeabilities to the xy coordinate system.

• Sum the conductivities for each fracture orientation.

° Calculate the principal conductivities.
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• Use the transformed section method (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) to draw the flow net
and find the extent of lateral migration.

Appendix E presents these calculations for a drift, assuming the strike direction of the fracture

is oriented parallel to the axis of the drift. _ It is further assumed that the fractures are uniformly
spaced with a uniform smooth-wall aperture. The permeability tensor (K') for the orientation
along the fracture system is expressed as follows:

Pg Nb3 0.,1

[K']= P 12

0 k

where

b = Fracture aperture
g = Gravity acceleration constant

p = Mass density
p = Absolute viscosity
N = Fracture frequency
k_ = Matrix conductivity.

The principal permeabilities orient at a direction of angle 0 to the xy coordinate system. To
express the permeabilities in the xy coordinate system, the similarity transformation uses the

following:

[K] = [A] [K'] [A]'

where

[K] = Permeabilitytensorinthexy coordinatesystem

[K']= Permeabilitytensoralongthefracturesystem
[A] = Matrixofdirectioncosines

[A]t= Matrixofdirectioncosines---transposcd.

Thisexpressionisequivalenttothesecond-ordertensortransformationforpermeabilityby Bear

(1976).
i

The calculations presented in Appendix E find the anisotropy in the permeability tensor following

the technical approach outlined above by directly summing the contributions from each fracture
set of variable orientation using the principle of superposition. The summation then determines

1Forpurposes of lateral spreading, it is conservatively assumed that the strike direction orients along the drift
axis.
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the anisotropy in the permeability tensor for the rock mass that can be subsequently used to
construct a flow net.

The results of the calculations for the worst-case scenarios are presented in Figure 4-1. This
figure illustrates the flow net in the untransformed and transformed sections. Lateral spreading

may be affected by contrasts in permeability at contacts. A contrast from a more permeable to
a less permeable fractured zone might result in additional lateral spreading.

The flow, as determined from the lateral spreading near a drift under worst-case assumptions,

shows lateral spreading at an angle of about 30 degrees that corresponds with the direction of the
principal permeability from the calculations in Appendix E. Because of the indicated anisotropy,
the direction of flow is not orthogonal with the horizontal potential lines in the unsaturated zone.
The lateral dispersion from the potential repository boundary is illustrated in Figure 4-2. This

figure also shows the depth to the groundwater table. The extent of lateral spreading (200 m)
is greater to the western side of the potential repository and less to the eastern side of the
potential repository.

4.1.2 Potential Flooding of Surface Bomholes
Surface boreholes may be subject to flooding. Currently the allowable amount of water that

could enter the potential repository is unknown. Further, the manner in which water in the
unsaturated zone in a high-temperature environment could enter the potential repository is

unknown. Deep boreholes outside the potential repository may not influence water flow and may
not be significant. Nevertheless, surface boreholes within or immediately adjacent to the
potential repository could potentially contribute flow. The following analyses consider (1) the
potential for boreholes to be flooded, given their location relative to naturally occurring channels;

(2) the potential for saturation of the alluvium surrounding the borehole that could result in flow
from the alluvium to the borehole; and (3) the potential for perched water within the borehole
that could contribute flow to the potential repository horizon.

4.1.2.1 Potential Inundation of Surface Boreholes

Exploratory boreholes represent potential pathways that could compromise the ability of the
geologic potential repository to meet the performance objectives following permanent closure.
Existing and proposed boreholes within the extended boundary of the potential repository may

be subject to flooding in certain low areas. Figure 2-4 presents a map of existing and proposed
deep boreholes within the potential repository showing the many existing and several proposed

boreholes in alluvial areas subject to flooding. With several exceptions, the proposed boreholes
are to be located outside low areas and are less subject to flooding.

The potential for flooding of existing and proposed boreholes depends on the extent and depth
of flooding near each borehole. In turn, the extent and depth of flooding depend on the size of
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the drainage basin, topographic features 2 of the drainage basin, and stream characteristics near
each borehole. This report uses the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) because it represents a

"hypothetical" flood that attempts to define the maximum flood potential at a specific site. The
PMF is defined as "the flood that may be expected from the most severe combination of critical

meteorologic and hydrologic conditions that are reasonably possible in the region" (National
Research Council, 1985). This evaluation identifies the drainage area tributary to the borehole

for stream flow. Empirical relationships relating the size of the area to peak discharge (Crippen

and Bue, 1977) provide an estimate of the peak discharges at borehole locations. The extent and
depth of flooding is determined using methods developed for natural channel flow (Fernandez
et al., 1989).

The analysis then considers the natural channel cross section, as illustrated in Figures 4-3a and
4-3b, and uses the Manning equation (Trefethen, 1959) for open-channel flow in a natural
channel to estimate the height of flow in the channel near the borehole:

2

V = __1"49R-r _--
n

where

V = Velocity for uniform flow (m/s)

n = Roughness coefficient
s = Slope of the hydraulic grade equivalent to the slope of the channel
R = Hydraulic radius equal to the cross-sectional area (A) of flow divided by the

wetted perimeter (P).

By considering the continuity equation, the flow rate (Q) can be expressed as a function of the

wetted perimeter (P) and cross-sectional area (A):

5

Q.. 1.49 a _ _/_-".
n 2

p'r

In applying the Manning equation, the assumptions used were similar to those used by Squires
and Young (1984). Specifically, the values for slope of the energy-grade line used in Manning's
equation were assumed to be equivalent to the slope of the water surface and the channel bottom.

The value for the roughness coefficient, n, in Manning's equation was assumed to be 0.06.
Squires and Young used roughness coefficients ranging from 0.03 to 0.055. To conservatively

_'rhecross sectionusedin developingtheextentof the PMF channelassumedthe currenttopography.
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estimate the highest water elevation (or cross-sectional area of water flow in the channel) during
a PMF at selected locations, it is necessary to reduce the velocity of channel flow as presented
in the Manning equation. This reduction of velocity can be achieved by selecting a greater"n"
value (as used in this analysis), which conservatively predictsa higher water-level rise.

To develop realistic flow conditions, cross sections were selected near groups of exploratory
boreholes. The cross-sectional area and wetted perimeterfor a trapezoidal cross section were
evaluated at selected locations. The conveyance curve, or flow rate (Q), versus height (h)
relationship at each cross section is solved iteratively for a known flow rate. The debris flow
is assumed equal to 150 percent of the clear-water flow (Fernandez et al., 1989).

The known flow rate Q is evaluated for the drainage basin that is tributaryto the cross section.
Figure4-4 shows several typical drainage basins used in these calculations. Table 4-1 presents
the calculations for the existing and proposed boreholes. Cumulative flow is evaluated for the
generalstorm lasting 14.7 hours (Fernandezet al., 1989). The extent and depth of flooding were
determinedbased on the existing channel topography (Wu, 1985). in many cases, the channels
are incised in a broad,terracedplane that is several hundredfeet in width (shown in Figure4-4).
Under worst-case assumptions, the boreholesmight be located in the channel invert and subject
to flooding for the duration of a hydrologic event. In other cases, the channels incise bedrock
in steeper terrain and meander over less lateral distance. Based upon these considerations,
engineering judgment was used to establish three boreholecategories:

• CategoryA: Boreholes within the broad terracecontaining an incised channel in
alluvial areas that locate near the channel invert of the incised channel.

• Category B: Boreholes within steeper areas of terrain,where it is much less likely
that flooding will occur.

• Category C: Boreholes outside flood zones not subject to flooding. Most proposed
boreholes are not subject to flooding.

A more detailed evaluation and mapping of these boreholes near alluvial areas might result in
a different categorization of existing boreholes; however, the present evaluation defines the
probable number of boreholes subject to flooding, which is sufficient for planning and scoping
purposes.

4.1.2.2 Potential Saturation of the Alluvium
In flood-prone areas, water flows across the top of the borehole at depths o_ the order of several
meters. Where standing water develops at the ground surface, saturation occurs, and an
infiltrationfront moves vertically downward. As the water penetrates deeper and the wetted part
of the profile lengthens, the average suction gradient decreases. This trend continues until
eventually the suction gradient in the upper part of the profile becomes negligible. This leaves
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Table 4-1

Potential Rooding of Boreholes

Distainsol
Basm Bofd'mbtrom PUIKi_ _
Area PeakDisdtal_ Stream FloodDepth _ Fkx)dDuralkm

Peak +Ddxis Peak +Debds Peak +Deixis
Gategory' Boretmles (mz) (m_/s) (m3/s) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (His)

CategoryA USWUZ-N24 561439 65 97.5 0 Z13 Z48 -2.13 -2.48 14.70
USWUZ-N98 561439 65 97.5 0 2_13 2_48 -2_13 -2_48 14.70

USWUZ-N25 288394 35 52.5 0 1.67 1.95 -1.67 -1.95 14.70

USWUZ-N26 257247 30 45 0 1.62 1.88 -1.62 -1.88 14.70
USWUZ--N37 965418 110 165 0 1.44 1.68 -1.44 -1.68 14.70

USWUZ-N44 232560 30 45 0 129 1.50 -129 -1.50 14.70

UE-25UZ#09a" 1111864 135 202.5 90 125 1.48 -125 -1.48 14.70

j:_ UE-25UZ#0gb* 1111864 135 202.5 80 1.25 1.48 -I .25 -I ,48 14.70
'-. LPRS-08* 102472 25 37.5 0 1.14 1.32 -1.14 -1.32 14.70

SPRS-16" 102472 25 37.5 0 1.14 1.32 -I .14 -I .32 1:4.70

UE-25UZN#18 7262649 800 1200 5 1.10 1.40 -1.10 -1.40 14.70

UE-25a#07 7262649 800 1200 40 1.10 1.40 -1.10 -1.40 14.70

UE-25a#05 6373981 700 1050 10 1.02 130 -1.02 -1.30 14.70

UE-25a#04 5185403 565 847.5 0 0_9 1.14 -0.89 -1.14 14.70

USWSD-10* 646773 75 112.5 0 0.70 0.89 -0.70 -0.89 14.70

USWUZ-07 569127 65 97.5 0 0.64 0.81 -0.64 -0.81 14.70

USWUZ-7a" 569127 65 97.5 0 0.64 0.81 .0.64 -0.81 14.70

USWUZ-N51 569127 65 97.5 0 0.64 0.81 -0.64 -0.81 14.70

USWUZ-N48 515838 60 90 0 0.61 0.78 -0.61 -0.78 14.70
USWG-I 1656816 185 277.5 40 0.61 0.77 -0.61 .0,77 14.70

UE-25SD#9* 65550 25 37.5 0 0.60 0.76 .0.60 .0.76 14_70

Re_to footnotesatendof table.
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Table 4-1 (Continued)

Potential Ro_ing of B_oles

Dbtazoeol
Barn Bordm_trom PtomUHa__xwe

Psak_ Smmm RoodOq_ Warn, RoodD.ram
Peak +Ddxis Peak +Dd_ Peak +Ddi

_I' Bor_'m_ (m2) (m3/s) (m3/s) (111) (m) (m) (m) (m) (His)
...... USWUZ-N41 568230 65 97.5 0 0.55 0.70 -0.55 -0.70 14.70

USWUZ-N45 568230 65 97.5 0 0.55 0.70 -0.55 -0.70 14.70

USWWT-02 437084 50 75 30 0.55 0.70 -0.55 -0.70 14.70

USWI'1.4 631281 70 105 20 0.51 0.65 -0.51 -0.65 14.70

USWSD-08* 631281 70 105 0 "0.51 0.65 -031 -0.65 14.70

USWUZ-N43 498130 55 82.5 0 0.50 0..63 -0.50 -0.63 14.70

UE-25UZN#19 976557 110 165 30 0.48 0.61 -0.48 -0.61 14.70

j_ UE-25UZN#21 976557 110 165 0 0.48 0.61 -0.48 -0.61 14.70
,-" UE-25UZN#22 976557 110 165 25 0.48 0.61 -0.48 -0.61 14.70b.)

USWUZ-16 1111864 135 202.5 110 •125 1.48 -0.34 -0.56 14.70

SPRS-14* 265570 30 45 0 032 0.41 -0.32 -0.41 14.70

USWG-4 265570 30 45 0 0.32 0.41 -0.32 -0.41 14.70

USWUZ-N42 265570 30 45 0 032 0.41 -0.32 -0.41 1:4.70

UE-25UZ#09" 1111864 135 202.5 1O0 125 1.48 -0.25 -0,48 14.70

Catego_B LPRS-11* 1248367 140 210 90 0.59 0.74 0.41 025 0.00
SPRS-22* 1248367 140 210 90 0.,59 0.74 0.41 026 0.00

UE-25UZN#28 1248367 140 210 90 0.59 0.74 0.41 026 0.00

UE-25UZN#97 1248367 140 210 90 0.59 0.74 0.41 026 0.00

UE-25UZN#20 976557 110 165 10 0.48 0.61 052 0.39 0.05

USWUZJCZ3 1885061 210 315 20 0.48 0.61 052 039 0.00

Relerto_ atecdoltabb.



Table 4-1 (Corrb'nued)

Potential Rooding of Boreholes

, .... , , k

Basin Bomhobtram Pto_ _ kl_e
/_ea Peak_ SUwm RoodDq_ Waw¸ Flood

Peak +[:)d_ Peak +Debds Peak +DdB
Caiegory' Borehotes (m_ (m%) (mS/s) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (Firs)

uswUZ-NS4 727341' 80 ' 120 So 0.48 o.so 052 0.40 0.00
UE-_a_ 790952 90 136 _ 0.20 036 o7o 0_ 0.90
US".H-I 102472 25 375 20 1.14 132 0.8S 0.68 0.(20

USWIJZ-f_:)0 569127 65 97.5 20 0.64 0Jl 136 1.19 0J0

USWUZ-N52 569127 65 97.5 10 0.64 0Jl 136 1.19 0,00

LPRSO5* 515838 60 90 20 0.61 0.78 1.39 122 0.00

SPRS-08* 515838 60 90 20 0.61 0.78 1,.39 122 0.00

4_ USWUZ_8 515838 60 90 20 0.81 0.78 1.39 122 0.00
-- USWUZ-08" 515838 60 90 20 0.81 0.78 139 122 0.00

USWUZ-N49 515838 60 90 20 0,61 0.78 139 122 0.00

US-25Seismic#01 1248367 140 210 140 059 0.74 1.41 126 0.00

USWUZ-N38 692845 80 120 20 0.50 0.63 150 1.37 0.00

SPRS-12" 976557 110 165 45 0.48 0.61 152 1.39 OJO

UE-25UZN#23 976557 110 165 45 0.48 0.61 152 139 0.00

USWUZ-N53 727341 80 120 25 0.48 0.60 252 2.40 0.00

USWUZ-N40 643046 75 112.5 20 033 0.43 2.67 Z57 0.00

NRG-5* 5185403 565 847.5 30 0.89 1.14 3.11 ?_86 000

USWS1_12" 727341 80 120 40 0.58 0.74 3.42 326 0.00

USWUZ-N35" 360216 40 60 10 0,38 0.46 3.64 354 0.00

USWUZ-N34 1885061 210 315 40 0.48 0.61 552 539 0.00

USW_ 727341 80 120 95 0.48 0.60 752 7.40 0.00

Refertofooa'totesatendoftabb.



Table 4-1 (Cont_:nued)

Potential Rooding of Boreholes

Dk;ta_ of

Peak_ _ F_D_ WaW Rood[x,am
Peak +Debris Peak +Ddm Peak +Ddi

Category" Boreholes (m2) (m3/s) (m_/s) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) _)
Lf:_S-04* 179743 25 37.5 30 1.18 138 7.82 7.62 0.00

SPRS-07" 179743 25 37.5 30 1.18 138 7.82 7.62 0.00

USWUZ-N32* 760517 85 127.5 30 0.56 0.71 10.44 10.29 0.00

SPRS-11* 727341 80 120 110 0.48 0,60 10.52 10.40 0.00

' CaeooryC boretx_ I-,avenoflo(xingIx_er_; t_, theydonotq_)earonthistalde,
" Proposedboret_



the constant gravitational gradient as the only remaining force moving water downward in the
transmissive zone.

Appendix F presents detailed calculations based upon the Green and Ampt solution. The results

show that, depending upon the initial moisture content (20 to 70 percent), the time required for
penetration to 10 m is 5 to i0 hours for sand and 100 to 300 hours for clay loam. During a
flooding event, it would be expected that saturation of sand would take place, while saturation
of fine-grained soils would be much less likely. The results show that the sand might act as a

reservoir for recharging a borehole collared in alluvium, which in turn, could result in perched
water.

4.1.3 Perched Water Scenarios

The objectives of this analysis are to compare the relative significance of "shallow" versus "deep"
boreholes in contributing water to the potential repository, Analysis assumes that under

worst-case assumptions water enters the borehole in the unsaturated zone and pressure head
develops within the borehole, resulting in flow to the surrounding rock. The analysis further
assumes that under the worst case this water enters the potential repository. Under these

assumptions, the relative significance of shallow versus deep boreholes can be compared.

The degree of flow occurring to the subsurface depends on the area of the borehole, the depth
of perched water in the borehole, and the time duration that water is available for saturating
alluvial areas. The time duration depends on lateral flow through the alluvium and likely is not

affected by flow down the boreholes. The following analysis assumes this time duration equals
the average duration of the event (14.7 hours) for evaluating the relative significance of borehole
flow. It is further assumed that a standing column of water develops within the borehole and that
flow occurs to the surrounding tuff formation, which has a conductivity of 10"scm/s. Fernandez

et al. (1987) present several solutions for infiltration from an open borehole, as discussed by
Stephens and Neuman (1982). The Glover solution is as follows:

Q=KC rH

where

Q -- Flow rate

H = Height of standing water in borehole
r = Radius of borehole

K = Saturated conductivity of fractured tuff (104 cm/s).
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A second solution developed by Nasberg-Terlestkata is:

KH 2
Q=

0.423 log( 2 H)
r

Table 4-2 presents borehole diameter, seal length, flow rate, and cumulative flow enhancement
and allows comparison of flow for shallow and deep boreholes. The cumulative flow
enhancement is based upon the 14.7-hr time duration, using the Glover and Nasberg-Terlestkata

(Stephens and Newman, 1982) solutions for the 33 shallow and deep boreholes subject to
flooding that fall within the extended boundary of the potential repository. Figures 4-5 and 4-6

present the Glover and Nasberg-Terlestkata relationships, with individual points representing each
borehole. The potential flow from deep boreholes to the potential repository is greater by
2 orders of magnitude than that of shallow boreholes. Fifteen boreholes are surficial within the

Tiva Canyon Unit and contribute flow of the order of 10 m 3. Three boreholes penetrate through
the Tiva Canyon Member and the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff into the Topopah Spring Unit. The
remaining deep holes (for example, USW WT-2, USW G-4, USW H-4, and USW G-1) penetrate
through the potential repository horizon and under worst-case assumptions could contribute a
flow of as much as 500 m3.

4.1.4 Conclusions from the Hydrologic Calculations
The current sealing strategy considers basic performance objectives for the exploratory borehole

sealing system, including previous hydrological objectives for restricting water flow below the
potential repository and the requirement for restricting airflow above the potential repository.
Each of these is discussed below with reference to the boreholes subject to potential flooding.

4.1.4.1 Restricting Water Row Below the Potential Repository
In previous studies (Fernandez et ai., 1987), the regulations for borehole-seal hydrologic

performance (10 CFR 60.134) require that "boreholes shall be designed so that following closure
they do not become pathways that compromise the geologic potential repository's ability to meet
the performance objectives." The position adopted was that the restriction of vertical flow
through the boreholes to only 1 percent of the potential for vertical flow through the rock mass
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Table 4-2

Relative Hydrologic Significance of Boreholes Subject to Flooding

Borahole Borahole Effective
BoreholeCoordinates Diameter Diameter SealLength RoodDuration RowRate' Cumulative RowRate= Cumulative

RoodedBoreholes East North (in.) (m) (m) (Hm) (m3/s) Row= (m3/s) Row=

SPRS-14" 562859,0 765729.0 6.0 0.15 1.5 14.70 5,43e--07 0.03 3.427e.O7 002

SPRS-16' 562300.0 770450.0 6.0 0.15 1.5 14.70 5.43e-07 0.03 3.427e.07 0.02

USWUZ-N51 562909.4 760860.8 6.0 0.15 6.1 14.70 5.73e-06 0.30 3.686e-06 0.21

LPRS-OS" 562300.0 770450.0 6.0 0.15 10.7 14.70 1.54e-05 0.82 1.099e-05 0.58

USWUZ-N26 561022.9 768757.2 6.0 0.15 10.7 14.70 1.54e-05 0.82 1.099e-05 0.58

USWUZ-N46 562413.6 760834.9 6.0 0.15 10.7 14.70 1.54e-05 0.82 1.09ge-05 0.58

USWUZ-N44 563139.6 768192.5 6.0 0.15 11.0 14.70 1.62e-05 0.86 1.157e-05 0.61

USWUZ-N41 563520.9 765867.2 6.0 0.15 11.3 14=70 1.70e-05 0.90 1217e-05 064

UE-25UZN#19 564570.6 763688.9 6.0 0.15 12.2 14.70 1.96e-05 1.04 1403e-05 0.74

USWUZ-N42 562858.5 765728.6 6.0 0.15 12.2 14.70 1.96e-05 1.04 1.403e-05. 0.74

•-,,! UE-25UZN#21 564591.0 763806.1 6.0 0.15 12.8 14.70 2.14e-05 1.13 1.534e-05 0.81

USWUZ-N43 563263.6 765997.0 6.0 0.15 13.7 1470 2.42e-05 1.28 1740e-05 0.92

USWUZ-N45 563429.2 765976.7 6.0 0.15 13.7 14.70 2.42e-05 1.28 1.740e-05 0.92

USWUZ-N25 561218.9 768430.4 6.0 0.15 18.0 14.70 3.94e.05 2.09 2.859e.05 151

UE-25UZN#18 565246.5 766472.4 60 0.15 18.6 1470 4.18e-05 2.21 3.040e-05 1.61

USWUZ-N24 562054.2 768005.4 6.0 0.15 22.9 14.70 6.08e-05 3.22 4.447e-05 2.35

USWUZ-N98 562083.5 767996.2 6.0 0.15 22.9 14.70 6.08e-05 3.22 4.447e-05 2.35

UE-25UZN#22 564604.5 763880.3 6.0 0.15 29.0 14.70 9.35e-05 4.95 6681e-05 3.64

USWUZ-O7 562911.3, 7_,1 6_0 0,1,5 63:t 14,70 3.QOF,,-04: 20:64 2,923e,O4 15,47

uswUZ-N37 _71_.5 7674_J 6.0 0._S e2.7 14.70,: 6;4,_O4 34.o2 4.84r=z,04 25.64
• . , .

UE-25e#O5 _ 564755,1 7669_,4 6,13 0,I6 148.4 14.70 1,91e,03 101,11 1,4,=,4e,03! 76,97

UE-25a#04 56447"1.6 ?67971,9 6,13 0,16 152;4 14,70 2,01e,(_ 106,19 1.528e,03! 80,88.... - ,,, , ,......,,

Refertofootnotesatendoftable.



Table 4-2 (Continued)

Relative Hydrologic Significance of Boreholes Subject to Flooding

Bomhole Borehole Effective
BoreholeCoordinates Diameter Diameter SealLength RoodDuration RowRate' Cumulative FlowRa_= Cumulative

RoodedBomhok_ East North (in.) (m) (m) (Hm) (m%) Row" (m%) Row_

I,_WUZ.OTa :

usw_.le

UE-_

UE,_UZae_*,

UE-:_SI_II_° ...................... • ...... : ........ -............,

:._'w_ I ._'-_ _47s .os7I - . :_o: . ._47o ...__::_ ,.• _:: : " ._I_-i! :.,:-::_,_:.._:_i::._

"ProposedIx_hole.
"GloverSaturatedHydraulicConduc_vitySolutionforanopenborehoteabovethewatertable.
°Nasberg-TeflestkataSaturatedHydraulicConductiv_Solutionforanopenboreholeabovethewatertable.
Shadin9denotesboreholesthatpene_ralethroughtherepositoryhorizon,
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satisfies this requirement. The previous approach adopted involved placing a moderately low-

permeability material in the Calico Hills section for holes that penetrate through the underground
facility and into the groundwater table. These holes represent potential flow paths to the
accessible environment.

In the current study, 14 deep boreholes are identified. These 14 boreholes should be sealed to
restrict flow through them to I percent of the flow through the rock. Design requirements are
discussed in Chapter 5.0.

4.1.4.2 Restricting Water Flow Above the Potential Repository
Because of the depth of several of the deeper boreholes and the potential for flooding that might
occur, the possibility exists for water to enter several boreholes during flooding, resulting in an

increase in the saturation state of the rock around the potential repository. In the current sealing
strategy, the placement of a high-quality seal above and below the nonwelded Paintbrush tuff/
Topopah Spring contact zone reduces vertical flow, assuming the occurrence of perched water
conditions at this contact or below this seal. Below the seal, a coarse backfill is placed to

provide a capillary barrier to vertical flow to augment the formation of a capillary barrier in the
rock (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). In setting the performance goals for seals, specified earthen
or cementitious materials achieve conductivities that are several orders of magnitude lower than

the anticipated design requirement (discussed in Chapter 5.0).

4.2 Airflow

The objective of the following analyses is to determine the extent of lateral dispersion from the
edge of the potential repository, which would then determine the extended boundary of the

potential repository boundary. A subsequent analysis evaluates the influence of a less-fractured,
less-permeable tuff that forces flow into Solitario Canyon. The final analysis calculates seal
conductivities satisfying the 1 percent performance requirement and evaluates borehole

significance.

4.2.1 Upward Dispersion
As air flows upward from the potential repository by either barometric or convective mechanisms,
lateral spreading of radionuclides through the processes of molecular diffusion and hydrodynamic
dispersion is likely to occur. Recent research (Burkhard et al., 1989; Peterson et al., 1987)

associated with barometric or atmospheric pumping suggests that this is a reasonable scenario to

consider and that the fractures may play a role in contaminant transport. Some pertinent
conclusions follow:

• Contaminant transport in the vertical direction through a nonhomogeneous porous
medium is enhanced by atmospheric pumping (Peterson et al., 1987).

• It appears that fractures control the pneumatic diffusivity and contaminant transport
of the volcanic rocks (Burkhard et al., 1989).
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• Fluid travels much faster along the fractures than through the blocks, and the speed
differs along fractures having different apertures (Endo et al., 1984).

Therefore, analyses were performed to determine the nature and extent of such lateral spreading
due to the fractured nature of the tuff as discussed previously in Chapter 2.0.

The advection-dispersion analysis was performed with a two-dimensional plane dispersion model

(Javandel et al., 1984). Using a cartesian coordinate system with the x axis oriented along the
direction of the flow, the two-dimensional advection-dispersion equation can be written as
follows:

DL °32C 032C 03C 03C
_x 2 + DT _ - v ._ - XRC = R ----0t

where
C = Concentration

DL - Dispersion coefficient along the flow direction
DT = Dispersion coefficient perpendicular to the flow direction

v = Average linear flow velocity
R - Retardation factor

t = Time

= Decay constant.

In Appendix G, an advection-dispersion analysis is presented that treats the single-line source

perpendicular to the flow direction and has an approximate width of 1,100 m.

Javandel et al. (1984) used TDAST to evaluate equations for different locations at various times.

TDAST was adapted here, with minor changes to model the transport of radionuclides by airflow
from the potential repository. A subroutine was added to perform the integration because the
numerical libraries that the original program used are inaccessible. The simple two-dimensional

potential repository model assumes the following:

• Steady-state flow is in two dimensions, and air disperses from a single-line source
approximately the width of the potential repository.

• A homogeneous and isotropic flow medium and a single average linear velocity, as
determined from the previous analysis in which the direction of flow is normal to
a line source, characterizes the flow.
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• Both longitudinal and lateral dispersion can occur in the two-dimensional plane.
Dispersion depends on both the longitudinal and lateral dispersion coefficients for
the media.

• The gaseous radionuclides are nonreactive, and the retardation factor is 1 (R = 1).

• Radioactive decay is zero, due to the short transit time from the potential repository
to the ground surface (_. = 0).

• Radionuclides are released from the waste packages at a constant rate (0_= 0) at
concentration (Co). (The resulting analyses are scaled to this concentration.)

Airflow relationships were developed to construct the contour plots of average linear velocity.
The three combinations of bulk-rock conductivity presented previously were evaluated. These
combinations were selected to produce a range of conductivities for welded and nonwelded tuff
and to examine the influence of a thinner, less permeable layer of nonwelded tuff on overall
airflow rates, if the conductivities of the welded tuff were high (10"zcm/s).

A sensitivity study was conducted using three different velocity values: 7 x 10"7,7 x 106, and
4 X 10 .4 m/min. In each case, o_L = 100 m, and o% = 1, 20, and I00 m. The coefficient of
molecular diffusion, D', was assumed to be zero, due to its low value compared to other terms.

The distance to the ground surface was 300 m. An additional analysis was performed for lateral
spreading to the Paintbrush contact at a distance of 60 m. The results of the analyses for the

assumed properties are presented in Appendix G.

For the isotropic case, the lateral spreading would be limited to several hundred meters from the

edge of the potential repository. This is a conservative estimate, because the dominance of the
vertical fracture system would force flow to be more narrowly confined around the perimeter of

the potential repository, and in the case of convective airflow analysis, there would be a tendency
for air to be drawn into the potential repository from cooler regions. For the anisotropic case,
lateral spreading would be limited to several meters using more realistic dispersivity values.

Figure 4-7 presents the potential maximum degree of lateral spreading, considering the 600 m
boundary and a boundary controlled by the north-south trending fractures. Two cases were
considered. In the first case, lateral spreading occurs 600 m from the potential repository

boundary) In the second case, the degree of spreading reduces on the western and eastern
boundaries of the potential repository.

_I'hemodelassumesthewidthfromthe repositorycenterlineto theedgeof therepositoryis 1,100m. Clearly,
distancesat thesouthernportionof therepositorywouldbe less, andthe600 m wouldscaleaccordingly.
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4.2.2 Barometric and Convective Airflow

Recent work by Lu et al. (1991) evaluated two-dimensional flow and the effects of a low-
permeability layer on potential gas flow at Yucca Mountain. They used a model developed by

Amter and Ross (1990), named the Topographic Induced Flow (TGIF), to simulate gas flow
under Yucca Mountain. The TGIF model assumes that the air, water vapor, and water are in
thermodynamic equilibrium and flow occurs by advection. Also, the model assumes that the air

behaves as an ideal gas under steady-state flow in a single porosity medium. With these and
other assumptions, the model solves the fundamental equations for volume balance, the
constitutive relation for gases and Darcy's Law. From the mass airflow rates, the model uses a

post-processor to trace particle path lines.

The physical properties of the system include Yucca Crest, with three distinct hydrostratigraphic
units, as illustrated in Figure 4-8. The model includes the thin, nonwelded, sparsely fractured
tuff layer that entails all or part of several stratigraphic subdivisions of the Paintbrush Tuff. As
in previous analyses performed by Fernandez et al. (1989), the analysis evaluated conductivity

contrasts between the nonwelded and welded units. The hydraulic conductivity of the Tiva
Canyon and the Topopah Spring Units was 10.2cm/s, while the nonwelded hydraulic conductivity
ranged from 10.5 to 10"t cm/s. Thus, Lu et al. (1991) selected conductivities somewhat higher

for the welded units. Yet, as they note, it is the conductivity contrast between the two kinds of
tuff and not the absolute magnitude of the conductivity that determines flow-path trajectories.

Also, Lu et al. (1991) evaluated various temperatures of the potential repository and surrounding
rock. Figures 4-9 and 4-10 present the results of these analyses. These cross sections through
Yucca Crest developed by Lu et al. (1991) with the given potential repository layout correspond

closely with the cross section near USW UZ-6. These analyses evaluate the condition of no
permeability contrast and for permeability contrasts of 1,000 between the welded and nonwelded

tufts. The results at ambient temperature show that with no permeability contrast flow
concentrates at Yucca Crest. For the case of a permeability contrast by the factor of 1,000,
confinement by the nonwelded tuff is complete, and separate convection cells develop above and

below this layer. On the western side of the potential repository, flow exits in Solitario Canyon
in the upper portion of the Topopah Spring Unit. The results at elevated temperature with no
permeability contrast show that the large temperature gradients dominate the flow regime with

a much less significant tendency for flow to concentrate near Yucca Crest. For the case of a
permeability contrast at elevated temperature, two separate flow systems again develop, and the

results suggest that even for airflow that develops at the center of the potential repository, flow
exits in Solitario Canyon in the upper portion of the Topopah Spring Unit.

In considering the significance of individual boreholes, Figure 4-11 presents the distances of
existing and proposed boreholes from Yucca Crest. Boreholes within the range of about 100 m

of the crest might undergo enhanced flow under ambient temperature conditions due to the
concentration of flow near Yucca Crest. The existing boreholes include USW UZ-6s, USW H-3,

USW H-5, and USW UZ-6. The proposed boreholes include only USW SD-3. After potential
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repository heating occurs, the results show that boreholes within the potential repository, or more

specifically, the heated areas of the potential repository, would be significant and that the
boreholes near Yucca Crest have little added significance with respect to convective transport.

Where a significant contrast in conductivity occurs, the results suggest separate flow regimes
above and below the nonwelded tuff and the need to place a high-quality seal in the Paintbrush

nonwelded tuff unit to reduce the potential for flow to occur across this zone above the potential
repository. Preferential flow of contaminated air could occur up through boreholes collared in

the Topopah Spring Unit to the west of the potential repository (USW H-7 or USW WT-8), as
illustrated in Figure 4-11. High-quality seals need to be placed from the top of the Tepopah
Spring Unit in these areas.

4.2.3 Performance Requirements for Airflow
This section presents the results of an :,irflow or advection calculation, considering existing and

proposed boreholes within the potential repository and the extended boundary of the potential
repository as presented in Section 4.2.1. Flow occurs completely through the seals from the
potential repository to the ground surface or in series through the rock web below the borehole
and then through the backfilled borehole (Figure 2-5). The calculations use the three rock-mass

models presented previously to find the performance requirements for borehole seals. This
section addresses the relative significance of drilling boreholes to varying depths and the

performance requirements that satisfy the performance goals established for airflow.

Flow will be established through the rock web near the heat source and through the backfilled
hole (for shallow holes) or through the entire backfilled hole (for holes penetrating through the

potential repository horizon). The performance requirement limits airflow caused by either
convective or barometric transport to 1 percent of the flow through the rock mass for all affected
boreholes. This is expressed mathematically as follows:

II

.01(d*c_)A*i - _ (Kb*Ab)i
i-I

where

d = Mean depth of potential repository to the ground surface
cx = Mean conductance of the rock model

Kb = Equivalent vertical conductivity of the backfill
Ab = Cross-sectional area of boreholes near the surface depth
i = Airflow gradient

A = Cross-sectional area of the potential repository.

Appendix H presents harmonic mean computations for individual boreholes. In these

computations, the seal conductivity is selected for each rock model, and the harmonic mean is
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calculated for each borehole and summed over all boreholes that satisfies the above relationship.

The harmonic mean computation depends on the depth of borehole and the units penetrated. As
discussed in the appendix, for deep holes penetrating the potential repository, the equivalent
vertical conductivity equals the effective seal conductivity. For shallow boreholes, the vertical
conductivity is nearly equivalent to that of the rock.

The air-dispersion calculations established the extended boundary of the potential repository.

Approximately 116 existing and proposed boreholes could be subjected to convective and
barometric airflow. Of these holes, approximately 30 deep boreholes penetrate to the potential
repository horizon.

Using the criterion established for airflow above, the calculated conductivities satisfying the
1 percent criterion are presented in Table 4-3:

Table 4-3

Required Seal Performance (m/min)
[Allowable Seal Conductivity Calculation]

Area Model1 [ Model2 Model3
ExtendedRepository= '9.0 X 10.3 1.4 X i0"1 4.9 X 100
" Repository 1.7 X 10"a 2.6 X 10"1 8.8 X 10°

"Thisanalysisconservativelyassumesthatflowthroughtherockisovertheareaof therepository.If flow
throughthe rockof the extendedrepositoryis included,the seal performancerequirementwouldbe
somewhathigher.

The lower values for the seal conductivity (Ks) for the extended boundary of the potential
repository reflect air flowing through additional boreholes, requiring a more conservative value
to satisfy the 1 percent flow requirement.

Tectonic features may affect the convective or barometric air transport out of the potential
repository. Scott and Bonk (1984) present several categories of tectonic features for the potential
repository. Assuming that fault zones are 15 m wide and fractures are 5 m wide, the area of

these zones represents approximately 4 percent of the total potential repository area. The effect

of tectonic features such as faults would result in a higher and less re,.,trictive performance
requirement for air conductivity for seals, if such zones exhibit higher conductivity than the
surrounding rock mass, since these zones would become dominant zones for airflow. When

encountering high-conductivity fault zones, sealing boreholes becomes less _perative because
flow may dominantly occur through such zones. Alternatively, tectonic features lower in
conductivity are unlikely to affect the seal performance requirements because their cross-sectional

areas are small compared to that of the potential repository.
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4.2.4 Conclusions from the Air Release Calculations

The product of the equivalent seal conductivity (K0 multipli.ed by the cross-sectional area (A_),
represents the seal-system conductance for a single borehole. Appendix H illustrates the relative
significance for the boreholes as the cumulative flow rate and for the 116 boreholes cumulative

thin rate plotted as a function of borehole length. The selected performance requirement depends
on the rock conductivity model employed. Model 1 is the least conductive rock combination,
while Model 3 is the most conductive combination. The results for all thr,:__models show less

significance by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude for surficial boreholes than for intermediate-depth
boreholes penetrating the potential repository.

The following analysis is presented to provide guidance to the surface-based testing program as
to the consequence and risk involved in abandoning a borehole without sealing. The objective
of the following analysis compares airflow through a single abandoned borehole to the flow
through sealed deep boreholes.

The calculation presented above and in Appendix H shows cumulative flow through all boreholes

within the extended boundary of the potential repository. The most significant boreholes are deep
boreholes that are cased. Thus, the casing provides access to sealing locations at depth. Yet,

several boreholes may be uncased, and in these few instances, an evaluation of the performance
of a single abandoned borehole for each of three models is of interest, since the placement of
high-quality seals may not be possible.

For purposes of evaluation, this report considers the existing USW UZ-6 borehole that has a large
diameter at the potential repository horizon. It also considers that the effective hydraulic
conductivity of the abandoned borehole equals 10 cm/s (equivalent to an air conductivity of

0.4 meters per minute). The conductance can be compared to the cumulative conductance for
the three models in Appendix H. The relative significance of a single abandoned borehole
depends on the model employed. For the low-conductivity model (Model 1), a single abandoned

borehole provides a greater conductance than 100 boreholes combined together (or 3(I boreholes
penetrating through the potential repository horizon). For Model 2, the conductance of a single
abandoned borehole represents about 10 percent of the total flow. For the most conductive model

(Model 3), the flow through a single abandoned borehole is not significant, in that the design
requirement expressed as an air conductivity for seals is of the order of 4 m per minute
(equivalent to a hydraulic conductivity of 100 cm/s).

The above analysis does not include fault zones that may have a higher conductivity. If fault

zones are persistently higher in conductivity, they might tend to dominate convective airflow, and
a single abandoned hole would have less significance. On the other hand, if the low-conductivity

model is appropriate with a flow resistance dominantly occurring in low-conductivity formations,
the abandoned borehole has added significance.
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The 30 boreholes penetrating through the potential repository dominate airflow and require
sealing to the performance requirement. The surficial boreholes do not require sealing to the

performance requirements;and can be backf'flled or left untreated.
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5.0 Design Evaluation of Borehole Seals

This chapter presents hydrologic, airflow, and structural design evaluations that address the
selection of design requirements to satisfy the water-flow and airflow performance requirements

presented in the previous chapter. This chapter also addresses other ho_.._wand when to seal issues.
Structural seal designs are evaluated for combinations of seal, backfill, thermal, and seismic
loading. This design information is then used to identify important design issues and to select

seal materials and placement methods that will optimize seal design.

5.1 Air and Water Design Requirements

In relatively unfracturedrock, flow can occur through the seal matrix and through the seal
interface (Figure 5-1). In Chapter 2.0, flow through a borehole test seal supported the theory that
the interface zone behaves like a fracture in that, at low effective stress levels, the interface opens

and exhibits high conductivity. At higher stress levels, the interface closes and exhibits a much
lower conductivity. The following analysis develops a model for the interface zone to identify

properties of the seal matrix and interface that satisfy the performance requirement, t

Flow can occur in parallel through the interface zone and the seal matrix (Figure 5-1) as follows:

K,*A,=K,,,*Ar,,+KI*Ai

where

Ks = Effective seal conductivity for the seal as calculated previously
As = Seal cross-sectional area
Km - Seal matrix conductivity
Am = Seal matrix area
Ki = Interface zone conductivity
Ai = Interface zone area.

Noting that the area of the seal and the matrix are nearly identical, the following is obtained:

As-Am=if, ,r z

where r = Radius of the borehole.

1Inthis theoreticaldiscussion,it maybe difficultin practiceto identifyand measureseparateflow regions
throughthe seal matrixand interfacezone. Consequently,performancetestingneedsto look at composite
effects. The acceptancecriteriamight state that the flowrate dividedby the headdifferencebe less thana
certainconductancevalue. Yet, it is of interestto discusstheoreticalproperties,in that discussioncan highlight
importantdesign issuesto be consideredin selectingmaterialsand placementconditions.
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i

The area of the interface is approximately equal to the interface aperture times the circumference:

A i =2_rb.

From Case and Kelsall (1987), the hydraulic conductivity of a single fracture may be related to

the equivalent smooth-wall fracture aperture by the following relationship:

K_gP b2 __gb 2
12_ 12,o

where

b = Smooth-wall aperture
K = Fracture conductivity
p = Mass density

g = Acceleration due to gravity
pa= Dynamic viscosity (or absolute viscosity).

By definition, _a= aJ * p, where _ ---kinematic viscosity.

Substituting the above relationships in the relationship for parallel flow:

K ,n *rZ"Km *n *r 2 + gpb2 2,n,r,b.
12p

The relation states that flow through the seal matrix equals the product of the cross-sectional area

and the matrix conductivity. The flow through the interface is given by the cubic law for
smooth-wall fracture apertures, which states that there exist combinations of seal matrix

conductivity and interface aperture that satisfy the performance requirements. Another
relationship, which assumes a fracture runs down the center of the seal with interface aperture
properties equivalent to the properties of the interface zone, states:
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Ks */t *r2 =Kin*/t .r2+ gpb22..... • g,r,b+ gpb22rb.
12p 12p

5. I.I Airflow

The calculations presented in this section evaluate several combinations of airflow to obtain seal

design requirements, including flow through the interface, represented by a peripheral crack or
a peripheral crack in combination with a longitudinal crack through the seal matrix. For
boreholes penetrating the potential repository, the seal design satisfies the 1 percent performance
requirement by selecting a seal-matrix conductivity and interface-zone conductivity .that results

in an effective seal conductivity. The effective seal conductivities were obtained in Section 4.2.3
for rock Models 1 through 3 and for the potential repository (Models 1, 2, and 3) and extended
boundary of the potential repository (Models 1E, 2E, and 3E) boundaries. Figure 5-2 illustrates

the combinations of seal-matrix and interface-zone conductivities, as expressed by an effective
smooth-wall aperture and matrix conductivity that satisfies this requirement. The three rock

models are presented for both the potential repository and the extended boundary of the potential
repository as presented in the previous chapter. Combinations below the frontier provide
acceptable performance for each of the six cases analyzed. The results suggest materials that

exhibit matrix conductivities below 10_ cm/s and an effective smooth-wall aperture of less than
500 }amsatisfy the performance requirement. As stated previously, the results suggest selecting
more conservative requirements when considering the potential repository boundary. They also
suggest a close relationship between requirements and the host-rock conductivity, with a lower

performance requirement for Model 1 than for Model 3. Figure 5-2 presents the influence of a
longitudinal crack with assumed properties equivalent to the peripheral interface zone. These

nearly identical results suggest that there is no significance to the development of longitudinal
cracks if they are tight or (as suggested by previous studies) are under confining pressure, which
tends to result in a tight interface.

5.1.2 Water Flow

The calculations presented in Figure 5-3 evaluate hydrologic flow to obtain a seal-design
requirement, using the same approach presented above for airflow. The seal design for

hydrologic flow below the potential repository satisfies the 1 percent performance requirement
for water flow by selecting a seal matrix conductivity and interface-zone conductivity that results
in an acceptable effective seal conductivity. The results suggest that materials exhibiting matrix

conductivities below 10"tcm/s and an effective smooth-wall aperture of less than 100 }amsatisfy
the current performance requirement.

5.1.3 Conclusions for Air and Water Design Requirements
In selecting design requirements, more stringent requirements are applicable below ttie potential

repository for water flow than are applicable to airflow above the potential repository. This
suggests that the selection of a low seal matrix conductivity alone is not sufficient, if the
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5.2 Conslderatlons When Emplaclng Seals
This section presents information on how and when to seal exploratory boreholes. Section 5.2. I
discusses the various stages in plug development and loadings of seals and includes a discussion
of open boreholes, open boreholes near the potential repository horizon, sealed boreholes, and

the postclosure environment. Section 5.2.2 discusses methods of analysis, modeling assumptions,
and input properties for performing analysis for open boreholes, sealed boreholes, and evaluations
of sealed boreholes during the postclosure period.

5.2.1 Stages In Plug Development and Sealing
Seals should be emplaced at key locations using selected material placement methods and
geometry to provide load resistance to various combinations of dead, seismic, and thermal loads

and to provide strength serviceability. The list of potential degradation mechanisms (Table 5-I)
shows those physical mechanisms thatmight affect hydrologic perfOrmance, including channeling
around the seal, mechanical degradation and deformation of the seal, modification of borehole
fill properties, and chemical degradation. Associated with each failure mechanism are strategies

to mitigate seal degradation. All of these general strategies are recommended to be part of the
overall sealing strategy.

In the following discussion, the various stages in casing removal, seal development, and

postclosure seal performance are presented. At each stage, the sealing design and emplacement
strategies can be adopted to mitigate seal degradation.

5.2.1.1 Casing Removal and Exposure of an Open Borehole
The results of previous studies (summarized in Chapter 2.0) established the importance of an

interface zone between seal and rock (DOE, 1988). Prior to sealing, the casing may or may not
be in contact with the surrounding formation. If the formation has collapsed around the casing,
the potential exists for casing corrosion and instability. For an open borehole, the radial stress

relieves and the tangential boundary stress increases, resulting in potential failure of the
surrounding rock. If waste is emplaced in the potential repository before seal emplacement, the
tangential boundary stress increases in response to the higher-temperature environment. Further,

if boreholes penetrate to the potential repository horizon, stress-interaction effects with the
underground openings could result in stress-concentration effects near boreholes.

5.2.1.2 Plug Emplacement and Backfilling
During seal emplacement(Figure 5-4), the heat of hydration from the selected seal materials
produces an increase in temperature and thermal gradients that results in short-term thermal
stress. The plug expands thermally during curing and subsequently contracts during cooling.

Residual compressive or tensile stresses can develop within the plug and could result in potential
separation at the interface zone. The permanent effect, shown subsequently by modeling,
depends on (1) heat evolution due to hydration, (2) thermal diffusion to the surrounding welded

and nonwelded tuff, (3) thermal expansion of the plug, and (4) evolution of the thermomechanical
properties of the plug during the curing process.
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Table 5-1

Sea.ng_ies to MitigateSeatDegradaUon

Strategy to Mitigate FaJure

DegradationMechanism Initi_ng Processor Event Des_n Placmnent

Channelingaroundseal:
Interfacebondseparatesin Increasein load resultingfrom Increaselengthof the plug(1) Decrease potenlialloadby
shear fk_oding p_gnearsurfme(4)

Emp_cese_ _b/or
Lower than anticipated resistance continuously(2) Provk:lehigherintedac8zone bond
dueto bondimperfections strenglhby usinglowpressure

Reduce hydraulic_ across squeezingor by kmkclkig
theplugbyincreasir_draineoeink, _ (s)
fom-,atic_(casingremova_,by
increasir_ the ler_ of the _ Ptac:eseals in a_reas_ the _
pathLok__gth),bydecreasinofin _e_ isnotas_ =
porosity(densifyingfill), and by empiac_menl Woc_lur_ (6)
mjec_ ofgroutintoformabn(3)

_ert _ coe_ol
_,, lxacedumsdum__ ('/')
I

oo R_ wal to remove
mudcakeor¢=_N_rmaedalbuildu_
onborohobwan(8)

Interface bondfails intension Seismicload in excessof interface Place seals away from the groundor (5)
strength zones of large a_ed (7)

displacementsor accelerations(I0)

F_n_n_rd_=rmalona]_ of
the seal to be similarto the
surroundingformatk)n(11)

Providestiffnessand expansivityto
incre_,ethe_ effective

stressand f_ resistance(12)



Table 5-1 (Continued)

Sealing Strategies to Mitigate Seal Degcadatk_

Strategyto J_Stigate_o !
IDegradationMechanism lniti-------_JngProcessor Event Design Placemerl

Zone aroundseal separatesdue Overpressurization/expansionresults (1) (2) (3) (7) (5) I
to improperplacement in highstressand subsequentfailure Iat the imerface Place seals away from

tempera_re zone
Differentialthermal expansion
betweenseal and host+rock__. WBce_ seal at a

temperatwe lowerthanthe
Insufficientseal-injectionpressure surroundingf_ (15)
and/orvolume

Mechanicaldegradationand
deformation:

Axial and radialdeformation Erosionof sudiclalmaterialsat (1) (2) (3) (10) (11) & (12) (5) (6) (7")(8) (15)
surfaceleadsto mechanical

u_ Massivedeteriorationof seal instabilityat the surface Controlthermal strainsduring Place a seal _ that has the
cementhydration and s4Jbseq,Jent least suacq_l_rW m

Shrinkage of material dueto thermal coolingto prevent miaro-craddngof desat_ation
loadingfrom waste the plug

Crackingdue to saturationand
desaturationof seals

Crackingof plugmaterialresulting
froma superimposedstressfield
comprisedof in situ,thermal,
seismic,and staticstresses



Table 5-1 (Corm'nued)

Sealing Strategies to Mitigate Seal Degradallh3n

Sealing Strategy to kEqJgateFailure

Degradation Mechanism Initiating Process or Event Design Placement ,

Modification of fill properties:
Settlement Static loadingof fillfrom overlyingfill Reducepotentialbad by periodic Reduce permeabilityby

(unsaturatedand saturated) in--ion of weight-bearingplugs badd'dlat highdensityand low
porosity(14)

Restrictwater fromentering
borehole(13) by
- Emplacinga capillarybarrier inthe

unsaturatedzone
• Err@lacingan impermeablefill in

saturatedzones throughsekction
of suitablematerials,compaction
control,and use of additives

Liquefaction Dynamicconsolidationcaused by (13) (14)
I., seismic loads

Providesuitablegradationto reduce
dilationof particlesin granularfill

Chemicaldegradation:
Dissolutionof seal Heated/unheatedwater movingpast Balancegeochemistryof seal with Place primaryseals away from

the seal willdissolvethe seal that of the rock heated environmentwhichwilJ
material decreasethe kineticrates of

Reduce the surfacearea of the grout dissolution
exposedto the groundwaterby
havinga low-permeabilitygrout Place g_ bulbaroundprimary

boreholeseal to decreasethe
potentialof groundwatercontacting
the primaryseal
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separation at the interface zone. The permanent effect, shown subsequently by modeling,

depends on (1) heat evolution due to hydration, (2) thermal diffusion to the surrounding welded
and nonwelded tuff, (3) thermal expansion of the plug, and (4) evolution of the thermomechanical
properties of the plug during the curing process.

5.2.1.3 Increa_d Temperature Environment
After seal emplacement and potential repository decommissioning, the temperatures increase at
key sealing locations over a period of 50 to 5,000 years, resulting in an increase in thermal stress

for the seals. As discussed previously, the thermal environment at specific sealing locations
depends on the elevation above or below the potential repository and on the proximity of the
borehole to the waste-emplacement areas. The farther away from the potential repository that

the borehole is located, the smaller the thermal effects during the postclosure period.

5.2.1.4 Saturation of the Backfill

After plug emplacement, backfill emplaced above the plug results in an increase in confining

pressure and instability of the interface zone. If settlement occurs below the plug, this could
result in the loss of support, an increase in sheafing stress, and potential failure across this zone.
Further, if the backfill becomes saturated, resulting in perched water in the borehole, pore

pressures could increase, and effective stresses could be reduced across the interface zone.

5.2.2 Technical Approach to Corrosion Allowance and Stress Calculations
The preliminary calculations evaluate the various combinations of loadings occurring during the
various stages. In superimposing loads, the analysis uses simple calculations. Some of these
calculations use conservative loading assumptions. Figure 5-5 shows the state Of stress in (1)

casing and an open borehole, (2) a sealed borehole, (3) a backfilled borehole subject to thermal
loading, and (4) a backfilled borehole subject to saturation over some depth.

In Section 5.3, the "when" to seal issues are evaluated. A general discussion of casing corrosion

is presented followed by a corrosion-allowance calculation. In the corrosion-allowance concept,
the allowable reduction in casing wall thickness under the conditions of uniform corrosion is
calculated using standard buckling formulas for casing. This allowance is compared to the

expected corrosion rate to show how long the casing is structurally sound after the emplacement
of waste. This calculation will determine "when" to seal.

Open borehole evaluations using the Kitsch (Goodman, 1980) solution are presented at the upper
sealing location, the potential repository horizon, and the lower sealing location. These

evaluations consider in situ and elevated temperature. Further evaluations of the interaction of
open boreholes with the surrounding excavation are made at the potential repository horizon.
Conclusions are drawn as to "when" to seal.

In Section 5.4, structural analysis of cementitious seals are made that consider the properties of
the cementitious materials and surrounding rock and emplacement environment. These
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evaluations use the SHAFT.SEAL code (Case, 1985). A combination of analytical methods are

then used to evaluate backfill, thermal, and seismic loads after seal emplacement.

5.3 Corrosion of Casing and Open Borehole Issues
Prior to seal emplacement, access to the upper and lower seal location must be assured. The
following discussion considers cased and open boreholes after removal of casing at sealing
locations.

5.3.1 Corrosion of Casing
Several factors affect corrosion of the steel casing. The fundamental consideration is whether
the host rock contacts the steel. That in turn determines the nature of the electrolyte. Other

considerations include the composition and humidity of the air for a freestanding casing and the
host-rock resistivity, groundwater chemistry, and drainage for earthen materials contacting the
steel casing. Appendix A presents the physical system at Yucca Mountain for cased boreholes,

which includes borehole configurations, casing configurations, and locations where casing is
grouted. Tables A-10 through A-12 present the casing information at key sealing locations. In
general, the casing does not contact the host-rock formation; however, in isolated zones where

rock-mass strength may be exceeded, the casing may contact the host formation. The remainder
of the section discusses these considerations as they apply to corrosion of API Grades H and J
carbon-steel casing at the Yucca Mountain site.

5.3.1.1 Atmospheric Corrosion
Atmospheric corrosion is generally an electrochemical process (Mattsson, 1982). When the

casing surface is exposed to air, corrosion develops because of point-to-point differences in
potential. These include local differences in composition, as from a precipitated phase or the
presence of an impurity or inclusion, and differences in structure induced by cold work or surface

preparation, the presence of welds, and the lack of homogeneity. These influence the formation
of corrosion cells.

For casing exposed to air, oxidation occurs when the relative humidity is greater than 70 percent.
Oxidation requires surface moisture and the presence of an electrolyte. For hydroscopic salt
deposited on the casing surface, the critical humidity equals the vapor pressure of its saturated
solution.

5.3.1.2 Soil-Rock Corrosion

Earthen materials can be considered aqueous electrolytes; the corrosion of steel in contact with

earthen materials is a special case of aqueous corrosion. The availability of dissolved oxygen
and the conductivity of the electrolyte determine the corrosion rate of carbon steel in neutral
aqueous solutions. The conductivity of the electrolyte in turn depends on the percentage of

moisture saturation. Steel in contact with earthen materials corrodes by local-cell action,
long-cell action, or a combination of both. Both local-cell and long-cell action are possible for
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casing in contact with tuff. In earthen materials that have variations in composition with respect

to permeability and saturation, long-cell action resulting in nonuniform corrosion is an issue.

In local-cell action, oxygen is reduced at microscopic cathodic sites, oxidizing iron at adjacent
anodic sites. This results in uniform corrosion and is not often severe in unsaturated earthen

materials. The corrosion rate of a dry host rock should be small, due to the high resistivity of

the electrolyte. Because of extremely high corrosion rates in earthen materials, the idea of an
earthen material as a homogeneous static electrolyte is not always applicable.

As electrical conductivity of the host rock increases (increasing moisture content), long-cell action
becomes possible. In long-cell action, a macroscopic distance separates the cathodic and anodic
sites, or zones. The driving force for the long-cell action derives solely from the difference in

availability of oxygen between the two zones, independent of the means of achieving this
difference. The host-rock conductivity of the electrolyte determines how far apart the zones can
be for long-cell action to occur. In high-conductivity situations, the distance can be greater than
100 ft.

The dependence of long-cell action on differential availability of oxygen evolves from a variety

of corrosion phenomena. An anodic zone occurs (1) where salt content is higher or there is a
lower solubility of oxygen than at a nearby zone; (2) where the water velocity is lower than at
an adjacent region, even when the bulk oxygen concentrations for both regions are the same; and
(3) in a material of low permeability to water.

In unsaturated rock, a thin film of water is left on the surface of steel exposed to soil. In contrast

to aqueous solutions, where the diffusion film separates steel from water that contains a few parts

per million of dissolved oxygen, air separates the casing from the host rock.

Schashl and Marsh (1963) reported a set of corrosion experiments in drained soils. They

conducted experiments by inserting a steel electrical-resistance corrosion meter probe, a zinc
anode, and a steel cathode into soil maintained at various water saturations. A recording

zero-resistance ammeter between the zinc and steel electrodes measured cathodic activity that

would be available to drive long-cell action. The isolated probe provided the corrosion rate as
a measure of local-cell action. At saturation, both local- and long-cell actions were negligible.

With draining of the soil, local-cell action and long-cell cathodic activity sharply increased, with
a decrease in water saturation. Oxygen entered the pores and contacted the steel across the thin
film of water. When the water saturation had decreased to about 70 percent, cathodic activity
was at a maximum. Further decreases in water content introduced additional resistance to

long-cell action to the point that long-cell action became negligible. Figure 5-6 summarizes these

findings. They include the following (Schashl and Marsh, 1963):

• Long-cell action can occur at water saturations between 50 and 95 percent. Local-cell
action occurs between saturations of 5 and 95 percent.
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• Soilelectricalresistivitydeterminestheintensityoflocal-cellactionatany given
watersaturation.

• A soilthatdoesnotdrainatall,butremains95 toI00percentwater-saturated,is
noncorrosive,despiteitsresistivity.

• A soilthatdrainsslowlyand thereforeremains50 to95 percentwater-saturatedfor
longperiodswillbccorrosive,especiallyifitsresistivityislow.

• Where carbon-steelcasingpenetratesa homogeneoussoilandthesoil'swatercontent
rangesbetween50 and95 percentwatersaturationintheupperzoneofcontactand
between95 toI00 percentwatersaturationinthelowerzoneofcontact,long-cell
actionwilloccur.Cathodicactivitymay besohighthatno corrosionwilloccurin
theupperdrainedzone.The observer,noticingintensepittingatthedeaeratedlower
depth,mightconcludethesoilisverycorrosiveintheregion,whereasthecorrosion
depends on the presence of the upper aerated zone.

The suction potential also affects the development of long-cell action by influencing the degree
of saturation. Sands exhibit a flat curve of water saturation versus suction potential. Steel
contacts the sand at the critical water saturation at essentially one line. Cathodic activity would

be intense here, but the area of metal exposed as a cathode would be small. Clays retain
moisture at nearly 100 percent, and air cannot enter, resulting in small cathodic activity. For
practical purposes, steel exposed entirely to this soil will not corrode. If the steel contacts a

drained, impermeable clay soil, it will corrode at the anodic area because of long-cell action.

For other soils, a range of saturation over some distance of the casing;,occurs, and cathodic
activity over this distance is expected. There may be many feet of vertical distance above the

water table in which the water saturation is between 50 and 95 percent. Intense cathodic activity
would be expected throughout the vertical distance for steel in contact with this host rock.

Another factor affecting the corrosion rate is the rate that soil conducts electrolyte or host-rock

permeability. Schashl and Marsh (1963) reported experiments in sand that show the relationship
of the local-cell corrosion rate with permeability and indicate that, as pt_rmeability reduces, the

corrosion rate reduces. Corrosion caused by local-cell action should decrease with depth of soil
as the material becomes less dense and less porous. Corrosion caused by local-cell action

decreases with depth for steel pilings driven into undisturbed soil, but corrosion commonly
increases with depth, suggesting long-cell action.

5.3.2 Computation of the Corrosion Allowance

The following analysis evaluates the structural stability of the casing at key depths for selectc'd
boreholes and supports the sealing strategy development for casing removal. The analysis uses

the corrosion-allowance concept, which calculates the reduction in casing wall thickness under
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the condition of uniform corrosion that can be sustained before casing collapse develops. This

allowance is compared to the expected corrosion rate to show how long the casing may be
structurally sound. The preliminary analysis considers the geometric and material properties of

the casing, the depth to the casing (in situ state of stress) at approximate sealing locations, and
the proximity of these locations to the potential repository heat sources (Figure 5-7). To perform

preliminary analysis, a number of assumptions were required:

• The formation contacts the casing at each seal location and subjects the casing to
a uniform isotropic external pressure due to the interaction of the steel casing with
the formation at each sealing location for the unheated case. The analysis uses the
SHAFT (Agapito and Associates, 1990) code to calculate the external pressure
acting on the casing.

• The temperature increase caused by potential repository heating results in a thermal
stress field that depends on the sealing location. For boreholes penetrating the
potential repository or near the potential repository boundary, the thermal stress
field is compressive, while the stress field is slightly tensile farther away from the
potential repository. The thermal stress components are calculated for an isotropic
homogeneous medium using the STRESS3D analysis presented previously. The
analysis averages the thermal stress components in the horizontal plane and
calculates the increase or decrease in external casing pressure for the heated case
using the SHAFT computer code.

• The casing is comprised of either H40 or J55 carbon steel (Craft et al., 1962),
which have yielded stresses of 50,000 or 65,000 psi, respectively. The mode of
failure is either elastic or plastic buckling, depending on the critical buckling stress
for the casing, that in turn depends on the casing slenderness ratio (the ratio of the
external diameter to wall thickness).

The analysis is conservative in that if the critical buckling load were reached under thermal

loading, the loads would likely redistribute and result in only localized buckling. The casing
would be deformed but would not pose a serious operational hazard. On the other hand, the
casing may be suspended from above and subjected to tension or supported from below and

subjected to compression. Either tension or compression would result in potential biaxial loading
in which the casing could buckle under a combined state of stress. On balance, the adopted

approach is reasonable for performing preliminary calculations and addressing issues of casing
removal prior to sealing.

Tables A-10 through A-12 present the casing geometries at three potential sealing locations,
including the PTn/TSwl contact, the potential repository horizon (TSw2), and the TSw3/CHnl

contact. The slenderness ratios range from 18 to 36 above the potential repository and from 18
to 30 at or below the potential repository. The critical elastic buckling stress (Craft et al., 1962)
is as follows:
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46.95 x 106p I
"(d,]i)t(d,/t) - 112.

where

Pc = External collapse pressure (psi)
ddt = External diameter (de) to thickness ratio (t).

The critical plastic buckling stress (Craft et al., 1962) is as fo!lows:

1.877 /Pc " Y d,/t - 0.0345

where Y. equals the yield strength of the casing (psi).

In these calculations, a uniform isotropic stress field is assumed for purposes of utilizing the
buckling formulas. The critical slenderness ratio is calculated, and the allowable change in wall

thickness is computed. A nonuniform state of stress may result in nonuniform buckling, which
may differ significantly from what is presented above. Further, the analysis does not fully

consider the differential thermal expansion occurring between the steel and surrounding
formation, although it does consider differences in stiffness between the casing and the
surrounding formation. Nevertheless, the analysis approximates conditions that might result in
buckling and is useful to compare the relative differences in casing conditions that may be
encountered at depth.

Table 5-2 presents the _'esults and several interesting trends. These results show that differences

in the grades of carbon steel are not significant in calculating the corrosion allowance. The
corrosion allowance principally reflects the design margin i_1 selecting different casing

configurations at the time of exploratory drilling. The design margins vary widely and decrease
with depth. Figure 5-8 presents results for USW SD-4 and USW G-3 that compare the

slenderness ratios to the casing buckling curve for the heated and unheated cases at three sealing
locations and show the design margin for casing collapse. A comparison between the unheated
and heated cases shows either no effect or a tensile effect at the upper Paintbrush contact zone,

large temperature effects at the potential repository horizon for holes penetrating the potential
repository (USW SD-4 and USW G-3), and intermediate temperature effects at the lower contact
zone. For USW SD-4, the casing is not at incipient buckling at the lower contact zone for the

unheated case subject to external formation pressure. For USW SD-4, potential repository

heating after 60 years results in increased thermal stress and in incipient buckling of the casing,
suggesting removal of the casing and placement of a seal prior to potential repository
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Table 5-2

Borehole Casing Corrosion Allowance

.,,._

In Situ Stress in Situ Plus Thermal Stress =

H-40 J-55 H-40 J-55

Thermal/ Casing Initial Extemal Corrosion Corrosion Extemal Corrosion Corrosion
Seal Mechanical Diameter Casing Pressure Allowance Allowance Pressure Allowance ABowance

Location Unit Borehole (in.) Thickness (MPa) (in.) (in.) (MPa) (in.) (in.)

1 PTn H-5 10.75 0.35 3.529 .094. .0107 2.773 O.106 0.117
....

H-1 16 0.438 3.465 .058 0.078 3.563 0.056 0.076

H-3 10.75 0.4 3.573 .143 0.157 3.651 0.142 0.156

SD-4 16 0.495 3.511 .114 0.134 2.744 0.133 0.149

SD-6 16 0.495 3.511 .114 0.134 2.431 0.141 0.155

1 TSwl H-5 10.75 0.35 ?_824 .105 0.116 2219 0.116 0.124

' H-1 16 0.438 2.664 .078 0.093 2.740 0.076 0.092

H-3 10.75 0.4 2.941 .154 0.165 3.005 0.152 0.164

SD-4 16 0.495 2.778 .132 0.148 2.171 0.147 0.160

SD-6 16 0.495 2.778 .132 0.148 1.923 0.153 0.164

2 TSw2 H-5 10.75 0.35 5.897 .054 0.072 11.998 -.047 -.001

SD-4 10.75 0.35 5.897 .054 0.072 12.931 -0.62 -0.013
, ,

SD-6 10.75 0.35 5.897 .054 0°072 13.348 -0.069 -0.018
,,,,,

3 TSw3 H-5 10.75 0.35 10.156 -0.016 0.018 10.561 -0.022 0.015

H-1 9.62 0.352 10.521 0.019 0.052 10.521 0.018 0.051

H-3 10.75 0.4 10.577 0.027 0.064 10.624 0.026 0.064

SD-4 10.75 0.35 10.156 -.016 0.018 9.844 -0.011 0.022

SD-6 10.75 0.35 10.156 -.016 0.018 10.029 -0.014 0.020
I

=The corrosion allowance is calculated for a thermal load of 57 kW/acre for fuel aged 30 years.
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decommissioning. The results also suggest that heat-loading density affects potential buckling
of casing for USW SD-4 at the potential repository horizon, with the casing external pressures
near incipient failure for the lower heat loading and well above incipient failure for the higher

heat loading of 100 kW/acre. This is in contrast to the thermal response of USW G-3, which is
outside the high thermal compression zone after 60 years and experiences no rise in external
pressure.

5.3.3 Structural Analysis of O!aen Boreholes

5.3.3.1 Kirsch Solution for Open Boreholes
The state of stress around an open borehole can be represented by the Kirsch solution (Goodman,
1980). In an isotropic stress field, the Kirsch solution gives the radial and tangential stress
distributions as follows:

_ t/2a, = a[1 --r]
r*

(_o =Oh[1 +_z z]

where

a h = Far-field horizontal stress
a, = Radial sfxess

ae = Tangential or boundary stress
a = Borehole radius
r = Radius.

At the borehole wall (r = a), the Kirsch solution predicts for an isotropic stress field that the
radial stress is zero and that the tangential or boundary stress is twice the far-field stress.

5.3.3.2 Stress Analysis at Various Seal Locations

For the upper sealing location, the potential repository horizon, and the lower sealing location,
the far-field states of stress are 2.4, 7.3, and 8.7 MPa, respectively. Considering that the
maximum time of emplacement is 60 years after potential repository development (heat loading
equals 57 kW/acre), the combined in situ and thermal far-field stresses are 1.7, 15.2, and 10.7

MPa, respectively. A slight reduction in compression occurs in the far-field horizontal stress at

the upper seal location No. 1 consistent with an increase in compression near the potential
repository after potential repository heating. Table 5-3 presents these calculations. In comparing

these stress levels with the strength criteria in Chapter 2.0, it is found that, for the upper sealing
location, there is likely to be adequate rock-mass strength. For the lower sealing location, rock-
mass strength is less, and it is possible that open boreholes could fail under high temperatures.

4'
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Table 5-3

Simple Stress Calculations for Open Boreholes

Radial Tangential
Seal Temperature Stress Stress VerticalStress

Location Loading (°C) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
......... _ ........... !............................. I , L l _ : - :

1 In situ 22.7 0 4.80 3.39
,,,, , ., , ,,,, , ,,,,,,,,, ,, , , , , r , i , ,, , ,

1 Thermal 26.7 0 3.42 3.49
, ,,, ,,, , , ,, , ,,, , ,,, ,, ,, ,,

2 In situ 29.2 0 14.56 9.21

,, , ,,,,,, , , ,,, , ,,,

2 Thermal 60.8 0 30.30 5.42

,, ,, , ,, ,,,

2 Thermal 87°2 0 36.68 9.90
(Centerof

Panel)
j u, ,

3 In situ 29.8 0 17.48 10.42
i ,,,,, ,,,

3 Thermal 42.3 0 21.38 11.56
_ j_ t , _ : ,! ,

5.3.3.3 Structural Analysis of an Open Borehole Near Underground Openings
A zone of influence defines a domain of significant disturbance of the pre-mining stress field by

an excavation at the potential repository horizon (Brady and Brown, 1985). The excavation of
a drift in a rock mass disturbs the state of stress around the opening and generates a stress
concentration that may then cause failure in the surrounding rock mass. A proposed borehole

(Figure 5-9) in the zone of influence of an opening should not pass through the failure zone
around the opening. Neither should the state of stress around the proposed borehole, due to the
stress concentration around the opening, cause failure around the borehole.

Because a drift is much larger than a borehole, it is outside the influence zone of the borehole,
but the influence zone of the drift may include the borehole. An engineering estimate of the

boundary stresses (far-field stresses) for a borehole can be obtained by calculating the state of
stress at the center of the borehole prior to excavation (Brady and Brown, 1985).

St. John (1987) studied the state of stress around YMP drifts using finite- and boundary-element

methods for ventilated and unventilated cases. For purposes of analysis, these stresses are
assumed to be far-field stresses for evaluating thermal effects around open boreholes near the

potential repository openings. The far-field stress results include projected stresses for selected
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points around the drift for the period of excavation and for points in time O, 10, and 100 years
after waste emplacement.

The axes of the proposed boreholes are perpendicular to the axes of the drift (Figure 5-9). Such
boreholes would therefore be under a generalized plane strain condition, which includes in-plane
and out-of-plane shear stresses. The computer program SHAFT (Agapito and Associates, 1990)
was used to obtain the state of the stress around the perimeter and the boreholes. The SHAFT

code models generalized plane strain conditions. The state of the stress for each sampling point
was used as the far-field stress for each borehole modeled with the SHAFT code.

For points at a distance from the drift, the major principal stresses are nearly horizontal and
vertical. For these cases, the Kirsch solution was used to calculate the stresses around the

borehole. For example, the states of stress for a point 10 m from the drift near the floor,
sidewall, and roof of the drift are shown in the Mohr diagrams in Figure 5-10.

This figure illustrates the low-, medium-, and high-strength criteria for the Topopah Spring Weld
unit for the surrounding rock mass (described in Section 3.3.3). The uncertainty in the strength

parameters required a range to be defined for rock-mass strength criteria. This range is between
low- and high-strength criteria, with the medium-strength criteria represented by an estimate of
the expected values, as discussed previously. The figures show that a hollow borehole might be
barely stable from the time of excavation until 10 years after emplacing the nuclear waste, but

medium-strength criteria are violated 100 years after emplacing nuclear waste. The analysis
suggests that boreholes should be sealed to prevent future failure due to stresses that arise from
the temperature increase in the potential repository. Further investigation could show that the

expected failure criteria is closer to the high-strength criteria shown in Figure 5-10 and that
failure is less likely.

5.3.4 Conclusion of When to Seal

No site-specific data are available for the corrosion of carbon-steel casing at the Yucca Mountain
site; however, the following information is available on general corrosion rates for carbon steel
in air and soil:

• The penetration rate for carbon steel in air ranges from less than 1 to approximately
7 mil per year (Mattsson, 1982). The National Association of Corrosion Engineers
(NACE) reports higher corrosion rates in acidic atmospheres (not considered a
factor at Yucca Mountain).

• The penetration rate for carbon steel in soils varies from 5 to 100 rail per year
depending on resistivity, that in turn depends on moisture content.

Considering casing configurations, for deep casings such as those used in UE-25a #1, grouting
occurred over short distances, and the casings are freestanding over much of their length. For
shallow casings, such as those used in UE-25a #5, grouting to a depth of 100 to 200 ft could be
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I

subject to long-cell action. In deeper zones, the state of in situ stress is higher, and rock-mass

strength is lower (i.e., the Calico Hills). In other areas, rock-mass quality is lower in more highly
fractured tuff. The possibility exists for collapse of the borehole against the casing, exposing
steel to the host formation. Here, the range of saturation is 46 to 84 percent for welded tuff and

46 to 76 percent for nonwelded tuff (DOE, 1992), suggesting long-cell action. The low
conductivity of both welded and nonwelded tuff suggests that local-cell action would be
insignificant. Corrosion might be higher in these areas because of the synergistic effects of

contact with the host rock and stresses within the casing; however, these zones are expected to
be isolated, reducing the potential for long-cell action, and the actual corrosion rates probably
will be the same as those for carbon steel exposed to air and possibly a humid environment.

This discussion highlights several important issues concerning corrosion for casing emplaced in
or near unsaturated earthen materials. Generally, low corrosion rates caused by exposure to air
are anticipated in the range of less than 0.1 to 4.0 rail per year. In isolated zones where the host

rock contacts the steel casing, the corrosion rates probably will be higher. In general, it is found
that casing under heated conditions after 60 years is near failure, with little corrosion allowance.

The analysis also shows potential failure of an open borehole under heated conditions could occur

at the lower sealing location. For the open borehole analysis, no consideration was given to
support pressure as might be exerted by drilling muds. The analysis of open boreholes at the

potential repository horizon shows potentially high stresses due to a high temperature and stress
interaction effects. For these reasons, it is concluded that sealing should take place prior to waste
emplacement to maintain access to deep boreholes. It is further concluded that an adequate

separation of 15 m should be maintained between the underground excavation and any
exploratory borehole to assure access through the potential repository horizon to the lower sealing
location.

5.4 Structural Analysis of Cementitious Seals
The supporting calculations presented in this section evaluate seal properties and conditions

favorable to developing a tight interface zone. Also, these calculations predict temperature and
interface stress. The models presented below are preliminary and will undergo refinement as

additional information on seal properties and in situ seal performance becomes available.

5.4.1 Model Descriptions
Several models are used to evaluate combinations of loads. These models include the

SHAFT.SEAL code (Case, 1985) for thermal and thermomechanical effects due to seal hydration

and closed-form methods for evaluation of backfill loadings that consider the plug loaded in
uniform shear and ignore elastic interaction effects that would result in compressive stress. The
thermal calculations use the SHAFT code (Agapito and Associates, 1990) to evaluate seal/rock

interactions during potential repository heating. Finally, combinations of loads are evaluated.
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5.4.2 Selection of Conditions for Seal Emplacement
The structural analysis of the seal is performed using the SHAFT.SEAL. At each time,
SHAFT.SEAL solves for temperatures and stresses as a function of radial position either in the
plug or the surrounding host rock. The model analyzes the temperature rise and subsequent fall

following completion of the hydration by the implicit finite difference method (Carnahan et al.,
1969). Assuming heat transfer is conductive, the model performs thermal and volumetric stress
analysis using closed-form solutions that account for thermal or initial volumetric strains. The

structural model uses the theory of linear elasticity for calculating thermal or volumetric stresses.

Appendix I presents the input properties for the seal, rock, and environment. The parametric

studies evaluated two cement types (Type K and Type II), two placement temperatures, and two
injection pressures. These analyses used the Type K and Type II cements because of availability
of properties.

5.4.3 Evaluation of Cement Hydration
Figures 5-11, 5-12, and 5-13 present rock tangential stress and shear stress as functions of

interface normal stress at the upper seal location, the potential repository horizon, and lower
sealing location. The analyses suggest two major groupings in the development of interface
stress that depend on the type of cement used. Type II cement grout develops interface stress

from minus 1 to 3 MPa for various conditions of placement temperature and injection pressure,
while the more expansive Type K grout develops interface stress from 4 to 8 MPa.

The results show an inverse relationship between radial plug interface stress and the tangential
boundary stress within the rock. Further, the results suggest that the minimum rock-shear stress
occurs when the radial interface stress equals the far-field stress. The results reflect higher

tangential and shear stress at depth associated with higher states of in situ stress and show the
importance of tailoring the design (lower placement temperature, more expansive cement, and
injection pressure tied to the in situ state of stress).

The ultimate achievable volumetric expansion represents an unknown. No data are available on

the effects of temperature or restraint on the expansive properties of grout, although data
available for cements suggest a reduction of effective expansion due to increasing restraint and

temperature. Other unknown factors include the effects of primary and secondary rock porosity
in bleeding off cement to the surrounding rock mass and volumetric size effects.

Further, the use of ettringite in Type K cements may result in longevity issues due to the
preferential dissolutioning. For these reasons, the conditions for seal emplacement for subsequent

analysis include using a Type II cement, lowering the placement temperature to 4°C, emplacing
the seal at ambient rock temperature, and using an injection pressure equal to 50 percent of the
minimum horizonal stress. _
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5.4.4 Structural Analysis of Backfill Loading
The addition of backfill above the plug results in additional loading on the plug. The analysis
presented in Appendix J disregards the compressive stresses that would develop because of elastic
interaction between the plug and the surrounding rock. These conservative calculations do not

account for the effects of confinement. In addition, the analysis assumes the backfill settles

below and does not support the plug. The analysis are presented at the upper and lower seal
locations and at the potential repository horizon. The conditions evaluated considered both
saturated and unsaturated conditions with static and dynamic loadings. The vertical seismic loads
result in shear stress that is approximately one-third of the total loading that would be expected
for an acceleration of 0.3 g. Also, the results show little reduction in shear stress for seal lengths

greater than 10 m.

5.4.5 Structural Analysis of Postclosure Thermal Loadings
The resulting far-field thermal stress induces thermal stress in the seals at the three sealing
locations. The SHAFT code can be used to evaluate induced thermal stresses within the seal.

These stresses can then be combined with other loadings in the scenario evaluations. The

postclosure thermal loadings depend on the proximity of the seals to the sources of heat. Section
3.3.2 presented the far-field thermal stresses. It was determined that boreholes USW SD-4
represented the expected condition for thermal loadings within the reporting boundary. Table 5-4

presents the maximum thermal stresses for USW SD-4.

5.4.6 Evaluation of Scenarios

The scenarios for stress in the seal and rock are presented in Figures 5-14 through 5-16. The
scenarios considered are as follows:

• Open borehole at ambient temperature
• Sealed borehole with backfill

• Initial static, thermal, and dynamic (dry backfill)
• Postclosure static, thermal, and dynamic (saturated backfill).

The results show combinations of the above loadings as Mohr circles of stress within the seal and

rock. The deep borehole USW SD-4 within the potential repository is evaluated. The
conclusions are presented below.

5.4.7 Conclusions of How to Seal Using Cementitious Materials
The results show that the interface stress reduces the tangential boundary stress in the rock at the

time of seal emplacement and backfilling. Because of the "skin" friction, the backfill does not
significantly load the seal and the hydration of the cementitious seal predominantly governs the

state of stress in the seal. As potential repository heating takes place, the maximum shear stress
increases in the plug and is reduced in the surrounding rock. The shearing stresses are higher

near the potential repository horizon.
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Table 5-4

Summary of Induced Thermal Stresses in Seals at the Interface Zone

Seal Rock
Seal

Location Radial Tangential Vertical Shear Radial Tangential Vertical I Shear
Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress Stress
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

1 2.25 0.70 0.59 -0.67 2.25 0.58 0.45 -0.67

2 6.00 5.49 2.30 0.056 6.02 11.88 4.65 0.056

3 4.39 3.29 1.54 0.12 4.39 3.38 ; .32 0.122

_J_
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If saturation and perched water occurs, the effective stress near the interface zone reduces by the

magnitude of the pore pressure. Under the conservative assumption that the plug resists load in
uniform shear and that compression does not occur due to elastic interaction effects, the analysis

predicts the development of a slight degree of tension (1 to 2 MPa). A more refined analysis for
a 10-m-long plug would predict that the loading would be resisted in shear and beating
compression and that the interface zone would not be subject to tension, although it would be
subject to reduced compression. However, the preliminary results can be used to select

conservative design requirements that should prove to be satisfactory with more advanced
analysis.

The calculations presented in this section suggest the adoption, of the following approach for
emplacing seals:

• The seal material should be selected with a reduced heat of hydration.

• Type II cement is preferred to a Type K cement to avoid issues with respect to the
preferential dissolutioning of ettringite.

• The seal should be emplaced at a lowered temperature (4°C) to eliminate
undesirable thermal effects. The analysis suggests the importance of emplacing the
seal under a slight injection pressure. The actual emplacement should be tailored
to conditions existing at depth.

° Under dry or unsaturated conditions, an increase in temperature will increase
confinement, either increase or reduce shear stress in the surrounding rock, and
increase shear stress in the seal. The temperature effects depend on the proximity
of the seal to the potential repository horizon and suggest seal emplacement away
from the potential repository horizon.

• A 10-m plug length is adequate to reduce shear stress (see Appendices I and J).

• Saturation of the backfill significantly reduces effective stress. For a long plug,
loads would be resisted by a combination of shear and compression. A
cementitious grout with a tensile strength of 1 MPa and a compressive strength of
21 to 34 MPa (3,000 to 5,000 psi) is adequate for combined loads.

The analysis suggests the avoidance of perched water at key sea_ing locations. Future analyses

should evaluate the inflow rate into exploratory boreholes, outflow rates, and storage potential
for perched water. If lower-conductivity backfill is specified or if sealing occurs at potential
infiltration locations, the potential for perched water should be substantially reduced.
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6.0 Feasibility of Emplacing Borehole Seals

This chapter reviews materials and techniques available in the oil and gas industry and industrial
nonradioactive waste injection well industry to assess feasible options for permanently plugging
and abandoning wellbores. This chapter also presents possible techniques for sealing boreholes,

including :_onceptual schematics for removal of casing, reconditioning of the borehole wall, and
emplacement of the plug, based on available materials and techniques.

Current available technologies initially evolved from the petroleum engineering and oil industry.
Recent significant environmental legislation has placed new importance on applying the best
current technology to the plugging of abandoned oil and gas wells and to the closure of injection
wells used in the disposal of hazardous materials.

6.1 DesiyF, Process for Emplacing Seals
During the 1930s, states began passing laws and establishing oil and gas agencies to regulate the

abandonment and plugging of oil and gas wells. Today, most states require specific plugging
plans, and many require notification of intention to abandon a well in order to have a
representative present during plugging operations.

The established injection well industry began in the 1950s and 1960s. During the 1970s, most
states passed regulations detailing abandonment procedures for wastewater injection wells. Oil

and gas agencies permitted and controlled abandonment of deep wells in most states (Warner and
Lehr, 1977). States such as Michigan, Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas followed regulations that
inc!uded plugging requirements specifically for injection wells. Now abandonment of injection

wells is regulated under the EPA by direct implementation or by state regulation. States may
apply for and receive primacy to promulgate and enforce rules and regulations that are equally or
more protective than the federal regulations.

The following discussion applies to borehole sealing technology for cased and uncased vertical
borehole penetrations with diameters limited to approximately 40 in. and typically 3 3/4 to

18 5/8 in. and depths ranging from 1,000 to 15,000 ft.

6.1.1 Existing Strategies Used in Sealing Boreholes
The development of a borehole sealing strategy, the location and type of sealing material, and
the emplacement technique depend on several factors, including formation characteristics,

borehole construction, hydrologic regime, fluid environment, regulatory requirements, and
associated economics.

Under EPA, Section U, 40 CFR 146.3, "Definitions," a confining bed is "a body of impermeable
or distinctly less permeable material stratigraphically adjacent to one or more aquifers." Under

this section, the EPA defines a confining zone as "a geological formation, group of formations,
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or part of a formation that is capable of limiting fluid movement above an injection zone." The
Nevada UIC regulations, Section U, 445.42235, use this definition, replacing "fluid movement

above an injection zone" with "the movement of fluids from a zone of injection." Under
Section U, 445.42695, "Location and Construction of Well," the State of Nevada characterized

a confining zone as one "that is free of known open faults or tractures within the area of review."

The regulations consider geophysical logging and/or core tests of the confining zones as methods
for characterizing fracture zones. The regulations specify no quantitative criteria for the selection
of a confining zone. The operation evaluates each well on its own characteristics and its

influence upon the area of review.

Concerns regarding conservation of natural resources and public health resulted in regulations
addressing the construction and closure of wellbores, which were aimed at isolating underground

resources, such as underground sources of drinking water, from commercial oil and gas resources.
Regulations require the confinement of oil and gas and underground waste to the allowed or

permitted production or disposal zone. These regulations emphasize restoring the controlling
geological conditions that existed prior to drilling.

Underground aquifers that are sources of drinking water typically exist above saline water.

Generally accepted practices for isolating these aquifers from formations bearing saline water
require setting a seal at a point below the aquifer and extending it up at least to the base of the
aquifer formation (Figure 6-1). If the drinking water source exists in a formation below saline

water, seals would be placed across the top and bottom of the underground drinking water source
and possibly across the base of the formation containing the saline water (Figure 6-1).

Regulations require the closure of Class I injection wells to permanently confine waste within
the disposal zone (UIPC/EPA, undated). Seals can be placed either at the upper and lower
bGundary of the confining zones or across the entire zone. The placement of a seal across the

entire confining zone prevents fluid from migrating down the borehole and coming into contact
with other formations (Figure 6-1). The likelihood of emplacing a high-performance seal
improves with an increased-length-of-seal material.

Seal materials used for oil and gas and injection wells are designed to bond to the formation to
accomplish hydraulic and shear isolation. For cased wells, the bonding must occur between the

casing, the seal material, and the formation. If poor bonding is detected, the casing should be
either removed altogether or in part, so that the seal may be emplaced against the formation.

Special seal material(s) may be required, if there are potential incompatibilities between injected
waste waters or native brines and conventional portland cement.

The method of well construction determines whether well casing will be removed. Casing

removal is generally not required by regulatory agencies for deep injection wells that are fully
cemented from top to bottom. Yet, they require surface casing (steel casing extending through
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freshwater horizons) in injection wells to be completely cemented when installed. If casing
strings are not completely cemented during installation, it is generally recommended that they

be pulled, perforated, slotted, or ripped, so that cement can be placed in the annular space
between the casing and borehole wall, particularly between permeable intervals.

The point at which the casing should be cut for removal can be determined by several methods
or combinations of methods: (1) the casing could be cut at some point above the calculated top
of the annular cement; (2) it could be cut above the top of the cement, as shown ,on an acoustical

cement bond log; (3) it could be cut below the known base of a specific lithologic interval; (4)
or the casing could be cut at a free point based on the results of an electric line-conveyed free-
point tool determination. For cemented casing that cannot be pulled :from across a critical seal

interval, an alternate method must be considered to install a plug or seal to the borehole wall.
Here, the casing must be milled out in sections or removedby "washing" over the casing with
a rotary shoe and washover pipe. Typically, washover operations limit the depth of the washover

attempt to 500 ft. The casing recovery occurs between washover attempts by using a cutter to
sever the free pipe.

The placement of a good seal requires reconditioning of the borehole wall and fluid within the
borehole to maximize the sealing performance of the plug. When using abandonment mud in a
well penetrating below the water table, plugging regulations may require that the density of the
mud system be balanced throughout the well and that the well be in a static state prior to

beginning emplacement operations.

6.1.2 Design Process for Emplacing Seals
In designing a sealing program for boreholes, an objective is to maintain compliance with
applicable regulatory requirements. Due to the type of boreholes and their association with the

Yucca Mountain Mined Geologic Disposal System, the sealing requirements of 40 CFR 146,
Subpart G ("Closure of Class l Hazardous Waste Injection Wells"); Nevada Administrative Code

(NAC) 445.4277 ("Plugging and Abandonment of Injection Wells"); and NAC 534.420
("Plugging of Water Wells") will be addressed.

For injection wells, both NAC 445.4277.04 and 40 CFR 146.71(d)(4) specify that cement shall
be used "in a manner which/that will not allow the movement of fluids into or between

underground sources of drinking water." These regulations imply that the type of cement and

location of well plug be engineered to confine the waste to permitted injection zones and prevent
any contamination of underground drinking water sour_:es. Other sealing materials may be used

between successive cement plugs. Figure 6-2 illustrates the general process for the design and
emplacement of seals for oil and gas or deep-well injection applications. Figure 6-3 illustrates
decisions associated with the design and emplacement of seals.
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The sealing materials referenced in NAC 534.420 and NAC 534.421 (regulations for water wells
and wells for purposes other than water wells) are bentonite, abandonment mud, drill cuttings,
inorganic fill material, cement grout, concrete grout, and neat cement. If the well is to be sealed
with cementitious material, it must be circulated from the total depth of the well to the surface.

Additional regulations apply to wells completed in saturated environments when using bentonite-
laden slurries or "mud" in abandonment operations. 40 CFR 146.71(d)(7) requires the well to

"be in a state of static equilibrium with the mud weight equalized" from "top to bottom." This
may be done through circulation of a mud of equal density and sufficiently to prevent well
caving during any cement emplacement. This requirement addresses cement slurry contamination

issues known to occur during emplacement that adversely affect the curing of the cement.

Seal emplacement techniques of 40 CFR 146.7 l(d)(5)(i) to (d)(5)(iv) represent the most common
techniques used in plug-back cementing and address the need for an individualized closure

design. Evaluation of the "seal and stability" of "each plug" falls within 40 CFR 146.71(d)(6).
Plugs must be "appropriately tagged and tested for seal and stability before closure is completed."
The most practical technique of testing plugs is running drill pipe into the borehole and locating

the plug by applying weight. This will give a positive indication of whether there is some degree
of plugging at the desired location. Most wells have cement emplaced inside the casing that is

intact to the ground level. This allows for pressure-testing of the hydraulic seal. New tools may
have to be developed for the Yucca Mountain Mined Geologic Disposal System to test the
sealing capabilities of a plug in an open hole.

Information, such as depth, downhole temperature and pressure, hole conditions, and drilling
problems, must be considered when designing optimum cementing composition and emplacement
methods. The API provides testing standards for well cements that have become an integral part

of cement design (API, 1979). Table 6-1 presents the property for each test, a summary of the
API slurry tests, and required field testing.

Thickening time of cement is a measure of the cement's pumpability under simulated downhole
conditions without any shutdown periods. The estimated time to mix, emplace, and reverse out

any excess cement typically determines the thickening-time specifications for a particular job.
The time allowed for the slurry to become static may reduce the desired total thickening time.

The hydration of cement involves gel-strength development during the transition phase followed

by compressive strength development during the setting phase. Excessive water or lower-than-
expected temperatures contribute to slow the hydration process. Compressive strength
development determines the waiting on cement (WOC) time.

Sealing experience shows that downhole temperature has the greatest impact on thickening and

WOC time. An accurate measurement of static bottom-hole temperature helps to ensure
meaningful thickening and WOC times. Accelerators or retarders are used to compensate for
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Table 6-1

Summary of Tests Used in Cement-Slurry Designa

SlurryProperty LaboratoryTest General Field Requirements Test Reference

Slurry preparationfor Balances and high-shearmixer. Mixingwater variablewithcompositionand AP! D_cument10, i
laboratorymixingand API cementclass. Mixingtime 35 secon Sec. 5, and AppendixA
testing high-speedmixer.

Slurryviscosity Atmosphericthickening-timetester. 10 to 15 Bc,whichis a unit of consistency API Document10,
used incement testing(thinslurry). Sec. 9

Pumpingtime Determinedon pressure,temperature, Variablewithtype of job. Normalcasing API Document10,
thickening-timetester, designis 2-1/2- to 4-hr fluidtime. Sec. 8, and AppendixE

Free water Settlingof slurry in250-mL graduateafter Maximum1.5% free water after setting 2 hr. API Document10,
Sec. 6, and AppendicesB and

setting. M

Fluidlossof cement slurry High-pressurefluid-losscell at 1,000 psi Variablewith job requirements. General rule: API Document10,
' on 325-mesh screenor core for 30 min. squeezing,50 to 125 mL; productioncasingor AppendixF

oo liner, 50 to 200 mL.

Slurrydensity Standardmudbalance or pressure/ Variablewithmuddensitiesand hole API Document, o,
densitybalance, conditions. Generally12- to 16-1b/gal. AppendixC

Rheoiogicalproperties Rotationalviscometerat variousshear Dependson slurrywater,density,and desired API Document10,
rates, flow rates. Plug, laminar,orturbulence. Appendix H

Lessthan 0.1 md.

Permeabilitytesting Specialwater-permeabilityapparatusfor API Document10,
setcement. AppendixG

"From Smith, 1990.



downhole temperatures and pressures to ensure adequate time to emplace the slurry and minimize
WOC times.

Other testing may be warranted due to special conditions, such as an acidic environment,

abnormal temperature fluctuation, or environmentally sensitive areas. Compatibility testing
between the cement slurry, borehole, and spacer fluids could be of great importance when
anticipating difficulty in proper placement of the cement. Also, for gas migration, testing of the
cement permeability to air should be performed.

6.2 Technologies Available for Casing Removal and Sealing
A combination of materials and techniques may be used to tailor a plugging operation to Sl_'ecific
situations and environments. Tasks involving the technology of sealing wellbores include the

following:

• Removal of casing
• Reconditioning the borehole
• Selection of seals

• Emplacement of seals.

Several techniques can be used for removing casing from wells, such as those associated with
the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project, including the following:

1. "Washing" over the cemented casing with a rotary shoe and washover pipe

2. Free-pointing the casing and cutting it above the top of the annular cement with
internal cutters, then pulling the free casing only

3. Milling a window over a specific region of cemented casing with a section milling
tool to remove casing and underreaming the cement to the original hole diameter.

Complete removal of the casing may not be necessary in wells that are not cemented across a
critical seal area. If the casing is free down to the bottom of that interval, an internal cut can be

made below the interval using a workstring- or wireline-conveyed cutting tool. After making the
cut, the casing above the cut can be moved, and the borehole can be prepared for plug or seal

emplacement.

The process of reconditioning borehole walls uses the following tasks:

1. Evaluate condition of borehole wall.

2. Optimize mud properties (in mud-retary-drilled holes when using abandonment
mud).
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3. Remove wall cake from the seal area (in mud-rotary or foam-drilled holes).

Smith (1990) recommends the conditioning of borehole walls to optimize the plugging and
sealing of wells, yet due to the expense involved, conditioning is not often done. Mud properties
affect the removal of cuttings and debris from the wellbore; yet, good mud properties may be
totally negated by the presence of mud-wall cake between the seal material and the formation.

The method used for seal emplacement depends on the materials used for sealing, which include
earthen materials, cement, mechanical, and mud plugs. Since mechanical plugs are not normally

used for primary sealing and since compacted earthen materials lack strength for sealing deep
weUbores, this discussion will concentrate on emplacement techniques for cementitious materials.
Also, these emplacement techniques include the use of mud.

6.2.1 Removal of Casing, Monitoring, and Test Equipment
There are many types of casing used for wellbore construction. The type of casing used and the
condition of the casing after well construction will determine the types of tools and equipment

needed to remove the casing. The tools and equipment discussed here are most commonly used
15ythe oil and industrial injection well industries. The functions of these tools are as follows:

• Show free, unstuck casing
• Washover the casing
• Cut the casing
• Remove the casing
• Evaluate casing removal.

Table 6-2 presents the types of tools typically used for these functions.

6.2.1.1 Geophysical Exploration
Cement-bond logging tools use controlled acoustic signals to decide whether cement exists behind

the casing; evaluate qualitative bonding of the cement to the casing or the formation, or both; and
evaluate overall cement integrity. This is done by acoustic transmitters and receivers strategically

located on the logging tool. This logging tool will not function in air-or foam-filled wellbores.
Cement-bond logging tools allow qualitative rather than quantitative evaluation regarding the
cement and bonding characteristics. The pipe recovery logs provide a quantitative determination

for pulling 1thecasing.

The pipe recovery logs use pipe-stretch calculations. Pipe recoveP.¢ logs can find the point at
which lodged casing is no longer stuck. The electronic signal generated from torsional, tensile,
and/or compressional casing distortion determines the percentage of free pipe within the wellbore.

Free-point indicator logs must be in contact with the internal diameter of the casing to measure
this distortion. As an integral part of these tools, the bow springs contact the casing either

electromagnetically or frictionally.
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Table 6-2

Tools Typlcally Used In Removal of Caslng

....... ....._.. "''." ...'..' ' ' I'"l,',', ,, , ,' ,,,h , ',,"," , , , , ,, l ,,,,,,, L'± ,

Indicatefree/unstuckcasing:

• Cement evaluationlogs
• Pipe recoverylogs
• Pipe stretchcalculations

Washover the casing:

• Rotaryshoes
• Washoverpipe

Cut the casing:

• Workstring - Insidecutter - Mechanical
- Hydraulic

- Outsidecutter - Mechanical

• Wireline - Chemical
- Jet

Remove the casing:

• Retrieve - Outsidemechanicalcutter
Casingspear

• Millout - Sectionmill

Evaluatecasingremoval'

• Retrieval - Lengthrecovered
- Geophysicallogs(depthcontrol)

• Mill out - Hydraulics
- Wear markings
- Pipe measurements
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For quality control, the service company performs calibration of logging tools either at the service

company shop or at the well site. Geophysical logs form an integral part of cement evaluations.
These include the gamma-ray and/or neutron instraments and a casing collar locator. A collar
locator and gamma-ray logs are normally run with pipe recovery logs. These logs provide depth
control and may be used to correlate to the workstring and casing measurements.

Pipe-stretch calculation results may be compared to pipe recovery logs for the evaluation of the
free-point accuracy; yet pipe recovery logs usually prove to be the most accurate method of
locating the free point. Most of these logging tools are available in a 1-11/16-in. diameter for

use in smaller pipe sizes.

6.2.1.2 Mechanical and Hydraulic Cutters
The mechanical and hydraulic cutters include the use of rotary shoes placed at the bottom of a

washover pipe, mechanical cutters, and hydraulic cutters. Each of these is discussed below.

The rotary shoe can be attached to the washover pipe. The washover pipe telescopes over
various types of casing to be recovered and is designed for limited clearance. Specially designed
rotary shoes can cut cement or earthen material away from the casing in the casing wellbore
annulus and/or the annular space between casings (Figure 6-4). Orientation of the cutting
surfaces and the material that will be cut or milled are the two concerns when selecting a rotary

shoe. To maintain the integrity of the casing, there should be no cutting action on the casing
unless removing an outward flare at the top of the casing. When cutting cement or formation,

an aggressive cutting structure is preferred. These two criteria typically lead to the selection of
a rotary shoe with a tooth-type bottom and no cutting surface on the inside.

Once the casing is washed-over, it is ready to be cut and retrieved from the well. The two basic
types of tools used in the oil and gas industry to cut casing are workstring- and wireline-
conveyed tools.

Workstring-conveyed cutters work from outside the casing to the inside (Figure 6-5) or from
inside the casing to the outside (Figure 6-6). The cutter knives are comprised of hardened and

ground-tool steel. Both styles use anchoring devices that, once engaged, allow the cutter knives
to rotate separately from the workstring rotation.

Cutting the casing from the inside can be done by hydraulically and mechanically actuated tools
(Figures 6-6 and 6-7). FoI hydraulically actuated tools, the differential pressure across the orifice

achieves the hydraulic activation. It attaches to a piston in the tool for circulation of fluid down
the workstring. The application of compression or tension to the tool achieves the mechanical
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actuation and depends upon the type of tool chosen. The outside mechanical cutter will retrieve

the casing above the finished cut. Most inside cutters require a separate retrieval tool.

6.2.1.3 Chemical and Jet Cutters

Wireline-conveyed cutters generally consist of chemical and jet cutters. Both tools can cut from
inc,ide the casing when activated by an electrical current controlled from the surface. The

chemical typically used in chemical cutters (Figure 6-8) comes from the halogen fluoride family.
This cutter provides a burr-free cut without pipe distortion, yet it will not perform in dry pipe,

and it is recommended that there be at least 100 ft of fluid in the casing above the tool when
making a cut. At this time, 5½-in. casing is the largest casing that may be cut with a chemical
cutter.

Jet cutters sever pipe by use of a circular, conical-shaped explosive (Figure 6-9). Unlike the
chemical cutter, the jet cutter typically causes a flare on the severed pipe. This flaring effect may
require corrective action if the remaining casing is to be washed-over and/or retrieved.

6.2.1.4 Casing Removal
After freeing the casing, it can be removed by using a casing spear to pull the casing out of the

borehole in one or more sections (Figure 6-I0), by recovering the cut piece with an outside
mechanical cutter or by milling out one or more sections. The mechanical actuation of the casing
spears, when run inside the casing, can be used to transmit the pulling force to the cut section

of casing (Figure 6-11). Reciprocation or rotation, or both, with tension at the tool, engage the
spear to the casing. A casing stop ring, which has a larger diameter than the casing, can be run

just above the spear to show that the spear is in the casing. Oil or bumper jars are usually run
with casing spears to aid in removing the casing from the borehole and releasing the spear.

If retrieval of the casing from the borehole is not possible, an alternate method of removal is to

mill out the casing in one or more sections. Section milling tools, shown in Figure 6-12,

generally incorporate three or six cutting blades. Each blade is equipped with cutting material
on the leading edge and outer face of the blade. For some section mills, a hydraulic indicator
provides a loss of pressure when the blades fully open into the milling position. This helps to

ensure complete casing removal from across the section. The differential circulating pressure
hydraulically drives the cutting action. Casing can be milled at the rate of 1 to 3 ft/hr (Petroleum
Extension Service, 1971) with this method.

Evaluation of casing removal is a function of the method employed, retrieval, or mill out.
Measurements on casing retrieved from the borehole provide a comparison to the installation

record, workstring, and wireline depths. During a section mill run, if the tool has a hydraulic
indicator, the recorded circulation pressures should provide a good indication as to whether or
not section milling to the full diameter of the casing occurred. Wear markings on the blades of

the section mill also should show a pattern similar in shape and size to the casing.
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Geophysical logging may be employed to aid in the evaluation of casing removal but is not
typically used in this function at this time, except in performing depth control. Some of these
logging tools may include the use of cameras (for visual inspection), electromagnetic thickness,
and mechanical caliper logs.

6.2.1.5 Removal of Existing Material from the Borehole

"Junk" or "fish" refers to material that cannot be readily removed from the borehole. Junk
removal can be accomplished by using special tools. Alternately, milling the junk out may be
the only available option as documented in the next section. Usually any junk removal occurs

prior to removing casing. This minimizes exposure of the formations to any detrimental effects,
such as those associated with fluid circulation and pipe rotation. There are many different types
and sizes of equipment used in the drilling, completion, monitoring, testing, and remediation of

wells in the oil and gas and industrial waste industries. The equipment to remove these tools if
they are stuck or lost in a well is very similar to that used to remove casing (Table 6-3).

The previous discussion addressed methods common to casing removal; the following discussion
addresses only those tools that are not commonwthe string-shot, overshots, box, and taper taps.

Ideally, a string-shot back-off is a pipe recovery method for unscrewing the fish at a particular
connection, if it has any. Generally, it has an explosive initiator or fuse and a predetermined size
and length of detonating cord. It operates by wireline, with a collar locator log for depth control,

locating the connections, and locating the top of the fish. To make a string-shot back-off, the
operator places the workstring in neutral weight (neither tension or compression), applies counter-
clockwise torque to the fish via the workstring, and lowers the string-shot into the fish. The

operation locates it at or just slightly above the desired connection and then detonates it. The
explosion produces an effect similar to an intense hammer blow and enables the fish to be
unscrewed at the connection. In foam- and air-filled wells, the operation uses a size of the

string-shot equal to twice that used in liquid-filled ones.

The following factors must be known to aid in proper design of the string-shot back-off:

• Desired back-off depth
• Mud or fluid weight
• Well temperature.

i

The string-shot or workstring may be run through an internal diameter as small as 3/4 in.; it may
also be run in the annulus to back-off the fish from the outside.

To impart torque to the fish, the workstring must be attached into or onto the fish. If a threaded
male (pin) or female (box) end comprises the uppermost part of the fish and has threads that are
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Table 6-3

Tools Typically Used in Removal of Fish

.:L,_L, ,, ,11 ' .... : " _ 1 _ 1:: 'J3'l'_J_ ' 1'1, '"l! t _: '_" : --: ............. tt'' J3J I I 3 '. ',,L_' , ,

Indicatefree/unstuckfish:

• Pipe recoverylogs
, Pipe stretchcalculations

Washoverthe fish:

• Rotary shoes
• Washoverpipe

Free the fish:

• Workstring - Insidecutter - Mechanical
- Hydraulic

- Outsidecutter - Mechanical

• Wireline - Chemicala
- Jet

• Back-off String-shot_
(unscrew)

Remove the fish:

• Retrieve - Outsidemechanicalcutter
- Overshotswith grapplesa
- Boxand taper taps_

• Mill out - Junkmills

Evaluatefish removal:

• Retrieval - Lengthrecovered
- Geophysicallogs(depthcontrol)

• Mill out - Pipe measurements
- Wear markings

',,','I, _ _ ........ , , I'_ '_.... _ --

aNotnormallyused in casingremoval.
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in good condition in the center of the borehole, then an opposite-end box or pin may be screwed

onto the fish. This allows transmission of torque to the fish.

If the top threads of the fish do not allow proper screw-in of the workstring, a box tap may be
used to swallow and screw onto the outside of the fish (Figure 6-13). A taper tap may be used

to screw into the inside of the fish, but they usually have less coupling strength than a box tap
and cannot guide themselves onto an uncentered fish. Box and taper taps are designed to pull
on a stuck fish.

An overshot and grapple is a frictionally anchored assembly that may be used to swallow over

and apply torque and/or pulling force to the fish (Figure 6-14). The small inner threads of the
grapple are what anchor onto the fish. After the release of upward pull, usually with clockwise
rotation, the tool releases from the fish. The bore of the overshot should be large enough to
allow passage of a free point and string-shot instruments. This allows a partial recovery of the

fish with a string-shot back-off attempt. The grapple must transmit counter-clockwise torque
when set by upward strain (Petroleum Extension Service, 1971).

6.2.1.6 Material Milling
Material milling can occur in both cased and open holes. There are many mill types and sizes
that may be required during the milling of junk. A concern regarding the milling of junk in an
open hole is the possibility of sidetracking the borehole. Internal and external cutters and rotary

shoes dressed with tungsten-carbide grade cutters comprise the cutting surfaces of most milling
tools. The placement of the carbides on the milling tool promotes the most efficient metal,
cement, or formation removal. In general, tungsten, titanium, tantalum, or some combination of

carbides of tungsten in a matrix binder (usually cobalt) comprise these wear-resistant cutting
materials.

The following criteria are critical to proper selection of a milling and/or casing recovery program:

1. Proper tool selection: Various si_ milling tools can meet almost any condition
encountered. The type of tool, style of tool, application, dressed inside and outside
diameters, connection size, and type should be specified. Data handbooks published
by mill manufacturers, such as Servo or Drilco, provide guidance in the selection
and specification of milling tools.

2. Proper drilling fluid selection: The operation requires a properly designed drilling
fluid to provide for circulation of cuttings out of the hole and for control of mill
temperature. A low-solid, clay-water-base mud is desirable. Rheological
conditions, such as yield point and viscosity, should be specified to optimize cutting
removal. When using foam, close attention should be given to the foam quality and
cutting removal efficiency.
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3. Hydraulics: A pump or pumps should provide circulation of the mud to maintain
a minimum annular velocity of 110 ft/min. If washouts are a problem or this
velocity is unattainable, the rheology of the fluid should be adjusted to compensate
for reduced particle-lift capability at a reduced velocity.

4. Experienced supervision: General guidelines can be specified for getting the mill
started and controlling cutting removal. Yet no substitute exists for competent
operators and field supervision to maintain ideal cutting conditions and avoid
problems as they are encountered in the field. Field control includes the following:

• Maintenance of adequate fluid properties and circulation rate

• Proper mill break-in operation (initial rotational speed and weight on mill)

• Proper cuttings removal

• Proper mill wear

• Proper cutting size and length

• Avoidance of downhole tools, such as jars or bumper subs, that would make the
milling operation difficult to control

• Proper stabilization of the drill string, if necessary, to avoid excessive mill wobble
and wear

• Optimization of rotational speed and weight on the mill to maximize milling rate.

5. Properly sized drill rig: A drill rig should be selected with sufficient pumps to
achieve maximum required hydraulics and sufficient drawworks and hook load
capacity to match the casing to be pulled.

6. Bottomhole and workstring assembly: A detailed casing removal plan will specify
the special connection pieces necessary to link the cutting tools to properly designed
workstring or washover string. Operations may require heavy-duty rotary-
shouldered tool joints to withstand the torsional loading of milling operations.
AOSC (1981) is one source of published data on workstring and washover pipe
recommendations for drilling through various commonly sized casing strings.

6.2.2 Reconditioning of the Borehole Wall and Selection of the Area to Place the
Seal

It is important to establish the condition of the borehole wall after removing the casing to
determine if reconditioning of the borehole wall may be required in critical seal areas. Smith
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(1990) recommends taking precautions for proper emplacement of cement during sealing of oil
and gas wells, including the following:

• Placing cementitious seals in a gauged section of the hole for proper cement
displacement

• Consulting caliper logs in selecting seal location and determining cement volumes

• Rotating the workstring using tail pipe with centralizers and borehole scratchers,
while placing the cement

• Placing cementitious seals in a clean, hard formation

• Determining static borehole-fluid conditions prior to beginning plugging operations
in fluid-filled boreholes.

6.2.2.1 Geophysical Logging
In the injection well and the oil and gas industries, acoustical or mechanical coupled geophysical
logging can establish the condition of the borehole wall. Caliper logging tools and downhole
cameras are versatile in functioning in different environments. Mechanical calipers are selected
to match the size of the hole. Acoustical logging may also be used, although acoustical
techniques require fluids and will not function in air or foam environments. Also, the size of the
mechanical calipers limit the size of borehole that can be calipered. This limitation does not
exist with downhole cameras that are used to evaluate the condition of the borehole and its wall.

For acoustical logging, the preferred mud-fluid system for openhole plug-back operations has a
Marsh funnel viscosity of 45 to 80 seconds (s}, a plastic viscosity of 12 to 20 centipoise (cp), a
yield point of less than 5 lb/100 ft2, and a water loss of less than 15 cm 3 (Smith, 1990). The
mud density should be as uniform as possible within the mud system, such that the fluids within
the well are static.

If either air or foam are used during plug-back cementing, there is no need to balance the fluid
system. Still, the cement requires a base, either earthen or mechanical, to settle on and to
provide support. The base prevents gravitational settling between the cement slurry and other
well fluids. If the design uses a mechanical plug in the plugging process, a check should be
made before running the plug, to insure that the hole will accept the maximum diameter of the
tool. The operation normally uses wiper plugs to clean any residual cement from within the
workstring, especially if the operation used foam or air during cementing. The wiper plug, just
above the cement, may be displaced with mud, foam, or a compressed gas such as air.

6.2.2.2 Wall Reconditioning
The rotation of scratchers across the borehole wall, where the seal is to be emplaced, serves as
a mechanical method for removing mud-wall cake (Figure 6-15). Removal of this wall cake
permits exposure of the formation to the cement for improved hydraulic bonding at the interface.
Scratchers are likely to dislodge formation and wall cake from the borehole walls. The debris
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usually circulates above the cement-plug placement area with a viscous mud system during
cementing operations. Removing this dislodged material prior to initiating sealing appears
warrantedwhen using air or foam in boreholesduring cementing. Otherwise, when using air or
foam in the well during cementing, debris may fall back down thewellbore when circulation has •
ceased. Intermixing of formation and/orwall cake with cement or seal materialis likely to cause
detrimental effects to the quality of the seal.

Removal of cement used during construction may be required to condition the borehole wall
where cement designs were used to stabilize washout and/or caving of the boreholes.
Underreamers can achieve cement removal from borehole walls (Figure 6-16). However, there
are limitations on the maximum opening diameter to which a specific size and type of
underreamer can physically be built.

Due to the unconsolidated and fractured nature of some formations at Yucca Mountain, caving
and washouts were evident during drilling of the boreholes. By use of a highly viscous medium
for cuttings removal, the circulating velocities may be reduced to minimize fluid turbulence,
which contributes to washouts. This viscous medium would also aid, if not remedy, lost
circulation problems experienced during drilling of these wells.

6.2.2.3 Location of Seals

As discussed previously, identification of an area across which to emplace cementitious material
in abandonment operations is typically a function of zonal isolation requirements and formation
characteristics. Where the design requires zonal isolation, Smith (1990) suggests a hard
formation for maximum bonding. This plug should extend through an impermeable zone
(confining zone) to isolate well fluids.

Reconditioning of boreholes that penetrate or that are close to the Yucca Mountain Mined
Geologic Disposal System appears to be more feasible prior to potential repository construction.
Reconditioning those boreholes that penetrate the Topopah Spring Member, where it is to be
mined, would be logistically difficult after excavation, due to the need to move in and set up a
rig and to circulate the borehole for conditioning. If there is no borehole survey data for accurate
determination of the existing well trajectories, it would be beneficial to reenter and survey the
wells. This would enable excavation of the shafts and potential repository with accurate
knowledge of the borehole locations. If any fish or casing is currently located at the potential
repository or shaft horizons, these hazards should be avoided during repository excavation by
maintaining an adequate separation distance between the excavation and the fish.

6.2.2.4 Sealing Materials
Plugging and sealing of oil and gas and industrial waste wells usually have one or a combination
of the following mechanical, cement, and drilling mud seals. The sealing materials referenced
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in the applicable sealing regulations for water wells are bentonite, abandonment mud, drill
cuttings, inorganic fill material, cement grout, concrete grout, and neat cement.

6.2.2.5 Earthen Materials

For relatively shallow groundwater geotechnical or environmental wells, designs use dry sodium

bentonite for plugging, in these wells, powdered granular or pelletized bentonite is poured,
blown, or pumped into the well or borehole from the surface. A technique for emplacement of
compacted bentonite in deep vertical boreholes (as described in the literature of Roland Pusch
[1983]) may have future application in sealing both saturated and unsaturated boreholes using a

perforated tubing conveyance system. However, this chapter will address those materials and
techniques in current industrial practice rather than those still in the developmental phase.

6.2.2.6 Mechanical Plugs
Mechanical plugs are normally set in cased holes, while open-hole plugs are generally made with
cement. There are a few mechanical plugs that can be set in an open hole. These plugs can be
used as a temporary support for a cement or other material plug or seal that would become self-

supporting after a curing period. Mechanical plugs can be run and set hydraulically next to the
wellbore tubing or drill pipe. Besides the type, wellbore dimensional considerations, and
downhole temperature, thecorrosive nature of the service environment may affect the elastomer

and metallurgical requirements of mechanical plugs.

6.2.2.7 Sealing Materials Used In the 011and Gas Industry
The oil and gas industry often uses cement plugs in the abandonment of oil and gas wells and
industrial injection wells to prevent migration of formation fluids (natural and man-placed) that
might infiltrate underground freshwater sources. The typical practice is to either completely fill
the cased or uncased borehole with cements or to place discrete cement plugs across selected

depth intervals with drilling mud left between the cement plugs. Appendix K presents a
discussion of cementitious materials used in the oil and gas industry.

6.2.3 Placement of Seals

The five cementing emplacement methods available for plug-back cementing are the balanced

plug, dump bailer, two-plug, and high- and low-pressure squeeze packer methods. Table 6-4 lists
the advantages and disadvantages of each method. The following discusses the process and

application of each method.

The balanced plug method, as depicted in Figure 6-17, involves pumping a desired quantity of

cement slurry through pipe until the level of cement outside the pipe is equal to the level inside.
This is the most common method for placing plugs in oil and gas wells iilled with drilling mud
(Suman and Ellis, 1977). The pipe is then pulled slowly from the slurry, leaving a plug in place.

The physical and chemical properties of any fluid in the hole through which the slurry is
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Table 6-4

Advantages and Disadvantages of Cement Emplacement Methods

_?! '" 11 1 I T ' E Z £ q L] . . I,,,,,11, l: I1! . I ]! J]LLL ! ]L : J I' _llr 'L!'_ I 'k']: I11, IJ -= "'° .....

Placement
Method Advantages Disadvantages

Balanced Plug Open or cased hole Static well condition required
Permitsestablishingthe topof the plug Allowsfluid/slurryIntermixing

Requiresexcesscementto compensatefor
contamination
Need basefor plug

Dump Bailer Typicallyless expensive Small volumeper ball
Open or cased hole Not readilyadaptableto settingdeep plugs
Positionof cement locatedeasily May haveto wait for cementset priorto

subsequentbails
May needto retardthe cement
Notapplicablein severelytraversed
boreholes
Static wellconditionsrequired
Need base for plug

Two-Plug Open or cased hole Staticwell conditionrequired
Separated fluidwithinworkstring Need base forplug
Minimizesbackflow
Pressureindicationof desired
displacement
Permits establishingthe topof the plug

High-Pressure May cement secondaryzone(s) of Uses morecement
Squeeze permeability May breach confiningzone

Solids-ladenfluidsaheadof cementdo May stickpipe duringopen-holesqueezing
not have to be displaced May requiretwo blendsof cement to achieve

desiredpressure
More fluidlostto formation
May notget full coveragein the borehole

Low-Pressure May cement secondaryzone(s) of Must useclean lead fluid
Squeeze permeability Cementmust allowfor hesitation

May cement permeableformations May notget fullcoverage inthe borehole
Uses less cementthan high-pressure May stickpipe duringopen-holesqueezing
squeeze
Less likelyto stickpipe duringopen-
hole squeezing

- ,,
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emplaced and the displacement fluid are important in achieving a balanced set in which the
cement does not move or "U-tube" before curing.

A dump bailer, as depicted in Figure 6-18, is a mechanical tool that contains a measured quantity
of cement for lowering into a cased or uncased borehole on a wireline. A mechanical tool, such

as a cased-hole or open-hole bridge plug, is placed below the desired plugging location. The
bailer is raised after tagging the mechanical plug and then opened by detonating a charge that
shatters a glass disk supporting the cement in the bailer. There is a limit to the volume (usually

approximately 1 fP) that can be emplaced per each wireline run, however, it is not necessary for
the initial cement to set before another batch may be dumped.

In the two-plug method, top and bottom plugs are run to isolate the cement slurry from any well
or displacement fluids. A mechanical plug is usually set at the base of the cement plugging

depth. A special baffle tool is run on the bottom of the tubing string and placed at the depth
desired for the bottom of the cement plug. This tool permits the bottom plug to pass through and
out of the tubing. Cement is then pumped out of the tubing string, at the plugging depth, and

begins to fill the annulus between the tubing string and the borehole. The top tubing plug,
following the cement, is caught by the plug-catcher tool, causing a sharp rise in the surface
pressure, which indicates that the plug has landed. The latching device holds the top plug to help
prevent the cement from backing up the string but permits reverse circulation. The string is then

pulled, leaving the cement plug in place.

The two-plug method helps to reduce the possibility of over-displacing the cement or

contaminated it with adjacent fluids. It is the preferred method with regard to the quality of the
emplaced cement.

High-pressure squeeze cementing, as depicted in Figure 6-20, is a job in which the fluid pressure

in the wellbore exceeds formation fracture pressure prior to or when the cement is in contact with
the formation. Boreholes and formations may both be sealed with this technique, but it is not
normally recommended for plugging operations at horizons deeper than 2,000 ft. If the goal is

to isolate or stop flow behind pipe and/or cement, there may be no choice but to perform a high-
pressure squeeze. However, with high-pressure squeezes, it is not possible to control either the

location or orientation of the generated fracture. The fracture will be oriented perpendicular to
the least principal stress and will not be created horizontally, if the fracture pressure is less than
the overburden pressure (Hubbert and Willis, 1972). Fractures induced in formations deeper than

3,000 ft are usually vertical. Thus, vertical communication between the zones may be established
in the fracture, and horizontal fractures containing cement "pancakes" may be generated by high-
pressure squeeze cementing in some shallow wells.

After fracture creation, it must be sealed off with cement, although sealing off a fracture can be
difficult. Fluid displaced into a fracture preceding cement is ideally a high-fluid-loss cement.
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This material will reduce the potential for fracture extension during cement emplacement. The
use of a high-fluid-loss, accelerated, or thixotropic cement helps reduce the amount of whole

cement (not filtrate) lost to fractures by bridging at some point in or along the fracture.

Low-pressure squeeze cementing, as depicted in Figure 6-20, is a job in which the fluid pressure

in the wellbore is maintained below the fracture pressure of exposed formations prior to and
during the time the slurry is in contact with the formations. Low-pressure squeeze cementing
uses a small volume of low-fluid-loss slurry placed against exposed permeable formations with
a moderate squeeze pressure. It involves forcing the filtrate from the slurry into the formation

permeability, which allows buildup of cement filter cake. Low fluid loss reduces the dehydration
rate of the cement and discourages bridging as the slurry is forced along openings or channels.
Low-pressure squeezing is more applicable in weak zones where no competent zone may be
found. The low-pressure squeeze may be a solution to the problem of sealing the region of

secondary permeability surrounding the discrete wellbore in artificial penetrations at the Yucca
Mountain Mined Geologic Disposal Site. The zone known as the "disturbed area" occurred in

all penetrations. Use of resin or plastic cement with low-pressure squeeze techniques may result
in the squeezing of the resin phase into the secondary permeability surrounding the wellbore,
which will form a seal within the formation. Low-pressure squeezing by itself or in combination

with an expanding cement could be considered for application in areas where temperature
elevation is small relative to the temperature elevation at the potential repository horizon.

In uncased holes, the low-pressure squeeze would be conducted between two mechanical plugs
or between an upper mechanical plug and a lower material plug, such as cured cement. In either
case, the mechanical plugs are likely to be left in the hole. The general procedure for setting a
low-pressure squeeze plug in an open hole would be as follows:

1. Set lower mechanical plug or cement-type plug.

2. Set upper mechanical packer or squeeze tool, and initiate injection into zone to be
squeezed. Find the downhole injection pressure.

3. Unset upper tool, and circulate cement slurry to desired location.

4. Set upper tool, a_d apply moderate squeeze pressure. Consider increased
hydrostatic effect of cement column.

5. Restore squeeze pressure by engaging the pump as bleed-off occurs.

6. Gradually increase downhole pressure to predetermined squeeze pressure, usually
a few hundred pounds above the pressure required to initiate flow (from Step 2).

7. Disengage from upper packer tool, and remove workstring from borehole.
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The following precautions should be used in the planning and field placement of cement plugs
(Herndon and Smith, 1978):

1. Conduct a caliper log of the borehole to determine accurately the cement volume
and displacement requirements. This serves to identify the size mechanical plug
required and where to set it.

2. Carefully calculate cement, water, and displacement volumes.

3. Use an excess volume of cement to accommodate for losses.

4. Application of weight is the usual manner of testing the quality of cement plugs to
satisfy regulatory requirements in the oil and gas industry.

5. Select clean, hard formation for zone isolation intervals.

6. Conduct pilot test with the actual on-site cement blend, and mix water under
simulated well conditions to determine actual thickening time.

7. Allow ample time for the plug to set before moving to next downhole operation.

When placing cement plugs across a selected interval of a borehole, a gauge section of the hole

may be identified by using any of several types of caliper logs or even down-hole cameras in air-
filled boreholes. Yet, mechanical caliper logs are the only caliper instruments known to function
in air- or foam-filled boreholes.

Quality control measures that help to ensure the performance requirements of the emplaced seal
may include the following:

• On-site laboratory testing facilities ..J

° On-site calibration of mixing equipment

• Redundant testing of seal materials and additives

° Redundant measuring of blended materials

° Continuous sampling of blended materials throughout the emplacement operation.

On-site laboratory testing facilities allow better control of the quality of blending materials and
methods of blending to meet the blend specifications. On-site testing could be available in time
to take corrective action (Granberry et al., 1989). Table 6-5 illustrates the effect of mixing water

on the performance of Class H cement. Table 6-6 presents the API acceptance requirements of
Classes G and H cements.
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Table 6-5

Effect of Mixing Water on the Performance of API Class H Cement"

i , , ,, ' ,, ,, , ,

Type of test: 6,000-ft API CasingCementingTest
Cudngtime: 24 hr
Curingtemperature: 95°F
Curingpressure: 5,000 psi

Compressive
ThickeningTime Strength

Type of Water (hr:min) (psi)
, ,, , , , ,

Tap water 2:34 2,150
Tap water plus 2,200 ppm 1:18 2,300

carbonates
Seawater 1:52 2,610

"FromSmith, 1990.

Table 6-6

API Acceptance Requirements'

Maximum Minimum Maximum
Consistency Thickening Thickening
15 to 30 Min Time Time

Cement StirringPeriod 100 Cp 100 Cp
Class (Cp) (min) (min)

G 30 90 120
H 30 90 120

"FromSmith, 1990.

A service company normallyperforms calibrationof the mixing equipment at their service shop;
however, on-site calibration would ensure better performance of the blending operations. These
operations employ redundant measuring devices during blending, such as flowmeters, volume
calibrated tanks, densimeters, and pressurized mud-weight balances.

In-line sampling of the bulk and blended materials, both dry and liquid, are preferred over a
thief-type sampler. Automatic or continuous sampling throughout the job will give a better
representation of the sealing material quality (Smith, 1990).

The various types of cement mixers include jet, recirculating, and batch mixers. Normally, both
the jet and recirculating mixers are a part of the pump unit, which usually has two positive-
displacement pumps. These are either duplex double-acting piston pumps or single-acting triplex
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plunger pumps. A batch mixer is a separate piece of equipment from the pump unit. It is used
when requiring a specified volume of cement but may be expanded with multiple mixing tanks.
It enables precise slurry consistency and volume.

A jet mixer uses a funnel-shaped hopper and fluid stream to move the blended cement into a tank
for pump suction. The volume of water forced through the jet determines the mixing speed and
the amount of cement that may be fed through the hopper during mixing. A normal slurry mix

rate is 50 ft3/min for a jet mixer. A recirculating mixer has a,jet mixer, tub, recirculating pump,
and agitation paddles or jets to improve the uniformity of the cement slurry. Slurry densities of
22 lb/gal may be pumped as slow as 0.5 barrels/minute (bbl/min). Table 6-7 compares the slurry

densities and mixing rates of jet and recirculating mixers.

Table 6-7

Range of Slurry Densities and Mixing Rates"

Jet Mixer RecirculatingMixer

Mix Slurry Mix Slurry
Rate Density Rate Density

(bbl/min) (Ib/gal) (bbl/min) (Ib/gal)
, ,

Densifledandweightedslurries 2-5 16-20 0--8 16-22

Neatslurries 2-8 i 15-17 0-10 14-18

High-water-ratioslurries 2-14 J 11-15 0-14 11-15i

=FromSmith,1990.
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7.0 Borehole Sealing Strategy Conclusions and
Recommendations

This chapter presents the conclusions from this study and a strategy for sealing boreholes in
terms of seal performance requirements. Inherent in this strategy are answers to the following
concerns: where to seal, relative to the potential repository and geologic setting; ho.___wto seal,

relative to selection of seal materials, geometry, and placement methods; and whe.____nto seal during
the stages of potential repository operation. As discussed in Chapter 1.0, the strategy for sealing
boreholes addresses performance requirements given in 10 CFR 60 and presented in Issue 1.12

and the availability of technologies to place borehole seals as discussed in Issue 4.4. Therefore,
this strategy includes an evaluation of the performance of the sealing system. Because
performance reliability is critical to the strategy, reducing the likelihood of failure and selecting

measures to avoid deleterious events are important to the sealing strategy. Recommendations are
made to the surface-based program to address issues identified in this report.

The strategy provides guidance for those acquiring site information from the surface-based
program. This report is consistent with iterative performance assessment and ties design concepts
with site-specific features. The concepts are flexible in that they may be modified if the

assumptions made on the rock properties change as a result of site characterization efforts or as
additional scenarios for seal failure are defined. In the sections that follow, results from

performance and design evaluations are presented. Collectively, the conclusions reached from

these results validate the borehole sealing strategy presented in Chapter 2.0.

7.1 Significance of Borehole Performance
The purpose in evaluating borehole significance is to determine those boreholes that could act
as preferential pathways for radionuclide releases (both airborne and water pathways) and that
could introduce water in the potential underground potential repository. The following scenarios
were evaluated in Chapter 4.0:

• Air dispersion of radionuclides through fractured rock above the potential repository
and into a borehole

• Convective air transport of radionuclides through rock above the potential repository
and into a borehole

• Water transport of radionuclides from a flooded perimeter drift at the potential
repository horizon through fractured rock beneath the potential repository into a
borehole above the groundwater table

• Transport of water from a flooded borehole, within a potentially flooded area, to the
potential repository horizon.

Results reached from the detailed evaluation of these scenarios are summarized below:
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• Significant lateral dispersion of air above the potential repository, assuming the
more conservative case of isotropic rock conditions, is limited to approximately 600

• m from the edge of the potential repository (see Figure 4-7).

• Significant lateral dispersion of air above the potential repository, assuming the
orientation and strike of the fracture system, is probably more restricted on the east
and west sides of the potential repository than the north and south sides of the
potential repository (see Figure 4-7).

° Considering convective air transport, Lu et al. (1991) showed that where the
permeability of the nonwelded Paintbrush tuff was low relative to the welded tuff,
lateral dispersion under the nonwelded unit was greater. It was also shown that
radionuclides could also be released immediately to the west of where the bedded
tuffs outcrop on the west side of Yucca Mountain.

• If the perimeter drift were fully saturated, water transport from the perimeter drift
to the groundwater table is estimated at a maximum vector of 30 degrees from
vertical.

• From calculations estimating the flood heights for the PMF, about 30 shallow and
deep boreholes within or near the potential repository may be subject to flooding.
Most of these boreholes are collared in alluvium. Of the boreholes subject to
flooding, about 14 deep boreholes penetrate to below the Tiva Canyon Member.
Three boreholes penetrate through the Tiva Canyon and the Paintbrush nonwelded
tuff into the Topopah Spring Member. The remaining deeper holes (for example
USW WT-2, USW G-4, USW H-4, and USW G-l) penetrate through the potential
repository horizon. If these holes are not sealed, the deep boreholes are more
significant in enhancing flow to the underground by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude.

These results confirm the following conclusions presented on the borehole sealing strategy in

Chapter 2.0:

° Those boreholes within the potential repository and within an extended boundary
are significant from an airborne release perspective. This extended boundary is
defined as being 600 m from the edge of the potential repository.

• To restrict airborne flow above the potential repository, it is concluded that a high-
quality seal should be placed in the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff into the upper
portion of the Topopah Spring Member. For those boreholes that are immediately
west of the outcropping of the bedded tuff on the western slope of Yucca Mountain,
such as USW H-7 and USW WT-8, a high-quality seal should be placed in the
upper portion of the Topopah Spring Member.

° Because the distance from the potential repository to the groundwater table ranges
from about 200 m in the northeast to about 400 m in the southwest and because the

water-flow direction, under fully saturated conditions, would be no greater than
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about 30 degrees from vertical, the maximum lateral dispersion of water under the
potential repository is computed to be about 210 m. l Because this water-flow
calculation considers a uniformly distributed fractured system and does not consider
effects of stratigraphic contacts dipping to the east, it is concluded that any borehole
3(.)0m from the edge of the potential repository and penetrating beneath potential
repository horizon could be considered a preferential pathway for radionuclide
release and should have a high-quality seal in the Calico Hills Unit above the
groundwater table.

• Boreholes subjected to flooding, especially deep boreholes, should be backfilled or
sealed to significantly reduce water infiltration into the underground potential
repository.

7.2 Summary Conclusions of Where, When and How to Seal
This section presents summary conclusion regarding "where," "when," and "how" to seal. The

analyses presented in Chapter 3.0 through 5.0 are discussed with regard to the strategy presented
in Chapter 2.0.

7.2.1 Where to Seal

in selecting alternate depths above and below the potential repository and in analyzing current
information characterizing boreholes, geologic setting, and anticipated conditions to be
encountered following decommissioning of a potential repository, the two most significant issues
addressed are the characteristics of the host formation and the anticipated in situ and thermal 2

stress environment at these prospective sealing locations.

In Chapter 2.0, sealing locations were determined by developing a borehole wall classification
system and by considering the geologic setting for sealing. The classification identified four
qualitative categories, from excellent (Category CI) to extremely poor (Category C4). Category

C I represented smooth boreholes, few lithophysae, and no fractures; Category C2 represented
smooth surfaces, with small and consistent spacing of lithophysae and a few fractures; Category
C3 represented poor rough surfaces, intermediate lithophysae, frequent fractures, and enlarged

but usually symmetrical boreholes; and Category C4 represented the worst category, with rough
and very irregular surfaces, large lithophysae, many fractures, and enlarged nonsymmetrical

boreholes. Based upon these categories, the generalized hole conditions were found to be as
follows:

1Itis acknowledgedthat lateralspreadingon contactzonescouldoccur to the east dueto contrastsin
permeabilitybetweenweldedand nonweldedunits. The degreeof spreadingdependson the infiltrationrate
rechargingthe perchedwater,the size of the perchedwater zone,and infiltrationrate throughthe less permeable
unit.

21fthermalloadingswithinthe potentialrepositoryboundarychange,the thermal stressenvironmentat sealing
locationsmaychangewith updatedrepositorydesigns.
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• A high percentage of Categories C3 and C4 occur in the densely welded, devitrified
tuff in the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring Units.

• Category C1 occurs in the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff.

• Categories CI and C2 occur in the upper portion of Topopah Spring Unit.

• Categories C1 and C2 occur in the nonwelded vitric and zeolitic portions of the
Calico Hills Unit.

Key seals should be placed in the Paintbrush nonwelded tuffs, in the upper portion of the
Topopah Spring Unit, and in the nonwelded vitric and zeolitic portions of the Calico Hills Unit.
While borehole classifications show more favorable conditions in the nonwelded tufts that are

relatively free of fractures, the assessed rock-mass strength for nonwelded tuff is somewhat
lower, due to the contrast in unconfined compressive strength between the welded and nonwelded

tuffs (150 versus 15 MPa). Nevertheless, the varying conditions suggest that sealing locations
with higher rock-mass quality in welded and nonwelded units can be selected that are not
intensely fractured.

Other information presented on the in situ state stress, the development of thermal stress, and
rock mass strength was presented in Chapters 2.0 and 3.0. Consideration of all information leads
to the following conclusions:

• For deep boreholes, place seals in competent zones to eliminate the effects of
surficial erosion. Shallow boreholes need not be sealed.

• Place seals in zones at the lower sealing location that are free of fractures or in
zones having few fractures below the potential repository horizon. The results
of the current borehole classification show that the bedded, nonwelded tufts of

the Calico Hills Unit below the potential repository horizon represent the best
sealing locations. The stiffer units are more desirable from the standpoint of
developing interface stress.

• For boreholes within the potential repository or just outside the potential
repository perimeter that penetrate to the potential repository horizon, place seals
at the upper contact zones in the Paintbrush, or alternatively, in the Topopah
Spring Formation to restrict airflow to 1 percent of the total that would occur
through the rock. It is conservatively assumed that the potential exists for
perched water conditions at these borehole locations and that these seals at the
upper contact zones would prevent saturation of seals below the potential
repository horizon.

• Temperature effects are far more significant near the potential repository horizon
and suggest seal emplacement away from the potential repository horizon.
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• Place seals in the upper portion of the Topopah Spring Unit to the west of the
potential repository, as the potential exists for convective airflow to break out at
the ground surface in Solitario Canyon. In other directions from the potential
repository, the results of the air-dispersion calculations suggest boreholes within
a distance of 600 m may represent preferential pathways for the release of
gaseous radionuclides.

7.2.2 When to Seal

In Chapter 5.0, a corrosion assessment for casing and a stress analyses of open boreholes were
presented to address issues as to when seals should be emplaced. The casing-corrosion
calculation provides information on how long the casing may be stable under heated conditions.
A corrosion assessment was made to evaluate potential corrosion effects on borehole casing. No

site-specific data are available for the corrosion of carbon-steel casing at the Yucca Mountain
site; however, the following is known about general corrosion rates for carbon steel in air and
soil.

• The penetration rate for carbon steel in air ranges from less than 1 to approximately
7 mil/yr (Mattsson, 1982), Higher corrosion rates occur in acidic atmospheres (not
considered a factor at Yucca Mountain).

• The penetration rate for carbon steel in soils varies from 5 to 100 mil/yr, depending
on resistivity that, in turn, depends on moisture content.

P
Considering casing configurations, deep casings, such as those used in UE-25a #1 grouting,
occurred over short distances, and the casings were freestanding over much of their length.

Shallow casings grouted to a depth of 11)11to 21)0 ft, such as those used in UE-25a #5, could be
subject to long-cell action. In deeper zones, the state of in situ stress is higher, and rock-mass

strength is lower (i.e., the Calico Hills). in other areas, rock-mass quality is lower in more highly
fractured tuff. The possibility exists for collapse of the borehole against the casing, exposing
steel to the host formation. Here, the range of saturation is 46 to 84 percent for welded tuff and
46 to 76 percent for nonwelded tuff (DOE, 1992), suggesting long-cell action. The low

conductivity of both welded and nonwelded tuff suggests that local-cell action would be
insignificant. Corrosion might be higher in these areas because of the synergistic effects of
contact with the host rock and stresses within the casing; however, these zones are expected to

be isolated, reducing the potential for long-cell action, and the actual corrosion rates will
probably be the same as those for carbon steel exposed to air and (possibly) a humid
environment.

Reconditioning of the boreholes that penetrate or that are close to the Yucca Mountain Mined
Geologic Disposal Site appear to be more feasible prior to potential repository construction.
Reconditioning those boreholes that penetrate the Topopah Spring Member, where it is to be

mined, would be logistically difficult after excavation, due to the need to move in and set up a
rig and to recondition the borehole for conditioning. If there is no borehole survey data for
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determinationof the well trajectories,it wouldbe beneficial to reen:er and survey the wells. This
would enable excavation of the shafts and potentialrepositorywith accurateknowledge of the
borehole locations, if any fish or casing currently locate at the.potential repositoryor shaft
horizons, these hazards should be avoided by maintaining an adequate separateddistance of
15m.

The Kirsch solution was used to evaluate stress concentration effects for open boreholes and
boreholes penetrating near the roof, sidewall, and floor of a drift at the potential repository
excavation. The proximityof these locations, combinedwith stress-concentrationeffects, suggest
that the development of shear stress of 10 to 20 MPa under some confinement may occur and
that the potential exists for localized rock-massfailure. Also, elevated temperaturesat the lower
seal location would occur dueto the proximityof the potential repositoryhorizon to this location.
The upper seal location would be affected much less significantly.

In conclusion, seals should be emplaced prior to waste emplacement within the potential
repository boundary for the following reasons:

• To prevent collapse of the casing, which would limit access to selected sealing
locations

• To prevent acceleratedcorrosionof casing, due to collapse of the formationaround
the casing (which would result in higher corrosion rates than those for atmospheric q
corrosion) and due to potential synergistic effects between stress and corrosion.

• To avoid the potential development of high boundary stresses during potential
repository heating in an open borehole after casing removal.

A separation distance of at least 15 m from the potential repository drifts should be maintained
to eliminate stress-concentration effects.

7.2.3 How to Soal

In addressing the issue of "how to seal," two basic areas are considered: (1) recommended
design requirements for borehole seals for air and water flow and (2) identification of sealing
strategies that can be used to mitigate seal failure. Both are discussed below.

The regulations for borehole-seal performance (10 CFR 60.134) require that "boreholes shall be
designed so that following closure they do not become pathways that compromise the geologic
potential repository's ability to meet the performance objectives." The position adopted in a
previous report on sealing (Fernandez et al., 1987) and in this report is that if vertical flow
through all the boreholes is restricted to 1 percent of the total flow through the rock mass, this
regulation is satisfied. The total area considered was the area within the extended boundary of
the potential repository boundary (shown on Figure 4-7), which was determined through air
dispersion calculations. Following the review of the air-dispersion calculations, about 116
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existing and proposed boreholes were identified that would be subject to the airflow requirement.
Of these holes, about 30 penetrateto the potential repository horizon. Two major results were

derived from applying the 1 percent criterion for airflow:

• Borehole seals having a matrix conductivities of 10"1cm/s or less, with an effective
interface aperture of 500 microns or less, can satisfy the 1 percent criterion.

• The results for the three conductivity models presented in Chapter 3.0 show less
significance by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude for surficial boreholes than for
intermediate-depth boreholes penetrating the potential repository.

Therefore, it is concluded that the 30 boreholes penetrating through the potential repository

horizon dominate airflow and require sealing to the air-flow performance requirements. The
surficial borehoies do not require sealing to the performance requirements and can be simply J

backfilled.

A similar application was used to develop recommended performance requirements for borehole
seals in the Calico Hills Unit. The results showed that a borehole seal having matrix
conductivities below 10.3 cm/s and with an effective smooth-wall aperture of less than

100 microns satisfies the 1 percent criterion. It is recommended that this performance
requirement apply to all boreholes within a boundary 300 m from the edge of the potential

repository.

The second area that was considered was identification of sealing strategies that can be used to

mitigate seal failure. Seals need to be emplaced at key locations using selected material
placement methods and geometry to resist load and to provide strength serviceability. Seals need
to resist various combinations of dead, seismic, and thermal loads. The list of potential

degradation mechanisms (Table 5-1) includes those physical mechanisms that might affect
hydrologic performance. The list includes channeling around the seal, mechanical degradation
and deformation of the seal, modification of borehole fill properties, and chemical degradation.

Associated with each failure mechanism are strategies to mitigate seal failure. All of these
general strategies are recommended to be part of the overall sealing strategy.

In conclusion, seals need to be emplaced at key locations to reduce the potential for airflow
occurring out of the potential repository or for water flow occurring either towards or away from

the potential repository as follows:

• Cementitious materials should be selected with seal conductivities of 10.3 cm/s or

less, with an effective interface aperture of 100 microns or less for seals below the
potential repository.
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• Cementitious materials should be selected with seal conductivities to 10"1cm/s or
less, with an effective interface aperture of 500 microns or less for seals above the
potential repository.

Seals need to be emplaced at key locations to resist load and to provide strength, as the analyses
in this report suggest a coupling of structural performance to hydrologic performance. These
seals should be composed of cementitious materials and placed as follows:

• Seal locations, material properties, and placement methods should be selected that
provide adequate strength and deformational serviceability for sealing components
to resist various combinations of dead, seismic, and thermal loads. The_ include:

- Dead loads from overlying seal materials

- Thermal loads, due the hydration of the cement and radioactive waste generation

- Differential volumetric expansion, due to placement methods, cement hydration,
and differences in selected material properties

- Liquefaction and consolidation of backfill, due to seismic events.

• Parametric studies using available data suggest in Appendix I that cementitious
seals be placed under a slight pressure and with a low placement temperature.
Saturation of the backfill could load the seal, and reduce effective stress. A

cementitious seal with a tensile strength of l MPa and a compressive strength of
21 to 34 MPa (3,000 to 5,000 psi) is adequate for combined loads.

• A backfill should be placed between the rigid seals that has a specified porosity and
grain-size distribution, which will provide a capillary barrier to unsaturated flow
occurring downward or laterally at stratigraphic contacts.

7.3 Summary Conclusions Available Technologies to Seal Boreholes
One of the objectives of this report was to review the technologies available to place seals in
boreholes. Chapter 6.0 included a review of tasks needed to place seals. These tasks are as
follows:

• Removal of freestanding casing and borehole materials, if present
• Reconditioning of the borehole wall
• Selection of seal materials

• Emplacement of seals.

As discussed in Chapter 6.0, technologies are available to accomplish all of the tasks identified
above. However, some difficulty may occur in removing materials in selected boreholes. In this

regard, sealing concerns should be taken into account before drilling proposed boreholes. The
following conclusions are included as part of the borehole sealing strategy:
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• Maintain detailed construction documentation

• Select drilling methods, if possible, that will reduce wall-cake build-up

• Seiec_tdrilling methods, if possible, that will result in better well condition

• Minimize risk of losing drilling tools and junk in the borehole, e.g., develop a
protocol for tool inspection; make routine field inspections intermittent with
downhole operations

• Utilize materials that are relatively easy to remove through fishing or milling

• Limit number of exploratory boreholes.

7.4 Risk Involved in Abandoning a Single Borehole
As part of the surface-based testing program, the DOE requires guidance as to the consequence
and risk involved in abandoning boreholes without sealing. The following discusses the

consequences of borehole abandonment on air and water flow. The calculations presented in
Appendix H allow evaluation of a single borehole that is abandoned or left untreated. For

purposes of evaluation, the existing USW UZ-6 borehole has the largest diameter at the potential
repository horizon. Also, it should be considered that the effective hydraulic conductivity of the
abandoned borehole equals 10 cm/s (equivalent to an air conductivity of 0.4 meters per minute).
The conductance can be compared to the cumulative conductance for the three models. The

relative significance of a single abandoned borehole depends on the model employed. For the
low-conductivity model (Model 1), a single abandoned borehole provides a greater conductance
than 100 combined together (or 30 boreholes penetrating through the potential repository

horizon). For Model 12, the conductance of a single abandoned borehole represents about
10 percent of the total flow. For the most conductive model (Model 3), the flow through a single

abandoned borehole is not significant, in that the design requirement expressed as a hydraulic
conductivity for seals is of the order of 100 cm/s.

The above analysis does not include fault zones that may have a higher conductivity. If fault

zones are persistently higher in conductivity, they may dominate convective airflow, and a single
abandoned hole would have less significance. On the other hand, if the low-conductivity model

is appropriate with a flow resistance dominantly occurring in low-conductivity formations, the
abandoned borehole has added significance.

As noted previously in Section 4.1.2, the allowable amount of water that could contact the waste
is unknown, and the manner in which water in the unsaturated zone under perched water

conditions in a high temperature environment would enter the potential repository is not known.
While no specific calculations are presented of the potential impacts on water flow, the

abandonment of a single borehole might be expected under worst-case assumptions to have a
similar impact. The project should recognize that the current understanding of the hydrologic
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source is not complete at this time and will be updated as site characterization information
becomes available.

Based upton the preliminary calculations presented in the report, the project proceeds at risk in
abandoning boreholes where access to sealing location cannot be assured.

7.5 Recommendations for the Surface Based Program

The evaluations and conclusions presented in this report provide guidance for the surface-based
program. This guidance is provided in addressing sealing plans and answering questions
regarding grouting, borehole access, borehole abandonment, and when these issues should be
addressed. These issues are discussed in more detail below.

7.5.1 Maintain Casing
Borehole casing will be maintained for the majority of planned boreholes, although several

boreholes have been proposed that require grouting of fractures and other material in sealing
zones where casing has been removed. In these zones, it will be very difficult to reenter
boreholes for purposes of seal emplacement, and current confidence is low that such an operation

will be successful. Because of potential risks, it is recommended that casing be maintained in
deep boreholes within the extended boundaries of the potential repository to provide continued
access to borehole sealing locations. In all cases, sealing concerns should be taken into account

before drilling proposed boreholes.

7.5.2 Fracture Grouting
Fracture grouting at the upper and lower sealing locations may be necessary to intercept fractures
that might be subject to stress relief during drilling or alteration during potential repository

heating. In such cases, no grout should be introduced at the upper and lower sealing locations
during site characterization, since such grout may affect performance at the time of potential

repository decommissioning and well abandonment.

7.5.3 Borehole Sealing Plans

Well abandonment procedures and plans exist and are used in water well, oil/gas well, and deep
well injection to eliminate physical hazards, prevent groundwater contamination, conserve aquifer
yield and hydrostatic head, and prevent intermixing of subsurface water. Many states regulate
well abandonment. For example, NAC 445.4277 contains the State of Nevada's injection well

plugging requirement, while NAC 534.420 contains the requirements for plugging water wells.
The standards for closure of injection wells (40 CFR 146.71 [d] [1-7]) are performance-based,

without clear methods or procedures to enact closure. For those wells that do not penetrate to
the groundwater table, the State of Nevada (NAC 534.421.01(a)) allows backfilling of the well

with soil cuttings drilled from the well or inorganic fill matter; yet, the top 50 ft must be filled
with cement grout, concrete grout, or neat cement.
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It is therefore recommended that a general sealing plan as outlined in detail by this report be
developed for all exploratory boreholes as well as a detailed borehole-specific sealing plan.

The seal plans developed by the project should exist as controlled documents with design
specifications and construction drawings and should consider general and specific problems

encountered at specific sealing locations after detailed borehole inspection and in situ testing.
Each borehole would be surveyed for accurate well trajectories. The emphasis in the plan would

be to use a combination of mechanical calipers and video-logging during inspection to search for
obstructions. Injection pressures may be determined by controlled hydrofracturing in zones near

seal locations. In areas where pregrouting is necessary, grout design will be tailored to provide
materials performance at specified grout-injection pressures, viscosity, and strength.

The project should establish administrative procedures for sealing exploratory boreholes. The
surface-based site characterization manager, or his authorized designee, will complete a Well

Borehole Sealing Request form to initiate activities. Before operations begin, he, or his designee,
will complete an Exploratory Borehole Sealing Plan, documenting the specific construction
information and special concerns, the types and amounts of fluids disposed during sealing, the

appropriate seal design and construction methods, an estimate of the number and types of samples
to be collected for quality assurance/quality control during seal emplacement, the required testing
of the samples, in situ testing of seals to verify performance, and the proposed disposition of

materials (casing, PVC, etc.) after emplacement.

The surface-based site characterization manager, or authorized designee, and the on-site geologist

will complete as-built sealing diagrams during sealing. Before sealing operations begin, the
surface-based site characterization manager, or authorized designee, and the on-site geologist will
complete sealing and abandonment diagrams, locating the well, identifying the drilling
subcontractor, and documenting as-built seals. Any changes from the sealing plan must be

documented by a Field Change Request form transmitted to the design engineer, who will
evaluate the field change request and authorize any changes by issuing a Design Change Notice
that modifies the seal-design specifications and drawings. In this manner, all issues regarding

field changes are resolved by both the design engineers and field operations personnel, llae
on-site geologist will complete a well plugging and abandonment progress report that includes
descriptions of the daily activities performed during plugging and abandonment operations.

An important issue in the surface-based program is at what point should sealing plans be in place.

The calculations presented in this report state that near the potential repository the potential exists
for future deep boreholes to be affected by air dispersion or flooding. These boreholes should
be evaluated prior to drilling to define specific seal design requirements. It is recommended that

sealing plans be prepared for all proposed deep boreholes within the extended boundary of the
potential repository prior to borehole drilling, and that work plans address issues with respect to
well abandonment and borehole access, where confidence is low that access can be maintained.

Further, no grouting should be introduced into sealing zones as part of the current surface-based
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program without addressing the risks associated with not complying with federal regulations. In
this manner, work plan preparation will reflect an evaluation of the trade-offs in proceeding with
the surface-based program relative to the risks of well abandonment prior to drilling and well

completion.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED INFORMATION ON BOREHOLE CONSTRUCTION

AND LOCATIONS



Table A-1

Bore,_ole Construction Information
Existing Boreholes within Potential Repository Boundary

,,

Borehole Borehole Size Total CasingSize Casing C-rout DrillingT_
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume C_

, ,, a_i_a

BorehoteID East North (in.-ft.) (It) (in.-it.) (It) (_)
ii

UE-25 UZN #19 564571 763689 (6"@40") 40.0 (5.50"@40') 40.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #20 564579 763760 (6"@41') 41.0 (5.50"@41') 41.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #21 564591 763806 (6"@40")(3.94"@42") 42.0 (5.50"_40") 40.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #22 564605 763880 (6"@94")(3.94"@95') 95.0 (5.50"@89") 89.0 O-1151 Air

UE-25 UZN #23 564545 763973 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@_35') 35.0 - O-115/A_r

UE-25A#6 564502 765900 See AppendixB 500.0 See AppendixB 57.0 126 C / BentoniteMud

USW G-4 563082 765807 See Appendix B 3,003.0 See AppendixB 2,017.0 63 C / Air Foam

USW H-4 563911 761644 See Appendix B 4,000.0 See AppendixB 1,839.0 1,061 C / Air Foam
>
-- USW H-5 558909 766634 See AppendixB 4,000.0 See AppendixB 2,5850 1,368 C / Air Foam

USW UZ-6 558325 759731 See Appendix B 1,887.0 See AppendixB 324.0 189 RAV / Air

USW UZ-6S 558050 759909 See AppendixB 519.0 See AppendixB 3.0 O-165 / Air

USW UZ-7 562911 760836 See Appendix B 207.0 See AppendixB 20.0 O-115 / A_r

USW UZ-8 562294 760762 (6"@55')(4.25"@57") 57.0 (5.50"@65') 55.0 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N24 562054 768005 (6"@75') 75.0 (5.50"@30') 30.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N25 561219 768430 (6"@59') 59.0 (5.50"@59') 59.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N26 561023 768757 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35") 35.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N37 563714 766499 271.3 O-115 / Air ,

USW UZ-N38 563343 767466 94.3 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N40 564221 766176 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N41 563521 765867 (6"@35")(4.25"@37') 37.0 (550"@35") 35.0 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N42 562859 755729 (6"@35')(4.25"@40') 40.0 (5.50"@35") 35.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N43 563264 765997 (6"@45") 45.0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N44 563140 766193 (6"@35')(4.25"@36') 36.0 (5.50"@35") 35.0 O-1151 Air

Refer to footnoteat end of table.



Table A-1 (Continued)

Borehole Construction Information
Existing Boreholes within Potential Repository Boundary

Borehole Borehole Size Total CasingSize Casing Grout DrillingTechnique/
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume Circulating

Media=

BoreholeID East North (in.-it.) (It) (in.-It.) (it) (_)

USW UZ-N45 563429 765977 (6"@45') 45.0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N48 562414 760835 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N49 562322 760860 (6"@35')(4.25"@36') 36.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N50 562912 760776 (6"@20') 20.0 (5.50"@20') 20.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N51 562909 760861 (6"@20') 20.0 (5.50"@20') 20.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N52 562909 760894 (6"@25') 25.0 (5.50"@25') 25.0 O-115 / Air

_> USW UZ-N64 559436 765729 60.0 O-115 / Air
I

t,_ USW UZ-N71 558406 761026 (6"@52') 52.0 (5.50"@52') 52.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N72 558626 761068 (6"@30') 30.0 (5.50"@30') 30,0 O-115 / Air ,

USW UZ-N73 558926 761049 (6"@30') 30.0 (5.50"@30') 30.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N74 558560 761362 (6"@35')(4.25"@37") 37.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N75 559076 761462 (6"@35')(4.25"@37') 37.0 (5,50"@35') 35.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N76 559048 761353 (6"@40') 40.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N93 558321 759584 (6"@40') 40.0 (5.50"@40') 40.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N94 558236 759724 (6"@30') 30.0 (5.50"@30') 30.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N95 558172 759899 (6"@20') 20,0 (5.50"@20') 20.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N96 558403 759446 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N98 562084 767996 (6"@75') 75.0 (5.50"@31') 31.0 O-115 / Air
, ,

USW WT-2 561924 760661 See AppendixB 2,060.0 See AppendixB 58.0 101 C / Air Foam

Total Number 42 Total Footage 17,881

=Drillingtechniquesincludeconventionalrotary(C), ODEX 115 (O-115), ODEX 165 (O-165), and reverseair vacuum(RAV).

Refer to footnoteat end of table.



Table A-2

Borehole Construction Information

Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

l Borehole BoreholeSize Total [ CasingSize I Casing I Grout

Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DrillingTechnique/Circulating

BoreholeID East North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-ft.) (ft) (ft3) Media"

NRG-1 569890 765410 150.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 RF #1 570890 762190 (9.88"@98') 145.0 (7.63"@99') 99.0 C / Air & Soap, Air
(8.75"@145') Foam, and Air &Water

UE-25 RF #2 570335 758800 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (7.63"@29') 29.0 - C / Air & Soap

UE-25 RF #3 571100 765575 (8.75"@141') 301.0 (8.25"@138') 138.0 - C / Gel, Polymer&
(3.99"@151') Water

,_ (3.94"@301')

UE-25 RF #3B 571066 765695 (6"@106') 111.0 (5.25"@106') 106.0 - 0-115 / Air
(3.94"@111')

UE-25 RF #4 572063 762091 (9.88"@36') 306.0 Casingwas Pulled 0.0 C / Gel, Polymer&
(6.75"@280') Water
(3.90"@306')

UE-25 RF #5 568098 759199 (9.88"@112') 122.0 (8.25"@112') 112.0 - C / Gel, Polymer&
(3.94"@122') Water

UE-25 RF #7 571171 768804 (9.88"@140') 150.0 (8.25"@100') 100.0 - C / Gel, Polymer&
(3.94"@150') Water

UE-25 RF #7A 570269 768768 (9.88"@150') 153.0 (8.25"@18') 18.0 - C / Gel, Polymer&
(3.94"@153') Water

UE-25 RF #8 568790 765631 (9.88"@90') 128.0 (8.25"@90') 90.0 - C / Gel, Polymer&
(3.94"@128') Water

UE-25 RF #9 570643 765945 (9.88"@106') 106.0 (6"@106') 106.0 48 C / Gel, Polymer&
PVC Pipe Grouted Water

Referto footnotes_t endoftable.



Table A-2 (Continued)
Borehole Construction Information

Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

Borehole BoreholeSize Total CasingSize Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DrillingTechnique/

Circulating

Borehole ID East North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-ft.) (ft) (ft3) Mediaa

UE-25 RF #10 570230 765308 (9.88"@60') 60.0 (6"@60') 60.0 75 C / Mud
PVC Pipe Grouted

UE-25 RF #11 570435 765622 (9.88"@78') 78.0 (6"@78') 78.0 50 C / Gel, Polymer
PVC Pipe Grouted Mud

UE-25 UZ #4 566139 768716 (6"@244') 367.5 (5_50"@60") 60.0 - O-115 / Air
(4.25"@367.5')

_> (5.50"@18') 18.0 - O-115 / Air
j_ UE-25 UZ #5 566135 768591 (6.00"@365') 365.0

UE-25 UZN #1 565224 769329 (6"@50') 50.0 (5.50"@50') 50.0 - O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #2 566114 768606 (6"@50') 50.0 (5.50"@50') 50.0 - O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #3 566119 768630 (6"@15') 15.0 (5.50"@15') 15.0 - O-115/Air

UE-25 UZN #4 566127 768663 (6"@30') 30.0 (5.50"@30') 30.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #5 566134 768689 (6"@50') 50.0 (5.50"@50') 50.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #6 566137 768706 (6"@45') 45.0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #7 566141 768724 (6"@45') 45.0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #8 566147 768743 (6"@45') 45.0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #9 566156 768782 (6"@40') 40.0 (5.50"@40') 40.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #10 564744 769869 (6"@94') 99.0 (5.50"@94') 94.0 - O-115 / Air
(4.25"@99')

UE-25 UZN #12 566695 768651 (6"@50') 50.0 (5.50"@50') 50.0 - O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #13 568255 768025 (6"@65') 65.0 (5.50"@65') 65.0 - O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #14 568233 767967 (6"@55') 55.0 (5.50"@55') 55.0 - O-115 / Air

Referto footnotesat endof table.



Table A-2 (Continued)
Borehole Construction Information

Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

Borehole BoreholeSize Total CasingSize Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DrillingTechnique/Circulating

BoreholeID East _ North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-fL) (ft) (ft3) Mediaa

UE-25 UZN #16 559626 778151 60.0 55.0 - O-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #18 565247 766472 (6"@61') 61.0 (5.50"@61') 61.0 0-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #28 565320 763091 (6"@25') 26.0 (5.50"@25') 25.0 0-115 / Air
(4"@26')

UE-25 UZN #29 565173 762613 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 - O-115 / Air

:;> UE-25 UZN #30 565233 762048 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 - 0-115 t Air
0-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #56 565480 760394 (6"@60') 60.0 (5.50"@60') 60.0 -

UE-25 UZN #60 566567 759757 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 - 0-115 / Air

UE-25 UZN #97 565321 763094 (6"@60') 60.0 (5.50"@60') 60.0 - 0-115 / Air

UE-25 UZNC #1 566159 764671 5.0

UE-25 UZNC #2 566158 764668 5.0

UE-25 WT #4 568040 768512 See AppendixB 1,580.0 See AppendixB 48.0 28 C / Air Foam

UE-25 WT #5 574250 761826 See AppendixB 1,330.0 See Appendix B 40.0 162 C / Air Foam

UE-25 WT #13 578757 756715 See AppendixB 1,160.0 See AppendixB 222.0 386 C / Air Foam

UE-25 WT #14 575210 761651 See AppendixB 1,310.0 See Appendix B 120.0 378 C / Air Foam

UE-25 WT #15 579806 766117 See AppendixB 1,360.0 See AppendixB 127.0 430 C / Air Foam

UE-25 WT #17 566212 748420 See AppendixB 1,453.0 See AppendixB 55.0 75 C / Air Foam

UE-25 WT #18 564855 771167 See AppendixB 2,043.0 See Appendix B 86.0 108 C / Air Foam

UE-25A #1 566350 764900 See AppendixB 2,501.0 See AppendixB 2,450.0 50 C / Mud
i I

Refertofootnotesatendof table.



Table A-2 (Continued)
Borehole Construction Information

Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

Borehole Borehole Size Total CasingSize Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DriUingTechnique/

Circulating
BoreholeID East North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-ft.) (ft) (_) Media=

UE-25A #4 564472 767972 See AppendixB 500.0 See AppendixB 119.0 108 C /Air Foam -
Bentonite

UE-25A #5 564755 766956 See AppendixB 487.0 See AppendixB 120.0 75 C / RevertMud -
BentoniteMud

UE-25A #7 565469 766250 See AppendixB 1,002.0 See AppendixB 134.0 90 C / Air Foam,
BentoniteMud

>
UE-25B #1 566416 765243 See AppendixB 4,002.0 See AppendixB 1,700.0 1,035 C ! Air Foam
UE-25C #1 569680 757096 See AppendixB 3,000.0 See AppendixB 1,365.0 1,312 C / Air Foam

UE-25C #2 569634 756849 See AppendixB 3,000.0 See Appendix B 1,365.0 1,153 C ! Air Foam

UE-25C #3 569555 756910 See AppendixB 3,000.0 See Appendix B 1,323.0 1,396 C / Air Foam

UE-25P #1 571485 756171 See AppendixB 5,923.0 See Appendix B 4,256.0 3,176 C / Air Foam, and
Water, Polymer

USW G-1 561000 770500 See AppendixB 6,000.0 See Appendix B 1,016.0 350 C / Bentonite,Air
Foam, Polymer

USW G-2 560504 778824 See AppendixB 6,006.0 See AppendixB 795.0 470 C / Polymer-
Air Foam

USW G-3 558483 752780 See AppendixB 5,031.0 See AppendixB 2,598.0 190 C / Air Foam -
PolymerMud

USW GA-1 559247 779365 See AppendixB 551.0 See AppendixB 148.0 2 C / Polymer
Mud-Water-Polymer

USW GU*3 558501 752690 See AppendixB 2,644.0 See AppendixB 1,144.0 45 C / Polymer-Mud-
BentoniteMud

USW H-1 562388 770254 See AppendixB 6,.000.0 See AppendixB 2,255.0 1,186 C / Air Foam

Refertofootnotesatendof table.



Table A-2 (Continued)
Borehole Construction information

Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

Borehole BoreholeSize Total CasingSize Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DrillingTechnique/

CirculatingI

Borehole ID East I North (in.-ft.) (ft) 0n.-ft) (ft) (ft_) Media=
,,

USW H-3 558452 756542 See AppendixB 4,000.0 See AppendixB 2,600.0 829 C / Air Foam

USW H-6 554075 763299 See Appendix B 4,002.0 See AppendixB 1,906.0 1,415 C / Air Foam

USW UZ-1 560221 771276 See Appendix B 1,270.0 See Appendix B 39.5 432 RAV / Air

USW UZ-13 558489 751953 (6"@410') 430.0 (5"@330') 330.0 - O-115 / Air
(3.94"@430')

;_> USW UZ-16 564857 760535 1,663.0 RAV / Air
i

-...!

USW UZ-N11 559021 780574 84.4 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZN15 559552 778091 59.9 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N17 559995 778224 59.9 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N27 558872 771570 202.4 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N33 562100 770000 75.0 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N34 562100 770200 84.1 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N36 563583 773900 59.8 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N46 559748 772262 (6"@99') 99.0 (5.50"@99') 99.0 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N47 559784 771968 (6"@85') 86.0 (5.50"@85') 85.0 - 0-115 / Air
(4.25"@86')

USW UZ-N53 564237 760096 234.5 - O-115 / Air

USWUZ-N54 564262 760272 244.7 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N55 564248 760503 255.3 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N65 562537 758627 (6"@50') 50.0 (5.50"@50') 50.0 - O-115 / Air

Referto footnotesat endoftable.



Table A-2 (Continued)
Borehole Construction Information

Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

Borehole BoreholeSize Total CasingSize Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DrillingTechnique/

Circulating
BoreholeID East North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-ft.) (ft) (ft3) Media=

USW UZ-N66 561881 758434 (6"@50') 50.0 (5.50"@50') 50.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N67 563799 753634 (6"@25') 25.0 (5.50"@25') 25.0 - O-115 /Air

USW UZ-N68 564006 753962 (6"@55') 55.0 (5.50"@55') 55.0 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N69 564402 754461 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N70 560165 769251 (6"@35') 35.0 (5.50"@35') 35.0 0-115 / Air
>

USW UZ-N77 554397 755526 (6"@50') 50.0 (5.50"@50') 30.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N78 556262 757558 (6"@30') 30.0 (5.50"@30') 30.0 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N79 556334 757733 (6"@32') 32.0 (5.50"@32') 32.0 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N80 557201 757634 (6"@52') 52.0 (5.50"@52') 52.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N81 555595 757807 (6"@70') 70.0 (5.50"@70') 70.0 - O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N82 554690 757498 (6"@40') 40.0 (5.50"@40') 40.0 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N83 556349 760624 (6"@70') 70.0 (5.50"@70') 70.0 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N84 555888 760717 (6"@45') 45,0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N86 556460 760615 (6"@30') 30.0 (5.50"@30') 30.0 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N87 555887 760714 (6"@45') 45.0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 O-115 / Air

USW L'7_-N88 556551 760797 (6"@30') 30.0 (5.50"@30') 30.0 - 0-115 / Air

USW UZ-N89 555589 760610 (6"@45') 45.0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 O-115 / Air

USW UZ-N90 555587 760608 (6"@45') 45.0 (5.50"@45') 45.0 - 0-115 / Air

USW W'I--1 563739 753941 See AppendixB 1,68910 See AppendixB 32.5 189 C / Air Foam

Refertofootnotesatendof table.
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Table A-2 (Continued)
Borehole Construction Information

Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

Borehole Borehole Size Total Casing Size Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DrillingTechnique/

Circulating
BoreholeID East North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-ft.) (ft) (ft3) Media=

,,

USW WT-7 553891 755570 See AppendixB 1,610.0 See AppendixB 52.0 162 C / Air Foam

USW WT-10 553302 748771 See AppendixB 1,413.0 See AppendixB 114.0 378 C / Air Foam

US-25 #1 565424 762631 (8.75"@53') 53.0 (5.50"_0') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US-25 #2 566427 762403 (8.75"@53') 53.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US-25 #3 572454 762075 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb
>.

US-25 #4 567853 762458 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polymerb

US-25 #5 567853 762432 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polymerb

US-25 #6 568551 762377 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polymerb

US-25 #7 568551 762354 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polymerb

US-25 #8 569332 762317 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US°25 #9 569329 762285 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polymerb

US-25 #10 570112 762251 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US-25 #11 570111 762226 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US-25 #12 570894 762198 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US-25 #13 570891 762168 (8.75"@52') 52.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polyme_

US-25 #14 571675 762137 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US-25 #15 571670 762106 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US-25 #16 572453 762046 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

US-25 #17 573627 761986 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 C / Polymerb

Refertofootnotesatend oftable.



Table ,6,-2(Continued)
Borehole Construction Information

Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

Borehole Borehole Size Total Casing Size Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DrillingTechnique/

Circulating
BoreholeID East North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-ft.) (ft) (_) Media=

US-25 #18 574709 761895 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polymerb

US-25 #19 576242 761746 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polymerb

US-25 #20 577175 761613 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C ! Polymerb

US-25 #21 578543 761628 (8.75"@50') 50.0 (6"@50') 50.0 - C / Polymer_

U-25 SEISMIC #1 560457 778913 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
;]> Polymer=I

U-25 SEISMIC #2 560363 779089 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
Polymer=

U-25 SEISMIC #3 560268 779265 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam=

U-25 SEISMIC #4 560174 779441 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam=

U-25 SEISMIC #5 560079 779618 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam¢

U-25 SEISMIC #6 559985 779794 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air,
Air Foam=

U-25 SEISMIC #7 559891 779970 (6.13"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam=

U-25 SEISMIC #8 559796 780146 (6.25"@4') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C 1Air,
(6.13"@200') Air Foamc

U-25 SEISMIC #9 559702 780323 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
Polymer=

U-25 SEISMIC #13 560551 778736 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 C / Air Foam,
Polymer=

U-25 SEISMIC #14 560740 778384 (6.13"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
Polymer=
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Table A-2 (Continued)

Borehole Construction Information
Existing Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and

Within Potential Repository Restricted Area

,,

Borehole BoreholeSize Total CasingSize Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth Diameter-Location Depth Volume DdUingTechnique/

Circulating
BoreholeID East North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-ft.) (ft) (ft3) Media=

U-25 SEISMIC #15 560834 778208 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
Polymer=

U-25 SEISMIC #16 560929 778031 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
Polymer=

U-25 SEISMIC #17 561023 777855 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
Polymer_

_L, U-25 SEISMIC #18 561118 777679 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
Polymer=

U-25 SEISMIC #19 561212 777503 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 - C / Air Foam,
Polymer=

U-25 SEISMIC #21 569427 746904 (15"@5') 140.0 (8.25"@140') 140.0 - C / Air Foamc
(10.63"@140')

= L,

Total Number 138 Total Footage 86,367

aDdllingtechniquesincludeconventionalrotary (C), ODEX 115 (O-115), andODEX 165 (O-165).
bConventionaldrilling/polymermud (circulatingmedia), flexible plastichoseemplaced,backfilled,and shot.
¢Casedwith PVC, backfilled,and shoL



Table A-3

Borehole Construction Information
Existing Boreholes Outside of Repository Restricted Area

Borehole Borehole Size Total Casing Size Casing Grout
Coordinates Diameter-Location Depth . Diameter-Location Depth Volume DriftingTechnique/

Circulating
Borehole ID East North (in.-ft.) (ft) (in.-ft.) (ft) (_) Media=

J-13 579651 749209 (9.88"@1561') 3,488.0 (18"@444')
(9"@2020') (13.38"&11.75"@1546'

(7.63"@3488') )
(5.5"@1484'-3385')

UE-25 UZN #85 577568 750716 (6"@80') 80.0 (5.50"@80') 80.0 O-115 / Air

UE-25 WT #3 573384 745995 See Appendix B 1,142.0 See Appendix B 40.0 284 C / Air Foam

UE-25 WT #6 564524 780576 See Appendix B 1,256.5 See Appendix B 251.0 216 C / Air Foam

;;> UE-25 WT #12 567011 739726 See AppendixB 1,308.0 See AppendixB 70.0 162 C / Air Foam
I

__) UE-25 WT #16 570395 774420 See AppendixB 1,710.0 See Appendix B 102.0 324 C / Air Foam

UE-29 UZN #92 583559 778010 (6"@!05') 120.0 (5.50"@105') .105.0 0-115 / Air
(4.25@120')

USW WT-11 558377 739070 See AppendixB 1,446.0 See Appendix B 44.5 81 C / Air Foam

lJ-25 SEISMIC 559607 780499 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 C / Air Foam,
#10 Polymerb

U-25 SEISMIC 559513 780675 (6.25"@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 C / Air Foam_
#11

U-25 SEISMIC 559419 780851 (6.25',@200') 200.0 (4.5"@200') 200.0 C / Air Foam,
#12 Polymerb

U-25 SEISMIC 580246 741126 (13.38"@5') 145.0 (8.25"@139.5') 139.5 C / Air Foam_'
#23 (12.25"@145')

U-25 SEISMIC 580907 769057 (15"@5') 147.0 (4.5"@140') 140.0 - C / Air Foamb
#24 (12.25"@147')

Total Number 13 Total Footage 11,443

aDdlling techniques include conventional rotary (C), ODEX 115 (O-115), and ODEX 165 (O-165).
_Casedwith PVC, backfilled, and shot



Table A-4

Borehole Construction Information
Proposed Boreholes within Potential Repository Boundary

Borehole Proposed Proposed Total
Coordinates Diameter Depth Footage

East I North (in.) (ft) (ft) NotesBoreholeID
m

LPRS 2 559048 761353 6.00 35.0 350.0 a
LPRS 4 561881 760434 6.00 35.0 350.0 a
LPRS 5 562321 760860 6.00 35.0 350.0 a
SPRS 2 558406 761026 6.00 5.0 20.0 b
SPRS 3 558403 759446 6.00 5.0 20.0 b
SPRS 4 559048 761353 6.00 5.0 20.0 b
SPRS 7 561881 760434 6.00 5.0 20.0 b
SPRS 8 562321 760860 6.00 5.0 20.0 b
SPRS 12 564545 763973 6.00 5.0 20.0 b
SPRS 13 560100 766400 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

:_> SPRS 14 562859 765729 6.00 5.0 20.0 b
I

-" SRG-5 558315 758175 6.00 150.0 150.0
USW SD-2 560665 767875 12.25 2,300.0 2,300.0 c
USW SD-3 559345 764760 12.25 2,610.0 2,610.0 c
USW SD-4 562375 764390 12.25 2,100.0 2,100.0 c
USW SD-5 564195 763175 12.25 2,030.0 2,030.0 c
USW SD-6 559375 762230 12.25 2,580.0 2,580.0 c
USW UZ-2 558180 759769 12.25 2,800.0 2,800.0 c
USW UZ-3 558220 759625 12.25 2,800.0 2,800.0 c
USW UZ-6A 558325 759731 12.25 1,800.0 1,800.0 d
USW UZ-TA 562911 760836 12.25 1,575.0 1,575.0 e, f
USW UZ-8 562294 760762 12.25 1,772.0 1,772.0 f, g
UE-25 UZ-15 558325 759732 12.25 1,460.0 ! ,460.0 f

(UE-25 VSP-1)
USW UZ-N31 562850 764000 6.00 180.0 180.0
USW UZ-N32 562850 764050 6.00 180.0 180.0
USW UZ-N35 562350 762200 6.00 100.0 100.0

[ Total Number 26 Total Footage 25,647.0

"LargePlotRainfallStudy(LPRS)holedepthfromTable3.1-2of YMP-USGS-SP8.3.1.2.2.3,Each dAssumedtobe indoseproximityto USWUZ-6. Coordinatesgivenare
LPRSdusterhastenholes, for USWUZ-6.
bEachSmallPlotRainfallStudy(SPRS)dusterhasfourholes. "Closeproximityto USWUZ-7--30 ft northorsouthof USWUZ-7_.
_SDandUZholedepths(unlessotherwisenoted)areassumedequalto thedepthtothe fDepthforUE-25VSP-1(UE-25UZ-15),USWUZ-7A,anddeepenedUSW
groundwatertableplus300ft. Valuesof thedistancetothegroundwatertableare takenfromSNL UZ-8fromTable3.2-3of YMP-USGS-SP8.3.1.2.2.3
CALMAsystem,Product288. AllhoJedepthsare roundedto thenearest10-ftdepth, gUSWUZ-8isa shallowexistingholeof57 ft.



Table A-5
Bomhole Construction Information

Proposed Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Restrioted Area

Borehole
Coordinates Proposed Proposed Total

................... Diameter Depth Footagei

BoreholeID East North (in.) (ft) (ft) Notes
i , Irl [ ,r,,,. llln I ,_ 11 I'''1 tlr , I : Jl: nl ....... rr ",.... ii"' i ' -.,_,,...................... t,!.lJ , ,!!,J i ,, ii:

LPRS 1 559300 751400 6.00 35.0 350.0 a

LPRS 3 559990 757200 6.00 35.0 350.0 a

LPRS 6 565300 765500 6.00 35.0 350.0 a

LPRS 7 560150 755550 6,00 35.0 350.0 a

LPRS 8 562300 770450 6.00 35.0 350.0 a

LPRS 9 557950 765500 6.00 35,0 350.0 a

LPRS 10 557950 765750 6.00 35.0 350.0 a

LPRS 11 565320 763091 6.00 35,0 350.0 a

LPRS 12 565233 762048 6.00 35.0 350.0 a

LPRS 13 565173 762613 6.00 35,0 350.0 a

LPRS 14 556600 760150 6.00 35.0 350.0 a

NRG 2 569000 765800 6.00 210.0 210.0

NRG 3 568195 766380 6,00 475,0 475.0

NRG 4 566900 766830 6.00 735.0 735.0

NRG 5 564700 767850 6,00 1,000.0 1,000.0

NRG 6 564187 776726 6.00 1.100.0 1,100.0

SPRS 1 559300 751400 6,00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 5 559990 757200 6,00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 6 557675 765700 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 9 565300 765500 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 10 565173 7626_3 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 11 564250 760550 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 15 560150 755550 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 16 562300 770450 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 17 556600 760150 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 18 556400 760000 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 19 557950 765500 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 20 556250 759350 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 21 560400 755120 6.00 5.0 20.0 b
.........

Refertofootnotesatendof tabJe.
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Table A-5 (Continued)
Borehole Construction Information

Propo_ Boreholea Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Restricted Area

......... ,,f i1,,,,,,,i,H, i , r IT _r: ,l/' i"l'l'l'l,'ll'"I!'J'l i u , L _1 , _ i .................................. : : :: : . _ : _ ; :

Borehole
Coordinates Proposed Proposed Total

.............. I Diameter Depth Footage

BoreholeID East i North (in.) (ft) (ft)
Notes

........ '' ._]._. ...... !J'_ .'_ ' I " .... _tl' .... ! ................ ' ' r .... 'l Illl i_ ........ _ ' ...1 ..... , ................ I11 i, '''KI[] .],KIL, II L, II II . '

SPR$ 22 565320 763091 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SPRS 23 565233 762048 6.00 5.0 20.0 b

SRG 1 566483 756691 6.00 150.0 150.0

SRG 2 565096 756778 6.00 325.0 325.0

$RG 3 563580 757100 6.00 250.0 250.0

$RG 4 561258 757562 6.00 600.0 600.0

STC #1 NA NA 12.25 3,000.0 3,000.0 c

STC #2 NA NA 12.25 3,000,0 3,000.0 c

STC #3 NA NA 7.00 3,000.0 3,000.0 c

STC #4 NA NA 7.00 3,000.0 3,000.0 c

UE-25 PH#1 569300 766000 3.75 60.0 615.0 d

UE-25 FM#1 581695 766450 12.25 500.0 500.0

UE-25 FM#2 579975 756065 12.25 500.0 500.0

UE-25 UZ#4A 556139 768716 12.25 1,860.0 1,860.0 e, f

UE-25 UZ#5A 566135 768591 12.25 1,860.0 1,860.0 e, f

UE-25 UZ#9 564750 760600 12.25 1,920.0 1,920.0 e

UE-25 UZ#9A 564800 760600 12.25 1,920.0 1,920.0 e

UE-25 UZ#9B 564850 760600 12.25 1,910.0 1,910.0 e

UE-25 UZ#10 561123 750139 12.25 2,380.0 2,380.0 e

UE-25 UZ#11 555800 757400 12.25 2,140.0 2,140.0 e

UE-25 UZ#12 556055 757400 12.25 2,140.0 2,140.0 e

USW UZ-13A 558489 751953 12.25 1,700.0 1,700.0 g

UE-25 UZ#14 560220 771275 12.25 1,700.0 1,700.0 e

USW SD-1 563370 768220 12.25 2,100.0 2,100.0 e

USW SD-7 561060 758605. 12.25 2,330.0 2,330.0 e

USW SD-8 564010 761415 12.25 2,000.0 2,000.0 e

UE-25 SD#9 564625 761160 12.25 1,990.0 1,990.0 e

USW SD-10 563610 760681 12.25 2,050.0 2,050.0 e
.........................

Refertofootnotesat endof table,
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Table A-5 (Continued)
Borehole Construction Information

Proposed Boreholes Outside of Potential Repository Boundary and
Within Restricted Area,

Borehole
Coordinates Proposed Proposed Total

.... Diameter Depth Footage
Borehole ID East North (in.) (ft) (ft) Notes

.....

USW SD-11 564132 760670 12.25 2,000.0 2,000.0 e

USW SD-12 564260 760030 12.25 i ,970.0 1,970.0 e

USW H-7 557074 763298 8.00 3,000.0 3,000.0

USW UZ-N57 561100 755075 6.00 120.0 120.0

USW UZ-N58 561250 755200 6.00 120.0 120.0

USW UZ-N59 561400 755300 6.00 120.0 120.0

USW UZ-N61 561500 755450 6.00 120.0 120.0

USW UZ-N62 558800 755200 6.00 60.0 60.0

USW UZ-N63 566200 768800 6.00 60.0 60.0

USW WT-8 557049 762283 12.25 1,870.0 1,870.0 e

USW WT-9 557642 769477 12.25 1,880.0 1,880.0 e

USW WT-21 550328 760086 12.25 2,010.0 2,010.0 e

USW WT-23 560220 771275 12.25 1,990.0 1,990.0 e

USW WT-24 565449 776622 12.25 1,880.0 1,880.0 e
I

........
I

I Total Number 71 Total Footage 69,810.0 I

aLPRShole depthfromTable 3.1-2 of YMP-USGS-SP8.3.1.2.2.3. EachLPRS clusterhas ten holes.
bEachSmall Plot RainfallStudy(SPRS) clusterhas four holes.
CSouthernTracer ComplexStudies(STC) holesare to be locatedsoutheastof the potentialrepository
block.
_Calcite-SilicaStudyclusterhas six holes--five holesapproximately60 ft deep, and one slantedhole
approximately315 ft long,for a total of 615 ft of borehole.
eSD and UZ hole depths(unlessotherwisenoted) are assumedequalto the depthto the groundwater
table plus 300 ft. WT hole depthsare assumedequal to th_ depthto the groundwatertable plus 100 ft.
Values of the distanceto the groundwatertable are taken from SNL CALMA system,Product288. All
hole depthsare roundedto the nearest 10-ft depth.
fHolesare to be located30 ft north or southof the indicatedcoordinates.
gTotaldepth of USW UZ-13A is estimatedbased on proposeddepthof other UZ holes.
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Table A-6

Borehole Construction Information

Proposed Boreholes Outside of Restricted Area Boundary
......

Borehole
Coordinates Proposed Proposed Total

Diameter Depth Footage
BoreholeID East North (in.) (ft) (ft) Notes

FMN 1 NA NA...... .6.25 33".0 33.0 a

FMN 2 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a
FMN 3 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a
FMN 4 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a
FMN 5 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a

FMN 6 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a
FMN 7 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a
FMN 8 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a
FMN 9 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a
FMN 10 NA NA 6.25 33.0 33.0 a

ISS-1 NA NA 6.25 1,000.0 1,000.0 b
UE-25 FM#3 572300 710445 12.25 500.0 500.0

USW G-5 563008 781930 3.98 5,000.0 5,000.0

USW G-6 548922 778722 3.98 5,000.0 5,000.0
USW G-7 566090 724586 3.98 5,000.0 5,000.0
USW G-8 NA NA 12.25 1,600.0 1,600.0 c
USW UZ-N39 614500 756500 6.00 125.0 125.0

USW WT-19 589975 747980 12.25 1,100.0 1,100.0

USW WT-20 565145 728300 12.25 1,000.0 1,000.0
USW WT-22 528373 778858 12.25 1,300.0 1,300.0
V-1 518000 729600 6.25 1,000.0 1,000.0
V-2 572900 683450 6.25 1,000.0 1,000.0
V-3 567848 658100 6.25 1,000.0 1,000.0
v-4 569502 654056 6.2s 1,000.01,000.0
V-5 NA NA 6.25 1,000.0 1,000.0 d

I Total Number 25 Total Footage 26,955.0

III

aFMN holes are part of the Forty-Mile Wash Recharge Study. The location coordinates of each has not
et been determined, but all FMN holes will be located in Forty Mile Wash.
SS-1 is part of the In Situ Stress Study. The holewill be located either on Little Skull Mountain or the

Striped Hills.
_'he locationcoordinates for Geologic hole G-8 are not yet known. The hole's approximate location is
Forty Mile Wash near the main road to Yucca Mountain.
dThe locationcoordinates for volcanic hole V-5 are not yet known but are anticipated to be outside the
Restricted Area Boundary.
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Table A-7

Borehole Deviations/Existing Boreholes Within .Potential Repository

Top Borehole Total BottomBorehole Spatial Angular
Coordinates Depth Coordinates Deviation Deviation

Location BoreholeID East North (ft) East North (it) (-)
,,,

.... USW UZ-6 558325 759731 1887 558337 759734 11.8 0.4
, , ,

uswH-5 558909 7666_4 4000" _76 7666o9 41.7 0.6
Within Potential USW H-4 563911 761644 4000 563870 761659 4_3.4 0.6

Repository ,.
USW WT-2 561924 760661 2060 561872 "/60600 79.6 2.2

,,,

USW G-4 563082 765807 3003 562864 765667 258.9 4.9

' UE-25'WT #13 578757 7567i 5 1160 578752 756_'16 4.8 0.2

US-25 WT #5 574250 761826 13'30 574254 761833 7.6 0.3

UE-25C #2 569634 756849 3000 569650 756852 16.6 0.3

USW WT-7 553891 755570 1610 553893 755553 16.8 0.6

> UE-25 WT #18 564855 771167 2043 564847 771152 i7.3 0.5
I

00 USW WT-10 553302 748771 1413 553285 748767 17.8 O.7
UE-25 WT #16 570395 774420 1710 570389 774442 22.6 0.8

UE-25'WT #14 575210 761651 1310 575185 761641 27.1 1.2

UE-25C #3 569555 756910 3000 569557 756879 31.1 0.6

USW WT'I 1 558377 739070 1446 558391 739041 32.4 1.3

UE-25C #1 569680 757096 3000 569704 757124 37.0 O.7 , ,

WithinRestricted UE-25 WT #i2 567011 739726 1308 566988 739694 39.6 1.7
Boundary UE-25 WT #15 579806 7'66117 ' 1360 579766 "766110 40.6 1.7

UE-25 WT #3 573384 745995 1142 573344 745971 47.2 2.4 ,,

USW H-6 554075 763299 4002 554023 763300 '52.4 0.8
....

USW WT-1 563739 753941 1689' 563722 753890 53.2 1.8

UE-25 WT #6 564524 780576 1257 564552 780621 53.9 2.5

UE-25 WT #4 568040 768512 ! 1580 567992 768474 61.3 2.2

UE-25 WT #17 566212 748420 1453 566180 748364 64.2 2.5 ,,,

USW H-3 558452 756542 4000 558371 756569 84.9 1.2

USW H-1 562388 770254" 6000' 562298 770219 96.9 ..... 0.9

UE-25P #1 571485 756171 5920 571493' 756069 102.5 1.0

uE-25A #1 566350 764900 250i 566228 764829 141.3 3.2

UE-25B #1 56'6416 765243 4002 566097 765151 332.3 4.7
....



Table A-8
Correlation Between Borehole Conditions and

Wh_.reCondition is Encountered

Location L Condition l

WT holes 1, 4, 6, 7, 10 to 19; UE-25 a#6; Removal of 2.875-inch outside diameter tubing
UE-25 a#7; UE-25 a#7; USW GU-3, G-2 (OD) (or other size) with 12-ft screen; free

standing.

WT holes 1, 5, 6, 7, 10 to 19; UE-25 a#4, a#5, Steel casing grouted in at surface.
a#6; UE-25 b#1; UE-25 c#1, c#2, c#3; UE-25
13#1;USW G-l, GA-1, GU-3, G-2, G-4; USW
H-l, H-3, H-4, H-5; USW UZ-1; USW UZ-6

WT holes 4, 5, 6, 10 to 19; UE-25 c#1, c#2 Eroded zones and sloughing holes.
(including a 4-ft hole at 940 ft), c#3; UE-25 p#1;
USW G-l, GA-1, GU-3, G-2, G-4; USW H-l,
H-4, H-5, H-6, USW UZ-1, UZ-6

WT hole 18; UE-25 a#1, a#4, a#5, a#7; UE-25 Lost circulation.
b#l; USW G-l, GA-1, GU-3, G-2, G-4; USW
H-l, H-5, H-6

UE-25 a#1; UE-25 WT#6; USW G-l; USW Uncemented steel casing in deeper holes.
GA-1; USW GU-3; USW UZ-6s; USW UZ-7

Neutron holes Uncemented steel casing in shallow neutron
holes, 20 to 120 tt in depth.

UE-25 a#6; UE-25 b#1; UE-25 c#1; USW G-l; Cement on wall, typically neat cement plus 2
USW H-l; USW UZ-6 percent CaCI2. Cement was placed and then

drilled out.

UE-25 a#7; UE-25 RF#10, RF-11, RF-9 PVC pipe grouted at the surface.

UE-25b#1 Perforated casing cemented.

USW H-3; USW H-4; USW H-5, H-6; USW G-4 Perforated casing uncemented.

UE-25 b#1; UE-25 c,#1,c#2, c#3; UE-25 p#1; Steel casing spot-groutedat the bottom or along
USW H-l, H-3, H-4, H-5, H-6; USW UZ-6; USW selectedareas overthe lengthof the casing.
G-4

USW GU-3 (needto review all logsfor this Water inflows.
occurrence)

Vertical SeismicProfile(VSP) holes VSP holesdealingwiththe removalof the
seismometers.

All new UZ holes Instrumentsinthe UZ holes.

Allwells to varyingdegrees Deviationsin the surface andthe at-depth
coordinates.
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Table A-9

Specific Conditions Encountered in Existing Boreholes

Location Condition

UE-25 WT#18 Electricaltoollostbelow 200 ft.

UE-25 WT#5 Bowenovershot,crossoversub, and Bowen
bumpersub left at 1036 ft with top at 1018 ft;
additionaljunk below 1036 ft.

UE-25 a#1 19.5 ft of HQ drillrod and 13 ft of HQ core
barrel andcore bit left in hole from 1264.5 to
1297 ft, and U.S. GeologicalSurvey (USGS)
fluid probe stuck in hole at 2495 ft.

UE-25 a#4 Seven piezometers (0.25 in. outside diameter
(OD) plastic tubing); sand and bentonite above
and below the end of the tubing; upper portion
of the tubing (0 to 113.5 ft) filled with sand,
bentonite gel, and dry CaI-Seal cement; from
397 to 113.7 ft CaI-Seal cement; bottom of the
hole 397 to 500 ft predominantly sand and small
amount of bentonite gel.

UE-25 p#1 - 1.9 in: OD tubing with bottom plugged; landed
at 1355 ft.

- 1.9 inches OD open-ended tubing landed at
1371 ft.

- Two 0.125 x 3 x 18 in. caliper arms lost in
hole at about 3934 ft.

- Float shoe, float collar, two metal petal
baskets; upper-stage collar, lower-stage
collar; baker line liner hanger.

USW H-4 - 1.9 in. OD tubing set at 1725 ft.
- TAM packer on 2.875 in. OD tubing set at

3876 ft with bottom of slotted and bull-nosed
tubing at 3896 ft.

USW G-3 Plug in hole (1160 to 1362 ft) comprised neat
cement plus 2 percent calcium chloride.

USW UZ-1 - 2.375 in. OD fiberglass tubing 1213.4 ft to
surface; stemmed to surface with layers of
bentonite, 12 to 16 mesh sand, and silica
flour.

- Junk in hole cemented into tne bottom of the
hole 1221 to 1270 ft (globe basket and
crossover sub).

USW G-3 - Source on NAIL tool lost in first hole between
1247 and 1250 ft.

- 986 ft of 3.5 in. drill pipe and drilling
assembly left in hole with top of junk at
1362 ft.
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Table A-9 (Continued)

Specific Conditions Encountered in Existing Boreholes

Location Condition
L_. : _""" _

UE-25 c#2 Centriliff pump set in hole at 2364 ft; monitor
line at 2365 ft; retrievable bridge plug set at
2485 ft.

EU-25 c#3 Packer in hole with center at 2469.5 ft; monitor
line at 2270.5 ft.

USW H-1 - 3 piezometers 2.0625 in. OD tubing with
Johnson screen; ends are stemmed with
Chevro gravel and cement is in the remainder
of the hole 2207 to 5851 ft.

- NCQ rods grouted in hole form 4160 to 5250
ft.

USW H-3 - Dyna-Drill drive shaft and 12.25 in. bit in rat
hole at 43 ft.

USW H-6 - Packer set at 2468 ft on 2.875 in. tubing;
bottom of packer assembly bull plugged with
circulation sub below element.

- Open 1.9 in. monitor line landed at 1752 ft.

UE-25 b#1 TAM packer at 3,935 ft on 2.875 in. tubing.

USW G-1 2 13/16 in. bit and sub, total length 1.25 ft,
depth unknown.

USW G-4 Core barrel and bit (13-ft long) below 365 ft.

USW GU-3 24-in. pipe wrench body in hole.

UE-25 UZN#28 Drive sampler tube.

USW UZ-N76 Casing drive shoe below casing.

UE-25 UZ#4 One 5-ft joint of 5.5-in. casing and 2.3 ft casing
shoe downhole (top of fish at 231 ft).

"' ,H
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Table A-10

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Upper Sealing Location
PTn/TSwl Contact

PTn/TSwl Casing Casing Borehole
PTn/TSwl Contact Thickness Diameter(OD) Diameter Diameterto

ContactDepth Elevation at Contact at Contact at Contact Thickness
BoreholeID (ft) (ft) (in.) (in.) (in.) Ratio Remarks _

UE-25a #6 247.6 3805.3 a a 5.5 ..... Uncasedat proposedseal location.

USW G-4 246.3 3920.6 0.352 9.625 12.25 27.344 Minimum1.3-in.gapbetweencasingand originalholewail.

USW H-4 254.5 3842.0 0.495 16.000 20 32.323 Holedoublecasedat thisdepthand outercasing
(shownhere) is cementedat proposedseal
location.

- 320 :3776.5 0.400 10.750 14.75 26.875 Holeonlysingle cased at thisdepth;Minimum
2.0-in.gap between casingand originalhole wall.

__J

USW H-5 569.6 4281.2 0.350 10.750 14.75 30,714 Minimum2.0-in. gapbetween casingand originalholewall

;3> USW UZ-62 585.1 4339.9 a a 17.5 ..... Uncasedat proposedseal location.I
h,J

r_ USW UZ-6s (assume609)b (assume4340)b b b b ..... Boreholedoes notreach contact.

USW WT-2 266.5 4003.2 a a 8.75 ..... Uncasedat proposedseal location,

UE-25a #1 422.1 3512.0 c 2.375 3.875 ..... Minimum0.75-in. gap betweencasingand
originalhole wall. .....

- 277 3657.1 c 2.375 3.875 ..... Minimum0.75-in. gap between casingand
originalholewall.

UE-25a #4 316.8 3783.9 a a 6.125 ..... Hole uncasedbut groutedaroundpiezometers.

UE-25a #5 277.3 3779.2 a a 6.125 ..... Uncased at proposedseal location.

UE-25a #7 284.2 3720.4 _ a 5.5 ..... Uncasedat proposedseal location2.375 in OD
Hydriltubingin hole at seal location.

UE-25b #1 280 3659.0 0.495 16.000 18.5 32.323 Hole double-casedat thisdepth, and outercasing(shown here) is cementedat proposedseal
location.

- 320 3619.0 0.352 9.625 12.25 27.344 Holeonly single-casedat this depth;minimum
1.3-in gap betweencasingand originalhole wall.

USW G-1 292.5 4056.1 0.250 4.500 6.25 18.000 Minimum0.87-in. gap between casingand
originalholewall.

Refer to footnotesat end of table.
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Table A-IO (Continued)

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Upper Sealing Location
(PTn/TSwl Contact)

PTn/TSw1 Casing Casing Borehole
PTn/TSwl Cr,ntact Thickness Diameter(OD) Diameter Diameterto

ContactDepth E!evation at Contact at Contact at Contact Thickness
Borehole ID (It) (_) (in.) (in.) (in.) Ratio Remarks

USW H-1 332.4 3942.0 0.438 16.000 20 36.530 Holedouble-casedat thisdepth, andoutercasing(shownhere) is cementedat proposedseal
location.

- 385 3889.4 0.352 9.625 13.25 27.344 Holeonlysinglecased at this depth; minimum
1.8-in.gap betweencasingand originalholewail.

USW H-3 450.7 4415.7 0.400 10.750 14.75 26.875 Minimum2.0-in. gapbetween casingand originalhole wall.

USW UZ-1 d d a a 17.5 ..... Hole alternatelystemmedand groutedat probableseal location.

USW UZ-7 b b a a 6 ..... Hole uncasedand presentlyonly207 It deep.Futureplanscallfor hole to be deepened
_;_ considerably.
I

"_ UE-25c#I (<368)d (>3341)d 0.438 16.000 24 36.530 Holedouble-casedatthisdepth,and outercasing(shownhere)iscementedfrom362 Ittosurface.

" (368 to 1260)d (3341 to 2449)d 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Hole single-casedwithin this depth range;minimum2.0-in. gap betweencasingand onginal
hole wall.

UE-25c #2 (<320)d (>3394) d 0.495 16.000 24 32.323 Holedouble-casedat this depth,and outercasing(shownhere) is cementedfrom 320 It to surface.

- (320 to 1365)d (3394 to 2349)d 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Holesingle-casedwithinthis depth range;minimum2.0-in. gap betweencasingand onginal
holewall.

UE-25c #3 (<315)d (>3399)d 0.495 16.000 24 32.323 Hole double-casedat this depth, and outer .asing(shownhere) is cemented from 315 It to surface.

- (315 to 1323)d (3399 to 2391)d 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Hole single-casedwithinthis depth range;minimum2.0-in. gap betweencasingand onginal
hole wall.

UE-25p #1 (<341)d (<3314)d 0.438 16.000 22 36.530 Holedouble-casedat thisdepth, and outercasing(shownhere) is cementedfrom 326 It to surface

- (341 to 1487)d (3314 to 2168)d 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Hole single-casedwithinthis depth range:minimum2.0-in. gapbetween casingand original
hole wall

Refer to footnotesat end of table.



Table A-IO (Continued)

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Upper Sealing Location
(PTn/TSwl Contact)

13

PTn/TSw 1 Casing Casing Borehole
PTnfrSwl Contact Thickness Diameter (OD) Diameter Diameter to

Contact Depl_ Elevation at Contact at Contact at Contact Thickness
Borehole ID (ft) (it) (in.) (in.) (in.) Ratio Remarks

UE-25 WT-3 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in and uncased from depth of 41 to1142 ft.

UE-25 WT-4 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in and uncased from depth ot 50 to1580 ft.

i-25 WT-5 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 40 to1330 ft.

UE-25 WT-6 (<251) d (>4061) d 0.328 7.625 9.875 23247 Casing not cemented; minimum 1 1 -in gapbetween casing and original hole wall.

. (>251)d (<4061) d a a 6.75 ..... -Iole 6.75 in. and uncased from depth ot 251 to1257 ft.

3> UE-25 WT-12 d d a a 8.75 ..... 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 70 to, 1308 ft.

UE-25 WT-13 (<224) d (>3162) d 0.350 10.750 14.75 30 714 Casing cemented from 222 tt deptl to surface

. (>224) d (<3162) d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in and uncased from depth ot 224 to1160 ft.

t 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in and uncased from depth of 126 to
UE-25 WT-14 d d a a 1310 ft.

UE-25 WT-15 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 130 to1360 ft.

UE-25 WT-16 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from de p_ o| 102 to1710 ft.

UE-25 WT-17 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from d_pth of 55 to1453 ft.
r"

UE-25 WT-18 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from d_,pth of 88 to2043 ft.

USW GA-1 (<148) d (>5039) d 0.250 4.500 6.25 18000 Minimum 0 8 in gap between casl g and c ;glnalhole wall

- (>148 It)d (<5039) d a a 3.937 - .- Hole 3 937 in and uncased from 148 to 551 tt

R,.,t_ lu footnotes at end ot table
Illl



Table A-IO (Continued)

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Upper Sealing Location
(PTn/TSwl Contact)

PTn/TSwl Casing Casing Borehole
PTn/TSwl Contact Thickness Diameter (OD) Diameter Diameter to

Contact Depth Elevation at Contact at Contact at Contact Thickness
Borehole ID (ft) (ft) (in.) (in.) (in.) Ratio Remarks

USW G-2 762 4336.4 0.352 9.625 12.25 27.344 Minimum 1.3-in. gap between casing and originalhole wail.

USW G-3 430 4426.5 0.275 5.500 8.75 20.000 Minimum 1.6-in. gap between casing and originalhole wail.

USW GU-3 (assume 430)d 4426.6 0.275 5.500 6.75 20.000 Minimum 0.6-in. gap between casing and originalhole wail.

USW H-6 332 3938.6 0.450 10.750 22 23.889 Hole changes size at 335 ft depth, minimum5.6-in. gap between casing and original hole wall.

- 336 3934.6 0.450 10.750 14.75 23.889 Hole changes size at 335 ft depth, minimum
2.0-in. gap between casing and original hole wall,

>" USW WT-1 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 33.5 to..
t_ 1689 ft.

USW WT-7 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 53 to1610 ft.

USW WT-IO d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 inl and uncased from depth of 116 to1413 ft.

USW WT-11 d d a a 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 45 to1446 ft.

aBorehole not cased at this contact.
bBoreholedoes not reach contact.
CBoreholecased with NQ drill steel.
dElevationnot directly available.

Refer to footnotesat end of table.



Table .6.-11

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Repository Horizon

Approximate Approximate Casing Casing Hoie Casing
Repository Repository Thickness Diameter (OD) Diameter Diameter to

Depth Elevation at Contact at Cot,tact at Contact Thickness

Borehole ID (it) (it) (in) (in) (in) Ratio Remarks

UE-25a #6 a a a a a ..... Borehole does not reach Repository Honzon.

USW G-4 1030.5 3136.4 0.352 9.625 12.25 27.344 Minimum 1.3-in. gap between casing and original
hole wail.

USW H-4 980.3 3116.2 0.400 10.750 14.75 26.875 Minimum 20-in. gap between casing and onginal
hole wall.

USW H-5 1473.2 3377.6 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Minimum 2.0-in. gap between casing and original
hole wall

USW UZ-6 1271.2 3653.8 b b 17.5 ..... Borehole not cased at repository horizon.

USW UZ-6s a a a a a ..... Borehole does not reach repository horizon

,_ USW WT-2 944.4 3325.3 b b 8.75 ..... Borehole not cased at repository horizon.
t,.)
o', Borehole does not reach repository horizon.

UE-25a #5 a a a a a .....

l UE-25a #7 a a a a a ..... Borehole does not reach repository horizon.

UE-25b #1 c c 0.352 9.625 12.25 27.344 Minimum 1.3-in. gap between casing and originaJhole wall.

USW G-1 (<1016) c (>3333) c 0.250 4.500 6.25 18.000 Hole cased to depth of 1016 It; minimum 0.8-in.
gap between casing and original hole wall.

- (>1016) c (<3333) c b b 3.875 ..... Hole uncased below 1016 tt

USW H-1 c c 0.352 9.625 13.25 27.344 Minimum 1 8-in. gap between casing and originalhole wall.

USW H-3 c c 0.4 10.75 14.75 26.8'75 Minimum 2.0-in gap between casing and originalhole wall

USW UZ-1 c c b b 17.5 ..... Hole alternately stemmed and grouted at
probable seal location

USW UZ-7 a a b b 6 ..... Hole uncased and presently only 207 It deep
Future plans call for hole to be deepened
considerably.

Refer to footnotes at end of table.
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Table A-11 (Continued)

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Repository Horizon

Approximate F Approximate V Casing Casing Hole Casing

Repository I Repository I Thickness Diameter(OD) Diameter Diameterto

Depth ElevalJon I at Contact at Contact at Contact Thickness
BoreholeID (ft) (It) J (in) (in) (in) Ratio Remarks

UE-25a #6 a a a a a ..... Boreholedoes not reachRepositoryHorizon.

UE-25c#1 (<1260)c (>2449)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30,714 Minimum20-in. gap betweencasingand originalholewall.

• (1260 to 1365)c (2449 to 23_.A.)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Casingannuluscementedfrom 1260 to 1365 ft.

- (1365 to 1515)c (23_A.to 2194)c b b 14.75 ..... Holeuncasedbelow 1365 ft.

- (-.1515)c (<2194)c b b 9.875 ..... Boreholenot cased.

UE-25c #2 (320 to 1365)c (3394 to 2349)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Hole single-casedwithinthisdepth range;minimum2.0-in gapbetweencasingand onginal
hole wall.

:]> " (1365 to 1520)c (2349 to 2194)c b b 14.75 ..... Holeuncasedbelow 1365 ft.
Boreholenotcased.

-,4 " (1520 to 3000)c (2194 to 714)c b b 9.875 .....

UE-25c #3 (315 to 1323)c (3399 to 2391)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Holesingle-casedwithinthis depthrange;minimum2.0-in gap betweencasingand original
holewall.

• (1323 to 1368)c (2391 to 2346)c b b 14.75 ..... Hole cementedbelowcasing,thendrilledoutto9.875-in. OD.

- (1368 to 1520)c (2346 to 2194)c b b 14.75 ..... Hole uncasedbelow 1365 ft.

- (1520 to 3000)c (2194 to 714)c b b 9.875 ..... Boreholenot cased.

UE-25p #1 (341 to 1487)c (3314 to 2168)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Hole single-casedwithinthisdepth range;minimum2.0-in gapbetween casingand onginal
hole wall.

- (1487 to 1564)c (2168 tt-.2091)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Holedouble-casedat this depth, andoutercasing(shownhere)is cementedfrom 1517 to
1590 ft)

- (1564 to 4210)c (2091 to -555) c 0.328 7.625 9.875 23.247 Hole single-casedwithin this depth range;minimum 1.1-in. gap between casing and original
hole wall.

Refer to footnotesat end of table.



Table A-11 (Continued)

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Repository Horizon

Approximate Approximate Casing ["'-" Casing Hole Casing
Repository Repository Thickness I Diameter(OD) Diameter Diameterto

Depth Elevation at Contact I at Contact at Contact Thickness
BoreholeID (it) (It) (in) J (in) (in) Ratio _Remarks

UE-25a#6 a a a a a ..... Boreholedoes not reach RepositoryHorizon.

UE-25 WT-3 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole8.75 in.and uncasedfrom depthof 41 to1142 ft.

UE-25 WT-4 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncasedfrom depthof 50 to1580 It.

UE-25 WT-5 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole8.75 in. and uncasedfrom depthof 40 to1330 ft.

UE-25 WT-6 (>251)c (<4061)c b b 6.75 ..... Hole6.75 in. and uncasedfrom depthot 251 to1257 ft.

UE-25 WT-12 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncasedfromdepth of 70 to1308 ft.
>
_J Hole8.75 in. and uncasedfromdepth of 224 to
_c UE-25 WT-13 (>224_c (<3162)c b b 875 ..... 1160 It.

UE-25 WT-14 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.70 in. and uncased from depth o! 126to1310 ft.

UE-25 WT-15 611.5 2941.0 b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 130 to1360 ft.

UE-25 WT-16 ¢ c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth ot 102 to1710 It.

UE-25 WT-17 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 55 to1453 ft.

UE-25 WT-18 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 88 to2043 R.

USW GA-1 (>148)c (<5039)c b b 3.937 ..... Hole3.937 in. and uncased from 148 to 551 ft

USW G-2 1831.4 3267.0 b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncasedfromdepthof 795 to., 2670 ft.

Refe[ to footnotes at end of table



Table A-11 (Continued)

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Repository Horizon
r'--"

Approximate Approximate Casing Casing Hole | Casing
Repository Repository Thickness Diameter (OD) Diameter Diameter to

Depth Elevation at Contact at Contact at Contact I ThicknessBorehole ID (ft) (ft) (in) (in) (in) Ratio Remarks

UE-25a #6 a a a a a ..... Borehole does not reach Repository Horizon

USW G-3 c c 0.275 5.500 8.75 20.000 Hole cased from 2600 ft to surface; holesidetracked at 1144 ft; minimum 1.6-in. gap

between casing and original hole wall.

USW GU-3 (<1144) c (>3713) c 0,275 5.500 6,75 20.000 Minimum 0,6-in. gap between casing and originalhole wall.

- (>1144) c (<3713) c b b 3.937 ..... Hole 3.937 in. and uncased from 1144 to 1768 ft

USW H-6 c c 0.450 10.750 14.75 23.889 Minimum 2.0-in gap between casing and onginalhole wall

USW WT-1 286.4 36560 b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8,75 in. and uncased from depth of 33 5 to
:_> 1689 ft.
t

t,,J
_c_ USW WT-7 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth ot 53 to1610 ft.

USW WT-IO c c b b 8,75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased from depth of 116 to1413 ft.

USW WT-11 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in and uncased from depth ot 45 to1446 ft.

aBorehole does not reach contact.
bBorehole not cased at this contact.

CElevation not directly availabk..



Table A-12

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Lower Sealing Location

Casing Diameter Diameter Diameter
TSw3/CHnl TSw3/CHnl Thickness at at to

Contact Depth Contact Elev. at Contact Contact Contact Thickness
Borehole ID (It) (It) (in) (in) (in) Ratio Remarks

UE-25a #6 a a a a a ..... Boreholedoes not reach contact_ ,,.

USW G-4 1350.4 2816.5 0.352 9.625 - 12.25 27.344 Minimum1.3-in.gap betweencasingand originalholewall

USW H-4 1219 2877.5 0.400 10.750 " 14_75 26.875 Minimum2.0-in. gap betweencasingand originalholewall..,,

USW H-5 1656.4 3194.4 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Minimum2.0-in. gap betweencasingand originalhole wall.

USW UZ-6 1458.3 3466.7 b b 17.5 ..... Boreholeuncasedat contact.

USW UZ-6s a a a a a ..... Boreholedoes not reach contact ........

USW WT-2 1194.8 3074.9 b b 8.75 ..... Boreholenotcased at contact.

,,,UE-25a #1 1461.1 2473.0 ** 2.375 2_98 ..... Minimum0.3-in. gapbetween steel and originalh0le wall.
" 1317 2617.1 ** 2.375 2.98 ..... Minimum0.3-in. gap betweensteel and originalhole wall.

UE-25a#4 a a a a a ..... Boreholedoes not reachcontact.

UE-25a #5 a a a a a ..... Boreholedoes not reach contact.

UE-25a #7 a a a a a ..... Boreholedoes not reach contact.

,> UE-25b #1 1330 2609.0 0.352 9.625 12.25 27.344 Minimum 1.3-in gap betweencasingand originalholewail.

0 USW G-1 1342.4 3006.2 b b 3.875 ..... Hole uncasedbelow 1016 ft.

USW H-1 1411.9 2862.5 0.352 9.625 13.25 27.344 Minimum1.8-in.gap betweencasingand originalholewall.

USW H-3 1252.9 3613.5 0.400 10.750 14.75 26.875 Minimum2.0-in. gap betweencasingand originalhole wall.

USW UZ-1 (<1270)c (>3156)c b b 17.5 ..... Hole alternatelystemmedand groutedat probableseal
location. Totaldepth of hole 1270 It.

USW UZ-7 a a b b 6 ..... Hole uncasedand presentlyonly 207 ft deep. Futureplans
callfor hole to be deepenedconsiderably.

UE-25c #1 (<1260)c (>2449),c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Minimum2.O-in.gap betweencasingand originalhole wall.

" (1260 to 1365)c (2449 to 2344)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Casing annuluscemented from 1260 to 1365 ft

" (1365 to 1515)c (2344 to 2194)c b b 14.75 ..... Hole uncased below 1365 ft.
, .,

(>1515)c (<2194)c b b 9.875 ..... Boreholenot cased.,,

UE-25c #2 (320 to 1365)c (3394 to 2349)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Hole single-casedwithinthisdepth range;minimum2.0-in
gap betweencasingand originalhole wall.

" (1365 to 1520)c (2349 to 2194)c b b 14.75 ..... Hole uncasedbelow 1365 ft.

" (1520 to 3000)c (2194 to 714)c b b 9.875 ..... Boreholenot cased.

UE-25c#3 (315 to 1323)c (3399 to 2391)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Hole'single-casedwithinthisdepth range;minimum2 0-in
gap betweencasingand originalhole wall.

" (1323 to 1368)c (2391 to 2346)c 'b b 14.75 ..... Hole cementedbelowcasing,thendrilledout to 9 875-in
OD.

" (1368 to 1520)c (2346 to 2194)c b b 1475 ..... Hole uncasedbelow 1365 ft.

Refer to footnotesat end of table



Table A-12 (Continued)

Casing Thicknesses of the Existing Boreholes at the Lower Sealing Location

Casing Diameter Diameter Diameter
TSw3/CHn1 TSw3/CHn1 Thickness at at to

ContactDepth ContactElev. at Contact Contact Contact Thickness
BoreholeID (it) (It) (iq) (in) (in) Ratio Remarks __,,

UE-258 #6 a a a a a ..... Boreholedoes not reach contact.

" (1520 to 3000)c (2194 to 714)c b b 9.875 ..... Boreholenotcased

UE-25p #1 (341 to 1487)c (3314 to 2168)c 0.350 10.750 14,75 30,714 Hole single-casedwithin_is depth range;minimum2.( n.
gap betweencasingand originalhole wall.,. m -,,.

" (1487 to 1564)c (2168 to 2091)c 0.350 10.750 14.75 30.714 Hole double-casedat thisdepth and outercasing(sh0' •
here) is cementedfrom 1517 to 1590 It.

" (1564 to 4210)c (2091 to'-555)c ' 0.328 7.625 9.875 23.247 Hole single-casedwithinthis depth range;minimum1, ,
gap betweencasingand originalhole wall.

UE-25 WT-3 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncasedfrom depthof 41 to 1142 ft.

UE-25 WT-4 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and unc_sedfromdepth of 50 to 1580 It

UE-25 WT-5 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncasedfromdepth of 40 to 1330 ft

UE-25 WT-6 (>251)c (<4061)c b b 6.75 ...... Hole 6.75 in. and uncasedfromdepth of 251 to 1257 fi, ,,

UE-25 WT-12 c c b b 875 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncasedfromdepth of 70 to 1308 tt

UE-25 WT-13 (>224)c (<3162)c b b 8,75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncasedfrom depth of 224 to 1160 ft.

,_ UE-25 WT-14 c c t) b 8:75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased fromdepth of 126 to 1310 ft

UE-25 WT-15 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncased fromdepth of 130 to 1360 ft

UE-25 WT-16 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8.75 in. and uncasedfromdepth of 102 to 1710 fl.

UE-25 WT-17 c c b b 8.75 ..... ' Hole8.75 in. and uncased fromdepth of 55 to 1453 ft.

UE-25 WT-18 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole8.75 in. and uncased fromdepth of 88 to 2043 It.

USW GA-1 (>148)c (<5039)c b b 3.937 ..... Hole 3.937 in. anduncasedfrom 148 to 551 ft. '1
USW G-2 1669 3429.4 b b 8.75 ..... Hole8.75 in. and uncasedfromdepth o! 795 to 2670 ft.

USW G-3 1269 3587.5 0.275 5.500 8.75 20.000 Firsthole ,mayalso need to be resealedat thiscontact.
Minimum1.6-in. gap betweencasingand originalhole wall......

USW GU-3 (<1144)c (>3713)c 0.275 5,500 6.75 20.000 Minimum0.S-in.gap betweencasingand origLlalhoi_w.all,,,

" (>1144)c (<3713)c b b i 3.937 ..... Hole 3.937 in. anduncasedfrom 1144 to 1768 ft.

USW H-6 1310 2960.6 0.450 10.750 14.75 23.889 Minimum2.0-in. gap betweencasingand originalholewall.
.... • .....

USW WT-1 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8,"5 in. and uncasedfromdepth of 33.5 to 1689 ft,

USW WT-7 c c b b 8.75 I ..... Hole8.75 in. and uncasedfrom depthof 53 to 16i0 ftl.....

USW WT-IO c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole 8 75 in. and uncased fromdepth of 116 to 1413 ft.
,,

USW WT-11 c c b b 8.75 ..... Hole8,75 in and uncasedfrom depthof 45 to 1446 !t

aBoreholedoes not reachcontact.
bBoreholenotcased at this contact,
CElevationnot directlyavailable,

Refer to footnotesat end of table.
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APPENDIX B

STFIATIGRAPHICAND DRILLING LOGS
FOR SELECTED BOFIEHOLES



GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
(From Fenlx and Scisson, 1987e)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (f:) Su_'oce Elevotion-4856.6 ft DIAMETER

0 1B,5 In
Annulus cemented with 45 ft J of neat cement plus 35
2_, CaCI2 and t0_ sand from 35 ft to surface.

n]) = 13,375 In
I]) = 12,615 in 6,75 in
T= = 0.3BO in

Set at 34 ft ._'_

Annulus not cemented.

0]) = 5.500 _n
I]) = 4,950 in
To = 0,275 _n

Sot of 1144 ft

1768-

2,980 in

2615
2644 Loose fill



301620,0101 B1

USW GU-3

GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG
(Modified from Scott and Costellanos, 1984)

'ER HOLE INFORMATION odPT.
{FT)

in 0 Callper log indicated eroded 0 - ,'.:.:.:':':.:.:.:' TIVA CANYON MEktB[R
zone between 256 and 283 .., ,'.-.'.','." • Allh-Flow T;Jff
ft with maximum hole en- ",'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. - Moderatllly to denllllly welded, devltrifilld, llomll
largement of 32 in at 281ff. ".'.'.'.'.'.'..'.' vapor phalle _,ryltalllzatlon (O to 344 ft)

".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. - Moderately 1o denllely welded, vltrophyre (344 to
866 (1t Gradual washout zone bet- '""'"""" "''_' 348 it)261 _.
_83 wean 358 and 425 ft with :':.:':':':':':':'. - Moderately welded to non-welded, vltrlc (348 to.........

maximum hole enlargement 344 ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'." *,_4_. 374 ft)
358 - ] " "--""/_.lddedj/Rsworksd Ash-Fall Tuff, poorly Indurated (374 to
379 of 31.5 In at 378 ft, 4| _ 424 ft) ......4P5 - A TV camera log Indicated 484

small stream of water going 430 - ".:.'.';.'.'.':'J TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER -J=at
_, -" down hall of 501 ft. '.'.'.'.'.'."-' • Ash-Flow Tuff

,/_ Large quantifies of lost clr- ""'""'"'"":
culofion material and mud

- Non-welded to moderately welded,, partially
......... vltrlc, vapor pholle {424 to 430 ft)

:::::::::::::::::: - Moderately tc densely welded, clevltrlfled, vapor h-.
i-.added to hole at hole depth .,,.....,,......, phalle (430 to 1187 ft)

of 516 ft to molntaln mud ,...,.'...,.,:. - Densely welded, vltrophyrll (1187 tc 1266 ft)IoveJ In hole. - Moderately to partially welded, vltrl¢ {1269 to

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.', 1309 ft) |
Caliper log Indicated hole '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'." - Non-wielded, vltrlo (1309 to 14011 ft)
enlargement from 504 to '..:.:.:.:.:.:.:..: I;
568 ft with maximum hole ....-...-.-...-.- ¢_
enlargement of 23 In at 542 .........
and 562 ,. :::::::::::::::i:

'., ..... ,i

'." ".**" "....,

11117- _..........
..... ....,
.........

.........

1869- _ _ Aeh-F'all Tuff, moderately to very poorly indurated1309- . 'f(1406 to 14,13 ft)

1406_ ::':':'"'"":':'_/r'UFFAcEOus BEDS OF" CALICO HILLS ....
1413" . ......... Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vltrl© (1413 to 1507 ft)8vi....... _ _ _-_ _._ _-_ . .,,...__ _.

]560 - _ _
1599- _ PROW PASS MEMBER

";.','.'.'.'.'.', • Aeh-Flow Tuff
:':':':':':'::':' - Non-welded, vltri¢ (1580 to 1598 ft)
,'.',','.'.','.'.' - Nan-welded ta ;_ortlally welded, devltrifled to

.::::::::::::::::: partially vitrlo (:1598 to 1992 ft)
.........

.........
, .... ....

.........
..... ..,,

80051998= :':"_:::""1......... /_edded.... Tuff, moderately indurotlld (1992102005 ft) _ "
aoBa ".'.'.'.'.'......, BULLFROG MEMBER
8100- _ • Allh-Flow Tuff.... ". ," '."

.......... Partially welded, vltrlo, some partlolly devltrlfllld, _=
".'.'.'-'.'.'.'.', llama vapor phollll (2005 to. 2022 ft) .
:':':':':':'::.:, - Partially welded, devitrifled (2022 to 2100 ft)

- Moderately to densely welded, devltrlflsd (2100
:::::::::::::::::::: to 2529 ft)

E

•','.'.'.'.'.'.'.' -- Moderately to partially welded, devltrlfled (2529
.','.'.'.'.:.'. to 2545 ft) -_
""-'"'"'-'-'.' • Bedded Ash-Fall Tuff, well Indurated (2546 _a U

"'"'""'"'""........ 25411 ft)

:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:, • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-wlldld 1o moderahlly welded,
88_9 _ partially devilrifled (254g to 2517 ft)

8546" __sworksd Ash-Fall Tuff, moderately to well8549
2615 - II 1.6 in OD tubing was landed 8617_ :.:':':.:.:::::',:!Indurated (2517 to 2637 ft)

at 2615 ft with 2.75 in x 15 8637 ; _ .......... ,...........
in cage around wiper plug 8644 TRAM MEMBER
shoe, • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded to partially welded,

dsvltrlf;sd (2537 to 2644 ft)



GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
(From Fenix and Sclsson, 1987d)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Surface Elevation-4274.4 ft DIAMETER

Annulus cemented wlth 350 ft 3 of 75_ neut cement _"-- 46,5 ;tr_
and 25_ gypsum cement from 41 ft to surface. 20,0 In

0]3 = 30,625 in 335 -J----.--- 15,0 inID = 30,000 in 384
TQ = 0,3125 ;n

Set at 38.5 ft

Annulus cemented with 806 ft 3 of neat cement •
plus 2_ CoCl2 from 335 ft to surfaco. Hole
cased with 5 joints of J-55 sllp taint co;sing
plus 4 jolnte of H-40 casing on top.

H-40 J-55 ----.- ----- 13,25
OD = 16,000 in OD " 16.000 in
ID = 15.250 in ID - 15,124 in
Te = 0.375 in Ta = 0.438 _n

Set at 334.2 ft

Hole cemented from 347 ft 10 315 tt with 30 ft "_ 1740
of neat cement plus 3 ?. CoCl2, then drilled out to !I
15 inches diame_.er. _ -.---12,25 ;n

Annulus cemented with 30 ft 3 of neat cement
from 2257 to 2231 ft. 2207

DD = 9,625 ;n 2231 I
_m

IO = G.921 ;n 22572349 ,..-
To = 0,352 ;n ":

Set at 2255.0 ft 2512-

Three strings of 2,0625 in OD tubing with
Johnson screen and plezometer set at various
depths (strlng #I at 5925 ft. #2 at 3657 fto _ --,---B.75 in

and #3 of 2431 ft) and extending to the surface.
Each p;ezometer was stemmed with 0,125 ;n x
0.250 in Chevro grovel: string #1 - from 5950 to
5851 ft with 42 f13; String #2 - from 5682 to _'

3598 ft with 40 ft3; and String #3 - from 2512 &_to 2349 ft with 110 ft 3. Each annulus was 3598 ,-_
Demented with neat cement plus 2_ CoCl2: String 3682 _:'
#1 - from 5851 to 3682 ft with 625 ft3; String
#2 from 3598 to 2512 ft with 570 fie; String
#3 - from 2349 to 2207 ft with 145 ft 3.

NCQ rods left in hole from 5250 to 4160 ft. 4160 ........

DEPTH

(ft)
0

335 5250 ..

384 _

5851
:= t

5950 _ -,,,..-.--Loose _'ill6000



3016_001.01 B_

USW H-1

GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG
(From Rush, of o1.1983)

HOLE INFORMATION o(_.
0 - . ...... --

_6_ " -'T,'_,,_. TIVA CANYON MEMBERI..... ;ill_ , AIh-Flow Tuff, partially welded to non-
190 ....... _ _%% ... welded (0 ,o 89 ff)"%........................ -

2BO - _ Lost oirculaflon from 280 ft _79 - I _ Tuff, vltrlc (89 to 95 ff)
320 to 320ft. YUC_.t_

\ , Ash-Flow Tuff, partially welded to non-

,....... __ we_ded,v,ric(__,sjp_o_1 "2
".'.'.'.'.'.'. ____._Tuff, vlfrio (181 to 190 ff)• "; ..... Z

.'.'.'.'.'.'." _ PAH CANYON MEMBER m
" .. " \ ' Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vltr;c (190 to

•i'i'i'i:'ii _ 279ff)
." . TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER

• .','.'.'.''. • AIh-Flow 'Tuff, moderately to densely
....... welded, devltrifled, IHhophysoe end
• ".'.'.'.'.'." devltrifled paroles (279 to 1490 ft)

14901506 = ,- Bedded Tuff (1490 to 1506 ff)..................

TUFFACEOUSB_OSOFCAUCON,L_S
• ",'.'.'.'.'." , Aeh-Flow Tuff, non-welded, zeollflzod (1508 o

,,0_- ....... toIBoif,) _
1857- _\ • Bedded Tuff, ellghfly Indurated, zeollflzed <u"_

:.:.:.:::.:.:\ _aOlto1.7 ff)
,'.'.'.'.'.'.'. PROW PASS MEMBER ......
....... • AsH-Flow Tuff, paMlolly welded, devltrlfled,

_P92 _ e Cnliper log ;ndlcofed slightly :-:-:.:.:,:.:.: devltrlfied pumice throughout (1857 to 2300 ft)_371- e_ododareafro_ 2292to _]2°_]= -: _
2554 ft with maximum i...'- • ..'; BeddBd Tuff zeoJltlxed 2300 to 2320

2554 hole enlargement of 13.75 ;n i.'.'.'.'.'.'." BULLFROG MEMBER
- • ...... • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded to moderately p.

at 2371 ff'. i'.'.'.'.'.'.', welded, devitrlfied pumice and mudstone
a690- and volcanic, lifhlc fragments common

_,30- _ (23_ofozs_oft) 3
....... Bedd_.__.md Tuff, zeolitlzed (2890 to 2730 ff) '"

".'.'.'.'.'.'. TRAM MEMBER
.............. • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded to partially ;_
".'.'.'.'.'." welded, upper port devilrified, lower part c)
....... zeollflzed mostly gray, pumiol arid
-'.'-'-'.'.'." volcanic, Ilthic fraomente throughout unit
.'..'.'..." (2730 to 3619 ff).... ,..
.......

3619- " ..... / Bedded Tuff 13619 to 3661 ft)3661 ....
! ! LAVA FLOW AND F'LOW BRECCIA, devitrlfled, 4_

outoclostlc (3661 to 4026 ft) _ u

3995 []. I _
4035- • Caliper log Indlcated eroded " ,,, _

area from 3995 to 4041 40_6 : _ 11 Bedded Ash-Fall Tuff, moderately tndurat,,d, < _

404! enlargementftwlth maxlmumof18.25halein at ,0SO :':::':..... :':':'i__ ztollfixed (,026 to ,052 ft) _ _
4035 ft. ".'.'.'.'.'.'.I UTHIC RIDGE TUFF

"" ".'.'.'.'.1 , Ash-Flow Tuff, partially welded, zeolfflzed
:::.:.:: :-: (.o621o4921ft_
....... _ W

....... _J
........ "I"

i'iiiii'i_ BeddedTuff,..c,,...,'i.B21fo..1 11)
S

....

:: :::::: OLO_R_or_s
........ Ash-Flow and Bedded Tuff, port;oily to

".'.'.'.'.'.'. moderofely welded, dsvltrlfled, zeolitlzed
............... (4B_foBoo0ff)
., ......

• • °." ".'."

"°.'.'-.''.

6000 - " ;,,'," " " '

III



U
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx ond S¢|sson, 1986c)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETERCollar Elevotion-4101.1 ft
0 ,' 15.0 .;n

(_ Annulus no| cemented. B

OD= 13,373 In ----12,25 fn
ID= 12,615 ;n
T= = 0,38 _n

Set at 8 ft

(_) Annulus cemented with 108 ft 5 Gyp-Seal cement
from 119 ft to surface.

0D = 8. 625 in .
ID= 7,625 in
T= = 0,5 ;n

PVC-ploBtlc pipe
Set of 119 ft 113 7

o.=5Incop_o,,Ic,.bin.:1ft' atBondand= _ _
small amount of bentonite used to stem I ft be- ?. ////
low and 2 ft above plezometers; hole filled with o 150 /_/ /j.,_
total of 307 ft 'z of Col-Seal cement from 397 to __.d.,.,113.7 ft. Plezometers Bit 01 400. 351. 31;3. 181, t69
169, 150 and 124 ft. Hole Is stemmed from __//'/./_/
113.7 ft to surface with 17 locke of Bond, 11 181

sackScement.Ofbentonite gel and 25 ft s of dry Col-Seal "'_/_ _/_/,_

FEET e_

0 jip,j////A ,,,! _

,I

--I13.7 ,I 3SI 35_- •

_a2 --J

4 DO--]" .......

Boflom of hole filled with 18,5 sacks of Monterey .......
sand and 0.5 socks of bentonite gel. ' .....

, , , , . , ,

. .....

.......

, . .....

..... ' 1

...... I. . .....

500 . .... • ...... so: - A



30162001,01 B

UE-25a #4
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG

(Modified from 5pengler and Rossnbaum, 1980)

DEPTH

HOLE INFORMATION (FT)

,n ,_':;,-:_..,_ ALLUVIUM (O to 30.0 ff)

.

30- T,vACANYONMEMBE.''' • *..../..
'.'.'.".'"'"'." . Ash-Flow Tuff

:'_".'_'_':'i'i'_': - Moderately to densely welded.

i:i:i_i::i_:i:}::iii devltrlfled (30.0 to 121.0 ft)

Non-welded to partially welded, /Itrlo• • • • .........

:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: (121.0 to 150.7 ft)

•_'_'_'i'i'i'__'i" • Bedded/Reworked Tuff, friable, (150.7 ig

. i"i'_'ii'i'i':'i! 152.7 ft)
• • ..-......- ..,

,,.,./• ...... -,
,....../.- • ..., ..
,..//-...-..
,.........../• ,.,

IEI - ' ........ "'.:.:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:...........
..... ..... J

_..,..- ./.- ... •

150. ' .........
15e'_= "......... YUCCA MOUNT,_INMEMBER

:_:_i_i_._._i: • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vitri¢ (152.7 to
•_'_'i'i'i'_'_'i'i': 179.2 ft)

179,E- _ • Bedded/Reworked Tuff Ash-Flow Tuff, friable
(unoom_solldafed), vitrio (179.2 to 191.0 ft)

191 - ?_....?????: PAH CANYON'MEMBER
•_'_'I'I_I'I'Z'_ • Ash-Flow Tuff. non-welded, vitric, friable
".'.".--'.'.'.. (191,0 to 274.7 ft)_.... • ".'.'.'.'.-. [.

t.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. • Bedded/Reworked Tuff, friable, vltrlc (274.7
":.'.'-'.'.'.'.'" to 280.0 ft)..........
.........

3:
".'.'.'.','.','., (/_..........

/ . . .".'.'..'.'.', I_

'.'.'.'...'.'.'.'.' Z
'.'.','.'.'.'.'.'.,
".'.'/.'..'," "/.' ¢L

_74.7 -;=e0 -
•_.}'i'i'i'i'i'i'_'_i TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER
•".'.'..,','... • Ash-Flow Tuff

•i'_-_'i'i'i'_'_'i" - Non-welded, vltric, friable to poorly

"'"'"''"' Indurated, slightly arg1111o (280.0 to

31 o - -_:i:i:i:_:i-i:i._ 310.O ft)
317 - /_ Lost clrculatlon at 317 ft. 31_8-3EO - _.'i'_'i'i'_ - Non-welded to partially welded, vltrlc

..................... (310.0 to 316.8 ft)
','_'_'_'i'i'_'_'_'i'i - Densely welded, vltrophyre (316.8 to

i '_'i'i'_'i'i'Y'_'i' 320.0 ft)

346.9- i]_i:i:ii_i]:i:i:_:_i -- Densely welded, devltrlflsd (320.0 to
35E - • Fluld density log indicated .......,.,-..., 346.9 ft)

fluid level at 352 ft. r,_.i'i'i'i'i'i'i" - Moderately to densely welded,
"...'.'.'...'" devltrlf|ed, some vapor phase

_i_i_ii_ii_i_i_i.i crystallization _346.9 to 500,0 ft)
...........
..........
..........

.........

..........

...........

.........

, .........
.........
• ....... /-
..........
.....................

...........
.....................
...........

..........

/_ Lost clrculatlon at 500 ft. 500 - ' .........50: -



GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Sclsson, 1986c)

DEPTH HOLE
(ft) DIAMETER

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION Collar Elevation-4057.3 ft

® A.nul.s,oro°.,.n,ed. 10 --I-i-,',,//" ,.,,,,//'l_i--_'o_n
III III

DB = !3,375 _n /// ///
I9 = i2.615 _n ----_/// ///-..'---12,25 in
To = 0,3B0 Jn /// ////// ///

Set at I0. ft /// ///

Annulus cemented with 75 ft 3 of Gyp-Seal gypsum _ ////// //////cement from 120 ft to Iurfoce. /// I//
/// ///
/// ///

0D = B,825 Ln /// ///
ID = 7.625 in /// ///
T¢ = 0,5 in /// ////// ///

PVC-plastlc plpe /// ///
Set at 120 ft ///

///

///

-----. -----6.125 _n

FEET

-- F/-

'1# _

Iii

._'//
///

;'.2"
///, 2.

z//'_

,11.,
jr//

_120 _i

_123 j e_

487



I

301620,0_01 B4

UE-25a # 5
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG

i (Modified from Spengler and Roeenboum, 1980)

DEPTH
HOLE INFORMATION (_)

0 - ... ,h . _.....

;n _'.'. '_. ALLUVIUM (O to gO.O ft)
:,_,._>'..
_..,..._.;

-41!.
t, ".._. "

"_4. ":e'

- .o._.:_,.
•. ii • .,,

90 - -.-.-.-.-.-. TIVA CANYON MEMBER
".'.'.'.'.', • Ash-Flaw Tuff

".'.'.'.'.', - Densely welded, devltrlfled (90.0 to
128,0 ft)

- !_on-wslded to pa_lally welded, vltrlc
123 - _ Lost circulation at 123 ft. tee - (12B.O to 138.6 ft) _ __.......

13_,6- . ..... YUCCA MO'U-NTAINMEMBER
...... • Ash-Flow Tuff, vltrlc (138,6 to 167.0 ft)
....... Bedded/Reworked Ash-Fall Tuff,

167 - _ moderately indurated, vitrlc (167.0 to IB5.3 ft)

......

_8_.3- "''''' PAH CANYON _IEMBER
....... Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vitrlc, argllllc

............ and friable toward base (185.5 to 229.6 ff)
...... • Bedded/Rewarked Ash-Fall Tuff, friable,
:.:.:.:.:.:.: ,hick-bedded.vltr,°'(229.6to 227.1f,)

_89 6 - .....

237.1- :, . . . i T"POPA"uNSPRING MEMBER
245 - _ Lost circulation from 245 1c ............ • Ash-Flaw Tuft

288 ft. " ..... - Non-welded, vitrlc, (237.1 ta 268.0 ft) L,.
...... - Non-welded to moderately welded, vltric,

26B - ''.'." • friable (268.0 to 277.0 ft) -,-
277 - "'''" - Densely welded, vitrophyre (277.0 to ¢n279 -

i .'.'••.'•'._ rv27g.oft)
288 - - ...... Densely welded, devitrlfied, some vapor m

...... Z

phase crystallization (279.0 to 487.0 ft) __° R ° I o _ q

rk

" • " ° " '

"o*,• °." '

.'.'.*o*o* '

'.'°" "." " '

' °•" ",° ".'

.....

'** °.'.',' '

''.'" °'.'

_•'.•.'.•."
k • I ° ° •

,6, - A Los,ol_cu,o,lonat ,64 ft /......
......

487 - • ....

I , I I I I II__ J J II ' J I I !II I _I I I I



U,c
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenix and Solsson, 1987d)

DEPTH HOLE
(ft) DIAMETER

CEMENTING AND CA81NG INFORMATION Collor Elevotion-4866.9 ft
0 36.0 in

(_ Annulus cemented with B1 ft 3 of neat cement plus
29

26. 0126 tn
2_ CoCI2 und 102; =and from 29 ft to surface. 130

DTI = 31 ;n
]D = 30 I1,1" 14,75 in
T= = 0.50 ;n

Set of 29 ff

(_ Annulus cemented with 673 ff3 of neof cemdhf
+2Y; CoCI2 from 127 ff to =urfoce.

DD = 16 ;n
ID = 15,01 ;n
I"= = 0,495 ;1,1

Set =t 126 ff

• FEET

°-29_
126
130

l

Annulus cemented with 75 ft J of 1hoot cement

+2_ CoCI2 from 2600 ft fo 2532 ff,z

OD = t O,75 ;n e468

I D = 9.950 i I'1 e474 = :::-

T= = 0.40 ;n 2532
Set of 2600 ft 2600 _6oo -

o 2650

---.=-8.75;n

i

4000 4::: _ .___



I n

301820,DI.01 e

USW H-3
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG

(Modified from Thordorson et o1,, 19B4)

HOLE INFORMATION oreTN(rn
D -- • ..... :"; .... .......

•..:,:':'i'i-1-:':':':'i11VA CANYON MEMBER
:':'i':'i'i':':':':':': • Ash-Flow Tuff

:i::::i::i:i:::i:ii:::'i - Densely welded, devitrlfl_l (0 to 350 f f)
............. Partlal!y welded to non-welded, vltrlc (350 to

i.:.i.:-??:':':':'/, 392 ft).....%Oo-.,.'.,.....-.

04 "/:':':_::':':':iii:iraedded/_t'h-Fail Tuff, vitri_: and seolltized(?) (392 to

- iiiiiiiiiiii\'°',,) ....................
•".'.'.'.'.'.:.'.','.', TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER

" "i':':':':'i':':-:':': • Ash-Flow Tuff

:':':':".'i':':':':'i" -- Partially to non-welded, argilli¢ (404 to 442 ff).....: •.. • ./.. :_1

660 - i::':':'.':'?:':':':': - Densely welded, devitriflld (442 to 470 ff) I--
............. Moderately" welded, vapor phase .i-'.'°'.'.°:'.'.'°'.'.'." ftt

..'.','.'.'.v.'.'," orystollizallon (470 to 6BO fl)
............ - Moderately to densely welded, dsvllrlfied
:.:.i.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.i. CUD to 1050 ft).,......°......

.':':':':':'1"1":':':': -- Oenllly welded, dlvitrifllKI (slightly altered) z
:.:.1.:.1.1.:.:.:.1.1- (1050 to 1194 ft)

1050 - I::_':!i_!_: - Densely welded, vltrophyre (1194 to 1.252 ft)
;,'.'.v.'.'.'.'.'.': - Moderately to partially welded, vitric (1252
::::::i::::::::i:::11:1: to 1380 ft).

1194 - ......;._...........,._ • Ash-Flow Tuff(?), non-welded(?) (1380 to 1392 ft)

! 390

139£ = _ TLIFFACEOUS BEDS OF CALICO HILLS-
_4B7 - ....:.... , ...._ A_h-Flow Tuff(?), vltric (1392 to 1487 ft) ;_ ]E

":':':':':"-':':'::':; PROW PASS MEMBER '
:::i:::::::::::::::i:::::: • Ash-Flow Tuff

]7D4 ::::::::::i:1:::i:1:::::: - Non-welded, vlfrlc and dovlfrifled (1487 tO

:.:.:..:.:.:... - Non-welded to partially welded, devltrlfled
and some vapor phase crystallization (1704

]900 ::::::::::::::::::::::::: tO 1710 ft)
1907 = i'::..'.','.'.'.'..*:_ - Non-welded to partially welded, zeolttlzsd,940-:::::::::::::::: c1,,o,=,,oo,,)
_DDD - I.;: ;....... 1

::::::::::i:::::::::::i::Bedded/Reworked(?) Tuff, zeolltlzed(?) (1900 to 1907 ft)

tAJLLFROG MEMBER
• AIh-Flow Tuff

- Partially welded, zsoliflzed(?) and arglllio
Fluid log indicated fluid 2323- (1907 to 1940 ft)
level at 2468 ft, - Partially welded, vapor phase crysfalllzotlon

246B _449 (1940 to 2000 ft)
2_74 = ",'i_' Casing perforated from 2474 2477 -- _ _ - Densely welded, devitrlfled (2000 to 2323 ff)

to 2600 ft. \ -- Non-welded to pard|ally welded, dsvitrlfied

_600 - _590 - , (2323 to 2449 if) _ --
_Bedded/Reworked Ash-Fall Tuff, zeolltlzed(?) (2449 to ._

TRAM_ - ,-=.
• Ash-Flow Tuff

- Non-welded to part;ally welded, devltrifiod u

_990_ (2477 to 2590 ff)
3010- - Partially welded, devitrifipd (2590 to 2990 ft)

- Partially to moderately(?) welded, slightly
3_1B_ argllllc and zsolltlc(?) (2990 to 3010 ff)
3140- - Moderately welded, zeolJtlzed_?) and

Illl=ifled(?) (3010 to 3118 ft)
- Partially welded, dovlfrlfled (3118 to 3140 ft)
- Non-welded 1o padlally welded, dovitrlfied

(3140 to 3360 ft)
3360 - _:':':':':':':::':':':-:' - partially welded, zeal/tlc(?) and arg_lll¢(?)

(3360 to 3595 ft)

3595 ......

3637 - .:.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.:::::\Ssdded/gl,v_rk.nd Tuff, zeal;tic(?) (3595 1o 3S37 f1)
:::::::::::::::::::::::AIh-FIow Tuff, partially welded, zeolltl¢(?) and
::::::::::::::::::::orgllIlc(?) (3637 1o 4000 ft)
,.:/.'....'.':°:°:' * I_ lab,

/"'"'/'"'"'::::" U

:.:.:.:.:.:.::.::...: _ _-

40_0 - 4000 -



UE-25
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Solsson, 1986c)

DEPTH HOLE

(ft) DIAM_ER HOLE INF
CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION Co,or Elevotion-4053.9 ft

0

(_ Annulus cemented wl_h 126 ft 3 of gypsum cement

from 57 ft to surfnca. -..-.-. 12,P5 ;n
n]_ = 8. 625 in 28
I9 = 7.625 ;n
T= = 0.50 in

PVC-plostl¢ pipe
Set at 57 ft

65--
(_) Holc cemented from 28.5 to 107 f! with 25 ft3 of ----- 6. 25 in

neat cement plus 2_ CoCIz in order to stabilize
hole, _hen drilled out.

1'07 ....

----- -----6,125 in

2.375 in OD Hyoril tubing set at 493 ft.

i
493 - Loon fill
500



301620.01 C

UE-25a #6
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG
(Modified from Spengler and Rosenbaum, 1980)

R
HOLE INFORMATION DEPTHEFT)

D ............

i_+::+:_%_+ALLUV,UM(Oto 20.0ft)
_l) - ......... , ........................

•".'.'-'.'.'-'.'+ • Ash- Flow Tuff

i':'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i - Denselywelded, devitrlfled (20.0 to B0.0 ft)
........... Moderatelywelded, dovltrtfled (BO.Oto

....:':':':':':+:'i:i...... _ 83.5 ft)
.......... - Denselywelded, devltrifled (63.5 to
:::::_::::::::_'.:::+ 103.0ft)

SO -_ '.-:.:.:.:.:.:.'.+:_" - Partially to moderatelywilde.d,
a3,5 _ devitrifled (103.0 to 123.1 ft)

.'...'.-.'.'.-.'.', - Non-welded to partially welded, vltric
'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.', [123.1 to 144.2 ft)
.......... _" Bedded/Reworked Tuff, poorly

".'.'.','.'.',','.'.......... consolidated, moderately argill/c (144.2 to

123, t - "+'"'"'"" "" 149.3 ft)
' • .,. • .°..,.. ,,
• ....o, ... * *
,..o.., _.°... ,,,

]44 ._ - +
149.3 .............

.+o+.O• • .°. •.,

.......... YUCCAMOUNTAINMEMBER
........... Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vitrlc (149.3 to

]69.3 - _ 16g.3 ft)
• Bedded/Reworked Ash-Fall Tuff,

les.a- _= unconsolidated to poorly consolidated, vltrlc
::':':'i':':':/_ (169.3 to 188.2 ft)

20te -
PAH CANYONMEMBER

• Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vitrlc (188.2 to
2a7 _ _ 201.1Bft) u_

• 6edded/ReworkedTuft, unconsolidated,a4!a37',6 ii:::::i:i::i:iiii I`.......... vltrlc [201.8 to 227.0 ft) _"
,.,o..+,,.,.+.,...,, =JB_

246 - It, ,,, • o.,.- -,.
•".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.. TOPOPAHSPRINGMEMBER =

".'.'.'.'.'.'-"" - Non-welded, vitric, some arglilic (227.0
i.:.:.:':.i.i-i.i'i, to 237.6 ft) <
•:':':':':':':':':': - .Non-weldedto partially welded,vltric a,
:.:.:.:.:.:.:-::.:+ [237.6 to 241.7 ft)
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.', - Densely welded, vifrophyre (241.7 to
•:.:.:.:,:,:.:.:.:,: 246,0 ft)
:.:.:.:.:,:,:.:.:.:. - Densely welded, devltrlfied(246.0 to
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 50o,o ft)

.- ........ • .,..
......... i

:-.- ,°.,,..o., • !
.°- ...,° .., ,..
..... , ....

I...°.,... o,

_ ° ... • ..- .o,."
......... :

L,°, .,.,,°......oo

; ...........

li!iiii!!i!iiii!ii!
• ....°.-°°.°..,.°

°.....°.. • ./..
°, • .°°°. • • ...

50D - " .... :' "



UE
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Scisson, 19BBc)

DEPTH HOLE
DIAMETER

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Collar Elevotion-4OO¢,6 ft I"

O 15 O in
Annulue cemented wlth 90 ft s of Gyp-Seal gyp=urn 10 " :-cement from 135 ft to surface. 20 - _ Ha

at

nD= B.625 In 12,25 ;n
ID = 7,625 ,n
T= = 0,5 In .

PVC- plastlc pipe
Set at 134 ft 119 - _ Lo

• 134 ;cO - /_ Lo
138 _._r

,=

-'--- 5,5 ;n

i

2,375 in OD Hydrh tubing set at 956.4 ft. 956.4 i

..":_ _1002

l _ ......_ IRI_III!Ir"' ....., ,, ,, _[f...... , F_rl,, , II' _ll , !1Ir'J 'J= Jr I
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UE-25a #7
i

GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG

(Modified from Spengler and Rosenbaum, 1980)

DEPTH

HOLE INFORMATION (rr)

0 -

_n l> o _" ALLUVIUM {0 to 153.0 ft)* ,* ,, 0

aO - • Hole enlargement to 17.5 in _. *o,at 20 ft. • _.

o,<_ ° (NOTE: STRATIGRAPHY ONLY AVAILABLE FROM 0 TO
., O" oC

_..o., 500 rr)

129 - /_ Lost circulation at 119 ft. o' ,
12B - /_ Lost c;rculaflon at 128 ft. o '_'A_i*"

153 .... *'"q."_.• • ......
169.1_ _..-.... " TIVA CANYON MEMBER
173.5 - ..

190 _ ......... Ash-Flow Tuff
]94.2- _,...._....:.;/ - Densely welded, devltrified (153.0 to

169.1 ft)

ale 9-220 2- _t. _-i 173.sM°dsratelywelded,ft) devltrified (169.1 to

- Partially welded to non-welded, vltrlc

265,8- _ (173,5 to 190.0 ft)
271_,7- Bsdded/Reworked Tuff, slightly Indurated,
297,6 orglllic (190.0 to 194.2 ft)304.5: ......

30B - _ ....
3_3 u

L

YUCCA MOUNTAIN MEMBER
1

'_ Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vitric (194.2 1o

:::?? 212.9ft)
indurated, thick bedded, vitrio (212.9 to

I 220.2 ft)
. .:............./.

:':':':':':':':':':':. PAH CANYON MEMBER ,.
":':':'::':':':':':'." • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vltric, slightly ¢,.
"""'"'""'"'"'" orglllic (220.2 to 265,8 ft) :)I--.,-, ,.,, .,.,.,.//,,

478,9- :.:.:.::..:.!.:,::: Bedded/Reworked Tuff, slightly, indurated, =
500 ::::::::::::::::: poorly soded, slightly argllllc {265.8 to m- -)

508 - /_ Lost circulation at 508 ft. t 272.7 ft) _"O=
k,,,

TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER z
. Ash-Flow Tuff _.

- Non-welded, vitric, (272.7 to 297.6 ft)
- Non-welded to partially welded, vitrlc

(297,6 to 504.5 ft)
- Densely welded, vitrophyre (304.5 to

308.0 ft)
- Densely welded, dev;tr;f;ed (308.0 to

323.0 ft)
- Moderately to densely welded,

dsvltrlfled, some vapor phase
crystolIIzatlon (323,0 to 478.8 ft)

- Densely welded, devltrlfled, some vapor

phase crystoIllzatlon (478.8 to 500.0 ft)

IO02 - ....',3.32 -



GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
(From Fenlx and Solsson, l g86d)

DEPTH HOLE
(ft) DIAMETER

CEMENTING AND CABING INFORMATION Surface Elevation-3939.0 ft
0

(_ Annulus cemented with 300 ft3 of neat cement 35 _ I ............ '1 _36'0 in

plus 2% CoCI2 from .35 ft to surface.._ :_ L,_,_,._ in

16B
DD = ;30.5 in

ID = 20 in 292 _15,0 ;n
Ta = 0.25 in 317---J I -- !

Set at 34 ft 31B

(_ Annulus cemented with 635 ft _ of neat cement
plus 2_ CoCI2 from 317 ft to 168 ft.

OD = 16 _n *
ID = 15.010 ;n

Ta = 0,495 in
Set at 292 ft

----- -,--12 25 ;n

Annulus spot cemented wlth 100 ft 3 of neat 1543 _ _/_
cement plus 2_ CaCl2 from 1705 ft to 1543 ft. 1649 _/_....

1705 --"_ "//"
OD = 9,625 ;n
ID = B.921 ;n
Ta = 0,352 ;n ----.-- -----B.75 n

Set at 1700 ft

2131

CE _ --,-- 8,5 ;n

FEET

(_)-E0 .........

35- II
I---zsz--- rd_

F__317_J[
u--318--J

4002



I • I ....

301820.0t.01 BS

UE-25b #1
GENERALIZED 8TRATIGRAPHiC LOG

(From Lcbmeyer et el,, 1983)

)LE

ETER HOLE INFORMATION _.

.0 i n 0 - '•_._,_'-"=_-/ ......................
: ,_o d .'
e.,,_,, ::_ ALLU_UM (O to 150 ft)

150 -.'.V.'.v.v.v.v TIVA CANYON MEMBER

_t - '_''': ...... . Ash-Flow Tuffill " i_\ - Densely welded (150 to 210 it)

_\ _ Aeh-rlow Tuff, non-welded, vlfrlc (240 to 260 ft) _;:::::::::::::::::::::::::
_'-"_Beddld/Roworkld Tuff, vifrlo and dsvlfrifled, rk;h In pumice

I HOlematelyCaVingl100 frOmto15500pproxi-ft. r.'.'.v.v.v.v.v _

Hole cemented from 1105 to " v.-.v.v.v.v.. TOPOPAHSPRING MEMBER
1200 ft with 1000 ft.1 of :vv.'.v.v.v • Aoh-rlow Tuff
neat cement glue 2:; CoOl= ..v.vv.v.v., - Dlnllly welded, vilrophyro (275 to 280 ft)
and 0.5 Ibl/ft "1 LCM, then v.v.v.v.v.v - Densely welded, dovifrifled (2dO 1o 1295 it)

,v.v.v.v.v.'.' Den=ely woldod, vitr=phyre {1295 to 1330 it)drilled out leaving 922 ft s of v.v.v..:.v.v -
cement to stabilize borehole .:.:.:.v.v...,:... - Moderately to poMlolly welded, vltrl¢ (1330 to......... 135oLwall• v,:.v,v.v.v,

!:"::!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!,/Bedded/Reworked Tuff, altered (1350 to 1385 ff)

1105 - :::::::::::::::::::::::://;rgFT;crous erOS or CALICO HiL_ '1190]800-- A Lost circulation and tight holl :':':':":-"::':':':': // * Aeh-rlow Tuff, nan-welded, zealltlzed (1385 to

1205 from 1190 to 1205 ft. ':':':':',':'.':':':':"I/ 1040 It) _
le._ i,i,:,/..:.i.:.:.:.:.:II • Bedded Ash-Fall Tuff (1840 to 1889 ft)
1330 ,:-:,-,v,-:::°-.__ I ..........
;3_0 : _ I PROW PASS UEMBER1211';- . ..........

F'Iuid level Indicated at ............. Ash-Flow Tuff
1550 ft, '..:.:.:'I'S-:'/.':" - Non-welded to partially welded, zoolltlzed (1889.. v:.v.v.'.v.v to 1e98 ff)1550 .

- PoHIoI_ welded to non-welded, dlvltdfled,
slight_ =_illi© (2045 to 2071 if}

-- Non-welded, devltrltled, same vapor phale,
poMlol_ zeolNlzed (2071 fo 2095 it)

.............. Po_tlolly welded, °devilHflsd, zeolltlzed and
::::::::::::::::::::::: elllolfled (2120 to 2192 ft)
•:'I':':':':::'I':'X' - Partially to moderately welded, devltrlfled,

e04q_ v.v:.v_v:.': moderotoly to highly eiliolfled and zeolilized
|8_ _:?::"""''"_ (21. ,o 223o,t) _
Zl_O ........... - Partially woldod, dovltrifled (223D tp 2275 it)

.v.v.v.vv.'. - Non-welded, dsvltrifled, zoolltized _2275 toalga- :::::::::::::::::::
21_30 ;............ 2356 It)

"' E:?:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i/Bedded/.wo..d...-,o,,Tuff,de.,,.,f,ed.,o...de83_ ............
_3il " ::::::::::::::::::::::: etliclfied/zoollllzed (2356 to 2381 it)

i'i-i'i':'i::-:':':':': BULLFROGMEMBER
:.'.v.v.v..:.'.; • Ash-Flow Tuff

;_511:1:.'.v.':.v::.'. - Partially welded, devitrlfled (23.61 to 2399 It)

2598 ':':':*:*_*:':':':'': - PoHIolly welded, vapor phase (2399 to 2583 it):::::::::::::::::::::::: * Ash-Foil(?) Tuff, padlally welded(?) (2583 to 2598 fl) m

v.v.v,v.v:." • Ash-Flow Tuff U
::::::::::::::::::::: - Moderately welded, devlldfied (2598 to 2783 fl)

8783 ,:;/......:;?...... -- Partially welded 1o non-welded, moderat.=ly

_]- _""-- zeolltlo, slightly orgilllc (2783 to 2853 if)

- _ked Tuff, zeolitlzed (2853 to 2883 ft)_g46

•:.'.-.v.*:.v." TRAM MEMBER
.vv:,v.v.v, • Ash-Flow Tuff"/.'.'.'L'.'.':',%

;,',',:.'/.'.',',:.v_ - Non-welded to po_lally welded, zoollt|a (2883 1o
3152- .::::::::::::::::::::::: 2946 it)
3;'48- _v_"v_v_v_'_ - Partially welded, devltrlfled (2946 1o 3152 it)

........... - Modera • w d t fed I t to:::::::::::. ,o'
:'::':':'::':':':':', - Partially to moderately welded, devltrlfled, some
:.v.v.v.v.v. Zoolltlzed and or_llli© (3242 to 3901 ft)V.V:'. ;:'.'.'.'.:.

::::::::::::::::::::::::

,u. ..........
.:'/.:.'::/-'.".':':':':fll/ • Ash-rlOwondzeollilzedTUff'(3980modsr°lolyio4002woldod'f,)dlwlh'Ifled, orgilllo _

- O Ho,.oovod,not ft. 39&0 "

400_ -- 400E .......



U,(
GENERALiZEIJ DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenix end Solaaon, l gB7e)

HOLE
DEPTH DIAMETER

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Surface Elevation-434B.6 ft

207_ ............. I ....."-_ . 23,0 _.
(_) Annulus =emented with 50 ft] °f neat cement I I _"--17'5 Inplus 3Z CoCIa from 27 ft to outrode. 280 _ B.75 in

20oDO = 20 in
ID = 19 _n
T= " 0,5 In

Set (It 27 t1 • 6.85 in

® Annu,..oemsn,ed,.h 500,,' ofneD,csms._ ;It
plus 3X CoCI2 from 2B0 ft to surfooe. . 1014.5- I 4.5 ;n tot:]

0D - 13,375 in 1016--..-J
ID = IE,615 8n
TI = 0,380 in 3,B75 in

Set of 280 ft 1302

(_) Annulus not cemented.
n9 = 7,6;)5 In
ID = 6.75 _n
Te = 0.438 in

Sot at 290 ft

Annulus not cemented.
DD - 4.5 in
ID = 4.0 in
T, = 0.;)5 ;n

Set at 1016 ft

DEPTH I

(fO
0

28O

290 j

@ODD

ii, ,, r



3016200101 B9

USW G-1
GENERALIZED 8TRATIGRAPHIC LOG

(Modified from Spongier at el., 1981)

HOLE INFORMATION D(rr_H

_; ALLUVIUM(0,0 to so.o ft)
= mmeimm YUCCA MOUNTAIN MEMBER. Ash-t'low Tuff

- Partially welded, vapor phase crystallization
{I80.0 to 8S.0 ff)

- _ton-wslded vltrl¢ (BS.O to 100.0 ft)
, poorly oonsolidoted, vltrlo

_|_ - • Hole..Iorw...t af 2_.5i, ,A. CANYON
0t 786 ft. Ash-roll Tuff, ncm-welde<l, riffle 35,0 to 235.0

101"= - BE Hale oemented from 7SS ta TOPOPAH SPRING MEMli[R
1013 ft with 100 ft 3 of . Mh-rlow Tuff

cement. _lmant drilled out - Non-welded, vlfrla (235.0 ta 270.0 ff)
with 52 fP remaining an 12117 - I)Insely welded, vlfrophyrl {270,0 to 280,0 ft)

]34B- - Densstv welded, vltHo (280.0 to 292.S ff) .
el¢lo of hole to stabilize. 1360 =., - Oensely welded0 devitflfled (282.5 to 128_/,0 ft)t38B

A Lost olr_ulotlon at 1382 ft.
t_l_; - Densely welded, vltraphyre _t287.0 to 1342,4 ft)
14a5 - Moderately welded, vlfrto U342.4 to 13BO,S ft)

- Partially welded ta non-welded, vllrla (1380.5 to
1384.3 ft)

tT:M_ - Non-welded, devltdfled (1384,3 to 1403,9 ft)
li;Ol _ . Bedded/Rsworked Tuff, vltr_ (1403.B to 1425.5 f_)

TUFFACEOUS 8[DS OF CALICO HILLS
A|h-Flaw Tuff, non-welded to partially welded,
devltrlfled and zeo!lttZed (1425.S to 1738.4, ft)

|t_S : Oedded/Reworked Ash-Fall Tuff (Tpffaoeaus

|_]_ $Bndatene), =sollflzsd to ,lllolflod (1735.4 to 1801.5-_ ft)

_447 -_ PROW PASS MEMBER
|S,_? - * A|h-Flow Tuff partially to moderutoly welded,

devltrlfled, some vapor phase ory=_alHzotton, some
pumloa vital= (;1801.S ta 2152.0 ft)

• Bedded/Reworked Ash-Foil Tuff (Tuffooeaue
Sandstone.), llmlltlzed, slightly argullllo (2152.0 to
217_

3083- BULLFROG MEMB[R

i Ash-Flaw Tuff, Non-welded to partially welded
dlwltHfled, some orglllk: (2173.0 to 2317.4 if)
Bodded/geworked Tuff, moderately Indurated
(2317.41o 2317.8 ft)

• Ash-Flow Tuff
- Partially welded, vapor phase orystolllsoflon

]_t| : _2317,9 Io 2447.0 f,)
- ModerDtely t9 densely welded, devltrifled (2447.0

ta 2547.1 ft)
- Moderately to partially welded, devltrlfled (2547.1

to 2601.6 ft)
:3945 - • Beddsd/Reworksd Tuff (2801.6 to 2639.4 ft)

TRAM MEMBER
• Ash-Flow Tuff

- Partially to moderately welded, devitrlfled (2639.4
to 3oe3.off)

- Non-we!dld tO partially welded, slmllil© and
argilli© (3083.0 ia 3522,0 ft)

• Oedded/Reworked Ash-Fall Tuff and Tuffaosoue
Sondstons, moderately Indurated (3522.0 to 3558.2
ft)

FlOW Oreoalo _Tuff, Brsoola, and Lava Flow-'o-_3558.2 to

,Bel _ _B45.8 ft)_.4940 - ""----
UTHIC RIDGE TUFF

• Ash-Flow Tuff, partially welded, well Indurated,
arglllis and zeollfle (3t45,8 to 4920.7 ft)

• Oedded/Reworked Ash-Fell Tuff, moderately
5380 - Indurated (4920.7 to 4940.2 ft)
5434 -

Ash-Flow and Bedded Tuff (Undivided)
• Unit A (41)40.2 to 5320.0 ft)
• Unit 8 (S]20.O to S434,0 it)
• Unit C {5434.0 to BO00.O ft)

6000 -



GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
(From Fenlx and SO}llOrt, 1987d)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Surfaoe £kwaflon-4098.5 ft DIAMETER
"" 36,0 ,n

(_nnulul cemented with 205 ft 3 of neat =_ment plus 35 -.---26.0 in
2X CaCl:! from 35 ft to 18 ft and 36 ft ._ of 153
Redi-Ml_ from 18 ft to surfaoe.

GO - 30.000 ;n e_).O an
I]3 = 29,250 _n 316
T, = 0,375 in 14 75 ;n

Set at 35 f!

C_ Annulus oementacl with 720 ft3 of neat Dement plus
3Z CoC.:_ from 31B ft to 3.5 ft.

[39- 16,000 Jn
lO = 15,010 in
Tr = 0,495 Jn

Set at 311 ft

Annulus oemented with 100 flS of neat aement plus 1799-----L_
3X CoC:_ from 1850 ft to oppro_imotely 1799 ft. 1939

OO = 10.75 in 1850
ID = 9.95 ;n
T_ " 0.40 in

Set of 1839 ff
---- 8,75 in

FEET

35_

153

I
.... 316

I
I
I

I

4000 -- - •



3018110,0t,01810

USW H-4
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG

(Modified from Whltfleld el oi., 1984)

D[PTH
HOLE INFORMATION (FT)

l) -- ";"';'", _,.,.. ,' ............

i'i'i'i':':':'i':'i' TIVA CANYON U(MB[R

_; i'i'i'i".'_'i'i'_", • Ash-Flow Tuff

_ 4 3_ . = " C 0 ' ; _'' ' O' ' " d ' _0 t" ' h 0 ' " _ ; L_'*_ _[_" _ _W_ *- 4 " Densely welded, devifrlfisd (O to 174 ff)_ _ - Partially to. non-welded, vlfri0 (174 to 202 ft)

enlargement to 22 In from :,',',',':.'.'.'.' \Bedded/Reworked Tu{f, vifrlo (202 to 214 ft)
330 232 to 243 ft. 376 _ u.

,','.'.'.'.'.',.'.' TOPOPAH SPRING M[MB(R
'i':'i'i'i'i'_'i'i". • Ash-Row Tuff

• '.'.','.'.'.'.','." - Non-welded, vltrla (214 to 224 ft).
':i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'__ - POlqly to moderately welded, vlfrlo (224 to
'i'i'i.i"_i'_.i'i'i 252 ft) _)
.......... Densely welded, dsvltrlfled (252 to 254 ff) _.

_i'i'i'i'i'_'i'i'_ - Moderately welded, vapor phase
:,'.'.'.','.'.'.'. crystallization (254 to 376 ff) . <
' '_'_'i'i'_'i'_'i" - Oenealy welded, devitrlfle d (376 to 1185 ft)
'.'.',':.'.'.'.'." - Black, glassy vltroph_ro (1185 to 121.7 ft)
i'i'_'i'i'i'_'i'i'_ - Partly welded t vitrlc [1217 t9 1230 ft) ,

1060 - O Below 330 ft several erocled !.'i'i",'i'i'_'i-i" - Non-welded (friable), vitric (1230 to 1312 ft)
orsas with maximum hole I/.'.'.'.'.'.','.
enlargement of 29 in 0t 11115 ,, .........
1060 ft. IE!7 = ..:.L'_:.'-_L_I_30 !,'.'.'.'.','.'.'.

........
131;_ ................................. ,..,

":':':':':':':':'i TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CALICO HILLS
•,'.':.'.'.':.'. • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded to partly welded, 0

1(,,,_9 - _. Bedded_ Tuff, devlfrifled and zeoliflzed 0
lf.:;O _ O Gradual washouf to 22 in 1540 = "'""'"'";'"" _.C1. 575 |o t627ft)

..., ,.,,, , , %% ._ ,.... .........

t750 _ from 1650 to 1777 ft. 'i'_'i'i'i'_'i'i'i' PROW PASS M(MB(R
|710 ; i 1.9 in DD tubing set at ':-','-'-'-':.',' • Ash-Flow Tuff7_7 1725 ft. • .................... Non-welded, zeolltlo (162.7 to 1640 ft) .1860 ..........

:"_ Casing per/orated from 1750 .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.',', - Portly welded, devltrlflld (1640 to 1955 ft)
"'" to 1770 ft. 1955 -,i.'..i,:,'.::i:i_:; - Partly welded, zeoiltlc and slflclfled (1955 to

2040 -*i':':':':'i':_i-i,: 2040 ft)
:.'.'.'.'.'...', - Partly welded, zeolltlc and vltrl(: (2040 to
"i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i 2263 ft)..........

21K,I = JIk InQreaso in formation water _863 = .......... _ Tuff, zsolitlzed_ to 2275 ftT"
2274 noted at 2261 ft, 81_75 ,-i'i-i'i-i'i.i'i.i' B'ULLFROGMrMB[R ......

,'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.*. • Aeh-rtow Tuff
O Gradual washout from 1860 'i*i'i':'i'i'i_*i'i - Partly welded, dlvltrlflod (2275 to 2468 ft) u.

to 2870 ft w;th maximum 2406 -ii_i-_'_'_'i':_i - Partly welded, toper phose crystollization u.
hole erflargement of ES00 -:..'.'.'.'.". (2468 to 2500 ft) . . F.
19.75 In at 2274 ft. 2585 -;i_,!,i_i.i,i,_!, - Moderate to densely welded (2500 to 2585 ft) _,

_044 -- .......... _. -- Non-welded to portly welded, devltrifled <
_,ss4 ii-i.i.i.i-/ii\ 258 to 64_ tO " __ __

.........;i'i'i'i':'i'i'ii" _Orkld Tuff, devitrif!sd (2644 to 2664 It) .j"I-,

2070 - ii'i'i'i'_*i- ii TRAM M[MBER <
_ '*.'-'.'-". • Ash-Flow Tuff E

2990 -/'i-_'i'i'i'i: -- Portly welded, divilrlfled (2664 1o 2990 ft) o
/._i_i-ii - Moderately welded, devltrlfled (2990 to

- Portly welded, devltrlfle d (3230 to 3342 ft)
3Z30 - ......... "" Portly welded, zsolltlc (3342 to 3786 ft)

i+i-/:_'ii+I
3342 - ,','.'.'.'.*.'.'.'_

.........
.... ..... ,

:::::::::::::::::::

L:':':':':':':':':'"_/Reworked Tuff, zeolifl¢ (3788 to 3819 ft)mmTam.o.r on 2.875In 00 _,oo- - -- _._.__
tubing sit a, 3876 ft with 3819 - _"fLITHOC......... _ T_ _

387(, _ bottom of slotted and bull 'i'_':':'i'i'i'i'i". • Ash-Flow Tuff, partially welded, devltrtfled (3819
30% - nosed tubing at 3896 ft. '.'.'.'.'.'.','.'.' to 4000 it) _-'_.-_

4000 I i'i " ....... .... --



U
GENERALIZED DRILLER'8 LOG

; (F,romF'enlxand Sols|on, 1987e)
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GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
(From F'enix and $cisson, 19BTf)

HOLE
DEPTH DIAMETER

(ft)
Collar Elevotlon-3654.6 ft

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION
2 30.0 in

'_)An'-'--nulus cemented with 25 'f_s of Gyp-S'al cement 22.0 ,nfrom 3B to 33 ft and 440 of neat cement plus

2X CoOl2 from 33 ft to surface. _431_ 7,5 in

O_ = 24r,,0 .in
[11 = 23.25 In _ 14.75 In
T, = 0,375 In

Set at 36 ft °

Annulus cemented with 1325 ft s of neat cement
plus 2Z CoCI2 and LCM from 326 ft to surface.

13]) = 16.000 in 1392--'-I
l]) = 15,124 In 1487 ,'
To = 0.438 in 1500 I1517 --

Set at 325 ft .1564 --J _ .875 I n
"-

Annuluscemented with 125 ft s of neat cement 1888
• , plus 2_ CoCI:_ from 1590 to 1517 ft.

DO = 10.750 in 2140
IO = I0,050 in
To = 0.350 in

Set at 1584 ft

Annulus cemented in 4 stages. Float collar set at
4210 ft, lower stage collar set at 3875 fl, and up-

or stage collar sot at 2140 ft. Two mete| petal
oskmat3891and3.5. Stage ;,
neat ce_ment plus 2Z CoCIz at 4256 ft. Stage -
755 ft= of class A cement plus 20X DAICEL 0 plus
2:[ CaC!2 at 3874 ft. Stags 3-380 fta of class A
cement plus 20X DIACEL 0 plus 2X CoCIz at 2116
ft. Stage 4-Odilable bridge plug set at 1500 ft
|nside 7.625 In liner and 10.75 in sgueeze packer
set at 1392 ft, cemented with 75 ft a of neat
ant plus 2X CoCI2.

0:0 = 7.6;_5 in
[]) = 6. 969 In 3874
To = 0328 ;n 38913895

Set at 4256 ft
extending to 1487 ft 4210=

4279 .875 ; n
4322

DEPTH _- __. 75 ,n
(ft)

0

_-_JI 338
! 341 __I

5900 - ,,,---6.1;_5 in
5923

_p iir Irl II II r
'llW_lllllm,'_",,mlllllllllIlllmF'' II'r"q''
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UE-25 p #1
GENERALIZED 8TRATIGRAPHIC LOG

"(Modified from Corr et o1., 1986)

i
DEPTH

:R HOLE INFORMATION (F'r)

0 - ,UJ.uv|ue (0 to 1M ft)

'n I In" .,Ni[, N(. MENKR• ,. . Ash-F'low/Ash-Fall Tuff, vHrlc (128 to 170 ft)

_S - E_ Hole eroded to 32.75 In at i::::::i:i:: _ :._:_ _h-rall Tuff..r�ll,zod (170 to 180 ft)

326ft. • :'-'.'.-. _ TW_,_vO..(.6ER'.'.'.'-'-"" t * • Ash-Flow Tuff, densely welcled, devltdfied, name

i:i::_.::::::I''''''''''''" --_ .... vapor phone orystolllzatlon267ft) 4180 to 255 ft) ii _.." z.. c,.f.-od)(;" to |
"-'-"'""" TOPOPAH SPRING MEMER
".'.'.'.'.'." _ • Ash-Flow Tuff
,_, .... _ - Moderately to densely welded, devltrlfled (267

' " .'.'.'.:'.'. _ tolOO8_t) 5 ft
1|Sl- _ _' - Densely welded, vHraphym (1085 to 115 )

,1,0 _n,- _\ 128oft)
]a_ - _ Initial fluid density log Indic- ! i- __ - Partially. welded, partially xullflzed 41153 to
1355 = ated fluid level at 1262 ft.
1371 Final fluid level measured at I_ :

11go.. ,:-'-:-:.:-:-:__.AeEous8EosoFc.Ltco.,u.s
. ."..... _. * _ • Ash-Flow Tuff -

I 1.9 In 00 tubing with boflom .'.'.'.'.'.'_ i_ - Non-welded, zeolltlzod (1250 to 1300 fi} .

" . °°:.,,'"'")
1.9 in OO ended tubing _ \ : Indurated, zeolltizod (1385 to 14._0 ft)landed ot _)_ ft. sw,- "'"""" ..... _ '

:.:-:-:.:-:':,_o,p_ .E._.
esst- ; * • Ash-Flow Tuff

[ _ - Partially weldecl, devltdfted, 8on_e vapor phase

• / "/.'.'_ k _ =rystolllzati_n 41430 to 1770 ft)/_: ".'.'.'.'.'." . - Partially welded, zaoliflzed 41770 to 1792 fi)|
".'.'.'.'.'.'. _ _ff.-j_d_-.J/Reworkod Tuff, sool[tized (1792 to 1830 ft)

t_*- _ BULLFROG MEMBER
.-.'.'.'.'.'." • Ash-Flow Tuff

8868 - e Hole eroded to 30.8 in at ...:...._.... _ N_;_._et_e_d|5_)_ f/_rflolly welded, devi|dflod
2862 ft. _'_" ":':':':':':': - _oderately welder! devltdfied (1950 to 21SOft)

• .-.-.'.'.'.'. - Non-welded to parllolly welded, zeolltlzeo
....... (2150 to 2240 ft).......

_a--*__-__/Reworkod Tuff, zeollflo (2240 to 2265 ft) u

TRAM MEMBER

= ...... "_ .. • Ash-Flow Tuff...... .'.I - Partially to moderately welded, zeoliflzod (2265
_S o " _ " _ " " *lr " to 2340 ft)

.'.'.'.'.'.'." - Moderately to partially welded, clevltdfled (2340

_n:- _ to 2640 ft)3925 3044- . ...... . - P.ortlolly welded to non-welded, zoolltlzed
3930 -- e Hole eroded to greater than 42640 to 2863 ft)
3934 34.75 in from 3925 to m,_- ":':':':':':': _

3930 ft. 4,,-".'.'.'.'.'.'. UTHIC mlG__(!_;u!i_e_:S_!_:_l_?)_ti,:::.(;::,l:: _

4256 I TWo 0.125 in x 3 in x 18 in ----7"-__ t d,some ac_ c.)

caliper arms lost in hole at _
approximately 3934 ft. _ __ )

45(,8 - t Caliper log Indicated eroded _ UNIT A
hole from base of 7,825 in _ • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded fo moderately welded,dovltdfled; some zeoliflzod, argllflzod, and olblflzed
casing (4256 ft) to 5076 It _ .

with maximum hole ,ntarg,- _ (3502 to 3610 ft) _=
ment of 11.5 in at 4568 ft. _ UNIT C -

. - • Ash-Flow Tuff, partially welded, orgillized and
5076 - . ealolilxed (_3610 to 3733 ft)

" E
_-/ _ Conglomerate (3733 to 3844 ft)

dr

/ " Colelfled Ash-flow Tuff, partially welded (3644 to 3950 ft)

_,_- _ Tuff OF YUCC_ FLAT(?) (3_50 to 4O80 fl)

ION( MOUNTAIN DOLOMITE
. _ • I_lomlte (4080 TO 5470 ft)

I -

ROBERTS MOUNTAIN FORMATION

s_D- . • Oolomite (5470 to 5923 ff)

.................. rl ...... i .... II1' 'r
1'



_i _ . i_......... _._

GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG "_L-•
(From F'enlx and Solsson, 1988o) i_•!_:_

DEPTH DIAM

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Surfo©o Bev_on-3932.S ft 7 5_'_'_nO0_
I h _:_ •

(_ Annulul cemented wllh 50 fl 3 of GYP-Seal cemenl
54 m In

from 28 ft te 4 ft.
rid- 13,375 rn .-..,-. 3,875 in " _

T_d ; 0,380 inSet B fl "

• _-

Annulus not memsnted.
OD =' 7,6E5 in
ID = 6,969 In
T. - 0,3:=8 in

Set at 54 ft

@ Annulus not .metal.
DD = 4,500 in

• ID - 4,000 in ,

Set at 86 ft _ :
905-
934 -
974 -

FEET _ _oe4-
1064 -

0

(_ Annulus not cemented. NO rods wtlh casing
shoe used as casing from 2450 ft to surface. ., ._,__,_

rid : _, 375 ;n .:_:._

Set at 2450 ft - _:_
2450 Loose F"i l I " /_



301620,01,0i B13

UE-25a #1
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG

(Modified from Spengleret oh, 1979)

HOLE INFORMATION orpTHOFT)

O - _,_"VlU. (0.0 1O'50.0 ff)"_ 30 - . ......
....... TWA CANYON MEMBER

•".'.'.'.'.'.' • Ash-Now Tuff
.'.'.'.'.'.'.' -._.Densely welded, dovltrlfled (30.0 1O 173.0 It)

t;! _ ...... - -_derately welded,, vapor phase crystallization

|_7 ilBlildai - Partially_ welded, vifrio, partly argllllzed (195.0 to
"""'"" ""_ (173.0 to 195.0 It)

eT0 207.0 It)nnrmlwsr_

87L_ll'_'_ ........ Non-welded 1O partially welded, argilllzed (207.0

I to 217.0 it)

• Bedded Tuff, reworkud ash-fall and ash-flow, non-
welded, vltHc (217.0 to 270,0 It)

,,.
.... ...,
....... TOPOPAH SPRING MEMB[R

".'.'.'.'.'.'-' * Ash-flow Tuff
".'.'.'.'.'.'.' - Hun-welded, vltrlc (270.0 to 275.8 If)
".'.'.'.'.'.'.' - Densely welded, vltrlo (275,6 to 289,0 It)
• .'.'.'.'.'.'. - Moderately to densely welded, devltrlfled, name
".'.'.'.'.'.'. vapor phaee crystallization (289.0 to 796.0 It)

........ - Partially to moderately welded, devltrtfled (796.0
•".'.'.°.'"'" to 797.5 It)
........ - DenHly welded, dlwltrlfled (797.5 to 809.2 It) j
i'_'i'i'i'_'_'I - Partially to moderately welded, d.if,fled vapor

79K ........ phase orlqdolllzotion, (809.2 to 610.2 It) . 2_
004 /_ Partial loss of circulation ot 797.5- _ o41:" 009,;_ ......... Ooneely welded, devltdfled (810,2 to 1163.0 It)
_ : 804 It, 833 ft and 836 ft. e_0,e ,............., - Moderately to densely welded, devltrlfIed (1163.0

905 /_ Lost circulation between 905 ....... to 1262.0 It)" "-'"-'"-'*'" - Moderately to densely welded, vltrlo (1262.O to
934 - and 9.54 ft. ".'-'.'.'.'.'.' 1273.0 It)
974 - 4_ Lost clrculotlon at 974 and ".'.'.'.'.'.'-' - Densely welded, vltrophyro (1273.0 to 1317.2 It)

1084 - 1024 ft ......... Partially welded, vltrlc (1317.2 to 1324.6 It)'.'.'.'.'.'.'. - Non-welded to portially welded, devltHfled
1064 - _ Lost circulation at approx- ".'.'.'.'.'.'. (1524.6 to 1.580.0 It)

imately 1064 ft. ".'.'.'.'.'.'. . Ash-ira, Tuff, reworked, slightly Indurated (1360.0 to
....... t363.g ft)

1163-
...... .._

18S4.5- _ lg.5 ft of HQ drill rod and
1897 - 13 ft of HQ core barrel and IJ'68 :

core bit loft in hole from 1i_73 .......
126,..5,o12o7ft. t_',:i: _

1360 - , ......
1353,9 ".'.'.'.'.'.'.' TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CALICO HILLS

".'.'.'.'.'.'.' • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, devltrlfied [136.5.9 to
........ 1769.0 f1)
•"-'.'.'-'.'." • 6edded/Reworkod Tuff, moderately to highly
•".'.'.'.'."" indurutod, occasionally sillclfied (1789.0 to 1835.7 It)

• ".'.'.'.'-'/.......

....... :_

17o9- _
.......

2a3s.7- ....;.; p_w pASSMgM6(_
.'.'.'.'.'.'" • Ash-Flow Tuff
........ Non-welded to partially weldod, dovltrlfiod

1949.B- ".'.".'.'.':'- _1635.7 to 1949.6 It)
".'-'.'.'.'.'. - Moderately welded, dmdtrlfled (1949.8 to 2014,0

e014- :.'.'.'.'.'.'. It) I:
,'.'.'.'.'.'.'._ - Partially welded, partially devltrlfled (2014.0 to

;.i._._.i._'_.i 2109.S tt)
e109,5- _ - Moderately welded, vltrlc (2109.5 to 2122.0 It)2186 .??_.???? -- Partially welded, dovltrlfled, slightly zsolltlc q_D

•.'.'.'.'.'.'.' (2122.0 to 2288.0 It) o_
•.'.'.'.'.','.' - Non-welde0 to partially welded, slightly zeolltized

.......... (2288.0 ,o 2.533.2 It)
, °.. ....PEB8- ".'.'.'.'..'._

8333.8 - ' .......
".'.'.'.'.'.'. BULLFROGM£M'BER
........ Ash-Flow Tuff
i';';';';';';'; - Partially 10 moderately welded, dlwltrlfhld (2.3.53.:

USG$ fluid probe stuck In :...........-._ to 2500.6 ft).......
_4geJ - P500.6 - ....

_......... .......... _ ,', ' II _f ,ll_ ill,r III qlf I



GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
(From Fenix and Sclsson, 1987e)

DEPTH HOLE
DIAMETER

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Surface Elevotion-50g8.0 ft

°__-INAnnulUs cmmented with 470 ft 3 of neat cement 17,5 _n

plus 2_ CaCI2 from 278 ft to surface. 27B
riD = 13,375 ;n 282
lD = 12,615 in 12.25 in
To = O.3BO in

Set at 278 ft

795
Annulus not cemented.

OD = 9. 625 In
ID = 8,921-in . ----8,75 in
To = 0,352 ;n

Set at 795 ft

2670
2756

6,25 In

310B

5991
B006 ' ""

Ir T



I

301820.0t01 814

USW G-2
GENERALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC LOG

CModified from Maldonado and Koether, 1983)

HOLE INFORMATION DEPTHErr)
............ ' TIVA CANYON MEMBER

4o5 - '.'.'.'.'.'.'.*,'.L'.'_ • Ash-trlaw Tuff . .

!- - nee u,o , vltrl .to ft)

::::::::::::_ - _.,.1_,.,ol._.d,l_,!t_dC:_.'a200,,)
314.5= O Hole slough;ng between 314.5 ; I__ " M°9'_rmP_-Ja" noJ!-wewod'225 Uswvrifled, partly

_,_._,'.Y_._./._i\\ are,via _zuu to ft_
3;)9 and 329 ft. \ Beddsd/Rswarked Turf, p'urfiy argilllzed (225 ta 245 ft)

4(jl_ _ _ , _ , ,,, , - r. , ,,,

sss - "'v"'"'""""/'_ YUCCA MOUNTAI_ MEMBI_R

, Ash- low Tu f_ - _a:-y.elded,. v:rlo _'?.45.to.2_O tt)

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiii!.-_f_e.o,e_y%_...jy welded,d....,sd(2Beta
989 - _ Lost circulation at 889 ft. t _e .)- Nan-we!did. vltrto (536 to 541 ft) .,

'.':'??i'i':':'i'i'i{" Bedded/Rewarked Tuff, nan-welded, vltrl(: (.341 to 496 ft)

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii*c__,- _ in-welded to partially welded, vltrlc (496 fa 56-I
- i: Irt_ioliy .|0. m.qt::lemtlly welded, portly zlolltlzsd

_65 to aoo .,; oc
- _ m-walded to partially _eJded, vltrYa portly m

":'"'"""""'"' zealltlzeo aria argilllzed (666 ta 731 'ft)

ll|_:_:_:,:_:i':'_::':_:Bedd./Rswor.dT.',(., fa'5,f,)IIIiii__11TOPOPA.SPRIN_MEMBER
............ • Ash--r"low Tuff

''"'"""""" - _od._w.¢_,_,_,,,_,P,I_,o,6,,1)",i_"'"'"_'i"_?'! - ¢n-wol ed, vi ri (75 f 76
- enuoy wolds , yam re 7 to 771 ft

'"":':''""_!' - Magllr¢l_'ely...ta aensely weJaeo, vnr_l:nyra (1634
1see Tv)

- __o_;r¢l.t.piy welded, vlfrlc ta d_witrlfled (1669 to
LO,S.!_r,oa ._._S

to1701ft) "

............ .,_d_?R.wark'dTuff.'..,.d (_701to1757ft)....... . .....

m2756 1.g In OD tubing set at 2756 _704- • _kltqr_notl]_g beds.of massive ash-flow tuff and
ft to surface.

mosses ash-liar welded, devlvrlvleo ana zsalavizea. __) "_

oeaae.a/mw.orl_.ed ash-flaw and ash-fall luffs. The
Weldld to DOrtlal' luffs am prl.)_lR.mi_antiy not_-. .

............. (f 757 to 2"704 f,
_829- _ PROW PASS MEMBER --

-= - _¢;_,ly ,o.a.-we,ded.d.,i,,.,l.<(_8_B,o
2503- ziall|lzia, em©It_oa, or_ll,c _._uln to 324o .)

3574- _ Tuff, zeolitlzed _3246 to 3282 ft_ _.
L._

37e4 - BULLFROG 'MEMBER ::)

!!iiiiii!i!iii!i!iiii!il" "_-"°**""- Non-welded, devitHfled (3282 to 32g0 ft)
- Non-welded tO moderato'Iv w:lded, devltrltled.

some orglllio, some zsollflo {3290 to 3503 f|) to.
3914 -

4079- _ Bldded/Rsworked Tuff (5503 ta 3574 ft)

.............. Ash-Flaw Tuff c_
........... - Uthla-rioh 50-95R Ilfhlcs (3574 to 3724 ff)

"'"""'"'"""''" - Partial, _lld d r Ill:'???:'??:'"'?:':..--,.---.. II_l=s _3_:_4_o' 3_P'_ _ld' rlthia-rleh, lO-30X./...,.,.........

"'"'""":::'""" Bsdded/Rewarked. Tuff, zeollflzed o,d partly argllllzed
i'._ii_i_i_ii_i_i_ii_i_i(3914 ta 4079 ft)............ • ..

_:ii_i_iiii_'._i_'.i_,_I Lava and Flow Breccia (4079 ta 4150 ft) ,,,

4003- -.'_-.'_.:_i-_ _ Bedded/Rewarked Tuff (4150 ta 4195 ft)
4074 - " ..... _._.:.. ' ........

UTHIC RIDGE TUFF

• Aeh-Flow Tuff
- M o¢.l,e.rately. tp..d e.nuely_ w_el.d._d, dsvltrlfled,

a IIIIIZIa _4111_) tO 4; 3 1T I.-

........
Bedded and Ash-flow Tufts (4805 to 4874 ff)

,.._--.-_-_

Lava and Flaw Brecaia C4874 10 5637 ft)

.... _'-- Bedded and Ash-Flaw Tufts (5637 ta 5671 ff)

SG37. Lava and Flaw Breaal¢ (5671 fa 5885 ft)5671 -

Conglomerate, Bedded and Ash-Flaw Tuff (5885 fo 5943 ff)

I 1.9 In OD tubing sot at 5991 sees- _ Older Tufts of LJSW G-2 (5943 ta 6DOS ft)_991 - ft to surface, s,_3- ...........



GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
(From F'enlx and Solsson, 1987e)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER

Surface Elevation - 4165.6 ft.

o _1i ........ _ 175 _.Annulus cemented with 43 ftj of neat aement plul 40
2X CaCIa.

OD = 13,375 in "---- _ 12,25 in
I_ = 12,615 In teO _
T= = 0.380 in I=JS

Set at _g ft .

ill
FEET I

I

40

i

I
I
i

' I
!

t [ 135== -

I
I
[ 1490 -
t
I

I
I

I 1800 -

Annulu= cemented with 20 ft ] of neat cement plul /I ta60 -
2Z CaCl_. BoHom of casing belled and central- |

I.. ,°='°tedatZO15.Sand=000ft. 1996 ' zJ t_? -Oil = 9,625 ;n 2020' _ 1970
ID = 8,921 in
Ta = 0,352 ;n

Set at 2017 ft

----- ----- 8.75 in

2398 -

3001_ 3:::_
3003 ..... B.375 in

_1 I I'll I , ,I,_11 IIIII ,ml ' ( r ([I .... ' I ....... II II I .... (( I I _ _ _ J _' _ _ ' _ _ I I ) ,I I I I I I I' " il I I II
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3016;!0,0_101 BtS

USW G-4
GENERALIZED 8TRATIGRAPHIC LOG

(Modlfied from Spongier tt al., 1984)

HOLE INFORMATION OrpTH

139_i - " " " "!X welded to welded tuff (0 to 30 ft)
-- ' . ,'," . _......... , , ...... --

- Densely welded, devltdfled (30 to 117 ft)
Moderately, welded, devitrlfled (_t7 to 118 ft)

t Partially to nan-welded, v_rlo (1 tR to 1311ft)
Bedded ASh"HI_UTuff, m_:lerof;ly'l_durofed0 riffle (13B ....
to_,a.)

190 _ O Hole enlarged greater than . Aeh-Flow Tuff199 -
34,25 in between 180 to
199 ft.

400 - ...................

451 ft. ".'.'.'.'.'. • Ash-Flow Tuff, non-welded, vltrlo (t46 to 149 ft)
" O Hale eroded between 488 and '.-.'.'.'.'. ed eworked Ash-Foil u , vltrlo 149 to 1 t

510 ft with a maximum hole ".'.'.'.'.'. PAN CAMYONM[MIIER
enlargement of 27.5 ;n at ....... Ash-Flmv Tuff, non-welded, virile (1BB to 1BB ff)
491 ft. .'.'.'.'.'." kdded/Reworked Tuff, peony soneolldotld, vltrle (11111 =l

657 -- '_ Lost circulation at 657 ft, .-.........- _ 228 ft) :¢

• ".'.'.'.'." TOPOPAHSPRING MEMBER
...... ' Ash-Flow Tuff

".'.'.'.'.'. - Men-welded, vltrlo (2211 kl 2311 ft) _
...... Oene,lyweld,,,vlt_e_,m,(23stto2.43ft)
...... Densely welded, devltrlfled, (eoprock) (243.. *e=. to)

• • .'.'.'." Moderately to densely welda_d,dovitrtfled, _
vapor phase orystoltlzoflon [=96 to 409 ft)

...... Densely welded, devllrlfled [400 to 1317 ff)

...... Oomlely welded, vltropl_l [1317 to 13.45 ft)
...... Non-welded to partially ended, vltrle (134S

...... to 1407 ff). . , , . .

. ° o , . .
• , o . • ,

. . , . . .

......

1317 - .'.'.'.'.'.-'

135E - _ lost circulation from 1352 to 1345 _/ hdded/Roworked Ash-rail l'-uff_ moderately indurated.
1490 ft. 1407 ;'.'.'.'.'.:_ r Imolltk) (1407 to 1409 ft) '

1409 ....... ' '
, . . , , .

1490 - [............ TUFTACEQUSBEDSOF CALICO HILLS o
...... Ash-Flow/Ash-rollTuff.non-weld._ partially _

i welded, ztolltle _1409 t_ 1705 ft)
..1

'.','.'.'.'. Bedded/Rewerkod Ash-Fall Tuff, tuffooeoue _-_
...... Renditions, zeollfla (1705 to 176| ft), . . . . .

1705 - " .... "

1761 - -
1800 - 1796 - ...... PRoW PASS MEMBER

.'.'.'.'.'.'. • Ash-Flow Tuff
1860 - • ...... Non-welded, zaollflo (1761 to 1796 ft)

....... Non-welded to portlolly welded, dgvltrlfled,

t_J_? - _,_ Casing perforated from 1950 .'.'.'.'.'." zeolillo In area= (1796 to 2238 ft)
1970 tO 1970 ft and from IB00 to '.'.'.'.'.'."

IB60 ft. .'.'.'.'.'."

• Hole enlarged to 29.5 in at .'.'-'.'.'-" /Bsdded/Roworked Ash-rqll Tuff. slightly to moderately

1951 ft. .'.'.'.'.'." /_ ,_:
...... // BULLFRO0MEMBER "_ _ ,...

_ ,, .,.,.:.. ... r/ • klh-Flow Tuff. partially welded, devltHflsd.some vapor phalli oryetalllzotion (2244 to L,.
.'.'.'.'.'." 2325 ft) G¢
...... • Ash-Foil Tuff, (lnterbgdded with ash-flow), well

...... Indurated, devlfrlflsd (2528 to 2534 f?)
2398 - • Hold enlarged from 2398 to .'.'.'.'.'." • Ash-Flow Tuff 0¢

2557 ft with a maximum ....... Men-welded to partially welded, dev|trrfTed U
enlargement of 15,75 in at ".'.'.'.'.'. (2.534 to 2582 It)

_ . 2553 ft. _84 = ".......... (,=582Mudsratelyto26BoIodlnsotYft)welded, devltrlfled
Men-welded to partially welded_ devltrlf|ed,
argllll= or zeollllo (2660 to 2733 ft)

ESBE- '.'.'.','.'.

' ".'.'.°°°.

;)680 - '.'.'.'.'.'. Bedded/Reworked Ash-roll Tuff (2733 to 2758 _t)

E733- _ TRAM M[MBER
P756 • AIh-Flow Tuff

_?_ - A S_ora_Ic,o,, o, oi=uJatlon ...... - ,o.-..*ded1oportlo,,_..,ded.de_,,r,,,ed
from 2785 to 2810 ft. 284] - ",'.'.';'::. (2756 to 2841 ft)

...... - Oevllrlflsd, vapor phase crystallization
(9041 to 2999 ft)

- Moderately welded, devitrifies (=999 to

3oo_- _? .... 3OOlf,).....

I
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GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
(F.rom F'enlx and Solnon, 1987d)
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307_O. OtLOt _t9

USW H-5
GENERALIZED 8TRATIGRAPHIC LOG

(Modified from Bentley el el., 1983)

HOLE INFORMATION nrPT.(.rT)H
0 -- _-.; :"_,,. ; ;'" "" ' ' :- ' .....

in 47 - 0 Hole erosion from 47 ft to .i::i'i'ii ' TIVA CANYON M[MO(fl
' " " J " * ' " ' ' ' " ' ' ' r " " * ASh-FlOw Tuff

99 - 206 tt with maximum hole i; .i./.i.i.i. L - Densely welded, devltrlflOd (0 to 380 it)IE,0 - enlargement of 36 In at 96 t' i'i'i:.'i'.*:." - Moderately hi partially welded,
208 - and _86 ft, ..:.'.':.": devltrlflOd (360 to 410 ft) .

Q Gradual wash out from 420 360 /:'"';'""" - Ncn-weleled, vltrlo (,410 to 485 ft)

4_0 - hole enlargement to 24,75 In ":"I'I_X'_'I;._ " hdcled Aeh_aNi(? ') Tuff, vltrlo (465 to 4t0 ft) .......
406 - between 466 ft and 545 ft. ' .... / ...........................

_* PAH CANYON M(tdO(R

_ = O Hole erosion between 898 and __ . .h-flow Tuff, non-welded,vllrl= (490 to 535 St)
773 ft with hole enlargements 570590 __';_';':':':':'_':': midded- Tuff,_...............vltde (535 to 542 ft).............................. _-698 of 26,5 Ir_ at 702 ft and 33 68470E ............ _-T .... ..... ......

7 4 - in at 734 ft. :::::::::::::::::::TOPOPAH SPRINO M(Mi(N
7_3 _ Hole erosion between 800 ft ',.,,..,.........., • AIh-FI,_w TuffSO0
975 - and 1000 ft with hole er_- /.'.'.'.'.'.':.'.: - Nan-welded, vHrlo (542 to 386 ft)

largement of 26,25 In at _'i'i'_'_'_'i'i'_" - Densely welded, vltrophyre (566 to 570 ft)675 ft.
I_ " /_ Lost circulation at tOOS ft. ;._.i./..:':'i':" - Densely welded, de, trifled (570 to 590 a)

1100 - _ Hole erosion between 1100 ft 'i'i'i"i::'.: - Moderately welded, vapor pha.se
1134 - and 1658 ft with hole en- i':'_'i'_'_'_'_'_'_' crystallisation (590 to 684 It) .
1166 largement to 27.5 in at '.'.'.'.'.':.':.' - Densely welded, devitrfflOd (1184 to 1582 ft)

1134 ft,

/_ Lost circulation from 1166 ft i':".':':'i "I'I':''. - Densely welded, vltrophyre (1Sltl to

to 1476 ft. :.,..,.....:..... - MmlilmtMy to INl_lelly welded, vllda
1476 - ,'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' (.11186 to 18119 fl)

158_ " i
_655 ;i;i:';_:i:i;_;:::!

1658 - l 9
1603 - 9) Gradual wash out between 1_0 ;.l.'*".'.'.'/ • A4h-lrlow Tufft nan-welded to .porto Iy

1683 ft and 2496 ft with ":'i'i'_':':':'_': welded, .riffle (.1710 to 1880 fl)
hole enlargement to 26 In ..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. , Bedded/geworked. Alh-rall Tuff, zeolitie
0t 2481 ft. lOB0 "'_"""""""" (1880 to t945 ft)

i_ -*........ ,As;M(.8('....... .-_ -_ PROW
.......... • Ash-flow Tuff
i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i' - Non-welded, vHrle (1945 ta 1970 ft)
.......... Partially weldld, dlwltrlfled and vapor

2135 - J_ Lost circulation at 2135 ft. ;_125 -:".'i'i'i':'_'i'/, phase oryltolllzatlon (1!70 to 2125 ft)
'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'i'_'i Non-welded. =eollflzed (2125 to 2z_ ft)

,';i'._ Coslng perforated from 2320 _J ..::.:.:,:.:.:.:./.__eiddl_l Tuff, zealitlo(?) (2240 10'221t3 It) .....

/_ Lost circulation from 2386 ft i:':'i'i':'_':'i'i' * Ash-Row Tuff
2396 ft and 2465 ft to 2475 .......... Padlally welded, vapor phase _

-- "''' "d"1"''""""''' arystalltzaflen (2263 to 2530 ff)
ft, z530 ._ - P_rtlally welded, devltrlfled (2530 to _'

_565 - _610 - .'.'",'.'.'.':" 2610 ft)
- Partially to moderately welded, devltrlflod

|_ ::-:-:':-:-:*:: a.d sea,fie(2810 to 21170ft)

6713 "

Re48 - _ Hole enlargements to 13 in .......... (2710 io 2713 ft)
at 2848 ft, 20.5 in at 3436 i.iii.i.i-_'i/

ft and 15.25 in at 3604 ft. :::::::::::::::::::: Beelded/Rawork*d T'_ _ _o _ f'_
, ..... ....
........... TRAM MEMBi:R, ........ ,

- Maderately welded(?), devitdfled (2742
- •........ ta 2790 ft)

".':.'.'.'.'.'." - Partially welded, devltrlflscl (2790 ta
33a0 -_.'I"_':':':':': 3230 ft)
3416 ". "::':'- - Partially welded, dovltrlflsd, slightly
3426 : _ zeollflo(?) (3230 10 3320.ft)

3_36 - _ - Partially welded, zoolltle (3320 to 3412 ff)

360, - :::::::::::\ B,¢loid/l|lworksd T_;ff, Zeolltle (3;1i2':t0 3422.ft)

_"::;_::'i Lava (unnamed) (3422 to 4000 ft)

I i::':::':;:-[..... ...... .... ,,,

4000 __ i , 4000 -



GENERALIZED DRILLER'8 LOG
(F.rom F'enlx and Sohlllon, 1987d)

DPTH
_ft) HOLE.................................... ......... OIAM_R

CEMENTING AND CA81NG INFORMATION Surface Elevetion-4270.8 ft
....

(_) _nnu,us oeme_tec! w|th 31, it' o, neat cement _ 3/1 I _..--r 36.0 |n
plus 2_1iCaCIl from 33 ft to surfooe. ; wA e, 0 In 19:

09 - 30,0 in

Te : 0.312 in 3_
.............. seta!_! , , ..:

(_)Annulus cemented wish 1000 ft I of neat oemont _ ---,,. ----14.75 in
plus 2X CaCI| from 312 ft tO lurfooe.

0g - 16 *n
Ig " 15,010 _n
Te - 0.495 tn

Set at 311 ff

Annulus oemented with 100 ft] Of neat cement
plus 2X CoCI| from 1912 ft to approximately
1645 ft.

09 : 10,75 in
Ill- 9.850 in
Te " 0,45 ;n

Set at 1108 ft
Baker float collar W 1684.4 ft

Monitor line (1.9 In 00) landed at 1751.5 ft.

17

1751,5 ..... is
16 ,

lO45 =:" g
1906 ..__j -1912 2:

Packer sot at 2466 ft on 2.875 In OD tubing. 2:
Bottom of paoker assembly buff plugged with
olroulatlng cub below elements open. B. 75 in

2468

DEPTH
(fO

_311 ----l
L._.3121

_---335

!

I
3"

3900 ....... 6.125 in4O02 ....



301620,01,01 IIY

USW H-6
GENERALIZED 8TRATIGRAPHIC LOG

\(Uodlflod from Cra111 et oh, 1|84)

_9_4 " O Hale enlorllement 1treater tho_30 In between 110 and 134 ft TNA CANYOtl M[IdUR

l_ • Ash-titre Tuff
_ and 2S0 and 3011 ft. " - Den_y welded, de_trt, fled (30 to leo It)

" - - Uoderoteiy welded(T), v)tde (180 to 200 ft)
" O Hole enlargement 11rearerthor - Parttollf welded, dido (200 to 260 fl)

30 in from 311 _a 320 ft.

PAH CARTON UKktDKR
Ash-rail Tuff, non-welded, verde (270 to 300

TOPOPAH SPRtN0 IdCldill[R
, Ash-flow Tuff

" - Hen*welded, vltrlo (300 to 3.10 ft) .
- 0qmoely welded, vltrNhyre (330 to 332 ft)
- Oem,dywelded,demigod(332to34o,).
- id(MMrotoly wel_Od, vapor pnaeo erlmolilHtlOn

(340 to 4Z0 f|) _
- 0_noely welded, ciaqh'ifled (420 to 12t7 fl)_
- DOM_y welded, vHmphym (1217 tO 1310 ft)
- Partially welded to non-welded, vftrki (1310 1o

f_6 ff)

1617 -

Ash-rl Tuff, vHdo. ellghfly tO

!_" 134, to 1376 ft)
sarJ

I'UI_AC[OU| ll[OS Of CAUCO HtL_
14_i- , Ash-flOW Tuff, non-welded to Hrtially welded,

i_0" ct376tot,s8,)
, IIodded/Rewomed Tuff. zeelltia (14M to 1504

:" Caoln11 pe_oroted from 1740 PROW PASS M(Me[R
' ta 1876 ft. 1_0- • Ash-flow Tuff

1740 - - Podtol_ welded, vltdo (1504 to 1540 ft)
- Partially welded, dev/trtf!ed and vapor phoso

tO?S _ of 27 in at 1806 ft or_toil|zW_n (1540 to 1680 ft)

_9_ - i_ Hole folr_ uniform from It10- - Portial_ welded, devHdfled, zeelH_(?) (1680 to_TlS ft)
80164 1906 to 31173 tt with maxl- _870-

8044 - mum hole enlargement of 2(: Tuff, nolifia(?) (1765 to 1765 ft)

in at 2024 ft. et3s- OULUrRO0 W[MD[R
Indication at water at 2044ft. , Ash-r|ow Tuff

- Non-welded to partially welded, devltrlfted|m" 17. to _81of,)
8310- - Part/ally welded, vapor phcmo oryldoltlzotlon

[1810 to 1010 ft) . _
- Pertlal_ welded, devttrlfted (t|10 to 1970 ft)
- Partially to moderately welded, devltrlfled (197[

to 2138 ft)
- Partially welded to non-welded, devi.trlfled.

moderately altered (2138 10 2225 ft)
|r_0 -

6oclded/Reworked Tuff (2226 to 2255 ft)
TRAU ktEIdi[R

S_Z : . Aeh-rlow Tuff- Non-welded. devitrlfled (2255 to 2310 ft)
- Oevltrlfled. dominantly vapor photo erystolflz-

often (2310 ta 2660 ft)
- Non-weeded. zeoiiflc and argilllc (2660 to

2606 ft)

Tuff. moderately Indurotecl. zeolllle(?)
2878

Lava (Unnamed) (2878 1o 3684 tf)

Tuff (tuffaceous eondetone) (3694 to

HIC RIOG( TURF"
• Aeh-rlow Tuff

- Port/ally welded, xeollt]© and orgillio (3708 Io
362o ft)

3709 - Loot oirouiaf|on at 3709 ft _ : - Nofl-wetdod to Do,laity welded, moderate_
zeollli© (3820 to A,O02 ft)

3UO -

3972 - 400_ -



UE-25 WT #6
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Sclsson, l gBGa)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTINGAND CASINGINFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER HOLEINFCCollar [Isvoti_n-4308.5 ft
_ 7 - 0 ........ - .....

o,- ,o,,,o,o
ID = 10,050 in -----9,875 in
T, = 0.350 _n

Set at 6@, ft i 135 - • Hole sloughing
.... --"----- I 163 ft.

Annulus not assented. 163 -

OD = 7. 625 ;n i
ID = 6.969 =n

T, = 0.32B in 250 *,. -Set at 2_51 ft

"--- 6.75 ;n 5% - 0 Caliper log In(
• eroded zone f

426 ft with o
enlargement o

DEPTH

(ft) CL ,. _

0
65
69

>-.

250 i

__j ,74 - _ Fluiddenslfy I:251 fluid level at ,_

990 - Jk Water flowing
g90 to 1021 •

1051 -

• Caliper log lnc
zone from 12C

1202 with maximum
1208 -" sent of 8.875

12_1 :_"_ -- Loose fill 12207-m 2.875 in OO +.
1850 L :_' 12 it screer
1256.5 .... 6,P5 in 1220.7 ft.

i ,_ i , i i I' ' I I



30fl1_!0,0101IIitl

IE-25 WT #6
ALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
n Fenlx and Sol||on, 19860)

HOLE
0,AUETER HOLE INFORMATION

COllar Elevotion-430B.5 ft

9,875 in

t35 - O Hole sloughing from 135 to
163 ft.

153 -

"-"- "--" G.75 in eg_ - (i_ Collpir log lndleoted an
eroded zone fro,.n 296 to

I 428 ft with a maximum hole
enlargement of 10.5 in.

1 4E5 -

874 -- V Fluid density log indicated
fluid level at 874 ft.

see - A Water flowing Into hole from
ggO to 1021 ft,

1021 -

Collper log indicated eroded
zone from 1202 1o 1208 ft

12DE with maximum hole enlarge-
1ZOO - msnt of 8,875 at 1208 ft.

_'-'__' ;_._'_ --. Loose fill 12E07-i 2.875 tn OD tubing wlth
_"*:A '::_,_' ,,--,,, G,25 in 12 ft screen landed at

1220.7 ft.

.... ir



USW UZ-1
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenix and Sc|sson, 1987f)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Collar Elevation-4426.2 ft DIAMETER
0

Annulus cemented with 432 fts of Redl-Mix cement "i'_'i'i'i'i'i'i'i_'i'i' ............. -=---48, O in
from 41.5 ft to surface. 41.5_ ' ........... ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'$"

DO = 42,0 ;n 97 .............,.. ............ 36.0 In
ID = 41,0 in 101 ......... =- 24,0 ;n
T= = 0.5 In

Set at 3g,5 ft

(" 17.5 in

DEPTH J"
(ft)

1
• lol--J

Hole cemented with 75 fts of W-B0 gypsum cement
from fill at 1268 ft to 1221 ft, then drilled out to
1239 ft with 17.5 In bit and to 1255 ft with
15 in bit.

Hole cemented above junk left in hole at 1243 ft
with 35 ft ] of neat cement plus 2_. CaCl2 from
1243 to 1221 ft.

Instrument= on 2.375 in OD fiberglass tubing set at
1213.35 ft. Alternately stemmed and grouted hole
from 1217.5 ft to surface (total of 27 layers of
grout, 30 layers of stemming). Stemming material
includes layers of bentonite, 12-16 mesh sand and

silica flour. 1213.5
" 1221

1239
1243 --J 15.0 in from 1265 to 1269 f"
1255 ---Jill 9.25 in from 1269 to 1270 f
1265
1269
1270

'_eiui_!l ,,ifl,,llljjiiiqr_,,.......... I J I , ..... I .............. _ ' I _ ....... , I _ .... '' I I' J Jl ' _j



301620.01.01"019

;W UZ-1
ED DRILLER'S LOG
x and Sclsson, 1987f)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

or Elevation-4425.2 ft

.'.'.'.'.'.'. " ............ --,---48,0 in

................... 36 0 ;n _ - /_ Lost circulation from 56 to"_iiiii ............ 58 ft. (No Returns)

,,

"-----17.5 ;n

•" _'_ = • Co,perlogindio°ted.rod.d
• 249 zone from 242 to 249 ft
• with maximum hole enlarge-
. merit of 26 in of 248 ft.

,.

.,

". 492
493 - • Eroded zone from 492 to

"" 517 - 517 ft with maximum hole
' enlargement of 24 In at

495 ft..,

.

,,

Ods - • Eroded zone from 846 to 86 c.
• ss9 - ft with maximum hole en-

" Iorgemer_t to 23.75 in.

,,

,,

,

15.0 ;n from 1265 tO 1259 ft

9.25 _n from 1269 to 1270 ft

==

, i, ' "rl i, , ,, i ii



USW UZ-6s !
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenix and Scisson, 1987f)

DEPTH HOLE
(ft) DIAMETER

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION
0 Surface Elevation-4949.2 ft

Annulus not cemented-caslng welded _o plate at 3 _" ' " "
surface.

09 = 7. 625 _n
11) = 6.969 in
T= = 0.32B In ----.. .-,.,--.. B.344 in

Set at 3 ft

494.5

F 3'990 'n519

' ...... _J ==....... n ..... _111..... + (T_+_¢! I



' ' _, ^ m
aD

5"

' ? m

-VI r ° °
o _ _o



USW UZ-6
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and S¢lsson, 1987f)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER

Pod Elevation-4924,5 ft
O -- _--

Annulus cemented wlth 189 ft 3 of Redl-ldlx cement 40 _-_ _ 30, 0 in
from 40 ft to surface.

OI_ = 26,75 in
I]) = 26,00 in
To = 0.375 in --.,- -,--.e4.0 in

Set at 40 ft

Annulus not cemented.

From 324 ft to 101 ft 324• 341 _ 777; 324 -
09 = 20.0 in 344 -
ID = 19.25 ;n 372 -
Ta = 0,375 ;n _..... ..l 17,5 in

Set at 324 ft

From 101 ft to surface 513 -
OD = 20.0 ;n
If)= 19,0 =n
To = 0.5 in 603-

Hole cemented from 322 to 328 ft with 200 ft3 of
neat cement plus 150 ibs D-19 friction reducer to
stabilize the hole, then drilled out.

Hole again cemented, from 324 to 331 ft with 210
ft"t of neat cement plus 2200 Ibs Ollsonlte ond 150
Ibs 0-19, then drilled out. 862 -

1014 -

1103 -

1230 -

1303 -

1390 -
1416 -

1706 -

1816 =
1820
1862 =

1887 1868



301820,01.01B21

USW UZ-6
_ALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
_m Fenix and Sclsson, 1987f)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

Pot Elevotion-4924.5 ft

........... _,---- 30,0 ,n

!

--.-. ----- e4,0 in

_ _-_ 324 - • caliper log Indicated erodedi 344 - zone from boflom of 20 In
372 - .casing (324 ft) to 372 ft

----- t7,5 ;n with maximum hole enlarge-
ment to 38.25 In at 344 ft.

513 - 0 Eroded hole to 1103 ft with
maximum hole onalrgements
of 29.25 In at 513, 36.75 I_

60,_ - at 603 ft. 33.75 in at 882
ft and 38.5 In at 1014 ft.

862 -

1014 -

1103 -

1230- _ Eroded zone from 1230 to
1390 ft with maximum hole
enlargement of 29 In at

1303- 1303 ft.

1390 -
1416- ID Eroded zones from 1418 to

1706 ft and 1816 to 1820ft.

1706, - _ Fluid density log Indlcated nc
fluid (log ran to 1862 ft).

IBI6 =
1B20

1862 = lid Formation change indicated196B at 1868 ft.



UE-25c 2
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and S¢Isson, 1986b)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Collor ElevaUon-..3715.2 ft DIAMETER

0 --"" ...... I Ik_\\\_l3.....24 0 6, 0 in 39,5

Annulus cemented with 189 ft3 of Redl-Mlx cement 40 p 5E =from 40 ft to surface. =)4 -

0]) = 30,0 in in
I])= 29,0 ;n
T= = 0,5 ;n

Set ct 39.5 ft 320
360 -

(_ Annulue cemented with 864 ft3 of RedI-Mlx cement ------ 14,75 in
from 320 ft to surface.

502 -

0])= 1&.O00 in
ID = 15,010 In
T= = 0,495 in "

Set at 319 ft

Annulus spot cemented wlfh 100 ft "_of neat
cement plus 2_ CoCI= from 1370 ft to an
unknown depth.

OD = 10,750 in 940 .
13 = I0,050 In 942
T= = 0.350 In

Set of 1365 ft
1100 -

2713

--

3000

II ' il t



301S;10010_,:

UE-25c 2
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Scissan, 1986b)

HOLE
DIAUETER HOLE INFORMATION

Collar Elevotion-37 5.2 ft

___._1 ...... 36. D ;n 3_5 = 0 Caliper log Indicated eroded

""--'/

94 - zone from bottom of caning
at 39.5 ft to 94 ft with

•-,-..- 24,0 in maximum hole enlargement
of greater than 38.33 In at
52 ft.

300 -

.-.,.,.- , In

50;' -

s40 . O Several eroded zone= lndicat-
s4a ed to 1436 ft with maximum

hale enlargements of 23 in
at 360 ft. 23.75 In at 502

1100 - ft, 27.25 In at 942 ft and
22.25 in at 1100 ft.

Drill encountered 4 ft void at
940 ft.

1321 - _ Fluid level checked at 1321ft.

1436 -

Eroded zone= Indicated bet-
ween 2050 and 2141 ft.

2050 - 2383 and 2391 ft, and
2082 - between 2713 and 2728 ft
2084 with maximum hole enlarge-
2141 - ments of 16 in at 2082 and

2084 ft, 14.5 in at 2389 ft
and 15.25 in at 2724 ft.

2364.. = ,am,.o...,,o
hole with intake at 2364 ft
and monitor Ilne at 2365 ft.

_485 -
BB Retrievable bridge plug woe

set at 2485 ft.

E713



USW UZo7
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenix and $ols|on, 1987f)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER
Collar Elevation-4171.2 ft

.......... _

Annulus not cemented.

=.--..6 In

Og = 55 ;n
]D = 5,0 in 20
T. = 0,25 in

Set at 20 ft

207

"_u_qllll!lUlll" "' ,, ,,,,,.... ,, ,, , , ,, ,,",, ,...... " ,,"" ,, ....' "'"'r



301||0,01,01 I|_

SW UZ-7
ZED DRILLER'S LOG
nix and Sois|on, 1987f)

HOLE

DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION
3ollor Elevotion-4171.2 ft
l

G in



UE-25c #1
GENERALIZED DRILLER'8 LOG

(F.rom F'Inix and S¢lnan, liB§b)

DEPTH' HOLE
= -_- - (ft) DIAMETER

CEMENTING AND CAllING INFORMATION CoJlor Elevotlon-3709.6 ft
................. ..... -.............. 0 _, _- ' ........ - 36,0 In

(_) Annulus cemented with 200 ft = of neat clement 30 _: =
plus 2R CoOl2 from 30 ft to surfaoe.

OD = 30.0 ;n E4,0 In 186 -
lD = 29,25 In
I", - 0.375 _n

Set at 30 ft
366

430 -
Hole oemented from 74 ft tO 27 ft with 1030 ft ]
neat oement plus 2X CaClI beoaule of sloughing.
Hole drilled OUt.

i _ ,.,,,, , ,,,i , , __ !,, J , ,,, _ r r ,,, , ,, ,
Annulus oemented with 972 ft I of Redl-MI= oemenf -.--.- -----. 14,75 _n
plus 2R CaCI2 from 382 ft to surfa=e.

OD = 16. 000 Jn
IO =15.1e4 =n
Te = 0,438 _n

Set at 362 ft
_: ,,, .......

Annulus oemented with 140 ft 3 of neat ©emenf
plus 2R CoCI2 from 1385 to 1260 ft.

OD = 10,750 in
ID = 10,050 =n
T, = 01350 In

S.t at 1365 ft 1260 ........... " I ! 1310
...................... _ 1365 I II

1515 _

r
. ---..., -,,,-- 9.875 in

FEET

362
.....368

2752

2990 .......
3000 ..... ' ............... " - 8,75 ;n



30WlO,01,01t1|4

JE-25c _1
.IZED DRILLER'8 LOG
enlx and $ci|son. 1906b)

HOLE

0,,.E,_ ..............."0LeJ"FO""ATIO"--Collar [levation-3709,(| ft

36.0 ;n
64 : 0 Hole sloughing from 64 to
74 74 ft.

24 0 i_ 186 - 0 Caliper log Indlooted mos(l-, mum hole enlargement of
34 In at 180 ft.

430 - _ Hole enlargement to 28.5 In
at 430 ft.

-.--- 9,875 ,n

2752- 9) Hole enlargement to 22 in
Indicated at 2752 ft.

- 8.75 _r_



UE-25 WT #3
GENERALIZED DRILLER'8 LOG

(From Fenlx and Schl|on, l g88a)

_ _............. D!_PTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER

Collar Elevotion-3379,5 ft0
13.5 in

(_) Annulus cemented with 216 ft 5 of RedI-MIx from 14.75 ;n
13.5 ff to surreal. 41 ....... 4

riD- 16 in

ID " 15,010 in e
Te = '0.495 in 8.75 ;n

Set ot 13.5 ft

14

(_ Annulus oemlmnted with 88 ft ] of RedI-Mlx from
41 ft to luHoae,

OD = 10.75" _n
ID = 10.05 in
T, = 0.35 on

Set at 40 ft
m

FEET

°41



3011t10.0t_1_B|I

5 WT #3
D DRILLER'8 LOG
and Sclsson, 1986o)

HOLE ....................
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

_votion-3379.5 ft

"_448 in

,75 in 40 - 0 Caliper log indicated hole en-
largement between 40 and
140 ft with a maximum hole

..... enlargement of 21.5 In at
- 8.75 ;n 82 ft.

140 --

I

=)e3 - _F'luld level in hole measured
at 98;1.

_ 1125 - IIB2.875 In OD tubing with 12 ft
_ n Loose fill screen landed at 1125 ft.

I ........ ' I I



UE-25c H3
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From F'enix and Scisson, 1986b)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) Collar Elevation-3715,5 ft DIAMETER
0 .0 ;n

(_) Annulus cemented with 432 ft _ of Redi-Mix cement 39 4:
from 39 to 2.5 ft.

0D = 30 0 in 24,0 Jn 14
ID = 29,25 ;n a0
T= = 0,375 in

Set at 39 ff 315

(_ Annulus cemented with B64 ft3 of Redl-Mix cement ------ 14,75 in
from 313 to surface. 45

OD = 16,000 an _..
ID = 15,010 ;n
1"= = 0,495 in

Set at 313 ft

Annulus spot cemented with 100 ft 3 of neat
cement plus 2_ CoCI2 from 1368 to on unknown
depth.

= lo ;,so
In = 10.050 in
T= = 0.350 ;n

Set at 1323 ft

12;

1323 13:13;
1368

2B_
2B3
2B_

3000



3016|0.01.0'_B26

"25c _3,u

lED DRILLER'S LOG
ix and Sclsson, 1986b)

HOLE

DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATIONar Elevation-3715.5 ft

._ O ;n
$ ' 43 -- 0 Caliper log Indicated hole er-oded to 207 ft with maximum

._ 149 - hole enlargements of 38.75 in
at 43 ft, 28.75 In at 149 ft

240 ,° _°o_- a.d29I. at204ft

- 14,75 in
459 - 0 Hole eroded to 1200 ft with

maximum hole enlargements
of 25.75 In at 459 ft and

I; 25.5 in at 896 and g21 ft.

1200 -

1317 _ A Formation water Indicated at- 1319
- 1317 ft.

, _ Fluid density log Indicated
fluid level at 1319 ft.

_ L

9,B75 in and 1639 ft w;th maximum
hole enlargement greater
than 51.75 in at 1636 ft.

2E70,5 -

2375 - ,_ Water inflow increase at
2375 ft.

24s9 5- BB Dual element packer was set
in hole with center at 2469.5
ff and 2.375 In monitor line
at 2270.5 ft.

2833
_837 " • Eroded zone indicated bet-
_839 ween 2853 and 2839 ftwith

maximum hole enlargement
of 23,25 in at 2637 ft.

m

' ........ _' ........ Ir ...... III Ir ......... 'II_fff ...... 'J'Ilr..... '_q II



UE-25 WT #4
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Scisson, 19860)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CA81NG INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER

Collor Elevotion - 3829.6 ft
0 "711,'.

Annulus cemented with 28 ft3 of 75_ neat cement, ___/r////j , 75 In

25_ gypsum cement from 50 ft to surfaoe. 50 v/J_zL- _ 60 -

OD = 10.750 in ]O7 -
ID = 10,050 in ---.- 8,75 In
Tq:= 0.350 in

Set of 48 f$ t6o -

I

I
i

958

1437

'_l_lmJllMl_Jlll, ...... IJ ....... ..... I .... Ir '11, I.... , rllP r,, , _ ' ' .... I



3016;10.01.01B:t7

E-25 WT #4
LIZED DRILLER'S LOG
Fenix and Scisson, 19860)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

_tlar Elevation - 3529.6 ft

. ,75 In

I 60 - • Caliper log Indlcated eroded
zone from 60 to 180 ft with

;07 - maximum hole enlargement
8,75 in of 18 In at 107 ft.

160 -

944 -- • Caliper log Indicated hole956
9:58 enlargement from 944 to 958

ft wlth maximum hole en-
largement of 16.5 In at
956 ft.

1437 -- _ Fluid density log Indicated
fluld level at 1437 ft.

m2.875 in OD tubing with 12
Loose Fill ft screen landed at 1566.7 ft



UE-25 WT #12
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From F'enlx and Sclsson, 1986a)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER

0 Collor Elevotion-3527.3 ft _

Annulus cemented with 162 ft3 °f Redl-Mlxcementfrom70 ft to surface. "_L _ -15 'n
OD = 10,750 ;n 70

ID = 10,050 _n ----. -.-.--8,75 =n t04 - 0
T= = 0,350 Jn

Set at 70 ft

370 -

476 --

940 --

1133 - _'

1276 _276- I
! 308 _ Loose fill

1

!



3o_e2o,ol,ol Bee

,25 WT #12
IZED DRILLER'S LOG
_nlx and Sclsson, 19860)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

_llarElevation-3527.3 ft

' " 15 ;n;n %04 - O Caliper log Indicated eroded
zone from 104 to 370 ft
with maximum hole
enlargement of 21.5 in.

370 -

- i

- !
476 - O Caliper log Indicated eroded

zone from 476 to 940 ft
with maxlmum hole enlarge-
ment of 17.75 In.

!

940 -

1133 - _ Fluid density log Indicated
fluld level at 1133 ft.

1276 - lib 2.875 In OD tubing wlth
-_'P:" ':'_:_ _ Loose fill 11.65 ft screen landed at

_ 1276 ft.

" " ' ................. ""' ;"'' " ....... " "Jill'"''JIIll



UE-25 WT # 13
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Solsson, 19860)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER

0 Collar Elevation-3387. 0 ft

Annulu' e'm'nt'd with 381 f'3 °f n'°' ='m'n' plum ._.__'_ 1-15 in

3_ CaCl2 from 222 ft to 3 ff and 5 ff3 of Col-
Seal cement from 3 ft to surfooe. 48.5

OD = 10,750 in
ID = I0,050 in -- 14,75 in
T= = 0.350 ;n !

Set at 222 ft

224 --

----- -,---8.75 In

I

!

492
497

i

994 -

!024 -

1090 -
i

11135,1506 =_.._.;_ .-- Loose fill 11:)5 6 -
•-.-.,---/,t.:: "-'_:.I,.--"8 063 =n1160



3D102O,0tOlBH

5 WT #13
"D DRILLER'8 LOG
and Sahmon, 1988o)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

Elevatlon-3387.0 ft
jl iii _ ....

"'-" 15 in

l°--,---14,75 In

-.- .--...'-B,75 in

I
I

I
I
I

i
I
I 49_ _ _ Caliper log Indicated hole
, 497 -- largement from 492 to 497

I ft with maximum hole en-• largement of 16.75 in.

i

I

I

!

|

i

I
I

I

• !

.!

|

I
,

Fluid denelty log indicated
994 - fluid level at 994 ft.

1024 - 0 Caliper log indicated eroded
zone from 1024 to lOgO ff

! with maximum hole enlarge-
1090 - ment of 17.75 in.

';;_,:._ ._:;4 ..-Loose lift zI3_6- BE 2,875 In OO tubing with

-- _:'i ,-'-8, 0(,'| ; orange peeled lub landed--... !'._; n 12 ft screen sub and 1.5 ft

at 1135.6 ft.



UE-25 WT #15
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Scls=on, 19860)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAk4ETER

Collor Elevotlon-3553.7 ft

0 ._ .........Hole ¢=emented from 35 ft to surfoos wlth 725 ft 3 .-_ _ -----14,75 ;n

of neot Dement plus 2_ CoCI2, then drilled out be-
souse of excessive sloughlng.

Annulus Demented with 430 ft _l of neot cement 127 ......_......... 1e7
plus 2_ CoCIz from 127 ft to surface. 130 130

-.--=- .-,---8,75 In
01) = 10,750 ;n

]I] = 10,050 in a0s
To = 0,350 In

Set at 127 ft _=_

330

648

950

996

1190

1335 _ _ 1335
1360 _ _--Loose fill



r I _.

301e;lOOtO_830

UE-25 WT #15
!RAI.IZED DRILLER'S LOG
am F'enl_ and Sclsson, 19860)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

Collar Elevation-3553.7 ft

======= 130 = zone from 127 ft to 208 ft
4---8,75 In with maximum hole enlarge-

ment of 30 in at 130 ft.
20B -

411_,.

330 - 0 Caliper log Indioated eroded
zone from 330 ft to 820 ft
with maxlmum hole enlarge-
ment of 17.25 ft at 648 ft.

64B --

950 --

996 - 0 Caliper log Indloatsd slightly
eroded hole below 950 ft
with maximum hole enlarge-
ment of 15.75 ft at 996 ft.

1190 - _ Fluid der,._ity log Indicated
fluid level a; 1190 ft.

L 1335 - BB 2.875 In OD tubing with
•; Loose fill 12 ft screen landed at

1335 ft.



UE-25 WT #14
GENERALIZED DRILLER'8 LOG

(From Fenlx and S¢lilon, 19860)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER

Collar Elevatlon-3531.2 ft

from 120 ft to eurfaae. _15 ;n

DD = 10,750 in
ID = 10.050 ;n 120 _
Te = 0,330 In 125.5_"_

Set at 120 ft
---4" -.,-" 8,75 In

1303
1310 .... - _ _ "-Loo=e fill

........._. .............._,-,,_p!!lj_,,,,g.,............. r_........ , ..... r



301||001,01 B31 !WT
._D DRILLER'8 LOG

and S¢Isson. 1986o)

HOLE
DIAMgTER HOLE INFORMATION

Elevation-3531.2 ft .... ,,,_ ' i/;-

!
I

,--' 8,75 in
190 - 0 Caliper log lndl©ated a ellghtll

eroded hole with maximum
hole enlargement| of ll.75
in at 190 ft, i g In at 585 _'_
ft, 18 In at 930 ft and 14.5
In at 1037 ft.

930 -

1037 -

It3o - _ Fluid level marked at 1130 ft

2,B75 In 00 tubing with 12.1
--,r.. --Loose fill 1303 - i ft steel screen landed at

1303 ft.

1 .... .... 11 ' " flip.... I



UE-25 WT #18
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Soisson, 19860)

...... . ....... DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAUETER
............ .u_ _ _- _ 0 Collar Elevo,tion-4384,_O ft

Annulu, oemenfed with lOB ft:l of Redl_idlx =emenf -_ __-,..--14 75 Infrom 87 ft to lurfaoe. 88

OD = 10,750 ;n _ -=..--0,75 ;n
ID = I0.050 =n
T, = 0,350 in e0

Smt at 86 ft

46:
47

93

107
to_

]51

. 186

1965 i::: :.._: 19_
:':: -:=. -- Loon flll
.-,t . ,'=

2043 _



3ole|o,01,01 !132

UE-25 WT #18
ERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
"ram Fenix and Sclsllon, 19860)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

Collar Elevation-4384.0 ft

!_]_..,--.- 14,75 in

",--'-- B.75 ;n
EO0 - BB £1eotrlo log tool was lost In

hole below 200 ft.

t

4S_i • Hole sloughed below 485 ft.

==

• Caliper log Indloated slightly
eroded zone from 471 to

_64 - 505 ft with maximum hole
enlargement greater than
29.75 In at 481 ft.

• Lost ¢lrculatlon (returns) be-
low 522 ft to 584 ft.

937 - • Hole eroded between 937 am
1088 ft with maximum hole
enlargement of 16.75 In at
1078 ft,

1078 --
1086 -

151_ - • Lost clraulotlon (returns) bet-
1556 - ween 1515 and 1556 ft.

. ;aS0 - V Last density log Indloated
fluid level at 1860 ft.

_965 - I 2,875 in OD tubing with 12
T It sargon landed on fill at,..

,:: Loose fill 1965 ft.
;+,

, , p



UE-25 WT # 16
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenix and Scisson, 1986a)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER
O Collor Elevotion-3972,4 ft.

i iiiiAnnulusfrom 103cementedftto surface.with324 ft _ of Redl-Mix cement __ -----14,75 in103 ........ I 0_
OD = 10,750 in 108 [ 105 = •

II)= 10,050 in ------ _B,75 inT= = 0,350 fn
Set of 102 ft

6:=p _

1454 --

1549 -
1572 -

1685.6 16o5.&- BB
710 _ _,-'_-- Loose fill



301620.01,01B33

5 WT #16
-D DRILLER'S LOG

and Scisson, 1986o)

HOLE

DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION
_rElevotion-3972.4ft

_J --.---14,75in

105 = 0 Callper log indicated sever=l
_ 6---8.75 ;n eroded zones at 102 ft to

1572 ft with moxlmum hole
enlargements of 27.75 In at
105 ft, 18,5 In at 622 ft,
and 15.75 In at 1454 ft,

6_ -

1454 -

1549 - _ Fluid density log Indicated
1572 - fluid level at 1549 ft.

-- ;_:,;:, _6e56- = 2.875in ODtubing with
_ _ Loose fill 12 ft screen landed at

1685.6 ft.



UE-25 WT # 17
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenix and Scisson, 19860)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER
Collar ElevaUon-3689.4 ft

0

Annulus cemented with 75 ft 3 of neat cement t4,75 in

plus 2_. CaCI2 from 55 ft to surface. 55

0]3 = 10,750 =n I
lD = 10,050 _n
T= = 0,350 in

Set at 55 ft
8,75 in

1376 ::_
:3

Loose fill

1453



JE-25 WT # 17 ,o,.oo,..=,.
:IALIZED DRILLER'S LOG
m Fenix and $cisson, 19860)

HOLE

DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION
Collar Elevot;on-3689,4 ft

_ ' ..._--14.75 ;n

_00 - O Caliper log indicated hole
eroded from surface to I019
ft with maximum hole en-
largements of 23.25 In at
100 ft, greater than .53 In

----" "------8.75 ;n at 481 ft and 23.75 In at
560 ft.

4@1 --

560 -

i

i

[
i

1019 -

k

_ 0 Slightly eroded hole from
1280 to 1392 ft with maxi-
mum hole enlargement of
21.75 in at 1311 ft.

!_@_ - _ Fluid density log indlcoted
13_2 - fluid level at 1294 ft.

_:..,::.... ;.,:._'_"' 1376- 1 2,875 in OD tubing with 12
:.,:: .... .._ 2392 - fl screen landed on bottom:":: ":_'-_ _ Loose fill-'t- ::

,.,:: r., fill at 1376 ft.



USW GA-1
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Scis=on, 1987e)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DtAk,IETER
0 Surface Elevation-5186.8 ft

Annulut cemented wlth 2 ftJof gypsum plaster from 6 -'=-tL__ ......... _ 15,0 in
8 ft to surfaoe.

09 = 13,375 in
ID = I;3,615 n
T= = 0,380 n 6,25 tn

Set at 6 ft

Annulus not cemented.

OD = 4,500 +n
ID = 4,000 _n
T= = 0,250 In " i

Set at 148 ft [
148 L..

----- ----3,937 in

551 _"

++_'_'.++__l'll_l..... ....... ..... ,,,, r...... ' _p', , r"TI' =l' r_l_l_, ii, ,,,_ 'r



3011lR0,01,01B311

;W GA-1
"D DRILLER'S LOG

and Sclsson, 1987e)

HOLE "' .....
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

Elevation-51 B6.8 ft
• - t5,0 ;n

in

_,.

----3,937 ;n

3t7 - e Formation fractured at
317 ft.

3_7 - e Formation badly fractured &
caving from 327 to 407 ft.

407 -

s_s - /_ Lost clrculatlor_ at 528 ft.



UE-25 WT # 5
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Sclsson, 1986a)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CABING INFORMATION Cft) Collor Etevotion-3560,2 ft DIAMETER
i iiiii

Annulus cemented with 162 ft 3 of Redl-bllx cement -"'_//_ I_"--14' 75 in
from 40 ft to surfoce. 40 r.{.,¢_,¢i._.

rid = 10,750 n
ID = ]0,050 n _ .-..---8,75 in
To = 0,350 n

Set o_ 40 ft

t

1315
'*t.*.' o;: ._o '

1330 ....',"-',"-'-._-- Loose fill

"_ _lPlr ...... ' 'lPI' ' ' I ...... ll' , , _,, ...... rr



"-25 WT # 5
.IZED DRILLER'S LOG
"entx end Scisson, 1986o)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

"oiler Elevatlon-3560.2 ft

-,..-.--8 75 ,n 10_ - 0 Hole sloughed from 105 ft
to bottom. Hole was aban-
doned 6/18/83.

lot8 - mR Bowen overshot, crossover
_036 - sub, and Bowen bumper sub

were left In the hole at 1036
ft with top at 1018 ft.

1180 - A Water Inflow indicated at
1180ft.

_:.... ;,_"-"_ _ Loose fill,:' r ....

'glPl!!lUlOlllllltl!llV""I'll"'Pll'l'i 'rqi'li' ,lUll ,,,liail ' 1111',,11111'', I,i, '1 'ill I,, I1 li,, , ' ,' Ill ..... _= , ......... "IW II Ill'= J1'llll " '] '" '" 'III '] _'l'' " II I'III ]'ill!' ' 'lIlla"l_lll I III



USW WT-2
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and Sclsson, 1986a)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER
0 Collar Elevotlon-4269,7 ft

14,75 inAnnulu= cemented wlth 100 ft5 of neat cement plu=
.3Y_CaCt2plu= I ft3 Cal-Seal cement from 5B ft to 58
surface. ' 8.75 in

OO = 10,750 in
IO = 10.050 In
To = 0,350 in e

Set at 58 ft

i
..... ' .......... ' iT ' .... rl iq...... , ,_',ll .... |l J J i n_liJJr



I ............................

i

3018;_0.D1,01B37

V WT-2
"D DRILLER'S LOG

and Sclsson, 1986a)

HOLE

DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION
Elevation-4269.7 ft

1__ __--14.75 ,n

"'- ----8,75 in

e00 - _ Callper log Indicated eroded
hole from 200 to 1300 ft
with maximum hole enlarge-
ments of 22 In at 782 ft,
18.25 In at 1001 ft and
16,5 ft at 1110 ft. _,_

702 -

1001 -

1110 -

1300 -

1873 - _ Fluid denslty log Indicatedfluid level at 1873 ft.

1940 - J Hole enlargement below 1940
ft with maximum hale en-
largement of 16.5 In at
2040 ft.

_'--Loose fill eo40 - BII 2.875 In OD tubing with 12
ft screen landed on fill at
2040 ft.



USW WT-IO
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

CFrom Fenlx and Sol=son, 19860)

DEPTH HOLE
CEMENTING AND CABING INFORMATION (ft) DIAUETER

Collar Elevotion-36B6.9 ft

Annulus aemented wlth 37B ft5 of Redl-bilx cement
from 116 ft to surface,

DD = 1,0.750 in
ID = 10,050 in 116
T= = 0,350 in ---.- "-.-'--8,75 =n

Set at 114 ft

1321

1413



30t$:100t0t S3|

JSW WT-10
LIZED DRILLER'S LOG
l_enlx and $cieeon, 19860)

HOLE ........
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

Collar Elevotion-3686.9 ft

139 - 0 Caliper log indloated Iilghtly
----" -----B. 75 _n eroded hole with maximum

hole enlargements of 17.25
In at 139 ft and 17.25 In
at 1262 ft.

1140 - _ Fluid density log Indicated
fluid level at 1i40 ft.

I_62 -

132! - m 2.B75 In OD tubing with 12
ft screen sub landed on fill
at 1321 ft.

I , iii i ,Ii i l ,i i , ml i11 i f r i £ _ _ I I II J J Ir



USW WT-1
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenlx and S;illOrl, 19060)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION Cft) DIAMETER
Collar Elevotlon-3942.5 ft

C) ,

Annulus aementod wlth 189 ft "_of Redl-k41x 33.5 26,0 Jn

cement from 33.5 ft to Jurface. 8,75 t n
DD = 10,750 In
ID = 10,050 _n
To = 0,350 in

Set at 32.5 ft

1665
1689 Loose flll





, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 _0 _0_

Centimeter
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 mm

.,=m_tllll_
'=° '= UIIIN

UlUg

IIIIINIlllI_lllll_





USW WT-11
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenfx and Scisson, 19860)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER
Collar Elevation-3591.4 ft

O

Annulus cemented with B1 ft3 of Redl-Mix
14,75 In

cement from 45 ft to surface. 45
------ 8,75 in

OD = 10.750 _n
ID = 10.05D in.

Ta = 0.35D in
Ss_ at 44.5 ft

1365

Loose fill

1446



301820 O101 B4D

SW WT-11
_IZED DRILLER'S LOG
"enix and Scisson, 1986o)

HOLE
DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION

Co!lar Elevation-3591,4 ft

-'-,,"--8.75 ;n

4e8 - _ Caliper log indicated several
eroded zones with maximum
hole enalrgements of 21 in
at 42B ft, 18 In at 810 ft
and 14.25 in at 1.218 ft.

8]0 -

',193 - _ Fluid denslty log indicated
!2ZB - fluid level at 1193 ft.

t :3_5 - Ill 2.875 in OD tubing with 12

.;:;_ < ft screen sub landed on fill
--Loose fill at 1365 ft.



USW WT-7
GENERALIZED DRILLER'S LOG

(From Fenix and Scisson, 1986a)

DEPTH HOLE

CEMENTING AND CASING INFORMATION (ft) DIAMETER
0 Collar Elevation-3928.8 ft

3 14,75 inAnnulus cemented with 162 ft of Redl-Mlx
cement from 53 ft to surface. 53

8,75 In
lid = I0,750 in
ID = I0,050 in
T= = 0,350 In

Set at 52 ff

1579
1610 Loose fill

....I I -=-_--r " .... J• _.L'.,,,,,_,_._._'"_.._1_. j.LL._.j_mll1,11111111l_] iiill ir lilt ,, lITir, fl,i... ,i ii.i i,I ir ...... ,,, ii. .... [l'[("'((II(' 'll .... ,,, , ,, j,),, (( i IIII I I '1 I II r



301620,01.01 B41

/ WT-7

) DRILLER'S LOG
nd Sclsson, 1986o)

HOLE

DIAMETER HOLE INFORMATION
evotion-3928.8 ft

2NI -----14,75 In

"-----B,75 in 0 Caliper log Indicated hole
erosion to 1292 ft with max-
imum hole enlargements of
29 in at 212 ft and 20 in
at 825 ft.

212 -

230 - O Hard formation encountered
e46 from 230 to 246 ft.

I
I
i

!

B23 -

1292 -

13B0 - _ Fluid density log indicated
fluid level at 1380 ft.

_ ls79 - BB 2,875 in OD tubing wlth 12
;-."!_!ii:_.:=..:-,_.--Loose fill ft screen sub landed on flll

of 1579 ft.
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Appendix C

Geologic Description and Cross Sections
Thermal/Mechanical Stratigraphy

This appendix provides a basic understanding of the physical and chemical modifications that
occur to various units of tuff following deposition. These units include the Tiva Canyon

Member, the Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon Members, the Topopah Spring Member, and the
tuffaceous beds of the Calico Hills. There are three types of deposition that occur at Yucca
Mountain: ash fall, which is deposited directly from the air; ash flow, which contains high

temperature mixtures of gas and pyroclastic materials and flows down the slope as an avalanche;
and bedded and reworked tufts, which form from the erosion and redeposition of either the ash-
fall or the ash-flow tuffs, Also, this section presents cross-sections through the potential
repository block.

C. 1 Tiva Canyon Member
The basal portion of this member consists of air-fall tuff marking the initial stages of eruption.
This portion of the member is nonwelded and virtually unaltered, with slightly altered rhyolite

shards and pumice pyroclasts (termed the ccs). Overlying this nonwelded tuff is a densely
included vitric tuff (Bish et al., 1982). Above this is a devitrified zone, the central portion of
which includes the hackly, lower lithophysal clinkerstone and the upper lithophysal zone. At the

top of both the Tiva Canyon and the Topopah Spring Members is the caprock unit, which
exhibits low values of porosity (2 to 3 percent) and high values of bulk density. The caprock

unit of the Tiva Canyon appears to be absent from much of the actual potential repository site
(Rautman and Flint, 1992).

C.2 Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon Members
The nonwelded tuff between the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring Members is typically
considered the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff. It includes the nonwelded and partially welded base
of the Tiva Canyon Member, the Yucca Mountain Member, the Pah Canyon Member, the

nonwelded and partially welded upper part of the Topopah Spring Member, and the associated
bedded tuff. Tufts of this unit are generally vitric, nonwelded, very porous, slightly indurated,
and in part bedded (Montazer and Wilson, 1984). Within the potential repository area, the

cumulative thickness generally thins to the southeast.

The Yucca Mountain Member is a nonwelded to partially welded ash-flow tuff. In borehole
USWG-2, it consists of a basal, reworked, bedded tuff overlain by six subunits. These tuffs are
among the most highly altered, some containing between 30 and 60 percent smectite. The Pah
Canyon consists of a thin, reworked, air-fall tuff overlain by five ash-flow subunits (Bish et al.,

1982). This sequence forms a single cooling unit, with a moderately welded central zone. Bish
et al. (1982) describe this member as follows: the upper and lower portions contain fresh glass,

and the groundmass glass in the upper vitric zone is pervasively altered to smectite. However,

C-1



the lower vitric zone contains more smectite (up to 50 percent) and less glass than the upper
zone. Between the upper and lower vitric zones is a zone of devitrification and zeolitization that

coincides with a zone of moderate welding. The presence of zeolites is unusual this far above
the water table and is not a pervasive occurrence.

C.3 Topopah Spring Member -
The Topopah Spring Member is a compound cooling unit made up of multiple ash flows. In
general, this member is made up of a thick, densely welded crystallized interior. It contains a
thin upper vitrophyre and a thicker lower vitrophyre. The lower or basal vitrophyre consists

predominantly of unaltered, densely welded, rhyolitic glass with a silica content of 74 to 77
percent (Fox et al., 1990). It grades downward into moderately welded to nonwelded ash-flow
and reworked tuff and grades upward into the thick, densely welded interior of the member. The

upper vitrophyre grades upward into moderately welded to nonwelded ash-flow bedded tuff.
Beneath the upper vitrophyre is the thick, moderately to densely welded, devitrified, vapor-phase
altered ash flows. Lithophysal cavities are abundant in the areas of intense vapor-phase
development. These cavities are 1 to 3 cm in diameter and occur in discrete zones near the

middle of the member. The upper lithophysal zone contains the most cavities, contributing an
additional 10 to 30 percent porosity (Fox et al., 1990). Furthermore, these lithophysal cavity
zones are generally continuous but vary appreciably in thickness and stratigraphic position

{Montazer and Wilson, 1984). Fractures are common in the middle and the lower portions of
the central interior zone. The fracture filling varies from calcite or silica to none. The
lowermost portion of the Topopah Spring Member is a partly welded to nonwelded, heavily
zeolitized ash flow (Bish et ai., 1982).

C.4 Tuffaceous Beds of Calico Hills

The tuffaceous beds of Calico Hills are dissimilar to many other units because they are not only

mainly ash-flow tuff but als._ consist of bedded (air-fall) and rhyolitic flows (Scott et al., 1983).
They are variable and dre comprised of up to 16 nonwelded, zeolitized ash flows with thin,

bedded to massive, reworked and air-fall tufts separating each of the ash flows (Bish et al.,
1982). Both vitric and devitrified facies occur within the Calico Hills nonwelded unit. Alteration

products in the devitrified facies include zeolites (most abundant), clay, and calcite (rare).
Because of the pervasiveness of the zeolites in the devitrified facies, it is referred to as the

zeolitic facies. The thickness of the zeolitic facies generally increases from the southwest to the
northeast beneath Yucca Mountain. While the vitric facies beneath Yucca Mountain tend to

increase from the northeast to the southwest. Both facies are very porous, with a mean porosity
of about 37 percent for the vitric and 31 percent for the zeolitic facies (Montazer and Wilson,
1984).

Following deposition, modifications to the tufts depend on the temperature and pressure

conditions, rate of cooling, original compnsition of the tuff, thickness of the tuffaceous deposit,
and subsequent exposure to groundwater. As a result, the modifications that can result include
the following:
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• Varying degrees of welding, ranging from nonwelded to densely welded tuff

• Petrographic differences in the tuff, which can be classified on the basis of three
physical components--glass, crystals, and lithic fragments

• Lithophysae development

• Fracture development

• Digenetic alterations of the tuff, including smectite and zeolite development.

Each of these modifications to the geology must be considered during the design, emplacement,

and evaluation of each borehole seal for the YMP. Detailed geologic and drillers logs for
numerous boreholes are presented in Appendix B.
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Appendix D

CorrelaUon of Borehole Wall Category
with the Stratigraphy for Selected Boreholes

Introduction

Selected borehole video logs were reviewed as a direct means of assessing the wall condition.
Boreholes were selected based on their location and the availability of borehole video logging.

Nine locations were selected over a broad area to capture a range of subsurface geologic
conditions. Following a preliminary review of all vi6eo logs, a classification scheme was

developed based on smoothness of the borehole wall, lithophysae presence, degree of fracturing,
and hole enlargement. The qualitative criteria for the classification scheme are:

• Category C1. Excellent, typically symmetrical hole with a smooth surface; no hole
enlargement; none to few lithophysae; no pronounced fractures; minor "pluckouts."

° Category C2. Good, typically symmetrical hole with a smooth surface; hole
enlargement small or intermediate a but infrequent; none to few fractures; uniform
lithophysae can be present.

° Category C3. Poor, typically a rough surface; hole enlargement is intermediate and
frequent, but it is possible for hole to be symmetrical; lithophysae can be prevalent,
large, _,_1 r_onunif0rmly distributed; fractures are frequent.

• Category C4. Extremely poor, typically a nonsymmetrical hole having an extremely
irreguinr surface; hole enlargement is large; large lithophysae can be present;
fractures are frequent and pronounced.

Following this initial step, each of the borehole video logs were reviewed in detail, and sections

of the borehole were placed in the C1, C2, C3, or C4 categories of the report. Additionally,
these categories were correlated with a simplified stratigraphic log. More detailed information

on the results of video-logging is presented in Chapter 3.0 and in the correlations in Figures D-1
through D-10. Additionally, Tables D-1 through D-10 contain a summary of the percentage of

alntermediatehole enlargementis equivalentto up to one-halfof the hole diameter. Large hole enlargementis
equivalentto one-halfor greaterthanthe holediameter. This logicalso appliesto the size of the lithophysae.
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for each stratigraphic unit for which video was available. Based upon these categories, the
generalized hole conditions were found to be as follows:

• A high percentage of Categories C3 and C4 occur in the densely welded, devitrified
tuff in the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring Units.

° Category C I occurs in the Paintbrush nonwelded tuff.

• Categories C1 and C2 occur in the upper portion of Topopah Spring Unit.

° Categories C1 and C2 occur in the nonwelded vilric and zeolitic portions of the
Calico Hills Uni_.
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Figure D-1
Correlation Between the Borehole Wall Category

and Stratigraphy for Borehole USW GU-3
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Figure D-2
Correlation Between the Borehole Wall Category

and Stratigraphy for Borehole UE-25 C-2
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welded,devitrified 717'

...................... --1000-- Denselywelded,
,, devitrifled,brown 1015'

] . , - , ... ]
...i

I

= J Denselywelded,devitrified,
I

--1200-- brownto orange 1179'
Denselywelded,

. glassy(vitrophyre) 1222'

- Partiallytononweldedvitric 1293'

- --1400-- Bedded/ReworkedTuff
Ash-fall(?),poorly
consolidated,vitric 1303'

=

TUFFACEOUSBEDSOF CAMCOHILLS

--1600-- Nonwelded,vitric 1520'

ash-fall(?)tuffmoderately
consolidated,zeolitic(?) 1594'

. PROWPASSMEMBER
i

--1800-- Partiallywelded,devitrified
(slightlyzeolitic(?)) 1730'

J welded,devitrifled 1780'

Non-to partiallywelded,zeolitic(?)2020'
, I I I I --2000--

C1 C2 C3 C4

Figure D-5
Correlation Between the Borehole Wall Category

and Stratigraphy for Borehole USW WT-2
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Figure D-6
Correlation Betweenthe Borehole Wall Category

and Stratigraphy for Borehole USW H-4
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Seal Class Dep_ Generalized Stratlgraphic Log(feet)

ALLUVIUM
......... i Fragmentsof nonweldedtoweldedtuff 30'

.... .I --100-- TIVA CANYON MEMBER
• Denselywelded,devitrifled 97'

I welded,devitrified 118'
...................................................... 200-- Partiallyto nonwelded,vitric 138'

, ,i BeddedTuff
........ Ash-fall,moderatelyindurated,vitrlo 148'

n30°- YUCCA MOUNTAIN MEMBER

Nonwelded,vitric 149'
I, '. . .

............ _., ...... I ........................ 400-- Bedded/reworkedTuff
I

L--.--..-.-- Ash-fall,vitric 168'

PAH CANYON MEMBER

-- 500m Nonwelded,vitric 188'

Bedded/reworkedTuff
....................................................... 600 -- Poorlyconsolidated,vitdc 228'

TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER

-- 700 m Nonwelded vitric 239'

....................................................... 800 -- welded,vitrophyre 243'

--900--
mmmmm=mm

[ Densely welded, devitrtfled (caprock) 266'

. ' Moderatelyto welded,devitrifled 400'
--1000--

................................................ .... ..
i
| .... ,.

--1100--

I

....................................................... 1200
I

I --1300m

I Denselywelded,devitrifled 1317'vitrophyre 1345'

...........,-......... ......................,,oo- to partially welded, vttric 1407'
Bedded/reworkedTuff

--1500-- Ash-fall,moderatelyindurated,zeolitic 1409'

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CALICO HILLS

Nonweldedto partiallywelded,zeolitic
L L....__...-_ --1600--

C1 C2 C3 C4

Figure D-7
Correlation Between the Borehole Wall Category

and Stratigraphy for Borehole USW G-4
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Dr_h
Seal Class (_a) GeneraXzedStratlgraphlc Log

1 1 " " 1 I _0

C1 C2 C3 C4 TIVA CANYON MEMBER

, I

!

, , ,...................... 400m welded,devitdfled 360'

Moderatelyto partially

welded 410'

Nonwelded vltrk:

.......... " "............................... _'-" Bedded Tuff
Ash-fall,vitdc 490'

l

t I PAH CANYON MEMBER

..................... _................................. 800-- Nonwelded,vitdc 535'
BeddedTuff

Vitrlc 542'

....................................................... 1000-- TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER
Nonwelded,vitric 568'

Densely welded, vitrophyre 570'

Denselywelded, dtvttrifled 590'

....................................................... 1200-- Moderatelywelded 684'

..................... _----_T--_-. ...................... 1400--
]iiI

Denselywelded,devitrified 1582'............... ........................... 1600-- Denselywelded, vitrophyre 1655'

Moderatelyto partiallywelded,vitric 1699'
Bedded Tuff

--1800 -- Ash fall Vttric 1710'

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CAUCO HILLS
Nonweldedto partiallywelded, vitric 1880'i

--2000-- Bedded/reworkedash-falltuff,zeolitic 1945'
PROW PASS MEMBER

Nonwelded, vitric 1970'

' welded,devitrified 2125'
_2200

zeolitized

_' BeddedTuff
Zeolitic 2263'

, I ,, I l I --2400 m
C1 C2 C3 C4

Figure D4
Correlation Between the Borehole Wall Category

and Stratigraphy for Borehole USW H-5
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Seal Class _ Generalized Stratigraphie Log
--0 -- ALLUVIUM

C1 C2 C3 C4 Fragmentsof nonweldedto
denselyweldedtuff 57.1'

-- YUCCA MOUNTAIN MEMBER
Moderately welded, devitrmed 87.9'

Partiallywelded to nonwelded,vltdc 84'

............................................ 200m BeddedTuff
Ash-fall,vitric 105'

PAH CANYON MEMBER

_ Nonwelded,vitrlc,lightbrown 140.1'

Nonwelded,vttric,mediumbrown180.1'

Nonwelded,vitrlc,darkbrown 234.9'

............................................ 400-- Bedded/ReworkedTuff
Ash-fall,poorly

consolidated,vitric 254.9'

L..____-- TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER

Nonwelded,vltric,pinkto brown 259.8'
Nonwelded,vttric,gray 274.9'

................................ 600-- Moderatelywelded, vitric 283.1 °

Denselywelded,
glassy(vitrophyre) 287.1 '

Denselywelded,
devitrlfied(¢aprock) 330.1 '

............................................ 800-- Moderatelywelded,devitdfled 435'

Moderatelyto densely
welded,devitrifled 730'

Denselywelded, devltrtfted,
brown& gray . 770'

-------------''''''...........------------- _1000 _

Ii --1200 -- Denselywelded,devitrified,brown 1214.9'

Cl C2 C3 C4

Figure D-9
Correlation Between the Borehole Wall Category

and Stratigraphy for Borehole USW UZ-1

D-11



Depth
Seal Class (f_) Generalized Stratigraphlc Log

, , , , ---0 w 'vV_ TIVA CANYON MEMBER
CI C2 C3 C4 , vv _ Moderatelywelded, devltrlfled 50'_,W,-. _ ,

V 'v

_ tvV _

i ,vV_ Denselywelded,devltrifled,gray 259'

I 'v" _i ......Denselywelded, devitrlfled,gray,

'v"_ brown,& red 267'

, ' _ Moderatelywelded,devltrlfled 305'
, I _v _ Partiallywelded,devitrifled 318'
I ..... _ Nonwelded,vitric 343'

..................................................... 400-- __ 361____'
_,\\ YUCCA MOUNTAIN MEMBER

I "_ ' _I\\ Nonwelded,vltrlc 375'

,vv'vv ,'_\\ Nonwelded,vitric 4"_
..................................................... 8oo-- ,v_,l/ll BeddedTuff m

Ash'fall'P°°rIy c°ns°lidated' vitri° 429'I,m 4vV %

Ash-fall, vitric _';
*' v

S V

v., Nonwelded,vitric 553'
''''''''" "'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' _SOO_ '/v v_,

"" \
,, , BeddedTuff

,q V

,, , Reworkedandash-fall,vitric 697'
_ ,

' , 4 v _,
L__ , v _,

\J , _ TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER
v

,,v Denselywelded,devltrlfled,redto brown 878'

] ......... ,wu ,v'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' "''''''''''" _/ V

t ...... ,, , Denselywelded,devitrifled,brown& gray 1073'
I 4V v _,.' V f"

v , Denselywelded,devitrified,red & gray 1120'I ..... . _ V

• ;. ... ,
v V
v _,

_,'v
v _,

........... _ ................................ 1200m %vw/ v
v

v V
v

VvV
V V

V '_
i , _/ V

v

VvV _,
V V
V "_

......................................................--4_'w'Im,,v
v

"v", Denselywelded, devitrified,moderatev V

v , to light brown 1497'
V..,V.

t Denselywelded, devitrified,

v _ paleto moderatebrown 1508'
V

v v, _ Denselywelded,glassy,...................................................... l_m _",, v_ophyric, zeolites(?) 1559'V V ,,

b_,', _ Non-to-partiallywelded,VvV, partlyvitric,partlyzeolitic(?) 1620'
/V V

v v, RHYOLITELAVASANDTUFFSOF CALICOHILLS
_ Lava,devitrifled,partlyzeolitic(?) 1760'

I I I I .... 1800_ _'-'#'-

Cl C2 C3 C4 _ Nonwelded,zeolitic(?)

Figure D-10
Correlation Between the Borehole Wall Category

and Stratigraphy for Borehole UE-25 WT 18
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Table D-1

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW GU-3

I ! I IDepth to Class Class Class Class % Class % Class % Class % Class
Description Bottom Thickness C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4 ,, ,,

TIVA CANYON MEMBER
,,.

Moderately to densely welded,devitrified 344 344 35 135 118 28 11.1% 42.7=/o 37.3% 8.9=/0

Moderatelyto denselywelded,vitrophyre 348 4 0 4 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.CP/0 0.0%,,
• t "

Moderatelyweldedto non-welded,vitric 374 26 11 15 0 0 42.3% 57.7=/0 0.0% 0.0%

Beddecl/reworkedtuff--esh-fall, poorlyindurated 424 50 46 4 0 0 92.0% 8.0'=/o 0.0% 0.0%
,, b,

TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER
,.

Non-welded to moderatelywelded, partiallyvitric 430 6 3 3 0 0 .50.0% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
i

Moderatelyto denselywelded,devitrified 1187 757 12 212 76 24 3.7=/o 65.4% 23.5% 7.4%
I

"" Denselywelded, vit]'ophyre 1269 82,_

Moderately to partiallywelded,vitric 1309 40 .

Non-welded,vitric 1406 97

Beddedtuff--ash-fail, moderately to very poody 1413 7
indurated

....

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF GAUCO HILLS

Non-welded,vitric 1507 94
,,

Bedded tuff--ash-Pall,moderately to poody 1560 53
indurated

PROW PASS MEMBER
,,

Non-welded, vitric 1598 38 ,,,,

Non-weldedto part. welded,devitrifiedto part. vitric 1992 394

Bedded tuff---moderatelyindurated 2005 13

, I II I I



J I

Table D-1 (Continued)

Borehole Wall Categorization as a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW GU-3

,,,

] I I ! }Description Bottom Thickness C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4

BULLFROG MEMBER

Partiallywelded,vitric, somepar_aly deviMfied 2022 17

Pardatlywelded, devitr_ed 2100 78

Moderatelyto denselywelded, devitri_ed 2529 429
,,

Moderalz_y1opartiallywelded, devitrilied 2546 17

Beddedtuff,ash-fall,well indurated 2549 3

Non-weldedto moderatelywelded,part devil_r_ 2617 68

Bedded/reworkedtuff--ash-fail, moderatelyto well 2637 20
indurated

,,,

-- TRAM MEMBER

4_ Non-weldedto parliaflywelded, deviVified 2644 7 I I J i I !



Table D-2

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Bomhole UE-25 C-2

Description Bottom Thickness C1 C2 (33 C4 C1 "C2 C3 C4

ALLUVIUM

TNA CANYON MEMBER

Parliallywelded to nonwelded,vitric 285 35

Beddedtuff--.ash-fall,poorly 29O 5

'-" TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBERu1

Non-welded.argllic 317 27

Denselywelded,_ 357 40 17 23 0 0 42.5% 57.5% 0.0% 0.0%
(caprock)

Moderately welded 617 260 52 201 7 0 20.0% 77.3% 2.7% 0.0%

Denselywelded,devi_ed (slighlJy 726 109 0 109 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
_ed (?))
Moderately to denselywelded, 1057 331 0 318 13 0 0.0% 96.1% 3.9% 0.0%
devitrified

Denselywelded, dev_, brown 1080 23 0 23 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Denselywelded,devitrified,orange, 1206 126 0 6 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
brown,and red

Denselywelded,glassy (vitz'ophym) 1260 54 , i

Moderatelywek_d, vitric 1289 29

Partiallyto nonwelded, partially 1316 27
vitricand zeolitic(?)

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CALICO HILLS



Table D-2 (Continued)

Borehole Wall Categorization as a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole UE-25 C-2

Desoriplion Bottom Thickness Cl C2 C3 CA C1 C2 C3 CA..

_ a_h-fa_|, mod. _o h_hly 1,71 78 I Iindurated, zeolibc

PROW PASS MEMBER

Nonweidedto part,welded, 1810 139
devitrified,slightlyaltered

Moderatelywelded,devitrified 1840 30

Nonweided,devitrified 1955 115 =..

Nonwelcled,intenselyzeolitic 2109.5 154.5

Bedded/mworkedtuff_ 2138 28.5
indurated,zeolil_c(?)

BULLFROG MEMBER
(_ ''

Nonwetded to partially welded, 2240 102
devitrified

Moderate_ welded,devitrified 227O 3O

Moderatelyto densely welded, 2390 120
cleviUified

Moderatelywelck_, de, trifled 246O 7O

PartJagyto nonwetded,devitrified 2560 100

Nortwekk_, zeolitic(?) 2667 107

Bedded/reworkedtuff--moderately 2719 52
mduramd

TRAM MEMBER

Partiallywelded, devitrified 2775 56

Breccia,mode_ inclumtad, 2935 160
devitnr_d , ,,,,

ParlJailywelded, devflxified 3000 65

- Hi II I IIIII



Table I)-3

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percen_
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW UZ-6

Depth to ] Class Class Class Class % Class % Class % Class % Class

Description _ Thickness ! C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4
i , ,i " i ' ' ' ' i i. i H, i i i illl

TIVA CANYON MEMBER
,, ,,

Densely welded, devitrified 380.8 380.8 0.0 0.8 20.0 20.0 0.0% 2.0% 49.0% 49.0%
..... , ,.....

Denselywelded, glassy 404.8 24.0 10.0 14.0 0.0 0.0 41.7% 58.3% 0.0% 0.0%
(viVophyre)

Moderaielyto parl_ 414.9 10.i 0.0 10.1 0.0 0.0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% ! 0.0%
welded, vitric

.... t .........

Non-welded,vitric 433.3 18.4 13.3 5.1 0.0 0.0 72.3% 27.7% 0.0% 0.0%
,,

Beddecl/reworkedtuff-- 451.7 18.4 18.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 100,0% 0.0% 00% 0.0%- !-...,I ash-fall, vitric .....,, ,

TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER
......

Parl_ly welded(?),vitric 483.5 31.8 31.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%, ,, ,,.,,,

welded, devitrified 519.9 36.4 6.5 10.0 7.0 12.9 17.9% 27.5% 19.2% 35.4%
(caprock)

Moderately welded,devitrified 570.7 50.8 8.0 18.0 18.7 6.1 15.7% 35.4% 35.8% 12.0%,, ............ ,,,

Dertsely welded, devitrifled, 726.8 156.1 0.0 120.0 31.1 5.0 0.0% 76.9% 19.9% 3.2%
red and gray

Denselywelded, devilz'ified, 911.8 185.0 0.0 15.0 122.2 47.8 0.0% 8.1% 66.1% 25.8%
brown

Denselywelded, devib_ed, 1343.2 431.4 0.0 167.2 215.0 49.2 0.0% 38.8% 49.8% 11.4%
brownand red

,,.. ,,..

Densely welded, glassy 1379.6 36.4 0.0 36.4 0.0 0.0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
(vitrophyre)

Moderatelywelded,glassy, 1386.8 7.2 0.0 7.2 00 0.0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%
vdnc

, .... ,

PartiaJlyto nonwelded,vitnc 1436.6 49.8 26.6 23.2 0.0 0.0 53.4% 46.6% 0.0% 0.0%|

II II I



Table D-3 (Continued)

Borehole Wall Categorization as a Percentage
for Stratify of Borehole U_ UZ.6

I ii Depm to Class Class Class Class %_ % Class % Class % ClassDescriplion Bollom Thickness C1 C2 C3 C4 Cl 6"2 (::;3 C4
, ,,,,

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CAUCO HILLS
,,,, ,,,, ,,,

Ash-fall and ash-flow, poorly 1546.8 110.2 110.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 100,0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
comok:lamd,vitric

tuff, poody 1584.2 37.4 37.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

, .....

PROW PASS MEMBER
,,

Nonwelde<J.vib"ic 1687.9 103.7 103.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

PartJalywelded,devitrifled 1752.5 64.6 64.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%,.,

PallJaJlyto moderalely 1796.8 44.3 44.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.(1% 0.0% 0.0%
welde_ _

i_ ,.L "

_ to _ 1819.4 22.6 22.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0%
oo weld_ d_a_3d ,,

,L, , "

Nonw_ ?), vi_?), 1886.7 67.3 33.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

,,



Table D-4

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percentage
for Stratify of Borehole USW UZ-6s

Desci_l:llion Deptl _ Class Class Class % Class % Class % Class % Class

(Slralig_ic Column tromUSW UZ-6) BoB:in "l]tidmess Cl C2 I C3 Cl C2 C3 C4
,,, , ,, , I I I , • --I I ,! I ,,,, ,

TIVA CANYON MEMBER

Denselywelded,devilrified 380.8 380.8 17.8 72.0 283.0 5.0 4.7% 19.1% 74.9% 1.3%

Denselywek:led,glassy(vilmphym) 404.8 24.0 24.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%, ,,

Moderatldy lo parliallywelded,vilric 414.9 10.1 10.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%,,

Non-welded, _ 433.3 18.4 18.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
,

tuff--ash-fall, _ 451.7 18.4 5.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
E_
, TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER
_D

Partiallywelded(?),vitric 483.5 31.8

Denselywelded,dev_ (caprock) 519.9 36.4
,,

Moderal_y _ _ 570.7 S0.8 ,,

Densely welded, deviVified,red and gray 726.8 156.1 i

Densety welded, devilrified,brown 911.8 185.0
,,

Dmrmelywelded, devilxified,brownand red 1343.2 431.4
.....

De_ welded,glassy(vilrophyre) 1379.6 36.4
,,,

Modmall31ywelded, glassy,vitric 1386.8 7.2
,, , ,

ParUailyto nonwekled, vilric 1436.6 49.8 , ,,

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CALICO HILLS
,,

Ash-faUand ash-flow, poorlyconsolidamd,vilbric 1546,8 110.2
" I

Bedded/mwodl_edtuff, poodyconsolidated,vitric 1584.2 37.4 • ,,

PROW PASS MEMBER
,,

Nonweided, vitric 1687.9 1033

ParliaUywelded, deviUified 1752.5 64.6

: Partiallyto rnoderalt_ welded,devilrified 1796.8 44.3

Nonwetcledto partiallywelded,devitrified 1819.4 22.6

III IIII



Table D-4 (Continued)

Borehole Wall Categorization as a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW UZ-6s

I Description [ Depth to I _ %CLass 1% Class % Class % Class t

t_
O



Table D-5

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW WT-2

Class I _ Class % Class

Description C1 I _ C3 CC4 G1 _-' vo C4

ALLUVIUM 0.(P/o I 0.(P/o
Fragmentsof denselywelded, devitrifiedtuff

TIVA CANYON MEMBER _6_0_ _
Moderatelyto denselywelded,devitrified 179 119 16 4_1_ 6 35.3% 51.3% 0.0%Denselywelded,vilric (partlydevitrifiod)(vitrophym) 200 21 0 I _ 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Partiallyto nonwelded,vitric 260 60 54 6 _ 10.0% 0.0% 0.0%

,_ Beddedtuff--ash-fall,viVic 270 10 10 0 0 _ 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
t_

" TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER ........

Non-welded,vitric 281 t 1 11 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Moderatelywelded,devitrified 285 4 0 4 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Denselywelded, glassy(vitrophyre) 290 5 0 5 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.(P/0 0.0%

Denselywelded, devi_fied 303 13 0 13 0 0 0.(P/o 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Moderatelywelded 396 93 0 90 3 0 0.0% 96.8% 3.2% 0.0%

Denselywelded, devilTified 595 199 0 189 10 0 ! 0.0% 95.0°/o 5.0% 0.0%

Moderately to denselywelded, devitrifled 717 I22 10 52 48 12 8.2% 42.6% 39.3% 9.8%

Denselywelded, devitrified,brown 1015 298 2 57 221 18 0.7°/o 19.1% 74.2% 6.0%

Densely welded,devitritiod,brownto orange 1179 164 0 134 30 0 0.0% 81.7% 18.3% 0.0%

Denselywelded,glassy (vitmphym) 1222 43 33 10 0 0 76.7% 23.3% 0.(P/o 0.0%

Partiallyto nonwelded,vitric 1293 71 71 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Beddod/reworkodtuff--ash-fall(?), poorly 1303 10 10 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
consolidated,vitric ....

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CAUCO HILLS "_---- "---'--- "-----'-- _'_-- Ioowo,.0  o



Table D-5 (Continued)

Borehole Wall Categorization as a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW WT-2

--- r Depthto % Class
Descrip_on Bottom Th ess

1=.I- _o._+[o._ o._zeolitic(?)

PROW PASS MEMBER __.-.------

Partiallywelded,devitrified(slightlyzeolitic(?))

Moderatolywelded,de'vitrified I
Non-to partiallywelded,zeolitic(?) 2020

Moderatelyto denselywelded,devitrified

i
t_
1',3



Table D-6

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW H-4

°+° ]°+]°'-I°+1°+1Description Bottom Thickness C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4
....

TIVA CANYON MEMBER ,,

Denselywelded, devit_ed 174 174 I

Partiallyto non-welded,vitric 202 28

Bedded/mworkedtuff--vitric 214 12

TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER

Non-welded,vivic 224 10

t,.) Partly1omoderatelywelded,vitric 252 28L_

Denselywelded,devitrified 254 2

Moderatelywelded,vapor phase crystallization 376 122 17 45 2 0 26.6% 70.3% 3.1% 0.0%

Denselywelded, devitrified 1185 809 45 553 199 12 5.6% 68.4% 24.6% 1.5%

Black,glassyvitrophym 1217 32 0 32 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Partlywelded,vi_c 1230 13 0 13 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Nonwelded(friable),vitric 1312 82 81 1 0 0 98.8% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0%

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CAUCO HILLS
....

Nonweldedto partlywelded,devibified& zeolitized 1575 263 226 9 3 0 95.0% 3.8% 1.3% 0.0%

Bedded/reworkedtuff--devitrifiedand zeoliti_zed 1627 52

PROW PASS MEMBER ,,

Nonwelded,zeolitic 1640 13

Partlywelded, devitdfied 1955 315

Partlywelded, zeolitic,and silicified 2040 85

Partlywelded, zeoliti.c,and vi_c 2263 223

Bedded/reworkedtuff--zeolilized(?) 2275 12



Table D-6 (Continued)

Borehole Wall Categorization as a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW H-4

Dep_ to Class I Class I Class Class % Class % Class % Class % Class

Description Bottom Thickness _ _C4 C1 C2 C3_ C4



Table D-7

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW G-4

i I I I IDepthto Class Class Class Class % Class % Class % Class % Class
Description Bottom Thickness C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4

, ; ' ,, , ,, _ 1

ALLUVIUM

"! I ! I I ....
TIVA CANYON MEMBER

, ,

Densely welded, devitri]ied 97 67 0 12 11 34 0.0% 21.1% 19.3% 59.6%, . ,,

Moderatelywelded,devitrified 118 21 0 0 0 21 0.(P/= 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Parliallyto nonwelded,vilric 138 20 14 3 3 0 70.0% 15.0°/o 15.0=/o 0.0%•

,_ Beddedtuff--ash-fail, moderatelyindurated,vitric 148 10 10 0 0 0 100.0=/o 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

YUCCA MOUNTAIN MEMBER
....

Nonwelded,vitric 149 1 1 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%,,

Bedded/reworkedtuff--ash-fall, vitric 168 19 18 0 1 0 94.7% 0.0% 5.3% 0.0%

PAH CANYON MEMBER

Nonwelded,vitric 168 20 7 1 0 12 35.0% 5.0% 0.0% 60.0%
, ,, ,,

Bedded/mworkedtuff--poorly consolidated,vi_c 228 40 31 9 0 0 77.5% 22.5% 0.0% 0.0%....

TOPOPAH SPRING MEMBER
,,

Nonwelded, vitric 239 11 1 10 0 0 9.1% 90.9% 0.0% 0.0%,, ,_

Denselywelded,vitrophyre 243 4 1 3 0 0 25.0% 75.0°/= 0.0% 0.0%

Denselywelded, devitrified(caprock) 266 23 21 2 0 0 91.3% 8.7% 0.0% 0 ,.

Moderately to denselywelded, devitritied 400 134 97 37 0 0 72.4% 27.6% 0.0% 0.0%

Denselywelded, devitrified 1317 917 9 113 364 13 1.8=/o 22.6% 72.9% 2.6% ....i

Denselywelded, vitrophyre 1345 28 28 0 0 0 100.0°/o 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
,, , =,

Nonweidedto partiallywelded,vilric 1407 62 28 33 1 0 45.2% 53.2=/0 1.6=/o 0.(Wo

i
Bedded/mworkedtuff--ash-fall, moderately 1409 2 2 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
indurated,zeolitic



Table D-7 (Continued)

Borehole Wall CategorizatiOnas a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW G-4

Description _ Thickness CI _

l'l,:l'l',ACIEOt_ )Fr_ OF _rt.A_ l-fiLm_

N_-_.:____to_mly w____,zeoU_c 1705 296 112 27 1 0 80.0% 19.3% 0.7°/o 0.0%

P__m_'ork____ ___h-falltuff,zeolilJc 1761 56

PROW PA_(_-limBER

Nca-_..'_decl,zeolitic 1796 35

Now.-,_cledto p_-__'__welded, clevitfilied,zeolitic 2238 442

Bedded/reworkedtuff--ash-fall, slighllyto 2244 6
mc_---__,_"zeol_c

BUI I m:ROGu.---,,_m- m_

,_ Pa,_lly we._Id_l_,devitrified 2528 284r,.)
O'_ Ash-falltuff,well indu_t,=,d,devitrified 2534 6

Non_"c!dedto par__'___-.__d_, devitdtied 2582 48

...__Moderatelyto denselyv:¢hJed,devitr_.,:-t 2680 98

NonwelckKIto partiallywelded, devitrified,argillicor 2733 53
zeolitic

,?_-:'_.._worked tuff--,ash-fall 2756 23

TFP_u_M_"B_,._ ,.

Noi_w-_dedto n_.'-mk,w___=rl devitritied 2841 85r -- -'r'_"]l' .... "

Devitrilied 2999 158

Moderatelywelded,devilrified 3001 2



f I

Table !)-8

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW 11-5

" , , I i ! II lc lc
i Description Bottom Thid,mess C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 C3 C.,4

,,_ , ,,

TIVA CANYON MEMBER

Denselywelded, devitriSed 360 360 17 31 2 0 34.0% 62.0% 4.0% 0.0%
,,

Moderately to partially welded, devitriSed 410 50 15 15 20 0 30.0% 30.0% 40.0% 0.0%

Nonweldsd,vilric 485 75 75 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Beddedluff--ash-fall(?),vitric 490 5 5 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

PAH CANYON MEMBER
Non-welded,vitric 535 45 45 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%.,,,.,i

Bedded_ 542 7 7 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

TOPOPAH SPRBdGMEMBER

Non-welded,vitric 568 26 26 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Denselywelded,vitrophym 570 2 2 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
,, ,,

Densely welded, devitrified 590 20 20 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Moderalldywelded 684 94 76 18 0 0 80.9% 19.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Denselywelded, devitri_ed 1582 898 5 303 60 14 1.3% 79.3% 15.7% 3.7%

Denselywelded,vilxophyre 1655 73 23 50 0 0 31.5% 68.5% 0.0% 0.0%

Moderatelyto parlJallywelded,vitric 1699 44 44 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
,,r

Bedded tuff_ash-fall, vitric 1710 11 11 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
I

TUFFACEOUS BEDS OF CALICO HIM.S
....

Non-weldedto partia_ welded,vitric 1880 170 169 1 0 0 99.4% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0%
....

Bedded/mwol'kedash-falltuff,zeolitJc 1945 65 60 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0%



Table D-8 (Continued)

Borehole Wall Categorization as a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW H-5

!- " I !io-ol o-,o-,o-,o-,.o- "°"Description Bottom Thid_ess _ C1 C2 I (33 C4 C1 C2 C3 C4
i , i i T

PROW PASS MEMBER
!

Nonweldsd,vitric 1970 25 25 0 I 0 I 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%, • ,, , !

Partially welded,devitrified 2125 155 ! 153 2 0 I 0 98.7% 1.3% 0.0%. 0.0%

• ' 2 i _ ""113 0 t 0 98.3% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Nonwelded,zeolitized 2240 115 i ..........

Bedded tuff--zeditic(?) 2263 23 23 0 i O i 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

BULLFROG MEMBER

Pal1_welded 2530 267 41 . 0 , 0 I ....0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Partiallywelded, devitr_ed 2610 80 • ,,, • I

Partially to moderatelywelded, devitrified 2670 60
• • l ,

oo Moderatelyto denselywelded, devitri_ed 27!0 40 | , _ l ,

Partially welded, devitrified, and zeolitic 2713 3 • , , ,, i

2742 29Bedded/reworkedtuff . _ . l

MEMBER
I J

Moderatelywelded(?),devitrffied 2790 48 I

Partiallywelded,devitrified i 3230 440
I • ....

Partiallywelded,devitri5ed,slightlyzeolitic(?) 3320 90
I

Partially welded, zeoStic 3412 92 , . i
I

Bedded/reworkedtuff---zeolitic 3422 10 .
i ,. | ,.

Lava (unnamed) 4000 578 I •



Table D-9

Borehole Wall Categorization As a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole USW UZ-1

DescriplJon Bottom Thickness C1 C2 C3 C4 C1 C2 (33 CA
,, , ..... .',

ALLUVIUM
,. I

4'1
I I I

73.7% 26.3% 0.0% 0.0%

YUCCA MOUNTAIN MEMBER
p,L

Moderatelywelded, devitrified 67.9 10.8 1.4 9.4 0 0 13.0% 87.0% 0.0% 0.0%
'' t

ParliaUywelded to rmnwelded,vitric 84 16.1 16.1 0 0 0 100.0% 0,0% 0.0% 0.0%.,
I

Bedded tuff--ash-fall, vitric 105 21 17 4 0 0 81.0% 19,0% 0.0% 0.0%

, PAll CANYON MEMBER

Non-welded,vi_ic, lightbrown 140.1 35.1 35.1 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0%

Non-welded,vitric,mediumbrown 180.1 40 40 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Non-welded,vitric,dark brown 234.9 54.8 54,8 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% J
,,,

Bedded/reworkedtuff--ash-fall, poody 254.9 20 20 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
consolidalsd,vitric

TOPOPAH SPRBNK;MEMBER

Non-welded,vitric,pinkto brown 259.8 4.9 4.9 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%L

Non-welded,vitric,gray 274.9 15.1 15.1 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Moderatelywelded,vitric 283.1 8.2 6.1 ?_1 0 0 74.4% 25.6% 0.0% 0.0%
,,,

Dens_ welded, glassy(vitmphym) 287.1 4 0 4 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Denselywelded,devitrified(caprock) 330.1 43 36.1 6.9 0 0 84.0% 16.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Moderatelywelded,devitrified 435 104.9 96.9 8 0 0 9?-4% 7.6% 0.0% 0.0%
,,,

Moderately to denselywelded, devitrified 730 295 65 230 0 0 22.0% 78.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Denselywelded,devitri_ed,brownand gray 770 40 40 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

DerLselywelded,devitrified,brown 1214.9 444.9 24?_5 185.5 0 0 56.7% 43.3% 0.0% 0,0%



Table 13-10

Borehole Wall Categodzation As a Percentage
for Stratigraphy of Borehole UE-25 WT#18

! ! I ! iDescription Bottom Thidmess Cl . C,4 Cl C2 C3 C4, ,, , , ,,,
i , . i. i ii i. ii

TIVA CANYON MEMBER
,,,

Modemz__ dev_zf_ SO SO
Densely wetded, devitrified, gray 259 209 19.5 103.5 43 7 11.3% 59.8% 24.9% 4.0%,,,, i

Densely welded,devitrified,gray, brown,and red 267 8 0 8 0 0 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0%,

Mo_ wek:le¢l,devitrified 305 38 26 12 0 0 68.4% 31.6% 0.0% 0.0%

Padialy welded, devilxiSed 318 13 13 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%,

v_ 343 29 lS 7 0 0 7z0% _.0% 0.0% 0.0%

,[_ Beddedluff--as_faH, poorlyoonsoldalsd 361 18 18 0 0 0 100.0% 0,0% 0.0% 0.0%
,- , , .... ,

YUCCA MOUNTAIN MEMBER

Nonwekk_ vitric 375 14 14 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Partiallywldded, _ 411 36 36 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
, ,, ,.

_ 423 12 12 0 0 0 100.0% 0,0% 0.0% 0,0%

Beddedtuff--ash-fall, p<)ody¢_nsolidatad,Vitlic 429 6 6 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.01%,,,
• , r

Ash-fall,vilric 480 51 51 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0,0%

PAll CANYON MEMBER

Ncmwekk_ vitric 553 73 34 0 0 39 45.0% 0.0% 0.0% 53.4%
,,,, I ,,, '" "

Beddedtufl--.rewodmdand ash-laL _ 697 144 142 2 0 0 98.6% 1.4% 0,O'X,, 0.0%,,,,, ,,

TOPOPAH SPIRBNGMEMBER
,,, , ,,,

Densely welded, devilzi---------------_d,red lz)brown 878 181 179 2 0 0 98,9% 1.1% 0.0% 0.0%,,. ,

Densely welded, devilrified,brownand gray 1073 195 8 89 93 5 4.1% 45.6% 47.7% 2.6%,

Densely wekled, devilri_J, red and gray 1120 47 14 31 1 1 29.8% 66.0% 2.1% 2.1%,

Denselywelded,devilri_ed,rood.to lightbrown 1497 377 29 136 12 0 7.7% 89,1% 3.2% 0:0%
,

Dense_ welded,_ pale to nlod.brown 1508 11 1 10 0 0 9.1% 90.9% 0.0% 0.0%,,

Densely welded, glassy, vitrophyric, zeoliZes(?) 1559 51 51 0 0 0 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%,,,



Table D-IO (Corrdn_d)

Borehole Wall Categorization as a Percentage
for SlmUgraphy of Borehole UE-25 WT#18

.....

] ] I i I i !so=,,,, _ cl c2 c3 c4 Cl c= c3 c4
,,, ,, ' , ' , ,,, "',

" ]=] I I ] ]Non-=_ _ par_v_c.par_ lS_0 61 2 0 0 9S.7_ 3.3% O.O% O.O%
zedi_.?) ......

RHYOLITE LAVAS AND TLIFFS OF CALICO FIIM.S

Lava,devilZifled,partlyz:s(dil_?) 1760 140 29 1 0 0 96.7% 3.3% 0.0% 0.0%
,, ,, , ,,

Nommid_z=_c(?) 2O43 283

IIIII
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LATERAL EXTENT OF FLOODING
FROM A POTENTIAL REPOSITORY



Appendix E
Lateral Extent of Flooding

From a Potential Repository

This appendix _,esents two calculations for a drift intercepted by severalsets of fractures. The

conceptual design report (DOE, 1992) presents information on fracture frequency for various dip
angles. The analysis assumes that the tensor contribution of all joints may be added for each
fracture orientation. For the orientation at angle a

Kxx(a) =P.-_.gN(a) b._3
p 12

Kyy = K=

where

p = mass density,
b = fracture aperture,

p = absolute viscosity,
N(a) = fracture frequency as a functioning of dip angle, and
K_ = matrix conductivity

The permeability tensor is defined for the fracture set oriented at angle a

Kxx(a) 0 1K (a) = 0 Kyy

The matrix of direction cosines is defined as

I cos(a) -sin(d) 1A(a) = sin(a) cos(a).J

E-I
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The second order tensor U'ansformation is given by

K(oO. A (o0K(oOA(a)r

These calculations are presented in Tables E-I and E-2 for the mean fracture frequency as a
function of dip angle, and for a more conservative case in which a lower fracture frequency for

the high angled fractures is combined with a higher fracture frequency for the low angled
fractures. After calculating the values for conductivity along the fractures for each orientation,
and transforming the conductivities to the xy orientation, the values are summed following the

approach outlined in Chapter 4.0 of this report. The principal permeabilities can then be
calculated, and the orientation of the major and minor principal permeabilities determined. In
the first case evaluated, the vertical fracture are dominant, the principal major perineability is
oriented vertically, and flow would be directed vertically downward. In the second case, the

principal major permeability orients at an angl z of 28°. Lateral spreading occurs at this angle
of about 28° as illustrated by the flow-net analysis.

E-2



Table E-1

Fracture Conductivity Calculations"'b

Fracture Equivalent
Orientation Frequency Conductivity
(Degrees) (m"1) (m/s) Kxx Kyy Kxy

' 5 0.2 1.44 x 10.7 1.43 x 10.7 1.10 x 10"° 1.25 x 10.8

15 0.2 1.44 x 10.7 1.35 x 10.7 9.66 x 10"° 3.60 x 10.8

25 0.2 1.44 x 10"7 1.18 x 10.7 2.58 x 10.8 5.52 x 10.8

35 0.1 7.21 x 10.8 4.84 x 10.8 2.37 x 10.8 3.39 x 10.8

45 0.2 1.44 x 10.7 7.21 x 104 7,21 x 10.8 7.21 x 10.8

55 0.2 1.44 x 10.7 4.74 x 10.8 9.67 x 10.8 6.77 x 10.8

65 0.3 2.16 x 10.7 3,86 x 10.8 1.78 x 10.7 8.28 xl0 "8

75 1.7 1.223 x 10"e 8.21 x 10.8 1.14 x 10"e 3.06 x 10.7

85 13.2 9.51 x 10"e 7.22 x 10.8 9.44 x 10.6 8.26 x 10.7

Total 7.57 x 10.7 i= 1.09 x 10.5 1.49 x 10e

"Meanvaluesfor fracturespacingare used.
Vl"hefractureaperturesare uniformand equalto 89 microns.
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Table E-2

Fracture Hydraulic Conductivity Calculations
High Frequency for Low-Angled Fractures"'b

' , ,i, " , ,, ,'" , '"' .... ,, , , ' " ' ''l ........ ,,,

Fracture Equivalent
Orientation Frequency Conductivity
(Degrees) (m"1) (m/s) Kxx Kyy Kxy

, , , ,, , i., ,,I' ,. , ' ' ' , ',' , ,

5 0.5 3.60 x 10.7 3.58 x 10.7 2.74 X 10.8 3.13 x 10.8
, , , ,, ., , , , ,,, , , ,,

15 0.6 4.32 x 10.7 4.03 x 10.7 2.90 x 10.8 1.08 x 10.7
., , , ,,,, , ,,,, , . ,

25 0.6 4.32 x 10.7 3.65 x 10.7 7.72 x 10s 1.66 x 10.7
, ,

35 0.3 2.16 x 10.7 1.45 x 10.7 7.11 x 10.8 1.02 x 10.7
,., ,.. ,, . , ,,, .., ,,,, , . ,,,..

45 0.4 2.88 x 10.7 1.44 x 10.7 1.44 x 10.7 1.44 x 10.7
, , , , , , , , ,, , ,, ,

55 0.5 3.60 x 10.7 1.19 x 10.7 2.42 x 10.7 1.69 x 10.7
, , , ,,,, , ,,, ,, ,,,,,,, , , , , ,

65 0.1 7.21 x 10.7 1.29 x 104 5.92 X 10.8 2.76 x 10.8
,,,, , ,,, , ,,,,, ,, ,,, ,,,,,

75 0.7 5.05 x 10.7 3.38 x 10.8 4.71 x 10.7 1.26 x 10"_
,, , ,, ,,, ,, ,, ,, ,,

85 2.5 1.80 x 10.8 1.37 x 10.8 1.79 x 10.8 1.56 x 10.7
' ' " ' ' ' ' ' I, ,, ,,,,,,,

Total 1.58 x 10.8 2.88 x 104 1.03 x 10"8
,, , , , , , , ,,

"Mean valuesfor fracturespacingare used.
The fracture aperturesare uniformand equal to 89 microns.

E-4
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Appendix F
Saturation of Alluvium

A simple method for calculating vertical infiltration is the Green and Ampt solution (Hillel,
1971), which gives good results for cases of infiltration into an initially dry soil. Green and
Ampt's solution makes several principal assumptions: (1) the wetting is distinct and precisely

definable, (2) the matrix suction at the wetting front remains effectively constant despite time and
position, and (3) the soil behind the wetting front is uniformly wet and of constant conductivity.
The wetting-front plane separates a uniformly wetted zone from a dry zone. With gravity
considered (i.e., vertical infiltration), the Green and Ampt solution gives the following:

/Lr-(Hp-Hf) ln( 1 _ HpLr-Hr_l) AOt ._ , .

K_

where

K, = Saturated hydraulic conductivity of the alluvium (m/s)
t = Time(s)

A0 = Change in moisture content (0t- 01)
0r = Transmissive-zone, volumetric _ater content
0i = Initial water content

Lr = Distance from the surface to the wetting front (i.e., length of the wetted zone
[m])

Hp = Pressure head at the entry surface (m)
Hf = Initial pressure head at the wetting front (m).

The initial pressure at the wetting front is determined from the initial moisture content and the
suction properties of the soil. The soil properties used include the Van Genuchten curve-fit

parameters used widely for predicting soil water content as a function of pressure head. Carsel
and Panfish (1988) express the Van Genuchten model as follows:

0s - 0r
0 =O r +

(1 . I hl")°

where

0r = Residual water content

0s = Saturated water content

h = CaPillary head

F-1



a = Van Genuchten curve-fit parameter
n = Van Genuchten curve-fit parameter
m = 1-1/n = Van Genuchten curve-fit parameter.

The volumetric water-content logs performed in neutron access holes in Coyote Wash determine

the initial saturation and show several alternating wet and dry zones. Hillel (1982) presents the
concept of field capacity as the property that distinguishes between wet and dry zones as 1/3 to
1/10 bars matrix suction potential. According to Dane and Wierenga (1975), for a material that

is similar in physical characteristics to the alluvium, this point occurs at approximately 5 percent
volumetric moisture content. This value was selected, and the weighted averages of saturation
determined over three layers. The results of the analysis show a wet top layer 2 ft thick with an

approximate degree of saturation of 24 percent, a dry layer approximately 4 ft thick with a degree
of saturation of 8 percent, and a wet bottom layer 15 ft thick with a degree of saturation of
18 percent. The weighted average saturation for the three layers is approximately 20 percent.
A subsequent calculation assumes that the saturation is higher at 70 percent.

The soil properties determine the initial suction potential in the Green and Ampt solution. To

provide a range of conditions, properties for a clay loam, loamy sand, and sand (reported by
Carsel and Parrish [1988]) are presented.

0s Or K Alpha
Sand (%) Clay (%) (cm/s) (cm) "l n

Clay Loam 29.8 32.6 .41 .095 7xlO "5 .019 1.31
Sand 42.7 2.9 .43 .045 8xlO"3 .145 2.68

Loamy Sand 80.9 6.4 .41 .057 4xlO "3 .124 2.28

Using the Van Genuchten relationships for d_.fferenttypes of soils (Figure F- 1), the initial suction

potential corresponding to the saturations were selected. The height of the water at ground surface
varies from 0.1 m, which might correspond to an upper bound for sheet flow. A value of 1.0 m
more adequately represents flow in the arroyos.

Limited information exists on the thickness of the alluvium at borehole locations. The following
information was derived from several core logs in the northwestern portion of the potential

repository and reflects alluvial thicknesses in areas where the east-west trending streams fan out.

F-2
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Figure F-1
Volumetric Moisture Content vs_ Matric Potential



B,or_hol,c Thickness (m)

UE 25 A#4 9.1
UE 25 A#5 27.4
UE 25 A#6 6.1
UE 25 A#7 46.6
USW G-1 18.3
USW G-4 9.1

UE 25 A#7 is northwest of the potential repository in Ddllhole Wash, while USW G-4 is at a

higher elevation at the confluence of two smaller washes. The alluvial thickness, approximately
50 m, is typical outside the potential repository boundary, while 10 m is more typical of the four
washes traversing the potential repository. Using several additional neutron holes and boreholes

UE 25 A#5, UE 25 A#6, and USW G-4, an approximate profile of the alluvium across the wash
can be constructed. The bedrock outcrops in steeper terrain, while the alluvium is thicker in flat
areas, as would be expected of alluvial fan areas. This observation allows for the development
of a linear relationship between alluvial thickness and slope.

The analysis results are expressed as the time for the infiltration front to move a vertical distance
as illustrated in Figures F-2a through F-3b. These analyses were performed for the sand and the

clay, considering depths of flow ranging from 10 to 100 cm, with initial moisture contents
ranging from,20 to 70 percent. The results indicate that the time required for penetration of 10 m
is on the order of 5 to 10 hr for sand and 100 to 300 hr for the clay loam. Given the general

duration of storms of the order of 10 to 20 hrs, the results show that sandy alluvial areas would
saturate during the flooding event, which would result in potential perched water in boreholes.
This is much less likely for finer-grained soils.

F-4
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Appendix O
Adveetlon/D!sperslon Analysis

J

Thisappendixpresentsthe solutionfor theadvection/dispersionrelationforcontaminanttransport
presentedin Chapter4.0 of thisreport. Thepotential repositorycan be modeledas a single-line
source that is perpendicularto the flow directionand approximatelythe width of the potential
repository(2a). If the concentrationof the solute diminishesexponentiallywith time, the initial
and boundaryconditions for the model can be writtenas follows:

C(O,y,t) = COe "_ -a_y._a

and for other values of y:

C(O,y,t) ,, 0

lim _C
tO.

X---_oo "_

Javandelet al. (1984) presentedthe following analytical solution to this problem:

C(x,y,t) = C°x exp /v-.._.x - ]4(lgDL)m _2_L _t

•feXPo -

where

Co = Initial concentration
a = Decay constant for concentration
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x, y = Spatial coordinates
r ffi Retardation
t = Time

x = Variable for integration
a = •Repository half width

DL = D" +_v
DT = D" + _v.
O_L,aT = longitudinal and transverse dynamic dispersivities
D" = the coefficient of molecular diffusion.

As pointed out by Freeze and Cherry (1979), nearly all studies of dispersion have involved

relatively homogeneous sandy materials under controlled laboratory conditions. Values of a t are
typically 0.1 to 10 mm, with o%values normally lower by a factor of 5 to 20. In field systems,

the O_Land aT are significantly larger. Values of ¢xLas large as 100 m and values of ¢X,ras large
as 50 m have been used in mathematical simulation studies of large contaminant plumes in sandy
aquifers. Also, Ghislain de Marsily (1979) summarized several studies. In one study the ¢xLand

¢x,r (field scale) were reported as 30 and 20 m, respectively, for an accidental tritium release at
Hanford. In a second case, chlorides and tritium polluted an aquifer made up of fractured basalt
and interlayered sedimentary deposits. The model used fitted well with ¢XLand _ values of 91
and 137 m, respectively. In the third case cited, a tracerexperiment with tritium in 150-m-thick

fractured rock, the oh. was quoted as 150 m. While these values are associated with
hydrodynamic dispersion of contaminated plumes in a saturated fractured rock environment, the

authors feel that these field values of ¢x are more appropriate to use than those reported in
laboratory-scale studies. Further, because of the uncertainty in the dispersive nature of the

fractured tuff, variations in at and aT are assumed. To maximize dispersion, the oh. and o_r
values are assumed to be 100 m. In other cases evaluated, the at is fixed at 100 m, while the '

aT is reduced to 1 m. Given the anisotropic nature of the welded tufts (i.e., the low permeability

of the matrix and the predominance of fractures), the latter set of assumptions may be more
reflective of the actual dispersive nature of the rock.

The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients were calculated from the average linear velocity. The
velocity values were computed using the following formula:

s s Li
E ,,,L,Ei,,l i-I

T-- l

G,L

where

ni = Porosities of the ith unit
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G = Gradient for airflow

L = Total flow path length

Li = Flow path length of the ith component
= Hydraulic conductivity of the ith component

T = Total travel time through the stratigraphic column, and the other parameters are
as defined previously.

The average linear velocity was computed using the relationship:

L
J " .m. ,

T

Note that while three discrete values for average linear velocity are used, the selection of the
three models also reflects a broad range in velocities.

The results of the analyses are a series of concentration profiles at various times (Figures G-1

through G-12).
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Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a VertiCal

Distance of 60 m (Longitudinal Dlsperslvity = 100 m, Transverse
Dispersivity = 100 m, Fluid Velocity = .37 m/year for Model 1)

(Note that the potential repository half width is 1,100 m.)
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Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
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(Note that the potential repository half width is 1,100 m.)
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Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical

Distance of 300 m (Longitudinal Dlsperslvity = 100 m, Transverse
Dispersivity = 100 m, Fluid Velocity = 0.37 m/year for Model 1)

(Note that the potential repository half width is 1,100 m.)
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Concentration Versus Distance st Various Times at a Vertical
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Dispersivity = 100 m, Fluid Velocity = 0.37 m/year for Model 2)
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Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical

Distance of 300 m (Longitudinal Disperslvlty = 100 m, Transverse
Dispersivity = 20 m, Fluid Velocity = 0.37 m/year for Model 1)

(Note that the potential repository half width is 1,100 m.)
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Concentration Versus Distance at Various Times at a Vertical
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I ii

Appendix H

Airflow Performance Requirements and
the Significance of Boreholes

This appendix presents a calculation to assess the relative significance between shallow and deep
boreholes. In Figure H-1, boreholes are illustrated that are sealed using the same seal material
for both deep and shallow boreholes. The seal material equivalent vertical conductivity satisfies
the relationship.

n

.01(d*Cx)* A* i " _ (Kb*Ab)i (H-l)
i-a-I

where

d = Mean depth of potential repository to the ground surface
c_ = Mean conductance of the rock model
Kb = Equivalent vertical conductivity of the backfill
Ab = Cross-sectional area of boreholes near the surface depth
A = Area of the repository
i = Airflow gradient.

The equivalent conductivity for airflow may be expressed for series flow as

t I_ t/._//_ t, (H-2)

t = Depth of ground surface to the potential repository horizon
t_ = Thickness of the ith unit not penetrated by the borehole
ts = Depth of the seal

= Rock conductivity of the ith unit not penetrated by the borehole
K_ = Seal conductivity.

The above relationship may be explained as follows. If the borehole is deep and intercepts the
potential repository horizon then all units are penetrated and n = O and

t tm=__ (H-3)
Kb K

The effective seal conductivity equals the equivalent vertical conductivity. If the borehole is
shallow then all units below are not penetrated and

H-1
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t tl tz t3 t4 t___ -___ + __ + __ + .__ + __ (H-4)

Noting that for a borehole penetrating a shallow welded unit that if

K, <<K,,K z<<K,g 3 <<K,,K 4< <K (H-5)

then

tI t, t2 t, t3 t t4 t,
.__ > > , > > , > >.._, > > __ (H-6)

if h, h, h, h and t_are comparable. The harmonic sum presented above is dominated by the term
with the lowest conductivity, or flow resistance is dominantly through the rock where the seal
conductivity is greater then the rock conductivity.

The flow rate through a shallow borehole would then be much less significant than the flow rate
through a deep borehole. Table H-1 presents these calculations for each borehole for each of the
three models. The conductance which is the product of Kb*Abrepresents a "flow rate" that

. allows for comparison among the boreholes. In this table, the boreholes are sorted by borehole
length.

The cumulative distribution of the "flow rate" for the 116 boreholes for each rock model is

presented in Figures H-2 through H-4. The cumulative flow rate plotted as a function of
borehole length for each model is illustrated in Figures H-5 through H-7. The flow rate is plotted
on a "log" scale because the product Kb*Abvaries over several orders of magnitude. The results
show that the "flow rates" for the shallow boreholes are much less significant than the deep
boreholes by about five to six orders of magnitude. On each plot the performance requirement
for each is shown for all boreholes that satisfies Equation H-1.

The calculations presented above allow for evaluation of a single borehole that is abandoned or
left untreated. For purposes of evaluation, the existing UZ-6 borehole has the largest diameter
at the potential repository horizon. Also, it should be considered that the effective hydraulic
conductivity of an abandoned borehole equals 10 cm/s (equivalent to 0.4 meter per minute). This
conductance can be compared to the cumulative conductance for the three models.

The relative significance depends on the rock model employed. For the low conductivity model
(Model 1), a single abandoned borehole provides a greater conductance than 100 combined
together (or 30 boreholes penetrating through the potential repository horizon). For Model 2, the
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conductance of a single abandoned borehole represents about 10 percent of the total flow. For
the most conductive model (Model 3) the flow through a single abandoned borehole is not
significant, in that the design requirementexpressed as a hydraulic conductivity for seals is of
the order of 100 cm/s.
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Table I-I-1

Borehole Seal Significance -Airflow

_ Thidmsses P_ential
Borehole RelX_my Modet1 Model2 Model3

Diameter Diameter Area Length T1 T2 T3 Depth(T4) mKl_Ab (mK_/min) (mKb,3/min)HoleID (in.) (m) (m2) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (/min)
;,

SPRS-02*a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 150.7 32.8 215.4 400.4 2.93e-08 3,52e.07 1.68e-05

SPRS.03"a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 1327 31.0 208.0 373.2 2.93e.08 3.47e-07 1.67e-05

SPRS.04'a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 134.9 32.1 218.9 387.5 2.93e-08 3.48e-07 1.68e-05

SPRS-O5"a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 84,0 22.7 181.8 290.1 2.93e-08 3.68e.07 1.72e-05

SPRS-07"a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 762 19.1 204.8 301.6 2.93e.08 4.55e-07 1.8"/e-05

SPRS-08"a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 62.0 19.4 208.1 290.9 2.93e.4_ 432e-O7 1.83e..0E

SPRS-09*a - 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 66.0 36.6 236.6 340.8 2.93e.08 2.69e-07 1.49e-05

,-,'_ SPRS-10"a 6.00 O.15 0.07 1.5 39.9 37.6 216.6 295.6 2.93e-08 2.28e-07 1.38e.05

SPRS-11*a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 75.3 14.6 191.7 283.1 2.93e-08 5,55e-O7 2.00e-05

SPRS-12*a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 42.8 42.1 233,6 320.0 2.93e-08 220e-07 1.34e-05

SPRS-13*a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 88.8 47.7 262.1 4002 2.93e-08 2.43e-07 1.41e-05

SPRS-14*a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 35.0 39.1 240.8 316.5 2.93e-08 2.34e-07 1.38e.05

SPRS-16*a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 37.6 67.3 222.6 329.0 Zg3e-08 1.42e-07 1.03e-05

SPRS-19*a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 0.0 19.3 269.8 290.6 Z93e4)8 4.34e-07 1.83e-05

SPRS-22*a 6.00 0,15 0.07 1.5 39.1 41.4 219.9 301.9 2.93e-08 2.11e-07 131e-05

SPRS-23*a 6.00 0.15 0.07 1.5 43.0 31.7 208.0 2842 2.93e-08 2.60e-07 1.46e05

USWUZ-N50 6.00 0.15 0.02 6.1 57.3 17.3 206.8 287.5 7.45e.09 120e.07 4.80e-06

Refertofootnotesat end oftable.



Table H-1 (Continued)

Borehole Seal Significance-Airflow

EllectiveThidmess_ P(_lial
Borehole Reposilory Model1 Model2 Model3

Diameter Diameter Area Length T1 T2 T3 Depth(T4) KbAb Kb_A'o mKl_A'oHoleID (in.) (m) (m2) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m3/min) (m/mi¢l) (_/rain)
- , ,,.....

USWUZ-N51 6.00 0.15 0.02 6.1 59,1 17.8 208.7 291.7 7.45e-09 1.18e07 4.T/e-06

USWUZ-N95 6,00 0.15 0.02 6.1 139.3 32.0 209.4 386.8 7.41e..09 8.72e-08 4.22e.-06

USWUZ-N52 6.00 0.15 0.02 7.6 58.3 18.0 209.5 293.4 7.49e.09 1.17e-07 4.78e.06

UE-25UZN#28 6.00 0.15 0.02 7.9 32.7 41.4 219.9 301.9 7.49e..09 5.29e-08 3.30e-06

USWUZ-N72 6.00 0.15 0.02 9.1 1372 32.4 216.0 394.7 7.47e-09 8.78e-08 425e-06

USWUZ-N73 6.00 0.15 0.02 9.1 122.3 31.7 216.5 379.7 7.48e-09 8.64e-08 4.22e-06 1
!USWUZ_94 6.00 0.15 0.02 9.1 135.6 31.7 208.9 385.4 7.47e-09 8.77e-08 425e06

I

LPRS2*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 123.1 32.1 2i8.9 384.9 7.50e-08 8.65e-07 423e-05

LPRS3*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 74.9 22.7 181.8 290.1 7.57e08 9Zle07 4.37e-05

LPRS4*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 62.8 19.0 204.7 2972 7.57e-08 1.12e-06 4.74e-05

LPRS5*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 56.6 19.3 207.8 294.5 7.57e-08 1.10e-06 4.69e-05

LPRS6*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 56.9 36.6 236.6 340.8 7.53e08 6.73e07 3.77e-05

LPRS8*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 28.5 67.3 222,6 329.0 7.54e-08 3.55e07 2_60e-05

LPRS9*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 0.0 10.1 269.8 290.6 7.57e-08 ZO4e-06 5.71e-05

LIARS10*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 0.0 9.9 274.4 294.9 7.57e-08 ?_12e_ 5.77e-05

LPRS11"b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 30.0 41.4 219.9 301.9 7.56e-08 529e_)7 332e-05

LPRS12"b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 33.9 31.7 208.0 2842 7.58e-08 6.49e-07 3.71e-05

Refertofootnotesatendoftable.



Table H-1 (Continued)

Borehole Seal Significance--Airflow

EffectiveTiddmesses Potential
Borehole Reposito_/ Model1 Model2 Model3

Diameter Diameter Area Length T1 ]'2 T3 Depth(1"4) KbA'o ml_/mm !_3AbHoleID (in.) (m) (m2) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m3/min) ( ) (m7rain)
,,,

F

LPRS13*b 6.00 0.15 0.18 10.7 30.7 37.6 216,6 295.6 7.57e-08 5.70e-07 3.46e-05

UE-25b_r_#23 6.00 0.15 0,02 10,7 33,7 42_1 233.6 320.0 7.55a-09 5.51e-08 3219e-06

UE-25UZN#29 6.00 0.15 0.02 10.7 30.7 37.6 216.6 ?95.6 7.57e-09 5.70e08 3A6e-06

UE-25UZN#30 6.00 0.15 0.02 10.7 33.9 31.7 208.0 284.5 7.58e-09 6.49e-08 3.71e-06

USWUZ-N26 6.00 0.15 0,02 10.7 29.9 58.6 252.1 3512 7,52e-09 4.35e-08 Z95e-06

USWUZ-N40 6.00 0.15 0.02 10.7 26.3 37.8 235.3 310.0 7.56e-09 5.95e-08 3.54e-06

USWUZ-N48 6.00 0.15 0.02 10.7 522 208,9 290,7 562.5 7.44e-09 1.96e-08 1,69e-06I

USWUZ-N70 6.00 0.15 0.02 10.7 52.9 63.5 269.8 396.9 7.50e-09 4.54e-O8 3.02e.06

USWUZ-N96 6.00 0.15 0.02 10.7 123.5 31.0 208.0 3732 7.51e-09 8.69e-08 424e-06

USWUZ-N44 6.00 0.15 0.02 11.0 29.8 38.9 236.6 3162 7.56e-O9 5.90e-08 3.52e-O6

USWUZ-N49 6.00 0.15 0.02 11.0 52.5 19.4 208.1 290.9 7.58e-09 1.08e-O7 4.67e-06

USWUZ-N41 6.00 0.15 0.02 11.3 27.5 36.7 238.6 314.1 7.57e-09 6.20e-08 3.62e.06

USWUZ-N74 6.00 0.15 0.02 11.3 143.0 33.1 217.4 404.8 7.50e-09 8.82e-08 427e-06

USWUZ-N75 6.00 O.15 0.02 11.3 125.4 32.3 219.7 388.8 7.51e.09 8.68e-08 424e.06

UE-25UZN#19 6.00 0.15 0.02 122 30.0 4?_0 231.5 315.7 7,59e-09 5.45e-08 338e-06

USWUZ-N42 6.00 0.15 0.02 122 24.4 39,1 240.8 316.5 7.59e_09 5_3e-08 3.52e-06

USWUZ-N76 6.00 0.15 0.02 122 124.3 3?_1 218.9 387,5 7.53e-09 8.71e-08 426e-06

Referto footnotesatendoftable.



Table H-1 (Continued)

Borehole Seal Significance--Airflow

Efleclive_ Potential
Borehde Repos=_ Modd1 Model2 Model3

Diameter Diameter Area Length T1 T2 T3 Depth(1"4) Kt)At) _K_Ab (mK_/min)HoleID (in.) (m) (m2) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m3,Crdn) (m7rain)

USWUZ-N93 6.00 0.15 0.02 12.2 127.9 31.4 208.6 380.1 7.54e-09 8.75e,.08 4.27e-06

UE-25UZN#20 6.00 0.15 0.02 12.5 26.6 422 231.9 313.2 7.60e-09 5.38e..08 3.36e-06

UE-25UZN#21 6.00 0.15 0.02 12.8 27.8 422 2322 314.9 7.60e-09 5.41e.-08 337e.06

USWUZ-N43 6.00 0.15 0.02 13.7 21.4 37.7 237.3 310.1 7.63e-09 5.96e.08 3.56e.06

USWUZ-N45 6.00 0.15 0.02 13.7 21.8 37.1 237.6 310.3 7.63e-09 6.05e.08 3.59e-06

USWUZ-N65 6.00 0.15 0.02 152 90.0 10.5 183.8 299.5 7.69e-09 2.02e-07 5.76e.06

,_ USWUZ-N66 6.00 0.15 0.02 152 0.0 183.1 275.5 473.9 7.54e-09 1.89e.,08 1.64e-06
I-,,,,=

¢= USWUZ-N71 6.00 0.15 0.02 15.8 136.4 3?_8 215.4 400.4 7.60e-09 8.81e-08 4.30e-06

US-25SEISMIC#1 8.75 022 0.04 162 23.9 38.0 212.0 290.0 1.64e-O8 1.18e-07 731e-06

USWUZ-08 6.00 0.15 0.02 17.4 43.1 18.9 206.6 286.0 7.77e-09 1.09e-O7 4.75e-06

USWUZ-N25 6.00 0.15 0.02 18.0 20.5 56,8 249,3 344.6 7.70e-09 4.41e-08 3.00e-06

UE-25UZN#97 6.00 0.15 0.02 18.3 22.4 41.4 219.9 302.0 7.77e-09 529e-08 3.36e-06

USWUZ-N64 6.00 0.15 0.02 18.3 106.7 44.8 2672 437.0 7.61e-09 7.05e-08 3.88e-06

UE-25UZN#18 6.00 0.15 0.02 18.6 23.0 40.8 225.1 307.5 7.T/e-09 5.47e-08 3.42e-06

USWUZ-N24 6.00 0.15 0.02 22.9 2.5 54.6 2"38.3 318.2 7.86e.09 424e-08 2.95e.06

USWUZ-N33 6.00 0.15 0.02 22.9 6.1 64.8 228.4 322.1 7.85e-09 3,61e-O8 2.66e-06

USWUZ-N98 6.00 0.15 0.02 22.9 2.8 54.5 237.9 318.1 7.86e-09 424e-08

Refertofootnotesat endoftable.
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Table H-1 (Continued)

' Borehole Seal Significance--Airflow

Borehole Repository Model1 Model2
Diameter Diameter Area Length T1 T2 T3 Depth(T4) KbAb KbAb KbAb

HoleID (in.) Im-_ (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m3/min) (m3/min) ( n)

USWUZ-N34 6.00 0.15 0.02 25.6 10.7 65.7 227.5 329.6 7.91e--09 3.64e-08 2.68e-06

USWUZ-N38 6.00 0.15 0.02 28.7 3.8 49.7 227.9 310.1 8.04e-09 4.53e-08 3.1le-06

UE-25UZN#22 6.00 0.15 0.02 29.0 14.0 42.3 232.6 317.9 8.03e-09 5.45e-08 3.46e-06

USWUZ-N35* 6.00 0.15 0.02 30.5 38.6 27.7 224.4 321.2 8.06e-09 8,38e-08 4.34e-06

SRG-5* 6.00 0.15 0.02 45.7 73.3 30.8 203.0 352.8 8.38e-09 8.29e-08 4.41e-06

USWUZ-N31* 6.00 0.15 0.02 54.9 0.0 29.9 241.4 326.2 8.7"/e-09 7.90e-08 4.40e-06

USWUZ-N32* 6.00 0.15 0.02 54.9 0.0 26.3 241.5 322.7 8.79e-09 8.86e-08 4.66e-06I

I.,-,,.=

USWUZ-07 6.00 0.15 0.02 63.i 1,6 17.7 208.2 290.5 9.32e-09 1.19e-07 5.49e-06

USWUZ-N53 6.00 0.15 0.02 71.5 0.0 10.1 186.6 268.2 9.95e-09 1.90e-07 6.81e-06

USWUZ-N54 6.00 0.15 0.02 74.6 0.0 6.9 188.5 270.0 1.01e--08 2.79e-07 7,65e-06

USWUZ-N55 6.00 0.15 0.02 77.8 0.0 11.7 190.7 280.3 1.01e-08 1.72e-07 6.64e-06

USWUZ-N37 6.00 0.15 0.02 82.7 0.0 0.0 223.6 306.3 9.99e-09 9.98e-06 9.99e-06

UE-25A#5 6.13 0.16 0.02 148.4 0.0 0.0 157.6 306.0 1.48e-08 1.47e-05 1.48e-05

UE-25A#6 5.50 0.14 0.02 152.4 0,0 0.0 159.8 312.2 120e-08 1.19e-05 1.20e-05

UE-25A#4 6.13 0.16 0.02 152.4 0.0 0.0 151.5 303.9 1.52e-08 1.52e-05 1.52e-05

USWUZ-6S 8.34 0.21 0.04 158.2 0.0 17.0 209.1 384.3 2.40e-08 3.14e-07 1.43e-05

NRG-5* 6.00 0.15 0.02 304.8 0.0 0.0 2.7 307.5 8.28e-07 6.29e-04 8.25e-04

Referto footnotesatendof table.



Table H-1 (Continued)

Borehole Seal Significance---Airflow

EffectiveThicknesses Potential
Borehole Repository Model 1 Model2 Model 3

Diameter Diameter Area Length T1 T2 T3 Depth(T4) KbAb KbAb KbAb
HoleID (in.) (m) (m2) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m3/min) (m3/min) (m3/min)

UE-25A#7 5.50 0.14 0.02 305.4 0.0 0.0 2.1 307.5 8.73e-07 6.25e-O4 8.69e-04

_-_v_ii_-_,_I _,2_iI _l _ 0 _ _ I _ o'_l _ I_ _" _ _ _ "5_0_i ill i0_0 11IiiI 0_0 i_i l l _ OlO _. I _ _ ]l 6i._i t l " _" _ _ l _ _ "_ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ l _._3__ '

,-u_:__'__;_,. _._-_;!_;-_._"o_'_.i .o.o8_.:-_._;:i_.:.._.o:o._ _o.o_._ ._o.o._! ,2_oil_t-_.;._._:; l ;_:_._;__/-:;_,z_;_:-:;

i ; 0;_i:ii; : 6_9; _:,;:, _:_iiO:O_:; 0,0 :i 0:0 : ;290.7: " 3.49_::_ _:::_:i_ii_5:_3 : 1_90_t_:_i:;...... . : , ........ . . - .,. ..... ' ...- • .. . .. : -.... . . :'......:..:...:..... .:.... -.

Refer to footnotes at end of table.



Table H-1 (Continued)

Borehole Seal Significance---Airflow

EffectiveThicknesses Potential
Borehole Repository Model1 Model2 Model3

Diameter Diameter Area Length T1 T2 T3 Depth(T4) KbAb KbAb KbAb
HoleID (in.) (m) (m2) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m3/min) (m3/min) (m3/min)

:z::
!

"-,.3

*Proposedborehole.
aSPRSholesarea dusteroffourboreholes.
bLPRSholesareadusterof tenboreholes.
CTheshadingdenotesboreholepenetratingthroughthepotentialrepositoryhorizon.
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Appendix I

Cement Hydration Analysis

This appendix presents the results of the SHAFT.SEAL Code to evaluate the hydration of
cementitious materials. The following sections describe the input properties that include the seal
properties, the tuff properties, and environmental conditions at the time of seal emplacement.

L 1 Input Properties
The input properties include the thermal and thermomechanical properties of the seal, the thermal
and thermomechanical properties of the rock, and the environmental conditions at depth. Each

of these is evaluated at the upper and sealing locations and at the potential repository horizon.
Table I-1 presents the properties used to evaluate seals 0.2 to 0.3 m in radius. Table I-2 presents
the properties of the host rock at sealing locations. Table I-3 presents environmental conditions

at the time of emplacement.

I. 1.1 Seal Properties
The water-to-cement ratio, humidity, and containment (or addition) of moisture during the curing

process control the design-mix moisture content. The design mixes andtheir associated hydration
properties for the cementitious seals were selected based on such factors as the water-to-cement
ratio, aggregate size (grout versus concrete), and temperature and moisture environments at depth.

The hydration of plain concrete or grout results in an exothermic reaction and the release of heat.
While concrete continues to hydrate for years, most of the hydration occurs within 28 days and

is practically complete after 1,000 days. The hydration of concrete depends on the following:

• Type of cement
° Cement content

• Moisture and temperature environment.

The type of cement will control the amount of heat liberated during hydration. Figure I-1
presents hydration data for two types of cements used in the analysis: Type II cement and Type

K cement. In this analysis, admixtures that increase expansivity, workability, or retard the set
of concrete are assumed not to effect the heat of hydration. The heat of hydration also depends
on the cement content of the concrete or grout. The analysis assumes that the grout is

33.8 percent by weight cement resulting in a bulk density of 1,950 kg/m 3.

In this analysis, the seal volumetric expansion and Young's modulus of the concrete are modeled
as functions of time. Other properties are assumed to be independent of time. Figure I-2

presents the time relationship for Young's modulus. During the initial mixing and emplacement

I-1



Table !-1

Summary of Seal Properties

Property Units Upper Seal Location PotentialRepository LowerSeal Location
Horizon

Borehole (m) 0.30 0.22 0.22
Radius

Ultimate Young's MPa 6,890 6,890 6,890
Modulus

Poisson's (-) 0.2 0.2 0=2
Ratio

ThermalExpansion 1/°C 12.6 X 10-6 12.6 X 106 12.6 X 10-6
Coefficient

BulkDensity (kg/m3) 1,950 1,950 1,950

Thermal (J/m-day-°C) 259,200 259,200 259,200
Conductivity

SpecificHeat (J/kg-°C) 962.8 962.8 962.8
Capacity

Ultimate (-) 0.6% for Type K 0.6% for Type K 0.6% for Type K
Volumetric 0.03% for Type II 0.03% for Type II 0.03% for Type II
Expansion



Table 1-2

" Summary of Properties of Welded and Nonwelded Tuff

Property Units Upper Sealing PotentialRepository LowerSealing LocationLocation Horizon

Density* (g/cma) 1.000 1.000 1.000

Rock Mass Thermal (Jim Day-K°) -_-' 113,443 158,890 111,024
Conductivity

Thermal (J/m-day -°C) 1.97 X 106 2.055 X 106 @ 29.2°C 1.880 X 106 @ 29.8°C
3.770 X 106@ 60.8°C 1.970 X 106@ 42.3°C

Capacitance 7.770 X 106 @ 87.2°C

Elastic Modulus (MPa) 7,800 16,400 7,900

,-- Poisson's Ratio (-) 0.16 0.26 0.17

*Since the data for specific heat is expressed as thermal capacitance, the analysis uses the bulk density set equal to 1.0.



Table !-3

Summary of Environmental Conditions

Property Units Upper Seal Location Potential Repository Lower Seal Location
Horizon

Minimum Horizontal Stress (MPa) 1.2 3.64 4.37

Ambient Temperature (oC) 22.7 29.2 29.8

Elevated Temperature (°C) 22.7 60.8 and 87.2 42.3

Maximum Injection Pressure (MPa) 0.60 1.82 2.19

4:=
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phase, the ultimate volumetric expansion for either Type II or Type K cement occurs after seven
days. At this time, the Young's modulus attains about two-thirds of its ultimate value.

The thermal expansion coefficient of concrete might affect the early-age development of residual
thermal stresses, depending on the temperature history of the plug. If the plug cools during

curing (e.g., because the rock temperature is low), a low value for the thermal coefficient is
desirable. On the other hand, if the cooling stage is eliminated, a high value may be desirable.

The analysis uses a value of 12.6 X 10-6 (°C)l.

L 1.2 Tuff Properties
The analyses used input parameters for tuff thermal and thermomechanical properties at specific
sealing locations, as determined from laboratory studies (DOE, 1992).

L 1.3 Environmental Conditions

The geothermal conditions at depth and potential repository heating determine the temperature
of the surrounding rock at selected sealing locations in welded and nonwelded tuff. The

analyses used rock-mass temperatures ranging from ambient geothermal temperature (23°C) to
elevated temperatures caused by potential repository heating (61° or 87°C).

During the tests, the placement temperature was varied to evaluate initial temperature effects on
,; interface stress development relative to the surrounding host-rock temperature. The placement

temperatures ranged from 4°C to the ambient geothermal temperature at depth. This range in
temperatures would be achieved by cooling the aggregate or circulating water through the seal.

The injection pressures ranged from 0 to 50 percent of the minimum horizontal stress at different

sealing locations in welded and nonwelded tuff.

L 1.4 Analysis Results
Tables I-4 through I-9 present the results at the sealing locations for parametric variations in the
type of cement (heat of hydration and expansivity), placement temperature, and injection pressure.

I-7
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Table I-4

Upper Seal Location at Ambient Temperature

Analysis Seal Rock

I_ 1 Tangen. I Tangen-

Placement Injection Temp Radial tial Vertical Shear Radial tial Vertical Shear

Temperature Pressure (°C) (MPa) (MPa) _ (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

Type K 25°C 0% 23.98 4.09 4.28 5.46 0.69 4.09 0,55 3.39 1.77

Type K 25°C 50% 23.98 4.69 4.88 6.06 0.69 4.69 -0.05 3,39 2.37

Type K 4°C 0% 23.97 4.55 4.52 5,86 0.67 4.55 0.25 3.39 2.15

Type K 4°C 50% 23.97 5,15 5.12 6.46 0.67 5.15 -0.35 3.39 2.75
m

Type II 25°C 0% 23.15 -0.28 -0.12 -0.42 0,15 -0.28 4.92 3.39 2.60

Type II 25°C 50% 23.15 0.32 0.48 O.18 O.15 0.32 4.32 3.39 2.00
T" _ 4.62 3.39 _ _2
oo Type II 4°C 0% 23.14 0.19 0.12 -0,03 0.11 0,19 .....

Type II 4°C 50% 23.14 0.79 0,72 0.57 0.11 0.79 4.02 3.39



Table I-5

Potential Repository Horizon at Ambient Temperature

Analysis Seal Rock _

Tangen- l Tangen-

Placement Injection Temp Radial tial Vertical Shear Radial tial Vertical Shear
Cement Temperature Pressure (°C) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

Type K 25°C 0% 29.68 5.19 5.28 6.15 0.48 5.19 8.89 9.21 2.01

Type K 25°C 50% 29.68 7.01 7.10 7.97 0.48 7.01 _7"07 9.21 1.10

Type K 4°C 0% 29.68 5.64 5.56 6.50 0.47 5.64 9.19 9.21 1.79

Type K 4°C 50% 29.68 7.46 7.38 8.32 0.47 _7"46 7.37 9.21 0.92

Type II 25°C 0% 29.35 -0.07 -0.01 -0.10 0.05 -0.07 14.28 9.21 7.18

Type II 25°C 50% 29.35 1.75 1.81 1.72 0.05 1.75 12.46 9.21 5.36
," 9.21 7.10
'_ Type II 4°C 0% 29.35 0.38 0.27 0.25 0.07 0.38 14.57

Type II 4°C 50% 29.35 2.20 2.09 2.07 0.07 2.20 12.75 9.21 5.28
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Table !-7

Potential Repository Horizon at Panel Temperature

m

i
Analysis Seal Rock

I Tangen- Tangen-

Placeme_ Injection Temp Radial tial Vertical Shear RfLdial tiai Vertical Shear

Cement Temperature Pressure (°C) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (IHPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

Type K 25°C 0% 87.70 6.36 5.94 7.00 0.53 6.36 _9"01 9.21 1.43

Type K 25°C 50% 87.70 8.18 7.76 8.82 0.53 _8"18 7.19 9.21 1.01

Type K 4°C 0% 87.69 6.74 6.12 7.23 0.56 6.74 8.98 9.21 1.24

Type K 4°C 50% 87.69 8.56 7.94 9.05 0.56 8.56 7.16 9.21 1.03

Type II 25°C 0% 87.39 1.07 0.61 0.71 0.23 1.07 14.33 9.21 6.63

,.., Type II 25°C 50% 87.39 2.89 2.43 2.53 0.23 2.89 12.51 9.21 4.81
!

," Type II 4°C 0% 87.38 1.45 0.79 0.94 0.33 1.45 14.30 9.21 6.43

Type II 4°C 50°/o 87.38 3.27 2.61 w 2.76 0.33 3.27 12.48 9.21 4.61



Table I-8

Lower Seal Location at Ambient Temperature

m

Analysis Seal Rock

Cem._ent .__ Tangen- Tangen-

Placement Injection Temp Radial tial Vertical Shear Radial tial Vertical Shear
Temperature Pressure (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

Type K 25°C 0% 30.48 4.32 4.40 5.73 0.71 4.32 12.87 10.42 4.28

Type K 25°C 50% 30.48 6.51 6.59 7.92 0.71 6.51 _____----10.68 10.42 2.09

Type K 4°C 0% 30.48 4.73 4.64 6.09 0.73 4.73 12.97 10.42 4.12

Type K 4oc 50% 30.48 6.92 6.83 8.28 0.73 6.92 10.78 10.42 1.93i

Type II 25°C 0% 30.01 -0.05 0.00 -0.16 0.08 -0.05 17.31 10.42 8.68

,.. Type II 25°C 50Olo "_5.ol 2.14 _2"19 2.03 0.08 2.14 15.12 10.42 6.498.53

_ Type II 4°C 0% 30.01 0.36 0.25 0.21 0.08 0.36 17.41 10.42

Type II 4°C 500/° 30.01 2.55 2.44 2.40 0.08 2.55 15.22 10.42 6.34



Table I-9

Lower Seal Location at Elevated Temperature

Analysis Seal Rock

___ I Tangen- Tangen-

Placement Injection Temp Radial tial Vertical Shear Radial tial Vertical Shear
Cement Temperature Pressure (°C) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) _(MPa)

Type K 25°C 0% 42.98 4.57 4.55 5.95 0.70 4.57 12.93 10.42 4.18

Type K 25°C 50% 42.98 6.76 6.74 8.14 0.70 6.76 10.74 10.42 1.99

Type K 4°C 0% 42.98 4.97 4.79 6.31 0.76 4.97 13.02 10.42 4.03

Type K 4°C 50% 42.98 _ 7.16 6.98 8.50 0.76 7.16 _------.-.--10.83 10.42 1.84

Type Ii 25°C 0% 42.51 0.20 0.15 _0"07 0.07 0.20 17.36 ___.-------10.428.58

50% 42.51 2.39 2.34 2.26 0.07 2.39 15.17 10.42 6.39
,., Type II 25°C " 10.42 8.4,3

Type II 4°C 0% 42.51 0.60 0.39 0.43 0.11 0.60 17.46

Type II 4°C 50% 42.51 2.79 2.58 2.62 0.11 2.79 15.27 10.42 6.24
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Appendix J

Backfill Loading Analysis

This appendix presents a backfill loading analysis for a cementitious seal, in which the loading
is resisted in uniform shear and the backfill below the plug has settled. Section J.1 presents
backfill loading under unsaturated conditions. Section J.2 presents loading under saturated

conditions, and Section J.3 presents a dynamic analysis using a pseudo static method.

J. 1 Backfill Loading Under Unsaturated Conffftions
Consider the plug that resists dead load and loads transmitted from above in unifnrm shear. The
total load resisted in uniform shear is as follows:

Pd = ((_z) rca2 + gPc n: a 2 1

where

Pd = Total load on the plug

ffz = Vertical stress on the plug from the backfill at the top of the seal
Pc = Mass density of the seal
a = Seal radius

g = Acceleration constant
1 = Plug length.

The vertical stress from the backfill on the plug can be calculated by considering the equilibrium
of an element of backfill (Figure J-l). If the backfill is dry and unsaturated, the governing
differential equation is as follows:

do 2K(tan(_))
.--. + ..... 0 : gPddz a

where

z = Vertical coordinate

tan _b= Friction angle
Pd = Mass unit weight

K = Active earth pressure coefficient.

The vertical stress is calculated by solving the first-order differential equation with the boundary
condition that the vertical stress is zero at the top of the fill. The solution to the above equation
follows:

Considering the condition below the water level, the governing differential equation becomes:

J-1
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Ozd - Vertical Stress in the Unsaturated Zone Czd = Vertical Stress in the Unsaturated Zone

h d . Height of Unsaturated Zone g = Acceleration of Gravity

h s = Height of Saturated Zone I = Length of the Seal

= Vertical Coordinate from Top of the
z Unsaturated Zone

z' - Vertical Coordinate from Top of the
Saturated Zone

g = Acceleration Due to Gravity

T - Shear Stress

I = Length of the Seal

w = Weight

Figure J-1

Structural Analysis of Rockfill Loading
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-2(u_¢))z)a, = aPdg *1 -e a .
2(tan(_))K

_-_d° + 2(tan(_))Koz = 2(tan(_))Kuw + gP, •
dz _ a a

The pore pressure equals:

uw = p_gz /

Substituting this relationship into the above differential equation yields:

d_z 2K(tan(¢)) ct 2K(tan(_))...--+ ..........: .p_gz + gp,.
dz _ a a

The solution to the above equation is obtained by applying the boundary condition at the water
level as follows:

g(p-p_)a 1 - e-'-_7"_"h' agpa 1 - e _ " le " °' "
a_ -g, p h, . 2K(tan(¢))' " + 2K(tan(¢))

where

K = Active earth pressure coefficient
¢ = Internal friction angle

Ps = Density of saturated backfill
Pw = Density of water
hs = Height of the saturated backfill

Pd = Density of dry backfill
hd = Height of unsaturated backfill, hf- h,
hf = Total height of the backfill.

•I.2 Backfill Loaalng Unaer Satumtea Conaition$
It is assumed that the vertical loading on the plug to be resisted in uniform shear along the
periphery of the plug is as follows:

J-3
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The above relationships are used to evaluate shear stress as a function of seal length for various

loadings (Figures J-2 through J-4). t Table J-I presents the assumed height used in the analyses
for each seal location.

Table J-1

Height of Backfill

.... ! J ,' ',, I'"'

Height of Backfill
Seal Location (m)

Upper Seal Location 178

Potential Repository Horizon 454

Lower Seal Location 552

The analysis results show that the uniform shear stress that develops on the periphery of the plug
depends on the plug length and the height of the saturated column, The principal loading results

from the pore water pressure under saturated conditions. There is also considerable reduction
in shear stress for plug lengths from 1 to 10 m and less reduction for plugs greater than 10 m
in length.

d.3 Dynamic Loadings
For seismic analysis, the plug may be analyzed as a lumped-mass, single-degree-of-freedom

system with damping for vertical ground movement. The response spectrum for maximum
acceleration for periodic (sine or cosine) ground movements is most appropriate because the seal
system is rigid or stiff. Ground movements might be predominantly vertical and not result in

changes in seal confinement. Shearing stresses increase with no change or possibly a loss of
confinement and potential failure along the plug boundary:

a13

where

x= = Shear stress on the rock/seal interface
a = Seal radius

1The calculations assume typical properties for the backfill. This includes a dry density of 1,750 kg/m3; a wet
density of 2,090 kg/m3; and a friction angle of 30 degrees.
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I = Length of the seal

o_ = Vertical stress on u_c top of the seal
X = Acceleration ratio
g = Acceleration of gravity

Yc = Density of the seal.

The vertical stress for seismic loading becomes:

I 1 ( '= a -2_ath. a -2 -27h ,
_, _'_Pb I -e ._o. gh .-_p_ I -e e

where

k = K.
Pb = Buoyantdensityofbackfill,y_= y_
h_ = Height of the saturated backf'dl
Pd = Density of dry backfill
hd = Height of unsaturated backfill, hf- h_
hf = Total height of the backf'fll.

Figures J-2 through J-4 present the analysis results. The vertical seismic loads result in shear

stress that is approximately one-third of the total loading that would be expected for an
acceleration of 0.3 g. The results also show tittle reduction in shear stress for seal lengths greater
than 10m.
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Appendix K

Materlals Used In the 011Sealing
and Gas Industry

This appendix presents informationon cementitious materials and drilling muds used in the oil
sealingand gas industry. Section K.1 presents information on cementitious materials, while
Section K. 1.1 presents information for cementitious materials in high-temperature environments.

Section K. 1.2 presents information on drilling muds. One alternative strategy being pursued is
to load the potential repository in a way that would cool the temperature of the waste and the
potential repository rock near the boiling point of water to keep moisture away from the waste

(GAO, 1993). Seal temperature at the upper and lower sealing locations would be higher than
the temperatures presented in this report, and the discussion in this appendix would be relevant.

K. 1 Comentitious Materials

The API provides standards for well cements, well-cement additives, and well-cement testing
procedures under API Specification I0 (API, 1979), "Specification for Materials and Testing for

Well Cements." This specification considers eight classes of well cements and aids in the
procurement of standardized equipment and materials. API Specification 10 does not specifically

address requirements of cements for well-plugging applications, but it does provide standardized
tests and testing procedures that address test-sample preparation, normal and minimum water
content, density, compressive strength, thickening time, fluid loss, and rheological properties of
the slurry, as well as the permeability of the set cement to water. These tests may be employed

to evaluate blends of cement for a particular application and as one quality control measure of
field blends against the design specification for a particular application. The development of

semiautomated slurry blending units means the achievement to reproduce the desired portions of
admixtures. Sampling of the blended slurry normally takes place at predetermined points
throughout the mixing process.

Cement-slurry composition can be tailored to specific applications by selection of an API-
classified cement and proper use of one or more additives and the addition of the required

volume of water. Examples of applications where special cement formulations may be needed
in the sealing of boreholes include expansion and sealing properties, extreme temperatures, and
highly permeable or "thief" zones that may be encountered. In wells where the hydrostatic head

of a full column of cement would exceed the fracture pressure of the weakest formation, cement
is either emplaced in stages, or lightweight cements are used in noncritical portions of the

borehole. Stage cementing is the emplacement of the desired total amount of cement in reduced
volumes, from individual ascending positions after the previous stage has cured.

Most of the cement used in oil wells is portland cement (Suman and Ellis, 1977; Western
Company, undated). Limestone, clay, sand, and iron ore, which are finely ground and blended,
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comprise portland cement. The mixture is fired in a rotary kiln to about 2600°F. These materials
fuse into glass-like balls or clinkers of complex silicate, which are then reground with gypsum.

Portland cement consists primarily of tricalcium aluminate, tetracalcium aluminoferite, tdcalcium
silicate, and dicalcium silicate. These four principal components affect the early strength, sulfate

resistance, hydration, swelling, and cracking during cure and/or rate of hardening. The API
established nine classifications of portland cement with the maximum percent of the four
principal components designated. These classifications allow for various pressure/temperature
conditions, early strength, sulfate resistance, and adaptability to modification with accelerators

and retarders. Table K-I presents the API classifications (API, 1979).

The published depth range of cements is based on laboratory determinations of thickening time

and minimum compressive strength development in wells with a geothermal gradient of 1.5°F/100
ft (Suman and Ellis, 1977). Since the actual geothermal temperature gradient may differ from
those in the laboratory, the depth ranges may not always be applicable. For instance, the

geothermal temperature gradients range from about 0.8 to 2.4°F/100 ft in various parts of the
southeastern United States. Normal cure time, or WOC time, after placement of plugs ranges
from 12 to 24 hr.

There is much potential for creation of new cements or tailoring of standard classes of cement

to meet specific design objectives, given the number of developed additives. The major cement
additives that might be considered for sealing of potential repository boreholes include additives

to prevent strength retrogression at high temperatures and density reducers to help prevent the
loss of slurry to weak formations during cementing. These additives are discussed below.

K. 1.1 Cementitious Materials in a High.Temperature Environment
One problem that may be encountered is a high-temperature environment for boreholes near or
penetrating through the nuclear waste potential repository. _ Cured portland cement exhibits

severe compressive strength loss (retrogression) and an increase in permeability at temperatures
above 230°F (110°C). Silica flour (minus 200 mesh) and coarse silica (50 to 150 mesh) can be

used to avoid strength retrogression in high-temperature wells where the temperature exceeds this

value. Coarse silica performs best where densified slurries are required, due to its reduced water
requirements, as compared to silica flour. The silica flour can be used in all types of heavy or

lightweight compositions. Table K-2 presents the effects of temperature and silica flour content
on compressive strength and cement permeability. With the addition of bentonite and a high
water-ratio material, the potential exists for the loss of strength and permeability. At least 30 to

35 percent silica flour by weight is needed to prevent retrogression, but concena'ations of up to
80 percent have been used in geothermal well applications (Shryock and Smith, 1980).

1Alternativepotentialrepositorydesignsare being evaluatedand include the conceptof a "high-temperature"
environmentto driveoffmoistureandprotectwastecanisters.Thisdiscussionis relevanttosucha high-temperature
environment.
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Table K-1 1
API O11Well Cements

Soundness Fineness FreeWater Depth Wamr %
Maximum Minimum Maximum Range by Weight

Class % (m'/kg) (ml) (ft) of Cement Characmrislics

A .80 150 -- 0-6,000 46 Commoncement whenspecialpropertiesare not required,similarto ASTM C 150,
Type I. 4'

B .80 160 -- 0-6,000 46 Providesmoderate to highsulphamrasistence,available in modemts (similarto
ASTM C 150, Type II) and highsullats-resistanttypes.

,......=.,.-..

C .80 220 -- 0-6,000 56 Provideshighearly strength. Available inordinaryend moderato (similarto ASTM C
150, Type III) end high sulfat_rasistsnt types.

D .80 .... 6,000-10,000 38 Coarsegrind,mlarded. Availablein bothmoderato end highsulfats-realstsnttypes.

-- I0,000-14,000 38 Same as D.E .80 -- m
.,.m,.,...,m--

.- 10,000-16,000 38 Same as D.F .80 --
,_ .--------
'_ G .80 -- 3.5 0-8,000 44 Intendedfor use as a basiccement or can be used with acceleratorsand retardem

to covera range of welldepths and _npemturas. No eddiliensother than caldurn
sulfm or wmr, or both, shall be intsrgroundor blendedwith the dinkar dudng
manufacture.Availablein moderateand highsulfate-rasistanttypes, primarilyin
wastsm United$tstss.

H .80 -- 3.5 0-8,000 38 Intendedfor use as a basic cement as manufacturedorcan be used with
acceleratorsand mtsrders to cover. See AppendixB for chemical and physical
range of well depthsand tsmpermuras. No requirementsfor API Cements.
Additionsother then calciumsuIfats or watsr, orboth, shall be intmngroundor
blendedwith the clinkerduringmanufacture. Available in modemts and high
sulfam-msistenttypes, primarilyin Gulf Coast and midconlinentregions.
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Table K-2

Permeability of Hydrated API Class H Cement"

, , ,, , ,',, i

CuringTime: 3 Days at CuringTime: 28 Days at
32OOF 320°F

,,,,,, ,

Compressive Compressive
Silica Bentonite Hematite Strength Permeability Strength Permeability
(%) (%) (%) (%) (md) (%) (md)

.... ,

0 0 0 2,165 0.031 2,590 4,580
,,,, ,,

20 0 0 9,590 0.001 5,450 <0.001
, , ....

30 0 0 8,325 0.001 5,390 <0.001
,,,,, ,,,,

40 0 0 8,165 <0.001 11,330 <0.001

•0 4 0 -590 0.548 370 9.720
,,=

30 4 0 4,275 <0.001 3,050 <0.001
....

40 4 0 3,750 <0.001 4,140 <0.001

0 0 28 2,205 0.030 1,600 3.890
il

30 0 45 9,925 <0.001 7,015 <0.001
,,,,

40 0 50 8,525 <0.001 8,450 <0.O01

=FromSmith,1990.

Sand is used to densify slurries in plugback cements. Densified slurries are used to minimize

the effects of "mud" contamination and are generally for plugback cements (Smith, 1990).
During pumping, low-density cement slurries decrease the likelihood of breaking down a

formation and causing lost circulation due to the hydrostatic force of a cement-slurry column.
Density reduction can result from additives that increase the water content of the slurry (i.e.,
bentonite) or by the addition of lightweight solid particles (i.e., gilsonite and perlite). More

common density-reduction additives are discussed below.

The principal additive for producing lightweight "filler" cementing slurries is bentonite, a
colloidal clay that absorbs large quantifies of water. The amount of bentonite (or gel) used in
cement varies from 1 to 25 percent, with 4 percent being the most common ratio used in the

field. Table K-3 presents the API Specification 10 requirements for bentonite. High percentages
of bentonite cause a reduction of pumping time and compressive strength. Gel cements also have
reduced sulfate resistance and are more permeable (Suman and Ellis, 1977).
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The oil industry uses blends of pozzolans in oil well cement to createa lighter cement slurry with

improved pumpability and increased brine and sulfate resistance. Generally, pozzolans are mixed

Table K-3

Physical and Chemical Requirernenta for Bentonite
According to API Specifications

........ ,, , ,,, ," '"' , , ,, , :. " , ,, , ,, ' ::. ,,,,, L I, , if_,,,:: ,,,, ,,,,: J ', , , ,",T,, , ,,,, ,,,_ ,I, i

Name Property
I"""" ,, , , , , , i , ,: j, ,' ,,', ' I"?" " • ,,: ,,, • ,,,, ,, ,, ,

Dry-screenanalysis 100% throughU.S. StandardNo. 40 sieve
(420 I_m)

Wet-screenanalysis 2.5% maximumretainedon U.S. StandardNo. 200
sieve (74 lim)

Moisturecontent(as received) 10%, maximum

Viscometerreading= 22, minimumat 600 rpm

Yieldpoint_ (Ibf/100 ft2) 3 x plasticviscosity,maximum

Filtrationproperties= 15.0 mL, maximum(100 psi paper)

)H= 9.5 maximum
' i , , ,, .... ,

=Basedon 22.5 g bentonitein350-mL distilledwater;equivalentto approximately80 bbl/tonyield
clay.

in equal portions (by absolute volume) with portland cements. Pozzolan's cement can be
accelerated or retarded in the same manner as portland cement. For low-weight, high-temperature

applications, a mixture of pozzolan and lime (without portland cement) has been used
(Montgomery and Smith, 1961). This composition applies to wells having bottom-hole
temperatures from 140 to 400°F (60 to 204°C), requiring no strength retrogression.

The addition of gilsonite, which is a lightweight (specific gravity 1.07) bridging material added
to oil well cement slurries, reduces slurry density and helps to control losses to permeable

formations. Its addition to a cement composition produces a higher compressive strength at all
ages at the same slurry weight. Table K-4 illustrates the quantities of gilsonite to produce

various slurry weights in portland cement with and without bentonite or pozzolan cements.

Perlite is a volcanic composition that, after being mined, screened, and heated under pressure,

forms a cellular product of low density. It provides bridging for lost circulation zones and
reduces the weight of cement slurries. It can be used with common portland or retarding-type

cements and generally contains small amounts of bentonite (4 percent) to help prevent flotation
or settling of perlite particles.
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TaMe K-4

Effects of GIIsonlte on Cement Density

: i ,L:] 111 : r . , , _[ 11,,]JJ , i , fl , 1,1_1 7it 7 ']Jill JL T , ',fa_lm , : I 7: .....

Gilsonite PortlandCement Portland4% Gel PozzolanCement
(Ib/sack) (Ib/gal) (_gal) (Ib/gal)

,,,, ,, , H,'J,"L' ' , ,,,_ ,I ' I'l ,'I" ,,, : ,",, , ' ,, ,: ,' "'1 ,, , J" ,.,._ ' I ,',',J , ',"','i, '_'"' _ ,I

0 15.6 14.1 14.2
,, , ....... , .... , ,,,,... , , ,,

25 13.6 12.7 12.5
,,,, ,, . •

50 12.5 11.9 11.7e
,,, .=., , ,,,,,

1O0 11.3 11.0 10.8
, ::: ,_ ,_: ,,,,, ,,, ,, - , ,,, _- ._,_, , = ,,

Due to some severe environments that are not commonplace, several investigations solved

cementing problems associated with these environments. These investigations resulted in the
development of special cementing blends. Some findings and the cement applications follow
below.

Geopressured geothermal resources are found in sedimentary basins under high temperature and
pressure. Temperatures and pressures range to more than 600°F (315.5°C) (Lipman, 1987;

Shryock and Smith, 1980) and from 9,000 to 15,000 psi (Geraghty and Miller, 1982). Shyrock
and Smith (1980), in writing on the state-of-the-art of geothermal well cementing, summarized
the research and studies of various companies, agencies, and committees and technical papers

published in both the United States and Europe related to cement compositions used in
geothermal wells. The basic findings are as follows:

1. All (portland) cement (slurries and in cured state) undergo a retrogression of
compressive strength when temperatures increase above 230°F (I 10°C).

2. When curing time increases at high temperatures, between 200 and 300°C, the
compressive strength of the slurries rapidly decreases. Only Class G type cement
with 40 percent silica flour showed sufficient compressive strength and durability
with time (to support well casing).

3. API Class G Cement can be used up to 170°F (77°C), whereas at higher
temperatures (up to 600°F [315°C]), it is necessary to add a retarder depending on
the temperature (to maintain pumpability during emplacement).

4. The fluid loss of this composition almost equals the filtrate of a neat cement slurry
that is approximately 1,000 cm_/30 min, based on the API test. The addition of
other products, such as the retarding agents, bentonite, mica, and gilsonite, does not
greatly affect the fluid loss; however, filtration control agents will reduce fluid loss
to less than 60 cm3/30 rain.
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5. The rheological characteristics of API Class G Cement with silica flour are not much
different from those of a neat cement slurry and are further i,lproved (made easier
to pump) by the addition of the retarding agent and/or friction reducing materials.

6. Class G Cement with silica flour and proper water composition can reduce the flow
of water found in geothermal wells and is ideal for bonding, sealing, and zonal
isolation.

High-temperature cements are available for use in wells when exceeding the upper effective limit
of portland cements (700°F) (Suman and Ellis, 1977). In completing in situ coal-conversion

wells, high-temperature combustion zones occur where temperatures may reach 2735°F (1500°C)
for several hours. During ignition, the base of the injection well will undergo an initial thermal
cycle reaching as high as 1112°F (600°C). Combustion of coal near any commonly used casing

material (carbon steel) will cause rapid deterioration due to sulfidation, oxidation, melting, or
thermal expansion (Geraghty and Miller, i982).

Calcium aluminate cement (CementFonduTM or Luminite TM) has been used in in situ combustion

wells where temperatures may reach 2000°F. Calcium aluminate cement is manufactured from
limestone and bauxite ores. Neat calcium aluminate cement has a high heat of reaction and
attains an ultimate compressive strength of 12,000 psi (83 MPa) in 24 hr. Additives include fixe

brick, fly ash, and silica flour (40 percent to improve strength retrogression).

Calcium aluminate cements may be considered for portions of the wellbores that penetrate or
locate near the potential repository, where the heat from radioactive materials may reach a
temperature of 302°F (150°C). Other specialty cements sometimes used in the construction or
abandonment of industrial injection wells incluc_z latex cements and synthetic resin cements.

Epoxy-resin cements offer chemical resistance in injection wells with more aggressive waste

streams. The addition of silica flour to the epoxy resin results in a low-viscosity epoxy-resin
blend that is easily pumped and attains a compressive strength of over 2000 psi very soon after
initial set takes place (Ostroot and Ramos, 1972). Epoxy cements are effective in wells with

bottom-hole temperatures of 60 to 200°F (Smith, 1990). Special precautions must be used to
remove all water from in front of the cements as epoxy water accelerates the setting of the epoxy.

Once the epoxy starts to thicken, thickening time (pumpability) is essentially over.

A unique property of these cements is that when applying pressure to the slurry, the resin phase
may be squeezed into a permeable zone and form a seal within the formation. These specialty

cements are used in wells in small volumes. Manufacturers use different trademarks for epoxy
cements. Halliburton's Epseal Cement TM and Dowell's Synthetic Cement TM (Dowell, 1972) are

examples of epoxy-resin cements.

Expanding cements are a blend of portland cement and expansion aids, such as sodium sulfate,
sodium chloride, pozzolan, calcium sulfoaluminate, or a combination of these admixtures (Carter
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et al., 1966). These cements expand during and following setting. This expansion improves
bonding between cement and casing or formation. The permeabilityof some expanding cements
is equivalent to that of APl Class A neat cement (0.0001 millidarciesto water) (Dowell, 1973).
Expandingcements are limited to temperaturesbelow 200 to 290°F (93 to 1430C),depending on
formulation, and may be detrimentally affected by conventional retarders.

One type of expanding cement available from Dowell (1972) is known as 'regulated fill-up
cement. This thixotropic cement is thin when mixed but becomes thick when pumping stops.
Thispropertytransfershydrostaticpressureto the walls of the formationratherthan to the bottom
of the hole and thus can prevent the loss of slurry into weak and highly permeable zones.
Regulated fill-up cement is highly sulfate-resistant and has permeabilities between 0.0038 and
.0050 md (to water), depending on the percentage of water added (60 and 70 percent,
respectively).

Chemical additives improve the stability of cements in the presence of various infiuent streams
in industrial injection wells. Most standard cementing compositions are not resistant to inorganic
acids. Latex can be mixed directly into a portland cementing composition as an aid to improving
resistance to attack by organic acids and weak solutions of hydrochloric acid, nitric, and mixed
acids (not sulfuric).

K.1.2 Drilling.Muds
Drilling fluids (muds) containing bentonite or other natural clays serve to prevent vertical fluid
migration from deep reservoir horizons into shallow, saturated horizons (freshwater or potential
underground sources of drinking water). The following discusses the major mud properties that
affect the ability of drilling fluids to prevent vertical fluid migration in abandoned wellbores.

The fluid density of a drilling mud prevents inflow of formation fluids into a wellbore. The fluid

density serves this purpc,se by exerting hydrostatic pressure differentials that are preferential to
the formation and as such can prevent formation collapse due to tectonic stresses or settling.
Formation fluid density can be adjusted to accomplish these objectives, either by increasing the
salinity of brines or by the addition of insoluble solids, such as barite, for use as weighing
material.

Gel strength is the thixotropic property of a drilling mud and primarily serves two functions
relative to vertical fluid movement. The first major function of gel strength is to keep the
insoluble weighing materials suspended in the fluid for extended periods. The second major
function, long-term gel strength, provides additional resistance to vertical fluid movement due
to the increased pressure required to shear or initiate vertical fluid movement.

There are two primary classifications of gel strength: progressive- and fragile-type gels. A
progressive gel is one that starts low initially but consistently increases with time. The

progressive gel is strong or firm and hard to break and often occurs because of high solids
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concentrations in the drilling fluid. From a drilling fluid standpoint, they are usually undesirable

because they can create problems, such as excessive pump pressures to shear the fluid to initiate

circulation resulting in potential loss of circulation. Conversely, as a plugging material, the
increased gel strength that develops over time provides additional resistance to vertical fluid

movement. The fragile gel may start with a high initial gel and only increase slightly in time.
From a plugging-agent standpoint, the fragile gel may limit the additional resistance of the
drilling mud to arrest vertical movement.

Drilling fluids may eventually dehydrate and crack, resulting in a channel that could permit fluid
movement within a penetration. Rogers (1963) demonstrates that most clays in general and

specifically smectite clays will adsorb water. They determined fluid permeabilities due to
compressing water out of clay samples to be about 10.6 darcies (Rogers, 1963).

If a mud plug dehydrates, due to emplacement in the unsaturated zone at the Yucca Mountain
Mined Geologic Disposal System, radionuclide gases would permeate the plug. Yet, if the

permeability of the unsaturated zone is greater than that of the dehydrated mud plug, gases could
permeate the formation surrounding the borehole. Desiccation/dehydration and subsequent
cracking of drilling muds could pose a problem in the unsaturated zone.

Filtercake buildup is the result of loss of fluid (usually water and chemical additions) from the
mud into the formation when the formation permeability is such that fluid passage through pores

occurs. Depending on the size of tl,e pore openings, if the openings are large enough, the fu-st
event to occur would be a mud spurt that enters these openings at the wellbore face. As
additional fluid is lost, a buildup of mud solids (f'dtercake) develops (Magcobar 1977). For

treating the enhanced permeability development of the disturbed rock zone, the combination of
filtration control and density can decrease the hoop stresses in the wellbore and exert a confining
pressure on the face of the hole (Darley, 1981).

The water well industry uses bentonite seals in the presence of water. They are inapplicable to
unsaturated zones, where it will dry and shrink or crack. In wet, static conditions, bentonite

provides a flexible impermeable seal; bentonite seals cannot hold fluid pressure (Driscoll, 1989).

The literature shows that only qualitative judgements havebeenmade in studies to date regarding
standards for adequate zone isolation. These usually relate to the hydraulic bond that indicates
the adhesion between cement and casing or between cement and formation. The actual

relationship between hydraulic bond measurements in the laboratory, anddownhole zone isolation
has not been reported.

Laboratory studies for evaluating bond strength of cement to formation rock in deep boreholes

are not common. One laboratory investigation (Evans and Carter, 1962), in which cement was
placed in contact with formation cores and the interface was tapped by a simulated perforation,

evaluated the effect of various contact surfaces and applied squeeze pressure. The study showed
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that, when cement was squeezed against dry cores, bond strengthapproached or exceeded
compressive strength,yet test resultswere not providedfor low-compressive-strengthformation
ma_rials, such as tufted shales.

Based more on the lack of verifiabledatarather than evidence to the contrary, it appearssafer
to rely on cement plugs for seal supportthanas a primarybarrierto waterinfiltration,when other
sealing materials are feasible. Table K-5 presents a summary of sealing materials--their
advantagesand disadvantages.

Table K-5

Summary of Seal Materials
t Jt !!Lt ...... LL!]L LI 111 11 _+ _: lit, ....... JllU! tJr ! Jt tt I .... LILtIBI'II! l r rria 71+lr+'T :t TPTI !'J_ ++ ::+ !I JJ L: t £JJ l , JLIJ....

Material Advantage Disadvantage
Z :::Y ............... J LJIJ J J LII_: ...... t !t +Jill[ , t H,!,I _t _I ._ !±,_J= . ,................ .... !LIt...... L.L..+J IL ........... [ t._ l

Bentonlle • Flexible whenwet • Shrinks/cracksin unsaturatedzones
• No heat of hydration • Cannotholdfluidpressure
• Sorplive • Minimalstructuralsupport
• Mud contaminationless critical • 20-rain thickening/settime

• May disperse/erodein movingwater
• Well mustbe static duringplacement
• Not serf-supporting
• Cannottag for a test

Cement • Tailoredto fit need • Shrinksduringhydration
• Providesstructuralsupport • May crack duringhydration
• Does not dry in un_lurated zones • Expands/shrinkswiththermal cycles
• Holdsfluidpressure • Some blendsvery sensitiveto mud
• Thickeningtime may be adjusted contamination
• Can be expansive • Well must be static duringplacement
• Designed to reducemud contamination • Retrogressionover time

effects * Not serf-supportingas a slurry
• Sell-supportingafter hydration
• Can tag for test

DrillingMud • Holds pressure • May dehydratein unsaturatedzone
• Providesstructuralsupportwhen saturated • Shrinks/crackswhen dehydrated
• Sorptive • Lossof structuralsupportwhen

dehydrated
• Contaminatedby cement slurry
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APPENDIX

Information from the Reference Information Base
Used in this Report

This report contains no information from the Reference Information Base.

Candidate Information
for the

Reference Information Base

This report contains no candidate information for the Reference Information Base.

Candidate Information
for the

Geographic Nodal Information Study
and Evaluation System

This report contains no candidate information for the Geographic Nodal Information
Study and Evaluation System.
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